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IT'S THE JEWS STUPID!



Several years ago I was attending a University in the Northwest. While I was doing so I
received several of Edgar Steele’s Conspiracy pen pal missives. I still read them, I just go
to his website at http://www.conspiracypenpal.com/ rather than receive them as an email.
In any case, during that time I “acquired,” one of Mr. Steele’s better known sayings and
kind of “adopted,” it as my own. My essay, “It’s the Jews Stupid,” was not as original as I
thought when I wrote it. Mr. Steele wrote an excellent essay several years ago with the
same title, and it seems that I must have liked it so much that I began to use the phrase,
“It’s the Jews Stupid,” and embraced it as my own. In any case, this statement, which will
precede my essay on my blog site from this moment on is my attempt to remedy this
usurpation of his prose/ideas and to give him the attribution he deserves. Mr. Steele was
very kind about all this, I wrote him and he asked if I was the one that had written an
essay with the same title as his. I realized at that point what must have happened, i.e. I
read his essay in 2004 and accidentally appropriated his title. I apologized and he
graciously accepted my apology. I highly recommend his essay “It’s the Jews Stupid,” it
is an excellent expose as to how our friends the Jews conduct themselves in this day and
age and how we Goyim allow them to get away with their bad behavior.



I have long thought about writing this article but hesitated because I didn’t want the
reader to conclude that I believed that all Jews are complicit in what amounts to a vast
conspiracy to undermine western civilization and establish a Talmudic centered one
world government. However, times have changed, and I feel obligated to write this and
post it on the last bastion of freedom of speech, the Internet – before even that, in its
present form is made unavailable to mankind.

Of course all Jews aren’t engaged in this nefarious plan, but unfortunately most of them
will come to the aid of those who are. There are some exceptions, on occasion one will
criticize another, but as a rule, those who are in a position to publicly denounce one of
their own are still pro-Israel/pro-Zionist in orientation. A Jewish conservative talk show
host named Michael Savage recently condemned George Soros, a multinational Jewish
Supremacist, for engaging in the kind of activities that according to Savage led to the
holocaust more than sixty years ago. In a sense Savage is right, Soros is exactly the kind
of Jew that inspired Germans to wake up and democratically elect Adolf Hitler in 1933,
the financial shenanigans Soros engages in today, are pretty much the same thing German
Jews were engaged in prior to the Second World War. Unfortunately, Savage can’t be
looked at as a role model for Jews either; he’s a hard core Zionist and an Israeli apologist,
blindly towing the line for this little provocateur no matter what it does or whom it does it
to

This little spat between Soros and Savage illustrates an important point and one I intend
to thoroughly expand on in the next few pages. Savage is allegedly a “right wing” Jew
and Soros is allegedly a leftist, both are Jewish, both have a voice, both have a platform,
Savage’s is talk radio and Soros speaks through various organizations, like Moveon.com
and whatever else his money and influence buys. You won’t hear any non-Jewish critics
of Israel on the radio, television or on Moveon.com – they have no voice, no platform,
not in the mainstream media anyway. The networks have gotten to the point where when
Israel and/or Middle Eastern affairs are discussed; the experts and analysts are introduced,
and they may as well be referred to as Jew #1, Jew #2 and Jew #3. I can’t tell you how
sick it makes me when Fox News, the allegedly “fair and balanced,” network introduces
Charles Krauthammer and William Crystal to their viewers as if either could possibly
offer an unbiased opinion when it comes to Israel and/or organized Jewry, both are in
every sense of the word Jewish Supremacists.

Jews are today so over represented, so disproportionately prevalent, in just about every
facet of American life, despite composing a very small numerical percentage of our
population that I no longer believe, as I once did, that most people aren’t aware of it. Sure
there are a few, busily engaged in acquiring as much money as possible, or watching
American Idol, or engrossed in video games and MTV, that they aren’t fully awake, but
in my opinion, for the most part anyway, those that deny the reach and omnipresence of
Jewish influence in America today are either ignorant, delusional and/or complicit.



One recent phenomenon that finally encouraged me to write, “It’s the Jews Stupid,” is
this incredible short sighted and moronic tendency to compare George Bush to Adolph
Hitler, or to bring up George’s grandfathers alleged relationship with the Nazi’s and to
somehow suggest that this alleged relationship proves Bush is himself is a Nazi. This
ridiculous theory is advanced by the same folks that suppress the abundance of evidence
implicating the Israelis and a complicit and predominantly Jewish media in what
happened in NYC and at the Pentagon on 9-11, people like Greg Szymanski, who by the
way claims to live in a very small Idaho community known as Spirit Lake, but like his
theories, this too is a lie, my mother lives in Spirit lake; and Szymanski doesn’t.
Szymanski also loves to implicate a so called “Black Pope,” in every nefarious incident
that has occurred over the last several decades; I can’t tell you who or exactly what this
“Black Pope,” is, as I don’t bother to read Szymanski’s crap, he’s a moron and a crude
propagandist, who would like to misdirect his readers attention to ludicrous ideas like
Bush is a Nazi and/or a servant of this nebulous Black Pope. I have written Szymanski
several times and pointed out to him that “it’s the Jews stupid,” but he refuses to respond
to my missives, preferring instead to continue his pointless and misleading rants. I have
since concluded that Szymanski isn’t just a fool, he’s a hired gun, and agent provocateur,
granted, not a very good one, but one nevertheless.

So, some of you might ask, “well how exactly do you know Bush is not a Nazi.” For
anyone with the shallowest understanding of history as it relates to the Second World
War, this isn’t much of a surprise, sadly most Americans are more attuned to their
feelings of self worth than they are history in general, so they may be more susceptible to
believing concepts that are so erroneous that those with a rudimentary knowledge just
disregard out of hand. Hitler sought to exclude Jews from German life, especially their
representation in government, academics and the German media, which was composed of
newspapers, news magazines and radio in those days – their was no television, at least not
available to the public – so this wasn’t an issue. George Bush has appointed Jews to some
of the most sensitive positions in the American government, Michael Chertoff is the
Director of Homeland Security, a position that places him in a position to do pretty much
as he likes with our National Security apparatus, Chertoff is an ethnic Jew and a dual
citizen of the state of Israel. Hitler wouldn’t have considered appointing a Jew to such a
post period – it wouldn’t have happened, primarily because the German people, the Nazi
Party and Adolph Hitler were entirely cognizant of the fact that German Jewry had
collectively done their best to destroy the German economy and German nation after the
First World War. Does this mean that every German Jew participated in this treasonous
pursuit, that every German Jew became wealthy at the expense of their non-Jewish
German neighbors? Of course not, but like today in America, most Jews actively
participated in covering up the crimes of their criminal co-religionists, which makes them
complicit to a certain extent. One can see the same phenomenon at work today in
America, anytime anyone mentions that Jews are disproportionately represented in the
United States government, in the American media, in academics, in the medical
profession, in banking, which in fact they are, they are met with a coordinated assault by
an incredible number of Jews, most of whom aren’t guilty of committing any actual
crimes, who seek to silence them with various labels, i.e. anti-Semite, bigot, racist, etc…
One hears many excuses for this cohesive support, which only enables the criminals, fear
of anti-Semitism, and/or fear of the next pogrom or holocaust. Unfortunately for



collective Jewry, this excuse doesn’t wash – what they are doing, and what the Germans
knew they were collectively doing in 1933, and what Americans are slowly becoming
aware of now, is aiding and abetting their co-religionists to commit crimes that are
tantamount to treason. In 1933 the German nation democratically elected a leader that
promised them he wouldn’t allow this absolute and empirical reality to continue. George
Bush on the other hand chose a Jew named Bernenke to replace another Jew named Alan
Greenspan as the head of the Federal Reserve, a position that is without question perhaps
one of the most powerful and influential positions in government today. In the words of
Joseph Goebbels’ if Hitler were to have done something like that after the German people
had suffered through a decade of hyperinflation, and the deprivation so associated, the
German people would have “boxed their ears.”[1]

The fact is, George Bush is not a Nazi, he is not in the least sympathetic with
Nationalism, let alone National Socialism; he is without a doubt the most Philo-Semitic
President that has ever sat in the Oval Office period. Adolph Hitler sought to ostracize
Jewish troublemakers; Bush seeks to make them his most influential foreign and
domestic policy advisors. As Bush himself would say, “make no mistake,” our
commander and chief is not critical of Israel and/or the disproportionate amount of
influence Jews in the United States wield; he is their friend, their ally, and in the end,
more concerned about their interests than he is in the interests of his own nation. There
are those that would seek to convince you and I that Bush is a “Christian fundamentalist,”
and it is for this reason that he supports Israel and Jews with such vigor, but this too is a
chimera, Bush is an opportunist, not an ideologue, he has no loyalty to anything beyond
himself and his own business interests.

Goebbels’ was somewhat of a prophet pariah, he understood organized Jewry like few
Americans do today, he understood that their collective calls of anti-Semitism directed at
the Nazi leadership and indeed the German people themselves was a technique they had
successfully used, even perfected, in order to advance their interests while at the same
time suppressing any dissent from the gentile majority. We see this same technique at
work today, all around the world, anytime anyone honestly divulges the actions of a Jew
in some crime; they are immediately smeared with the label of “anti-Semitism.” This is
not a recent phenomenon, it has nothing to do with Zionism, as Noam Chomsky might
suggest, it is an ageless technique developed by Jewry over an extended period of time, as
evidenced by one entry Goebbels’ made in his diary during the Second World War, more
than sixty years ago.

The Jews in England now demand laws to protect them from anti-Semitism. We know
these tactics from our own past when we were struggling for power. I didn't help much.
We were always able to find loopholes in the law. Besides anti-Semitism cannot be
eradicated by law once it has taken root with the people. A law against hating Jews is
usually the beginning of the end for the Jews[2]

Goebbels’ also noted in his diary an inevitability that will catch up with Jewry once again,
an inevitability that has caught up with them in the past – one they cannot seem to escape
entirely, and one that should motivate any sane Jew to seriously reconsider their
relationship with the so called Jewish state of Israel and its blatant disregard for what the



majority of the people in the world want, and that is to live free of the Jewish yoke,
whether that yoke be of an economic nature, and/or one of a socio-political-cultural
character. In the following entry Goebbels’ notes something that is becoming evident
today – many Jews are becoming aware of the fact that non-Jews are beginning to
scrutinize some uncomfortable facts that implicate Jews as being behind a great deal of
the issues that most effect them – this is getting harder to cover up, people are beginning
to notice that Jews are disproportionately represented in the areas of life that the non-
Jewish majority is most concerned with, and that is the degeneracy of western culture, the
degeneracy of American culture, the degradation of Christian values, the collapse of the
American educational system and the rape of our economy. In their haste to cover up their
involvement in these areas, Jews are exposing themselves as they never have before, and
because of this Americans now know that Jews dominate Hollywood, the media in all its
facets, our economy, our judicial process and in many respects our very government.
Once again, this is nothing new, Jews had attempted the very same thing in Germany
after the First World War and in France, and in Poland, and in Spain – in fact ethnic Jews
have been tossed out of more countries, not for their faith as they today allege, but
because of their collective behavior, than any other ethnic group in history. Despite what
your history professor will tell you about their ejection from Spain under Ferdinand and
Isabella, it had nothing to do with the fact that they weren’t Catholic and everything to do
with their behavior – they intentionally enslaved the Spanish people under their usurious
yolk, they absolutely, without any doubt whatsoever ushered in the Moorish invaders
from Africa and as a result they unquestionably committed treason, and the Spanish
people knew it. It is for these reasons and no others that the Jews were ejected from Spain
and you can bet there wasn’t a moist eye to be found among the Spanish victims. Bearing
this in mind, carefully consider the words of Joseph Goebbels’:

The Jews aren't always so clever as they would like themselves to believe. Whenever they
are in danger they prove to be the stupidest devils.[3]

Goebbels’ was of course correct, contemporaneously and in a modern sense as well,
organized Jewry has in fact become desperate, they exposed themselves completely on 9-
11, and if the media were in other hands, their Fifth Column would long ago have been
neutralized and the war on terror ended. If it were not for the fact that the entire media
apparatus was kosher, Americans would know that 150 Israelis were arrested in the
United States following 9-11 for espionage and then quietly deported without informing
the American public by the Jew and dual Israeli citizen Michael Chertoff, who was at that
time Assistant Attorney General under the flunky John Ashcroft. If it weren’t for the fact
that the media is in a virtual and very Jewish stranglehold, Americans would know that
five Israeli’s were arrested on 9-11 after they were witnessed filming the impacts of the
airliners into the World Trade Centers while laughing, joking and clapping one another
on the backs in a congratulatory manner. These Israeli Jews were also deported back to
Israel without informing the American people that they had even been arrested, let alone
what their behavior was purported to have been. If it weren’t for the complicit media and
government, not to mention the corrupt judicial system, Americans would be familiar
with the empirical fact that on January 2, 2004 an Israeli Jew named Asher Karni was
arrested for having sold [past tense] more than sixty nuclear weapon detonators to
Pakistan, the world’s most unstable Islamic Republic and a country in which “Osama,” as



in Osama Bin Laden, is the most popular name for a male child. If the American media
wasn’t under the direct control of Jews, the American people would know that an
American Jew named Yehuda Abraham was arrested in 2003 for conspiring to sell
Russian made surface to air missiles to undercover FBI agents posing as Al Qaeda
operatives with the understanding that these missiles would be used on American civilian
airliners in the continental United States.

The fact is, we don’t know whether the above named Jews are in fact Zionists, or even
sympathetic with the Zionist cause, but we do know they are ethnic Jews and we know
their names, identities, and actions are being hidden from the people of the United States,
with the express intent of deceiving Americans into believing that Israel is their ally.

It’s the Jews stupid!

It doesn’t matter whether Jews appear to be leftists like Alan Dershowitz or Noam
Chomsky, or whether they appear to be “right wingers,” like former leftist David
Horowitz, or Michael Savage, or Norman Podhoretz, William Kristol or Charles
Krauthammer, they inevitably are intent on advancing what cannot be considered
anything other than Jewish interests. Concepts like liberalism and conservatism are
nothing more than angles to them to be manipulated and mastered for the advancement of
Jewish interests as a collective whole. A perfect example of this incestuous predilection is
how Jews on both the right and left look upon the criminal Oligarchs of Russia and their
criminal acquisition of Russia’s entire infrastructure in the 1990s for pennies on the
dollar. The Russian people led by their President, Vladimir Putin, have recently indicted
several Jewish Oligarchs for this monumental theft, most of the indicted have escaped to
refuse in Israel and/or Britain, nonetheless their assets in Russia have been appropriated,
rightfully it might be added, and their ill acquired fortunes have suffered as a result. So
what does organized Jewry do? They pull every string they can, they exert their
unbelievable collective influence upon various members of Congress in an effort to get
them to condemn the Russian government as anti-democratic, they compel President
Bush to support the condemnations, they lobby anyone and everyone they can in an effort
to enable these Jewish thieves to retain their stolen monies and property. You won’t see
any articles written by Jews condemning the Oligarch’s for stealing billions from the
Russian people, but you’ll see plenty of articles written by Jews condemning Putin and
the Russian people for protesting the fact that they have been ripped off. We don’t really
know if these Oligarch’s are Zionists and/or sympathetic to the Zionist cause. We do
however know that they are ethnic Jews and that they quickly became Capitalists, despite
having lived in a communist country for the majority of their lives, after the collapse of
the USSR. Fortunately we know today that the Oligarch’s of Russia were financed by
ethnic Jews in America, and that their primary apologists today are the very same
American Jews – so once again, despite the smoke and mirrors of the all too predictable
boogeyman of Zionism, “it’s the Jews stupid,” not their latest “ism.”

Lenard Lieberman,[4] Vice President of Clear Channel Communications, one of the
largest if not the largest corporate owners of radio stations across the United States,
launched a billboard advertisement campaign in California a year or so ago, which
claimed that Los Angeles was in Mexico, not California. The reaction was predictable,



millions of Americans reacted negatively to the billboards, immediately demanding that
they be taken down, which predictably led to catcalls of racism, and then the media just as
predictably brought forward all kinds of pro-Mexican radicals that claimed California was
part of Mexico and those that disputed this claim were racists.

Hispanic front men for Lieberman and spokespeople for Clear Channel insisted that only
“racists” wanted the signs taken down and stated against all opposition that the signs
would remain up and for about a week they did. Initially the reactionary American
population blamed Mexicans and Hispanics, it was only after an extensive Internet
investigation that the facts came out - a Jewish vice president of Clear Channel named
Lenard Lieberman was the brains behind the advertising campaign and had ordered the
signs erected. Once this information was posted on the Internet, the signs immediately
came down, overnight in fact. The media dropped the entire matter and not another word
about the billboards has since been heard on American airwaves. Lieberman probably
isn’t a “leftist” radical, considering that he’s the vice president of a large American
Capitalist corporation, we don’t know whether or not he’s a Zionist, but we know he’s a
Jew, and we can see by his surreptitious behavior that he was far more interested in
fomenting division than he was in creating unity. The fact is, organized Jewry is the main
impetus behind both legal and illegal immigration into western nations – those that
dispute this absolute fact are once again, either, stupid, delusional, and/or complicit. Jews
love to play all sides, as a matter a fact they are masters at it, by doing so they hope to
control the agendas of any organizations that might one day challenge the established
kosher order. Remember Cindy Sheehan? Ms. Sheehan is essentially a leftist who got it
right when she sent a letter to a major news network stating that her son joined the Army
to protect the United States of America, not Israel, her fame grew exponentially just
preceding that letter and in it’s immediate aftermath – she showed up at Bush’s ranch in
Texas demanding to see the traitor, all of the networks provided coverage, but someone
got to Cindy and convinced her to retract her statement concerning Israel, and as a result
she has been marginalized since. Sure the Jewish media throws her a bone every now and
again, but she’ll never recover the momentum she had in the summer off 2005, she has
since been relegated to speaking at “unity,” type churches, where the Jews can keep their
eyes on her at all times.

The entire immigration fiasco in America today is completely dominated by ethnic Jews,
they ensure that no restrictive legislation is made into law and when individuals like the
Minutemen form into groups and become a little too popular they start cranking out the
media propaganda and the all to common denunciations of bigotry, and/or they get their
front men, people like George Bush, to accuse the Minutemen of vigilantism. Fortunately
few Americans take that fool seriously any longer – they have basically pegged him for
what he is, a damnable traitor. So how do the Jews accomplish all this? Consider the
following:

The Jewish-Latino relationship is now viewed as an absolute priority for our [Jewish]
community, said American Jewish Committee Washington, DC, area director David
Bernstein. “We see them [Hispanics] as increasingly active politically and more and more
willing to work with coalition partners in achieving our collective goals.” The
phenomenon has been emerging in the last five to ten years. Groups such as the American



Jewish Committee and the Jewish Community Council have been forming coalitions with
organizations such as the National Council of La Raza and the League of United Latin
American Citizens.[5]

No doubt organized Jewry would love to cultivate this relationship, it would be good for
Jews albeit devastating for Hispanics. After nearly eighty years of exploitation, the black
community has finally managed to semi-extricate itself from the parasitic grip of
organized Jewry. If in fact this relationship between Hispanic and Jewish groups develops
further there is no doubt whatsoever that the relatively harmonious relationship between
Hispanics and whites enjoyed today will end and become just like the seething, resentful,
and negative relationship between the American white and black communities. The black
community has been so exploited by Jewry over the last eighty years that they may be
beyond recovery as a viable group in the United States. This isn’t to say that Jews have
just focused on African Americans, oh no, they have victimized and stigmatized every
black man and woman, and they have done so by convincing these blacks that the Jew is
their only ally and friend, they then turn around and use the black race as a scapegoat for
Jewish crimes – just as they have successfully done post Katrina, when the heat was on
the Israeli’s and the Jewish media in regards to the Iraq War, along came Hurricane
Katrina, and the displacement of a group of blacks so degenerate and handicapped by
being third and fourth generation welfare recipients, that no white person in their right
mind would want them as neighbors, yet the Jews came out in force, doing their best to
relocate these blacks in the most unlikely of white regions, i.e. Utah, that for months
white America had its mind on little else other than the depravity and ignorance of many
of these near savages from New Orleans and ways in which to keep them out of their
neighborhoods. Result – few were focused on what Israel was doing in Palestine or what
was happening in Iraq and Iran.

So how do the Jews exploit their relationship with minorities?

David Horowitz was once a fairly well known Jewish leftist in the 1960s and 1970s. He
has since “converted,” to neo-conservatism, which isn’t that much of an ideological leap
believe it or not, the neo-cons are really nothing more than left leaning Trotskyites with
an alleged “right wing,” foreign policy outlook, which is just another way of saying they
support the state of Israel even at the expense of their host country the United States of
America. In any case, Horowitz wrote an autobiography a few years ago, in it he tried to
explain to his former leftist oriented readers how he came to reject the socialism he once
advocated and instead embraced the neo-con [read Jewish Supremacist] agenda. His
autobiography is entitled Radical Son, it isn’t very good, but fortunately Horowitz
admitted to a few things that make writing this paper much easier. Consider the following
passage and then bear in mind that organized Jewry has denied in leading role in directing
the agenda of radical black organizations.

Talking to Huey [Huey Newton – a well known black radical] as a kind of equal….
emboldened me to raise yet another difficult issue. A strain of anti-Semitism had
developed in the Party [The Black panther party] during the years he [Newton] was in
prison. Of course, the Panthers were not alone among black radicals in their attacks on
Jews. In 1966, Stokely Carmichael and the leaders of the SNCC had expelled whites from



the civil rights organization, accusing them of being a fifth column inside the movement.
Since Jews were a near majority of the whites in these organizations, and had played a
strategic role in organizing and funding the struggle, it was clear to everyone that they
were the primary target of the assault. This was underscored by the support that
Carmichael and the black left gave to the Arab states during their 1967 attack on Israel.
[6]

“Unfortunately most people aren’t aware of the fact that Israel preemptively attacked the
Arab states on June 5, 1967, not the other way around. This is what I would refer to as
“kosher revisionism,” and it is quite common in the world today, as a matter a fact, it’s
the norm. Historical revisionism has developed a bad name primarily because kosher
revisionism rules the airwaves, radio and television; ethnic Jews have a near monopoly on
the media in all its forms, and for that reason, lies like Horowitz’s go unnoticed by most
people. Horowitz predictably sets up his “admission,” i.e. that Jews were
disproportionately represented in the black civil rights movement by first prostrating
himself in such a way as to fool the reader into believing that he, Horowitz, was only able
to influence Newton, because Newton, the black man in the relationship, felt that
Horowitz was an equal. Many people will laugh at the very idea that a Jew would
consider any black to be an equal – as a rule, Jews loathe blacks more than they do
whites, but they find that exploiting blacks is advantageous to the advancement of their
agenda, and it is for this reason, and no other, that they associate with blacks.”[7]

Later in his autobiography, Horowitz again reinforces the above lie by reiterating it, but in
a slightly different manner, but doing so with the same goal in mind, to convince his
reader of a lie, i.e. that the Arabs attacked the Israelis in 1967 and to simultaneously
smear Arab/Muslims in general:

I began to review events of the past to which I had paid little attention before, like the
expulsion of the Jews from the civil rights movement in 1966. Jews had funded the
movement, devised its legal strategies, and provided support for its efforts in the media
and in the universities – and wherever else they had power. More than half the freedom
riders who had gone to the southern states were Jews, although Jews constituted only 3%
of the population. It was an unprecedented show of solidarity from one people to another.
Jews had put their resources and lives on the line to support the black struggle for civil
rights, and indeed two of their sons – Schwerner and Goodman – had been murdered for
their efforts. But even while these tragic events were still fresh, the black leaders of the
movement had unceremoniously expelled the Jews from their ranks. When Israel was
attacked in 1967 by a coalition of Arab states calling for its annihilation, the same black
leaders threw their support to the Arab aggressors, denouncing Zionism as racism.[8]

Once again, the Israeli’s preemptively attacked the Arabs on June 5, 1967, not the other
way around, Horowitz isn’t confused, he knows this, but he is compelled to lie in order to
fabricate history – a most common Jewish trait and one they have only been able to get
away with because of their strategic stranglehold on the media and the publishing
industry.

The fact is, Zionism is racist, it is inherently racist, far more so than anything of the old



Jim Crow variety. Judaism itself is a racist religion, it’s obvious enough, the entire
foundation of Judaism rests on the idea that Jews are a “chosen people,” and the term
“people” connotes race and “chosen,” connotes exclusivity – put the two together and you
inevitably get “racism.” A no-brainer really - but an idea that Jews have successfully kept
hidden from the Goyim cattle.

The fact is, the Jews have exploited blacks going all the way back to the early 20th
century, they founded, developed and financed the NAACP, a fact that history and
political science professors are still too scared to admit openly, but a fact nonetheless.

At this point, let us get serious. Let us reject, at least momentarily, the knee-jerk reaction
to dismiss what is written below based upon our emotional response to it. Let us consider
carefully the facts, let us then consider what they might mean, and in the end, let us
consider what the ultimate ramifications of these facts may be in our not too distant
future. When I ask for instance, what group, more so than any other distinguishable
group, was responsible for the Bolshevik Revolution, and I then answer that question by
saying, “it’s the Jews stupid,” don’t reject it as an arbitrary response; it isn’t arbitrary, it’s
an empirical fact, and one that can be easily proven if the reader chooses to cast aside his
or her emotional response and to engage in a few hours of research.

What distinct group has been ejected from more counties over the last two millennia than
any other group? It’s the Jews stupid.

What distinct group has led more radical subversive movements within their host nations
than any other distinguishable group? It’s the Jews stupid.

What group has consistently avoided military service, especially in the front lines, than
any other group? It’s the Jews stupid.[9]

What group more so than any other has always had its patriotism questioned? It’s the
Jews stupid.

What specific ethnic/religious group more so than any other has consistently sought to
ensnare and then exploit native populations under the yolk of usury?

What ethnic/religious group dominates international finance? It’s the Jews stupid.

What ethnic group dominates the media in Europe and North America? It’s the Jews
stupid.

What ethnic group dominates Hollywood? It’s the Jews stupid.[10]

What ethnic group has done more to subvert true scientific inquiry in the sciences than
any other – imbedding themselves in the disciplines of psychology, sociology and
anthropology – and doing so in such a way as to hijack them and completely and totally
politicize them? It’s the Jews stupid.[11]



What ethnic group gave us “multiculturalism,” and followed that up with an
indoctrination program that reinforced this divisive farce by reaching right into our job
place, homes and schools via compulsory “diversity” and “tolerance,” training programs
and presentations? It’s the Jews stupid.[12]

Who brought us “Judeo-Christianity,” a concept that erroneously amalgamates two
distinctly different and diametrically opposed religious and cultural views? It’s the Jews
stupid.[13]

What ethnic group has done more than any other to identify itself as the only real victims
of Nazi Germany and the Second World War? It’s the Jews stupid.

What ethnic group has perpetrated one of the greatest frauds on mankind in the form of
the so-called “holocaust?” It’s the Jews stupid! [This is an important point – please see
associated footnote][14]

What ethnic group dominates the Russian mafia? It’s the Jews stupid.

What ethnic group dominates the pornography industry? It’s the Jews stupid.

What ethnic group is more responsible than any other for the ongoing sex slave trade? It’s
the Jews stupid.

Members of what ethnic group intentionally attacked an American ship in 1967 named
the USS Liberty, in what amounted to an act of war against the United States of America
and then used their co-ethnics in the United States to cover that fact up? It’s the Jews
stupid.

Members of what ethnic group sought to bomb American assets in Cairo Egypt in the
1950s and blame it on the Arabs in an attempt to frame them and convince Americans to
financially and militarily support the Zionist state? It’s the Jews stupid.[15]

What group more than any other has sought to undermine Christian values and western
civilization in an effort to divide and conquer? It’s the Jews stupid.

What ethnic group was overly represented in the junk bond scandals of the 1980s? It’s the
Jews stupid.[16]

Members of what ethnic group were deeply involved in the Enron scandal but were able
to utilize the Jewish medias influence and access to the American mind in such a way as
to nearly eliminate their role? It’s the Jews stupid.[17]

What ethnic group in America has mobilized itself through its organized efforts to force
Americans to accept the contuing flood of illegal immigrants from the Third World? It's
the Jews stupid. [Most recently manifested by the efforts of the ADL and the SPLC]

This list could go on and on, it would require a tomb the size of Moby Dick to encompass



the many crimes ethnic Jews have committed against Gentiles just in the last decade. The
point of writing this isn’t to convince readers that every Jew is deeply entwined in a plot
to subvert Gentile society, but that Judaism is not a peaceful religion that seeks to coexist
in harmony with non-Jews, the fact is Judaism is first and foremost a “supremacist”
religion that advocates the dominance of non-Jews.

Unless Gentiles become aware of the fact that Zionism is nothing but Jewish
Supremacism's latest “ism,” preceded in the past by many others, i.e. feminism,
socialism, communism, and that these “ism’s” are nothing more than tactics used in a
grand strategy to weaken our will and western civilization itself, we’ll never get to the
heart of the problem at hand, we’ll continue to fight wars for the Jews, to kill for the
Jews, to arrest and incarcerate people for the Jews, to suppress the right to free expression
for the Jews, etc… etc… ad infinitum. The time to liberate ourselves is now.

[1]
[2] Goebbels Diaries. Louis Lochner [1948] Pg 336.

[3] Goebbels Diaries. Louis Lochner. [1948] Pg 183.
[4] This author has found this individuals name to be spelled in a variety of ways,
probably in an attempt tpo throw off ionvestigation. These include Leonard Liebermann,
Lenard Leibermann, Lenard Lieberman, Leonard Lieberman.
[5] http://www.jewishworldreview.com/0800/latinos.jews.html
[6] Pg. 227.
[7] Maynard, Curt. “David Horowitz, Jewish Supremacism and the Mechanics of How
Jews Exploit Blacks.” http://www.pcapostate.blogspot.com/
[8] Horowitz, David. Radical Son. Pg. 275-276.
[9] An excellent book about the reality of so called Jewish patriotism and military service
is War, Money and American Memory: Myths of Virtue, Valor and Patriotism, by
Richard Earley, available on Amazon.com.
[10] Good books on this subject, Hollywood Babylon and another book entitled An
Empire of their Own: How the Jews Invented Hollywood, by a Jew named Neal Gabler.
[11] Excellent examples of this undeniable fact can be found in the trilogy written by
evolutionary psychology professor Kevin MacDonald, Separation and its Discontents,
Culture of Critique A People That Shall Dwell Alone.
[12] Make no mistake – the entire Multiculturalism farce is as kosher as Gefilte fish on
unleavened crackers – according to the Jewish owned Newsweek, the “primer,” for



“multiculturalism,” itself can be traced to the Jewess Paula Rothenberg and her “social
scientific” monstrosity entitled Racism and Sexism: An Integrated Study.
[13] This author has not been able to locate any written or recorded sources utilizing the
term “Judeo-Christianity,” prior to 1940 – the term itself seems to be a modern invention
and one forced on Christians via the media and Jewish influence. Abe Foxman, Director
of the Anti-Defamation League, a Jewish Supremacist organization, reinforces this fact in
his propaganda laced diatribe Never Again, when he reveals on page 146 that he got Jerry
Falwell, a well known Christian evangelist to agree to use the term “Judeo-Christian,”
rather than the exclusive “Christian,” when referring to the foundation of the United
States of America, i.e. This is a Christian Nation.
[14] In the last several years many prominent historical revisionists [holocaust deniers to
the Jews – historians by any other name] have been illegally arrested and deported;
victims of so called “renditions,” and imprisoned in three alleged “modern democratic”
nations, Canada, Germany and Austria. The American public is unaware of this incredible
injustice because the Jewish media has embraced a news black out when it comes to these
courageous individuals. Now I ask the reader in all seriousness, considering everything
happening in the world today, why would a so-called modern democratic nation imprison
people for questioning certain aspects of the holocaust? We don’t imprison people for
claiming they’ve been abducted by aliens, for stating that the Pope and Opus Dei are
behind all the evils in the world, for questioning the veracity of past American Presidents,
etc… why are we throwing people that question certain aspects of history as it relates to
Jews into prison? Answer: It’s the Jews stupid – The story that we have been thoroughly
indoctrinated to believe and to accept on faith with religious fervor is mostly a lie. The
Jews and the media would have you believe that so called holocaust deniers deny that the
Germans persecuted Jews and/or that the Germans never imprisoned Jews in
concentration camps. Surprise, there isn’t a single revisionist that denies these facts – they
do however question the near holy number of 6 million and the idea that the Germans
systematically gassed Jews in “gas chambers,” in Poland during the Second World War.
Did you know that for 45 years a commemorative plaque sat at Auschwitz claiming that 4
millions Jews had died in the camp and that this plaque was changed with absolutely no
fanfare in 1990 to another plaque that claims only 1.5 million? FACT: If it hadn’t been
for the hard work and dedication of historical revisionists, people like Ernst Zundel,
David Irving, Siegfried Verbeke, Manfred Roeder, Bradley Smith, Fred Leuchter and
many, many others, that plaque would never have been changed. In the end, only a fool
wouldn’t consider the likelihood that the real reason these historians have been jailed is
because they have been on the right track all along and there are people out there,
predominantly Jews, that do not want others to know what these individuals have to say.
[15] See information on the Lavon Affair – do a google search, there is a great deal of
info on this crime, the Israeli’s essentially admit what they did, it’s not a state secret.
[16] Read about Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky, both Jews, and both Junk Bond Kings.
[17] The primary witness to turn states evidence against Ken Lay and Jeffrey Skilling was
the Jew Andy Fastow who worked closely with the largest holders of Enron stock, the
Jewish Belfer family. For more information on these facts, see Michael Collins Piper’s
excellent book, The New Jerusalem.



Time for a little “Shell Shock”, Recruit. Now is when you gain an understanding of
who your real enemy is. This is the enemy “they” never told you about. This is the
one lurking in the shadows, and causing all of your people’s misery. History has
attempted to warn us all repeatedly, but many men refused to heed its call. If you
wish to consider yourself a man of honor, it’s time you face this head on. We’ll have
no squealing and whining from you. We are not asking you anything of the Recruit.
We are telling the Recruit exactly how it is, for we have been and seen. Now, head 
up, shoulders back, listening ears on, because it is your turn to finally understand
what is going on around you.

What we are dealing with is not some small group of usurpers. We are facing a very 
large, very organized, and well oiled machine of oppression, but those at the controls
are not hard to see. We are dealing not only with traitors, but infiltrators and
subversives. The danger they pose to our sovereignty, our freedoms, and our way of
life is what has determined that they must be dealt with swiftly, and decisively. How
are traitors handled on the battlefield, by any functioning military unit? Keep that in
mind.

These nation wrecking subversives and infiltrators are playing an age old scheme,
which will soon be revealed as well, but first, you must know who is behind this
scheme. If you do not know who your enemy is, you shall never know how to stop
them. If you fail to recognize, and properly identify your enemy, he will pounce on
you from the shadows whenever he shall wish. Like prey caught in the jaws of the
mighty lion, your recourse will be nothing but a few somber whimpers as your
lifeblood drips away.  

This elusive enemy has stalked mankind for nearly 4,000 years unhindered, and
possibly even longer. This enemy has seeded itself into absolutely every aspect of
your lives, and done so without giving you the slightest hint. They have filled all of
the powerful positions, and the majority has failed to see their common denominator.
They have crept in and taken control of all forms of media, including print, television,
Hollywood, radio, and more. They propagandize both you and your people daily 
from a thousand different angles. They control all of your academia, including your
universities and public schools. They have spoon fed your people their own version of
history, conspicuously absent of their own escapades. They have made themselves
out as the eternal victim, while being the world’s most dangerous perpetrator. They 
feign fear and persecution, as a polarizing mask over their true nature; for they are
never the victims. Instead, our people, and the peoples of almost every nation on earth
suffer under their wrath.  

Theirs are the hidden hands, but alas, they will hide from you no more…Do not
cower in the face of what you are about to discover, for if you do not have the
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fortitude to withstand these powerful truths, you have already deemed yourself
useless in the battle against their oppression. If your eyes burn at the very site of your 
enemy, close this chapter here and now. Do not continue on and do not return to it
again. This manual is not for you.  

Shell Shock 

“They [the Jews] work more effectively against us, than the enemy’s armies. They are
a hundred times more dangerous to our liberties and the great cause we are engaged
in… It is much to be lamented that each state, long ago, has not hunted them down as
pest to society and the greatest enemies we have to the happiness of America.” –
George Washington, Maximz of George Washington, by A. A. Appleton & Company 

“I am not an American of JEWISH faith. I am a JEW. I have been a JEW for a
thousand years. Hitler was right in one thing. He calls the Jewish people a race, and
we are a race.” – Rabbi Stephen Wise, N.Y. Herald-Tribune, June 13, 1938.

“I fully agree with General Washington, that we must protect this young nation from
an insidious influence and impenetration. The menace, gentlemen, is the Jews. In 
whatever country Jews have settled in any great numbers, they have lowered its moral
tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; have segregated themselves and have not
been assimilated; have sneered at and tried to undermine the Christian religion upon
which that nation is founded by objecting to its restrictions; have built up a state
within a state; and when opposed have tried to strangle that country to death
financially, as in the case of Spain and Portugal.

For over 1700 years the Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in that they have
been exiled from their homeland, they call Palestine. But, Gentlemen, should the
world today give it to them in fee simple, they would at once find some cogent reason
for not returning. Why? Because they are vampires, and vampires do not live on
vampires. They cannot live only among themselves. They must subsist on Christians
and other people not of their race.

If you do not exclude them from these United States, in this Constitution in less than 
200 years they will have swarmed in such great numbers that they will dominate and
devour the land, and change our form of government, for which we Americans have
shed our blood, given our lives, our substance and jeopardized our liberty.

If you do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in
the fields to furnish them sustenance, while they will be in the counting houses
rubbing their hands. I warn you, Gentlemen, if you do not exclude the Jews for all
time, your children will curse you in your graves. Jews, Gentlemen, are Asiatics; let
them be born where they will, or how many generations they are away from Asia,
they will never be otherwise. Their ideas do not conform to an American’s, and will
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not even though they live among us ten generations. A leopard cannot change its
spots.

Jews are Asiatics, they are a menace to this country if permitted entrance and should
be excluded by this Constitution.” – Benjamin Franklin Constitutional Convention
1789 (often contested quote)

“I care not what puppet is placed on the throne of England to rule the Empire, …The
man that controls Britain’s money supply controls the British Empire. And I control
the money supply.” – Baron Nathan Mayer Rothschild, 1838

“The modern Jew is the product of the Talmud.” – Michael Rodkinson, in preface of
Babylonian Talmud, page XI.

 “It doesn’t matter who the people voted for, they always voted for us.” – Joseph
Stalin

“Freemasonry is a Jewish establishment, who’s history, grades, official appointments,
passwords, and explanations are Jewish from beginning to end.” – Rabbi Isaac Wise

“Masonry is a Jewish institution, whose history, degrees, charges, passwords and
explanation are Jewish from 
beginning to end.” – Quoted from Gregor Shwarz Bostunitch: die Freimaurerei, 1928;
The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, P. 101

“Masonry is based on Judaism. Eliminate the teachings of Judaism from the Masonic 
Ritual and what is left?” – The Jewish Tribune of New York, October 28, 1927

“The Talmud is to this day the circulating heart’s blood of the Jewish religion.
Whatever laws, customs, or ceremonies we observe-whether we are Orthodox,
Conservative, Reform, or merely spasmodic sentimentalists-we follow the Talmud. It 
is our common law.” – Herman Wouk, This is My God.

“What is the basis of Judaism? A practical passion and greed for profit. To what can
we reduce his (the Jew’s) religious worship? To extortion. What is his real God? 
Cash!” – Karl Marx, founder of Communism, quoted in the British Guardian, July-
August, 1924.

“Jewish history has been tragic to the Jews and no less tragic to the neighboring 
nations who have suffered them. Our major vice of old as of today is parasitism. We 
are a people of vultures living on the labor and good fortune of the rest of the world.”
– Samuel Roth, Jews Must Live, page 18.
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“The world revolution which we will experience will be exclusively our affair and
will rest in our hands. This revolution will tighten the Jewish domination over all
other people.” – Le Peuple Juif, February 8, 1919. 

“The governments of the peoples included in this world republic, with the aid of the
victorious proletariat, all will fall without difficulty into Jewish hands. Private
property will then be strangled by the Jewish directors, who will administer the state 
patrimony everywhere. Thus the promise of the Talmud will be fulfilled, that is, the 
promise that the Jews, at the arrival of the Messiah, will possess the key to the wealth
of all the peoples of the earth.” – Baruch Levy, in a letter to Karl Marx, published in
the Rothschild controlled La Revue de Paris, June 1, 1928.

“Nations will gather together to bring their homage to the people of God; the whole 
fortune of nations will pass into the hands of the Jewish people, they will march
behind the Jewish people, in chains as captives, and will prostrate before it.” – Isador 
Loeb, Le Probleme Juif.

“In everything, we are destroyers–even in the instruments of destruction to which we
turn for relief…We Jews, we, the destroyers, will remain the destroyers for ever.
Nothing that you will do will meet our needs and demands.” – Maurice Samuel, You
Gentiles, pages 152, 155, and 147.

“Jew and Gentile are two worlds, between you Gentiles and us Jews there lies an 
unbridgeable gulf…There are two life forces in the world: Jewish and Gentile…I do
not believe that this primal difference between Gentile and Jew is reconcilable…” –
Maurice Samuel, You Gentiles, page 9.

“You cannot be English Jews. We are a race, and only as a race can we perpetuate.
Our mentality is of a Hebraic character, and differs from that of an Englishman.
Enough subterfuges! Let us assert openly that we are International Jews.” – Gerald
Soman, Chairman of the World Jewry Fellowship, in its official manifesto, January 1,
1935.

“Let us recognize that we Jews are a distinct nationality of which every Jew,
whatever his country, his station, or shade of belief, is necessarily a member.” – Louis
Brandeis, U.S. Supreme Ct. Justice, Zionism, page 113.

“The English (or French or American, etc.) patriotism of the Jew is only a fancy-dress
which he puts on to please the people of the country.” – The Jewish World, December
8, 1911.

“The Jew is an inborn Communist.” – Otto Weininger, Sex and Character, page 311.

“We Jews are going to bring war on Germany.” – David Brown, President of
American Hebrew, in 1934, quoted in Edmonson’s I Testify, page 188.
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“The Second World War is being fought for the defense of the fundamentals of
Judaism.” – The Chicago Jewish Sentinel, October 8, 1942.

“The Roosevelt Administration has selected more Jews to fill influential positions
than any previous administration.” – Brooklyn Jewish Examiner, October 20, 1933.

“We Jews have spoiled the blood of all the races of Europe. Taken as a whole,
everything is Jewdified. Our ideas animate everything. Our spirit reigns over the
world. We are the Lords.” – Dr. Kurt Munzer, The Way to Zion.

“Give me the power to issue and control the money of a nation and I care not who
makes the laws.” – Anselm Rothschild.

“I have never discerned what there is about incest which is really repulsive. I merely 
note that it is natural and frequent for sister and brother to be lovers.” – Leon Blum,
Prime Minister of France, Du Mariage.

“The Jews have a disproportionate number of mental defectives, idiots, and
imbeciles.” – Dr. Maurice Fishburg, Eugenic Factors in Jewish Life.

“You are not Whites–either symbolically or literally–as anyone knows who goes to
Israel.” – Professor Leonard Fein at speech at 27th biennial congress of the Jewish
Board of Deputies in Johannesburg, May 15, 1972.

“The ruin of the peasants in these provinces are the Zhids ["kikes"]. They are full 
fledged leeches sucking up these unfortunate provinces to the point of exhaustion.” –
Nikolai I, Tsar of Russia from 1825 to 1855, in his diaries

“The Jews are the most hateful and the most shameful of the small nations.” –
Voltaire, God and His Men

“John Booth, a Jewish silversmith whose ancestors had been exiled from Portugal
because of their radical political views. In London the refugees had continued their
trade and free thinking, and John had married Wilkes’ cousin. This Wilkes was the
‘celebrated agitator John Wilkes of Westminster, London…John Wilkes Booth’s
father was Junius Brutus Booth.” – The Mad Booths of Maryland

“Under this roof are the heads of the family of Rothschild a name famous in every 
capital of Europe and every division of the globe. If you like, we shall divide the
United States into two parts, one for you, James [Rothschild], and one for you, Lionel
[Rothschild]. Napoleon will do exactly and all that I shall advise him.” – Reported to
have been the comments of Disraeli at the marriage of Lionel Rothschild’s daughter,
Leonora, to her cousin, Alphonse, son of James Rothschild of Paris
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“There is much in the fact of Bolshevism itself, in the fact that so many Jews are
Bolshevists. The ideals of Bolshevism are consonant with many of the highest ideals
of Judaism.” – Jewish Chronicle, London April, 4, 1919

“Slavery is likely to be abolished by the war power and chattel slavery destroyed.
This, I and my [Jewish] European friends are glad of, for slavery is but the owning of 
labor and carries with it the care of the laborers, while the European plan, led by 
England, is that capital shall control labor by controlling wages. This can be done by 
controlling the money. The great debt that capitalists will see to it is made out of the 
war, must be used as a means to control the volume of money. To accomplish this,
the bonds must be used as a banking basis. We are now awaiting for the Secretary of
the Treasury to make his recommendation to Congress. It will not do to allow the 
greenback, as it is called, to circulate as money any length of time, as we cannot
control that.” – Hazard Circular, issued by the Rothschild controlled Bank of
England, 1862

“How then was it that this Government [American], several years after the war was
over, found itself owing in London and Wall Street several hundred million dollars to
men who never fought a battle, who never made a uniform, never furnished a pound
of bread, who never did an honest day’s work in all their lives?…The facts is, that
billions owned by the sweat, tears and blood of American laborers have been poured
into the coffers of these men for absolutely nothing. This ’sacred war debt’ was only a
gigantic scheme of fraud, concocted by European capitalists and enacted into
American laws by the aid of American Congressmen, who were their paid hirelings or
their ignorant dupes. That this crime has remained uncovered is due to the power of
prejudice which seldom permits the victim to see clearly or reason correctly: ‘The 
money power prolongs its reign by working on prejudices.’ Lincoln said.” – Mary E.
Hobard, The Secrets of the Rothschilds

“The division of the United States into two federations of equal rank was decided
long before the Civil War by the High Financial Powers of Europe.” – Bismarck,
1876

“If this mischievous financial policy [the United States Government issuing interest
free and debt free money] which had its origin in the North American Republic 
during the war (1861-1865) should become indurated down to a fixture, then that
Government will furnish its money without cost. It will pay off its debts and be
without a debt. It will have all the money necessary to carry on its commerce. It will
become prosperous beyond precedent in the history of civilized governments of the
world. The brains and the wealth of all countries will go to North America. That
government must be destroyed or it will destroy every Monarch on the globe!” –
London Times Editorial, 1865

“The responsibility for the last World War [WW I] rests solely upon the shoulders of
the international financiers. It is upon them that rests the blood of millions of dead
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and millions of dying.” – Congressional Record, 67th Congress, 4th Session, Senate
Document No. 346

“I hardly exaggerate. Jewish life consists of two elements: Extracting money and
protesting.” – Nahum Goldmann “The Jewish Paradox” 1978

“Mrs. Van Hyning, I am surprised at your surprise. You are a student of history and
you know that both the Borgias and the Mediciis are Jewish families of Italy. Surely 
you know that there have been Popes from both of these house. Perhaps it will
surprise you to know that we have had 20 Jewish Popes, and when you have 
sufficient time, which may coincide with my free time, I can show you these names
and dates. You will learn from these that: The crimes committed in the name of the 
Catholic Church were under Jewish Popes. The leaders of the inquisition was one, de
Torquemada, a Jew.” – Woman’s Voice, November 25, 1953

“It seems to me, when I consider the power of that entombed gold and the pattern of 
events…that there are great, organized forces in the world, which are spread over
many countries but work in unison to achieve power over mankind through chaos.
They seem to me to see, first and foremost, the destruction of Christianity,
Nationhood and Liberty…that was ‘the design’ which Lord Acton perceived behind
the first of the tumults, the French Revolution, and it has become clearer with later
tumults and growing success. This process does not appear to me a natural or
inevitable one, but a manmade one which follows definite rules of conspiratorial
action. I believe there is an organization behind it of long standing, and that the great
successes which have been achieved are mainly due to the efficiency with which this 
has been kept concealed.” – Smoke to Smother, page 315

“We intend to remake the Gentiles what the Communists are doing in Russia.” –
Rabbi Lewish Brown in How Odd of God, New York, 1924

“We told the authorities in London; we shall be in Palestine, whether you want us
there or not. You may speed up or slow down our coming, but it would be better for
you to help us, otherwise our constructive force will turn into a destructive one that 
will bring about ferment in the entire world.” – Judishe Rundschau, #4, 1920,
Germany, by Chaim Weismann, a Zionist leader

“No sooner was the President’s statement made…than a Jewish deputation came
down from New York and in two days ‘fixed’ the two houses [of Congress] so that
the President had to renounce the idea.” – As recorded by Sir Harold Spring Rice,
former British Ambassador to the U.S. in reference to a proposed treaty with Czarist
Russia, favored by the President. 

“[The world] forgets, in its ignorance and narrowness of heart, that when we sink, we
become a revolutionary 
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proletariat, the subordinate officers of the revolutionary party; when we rise, there
rises also the terrible power of the purse.” – The Jewish State, New York, 1917

“I am afraid the ordinary citizen will not like to be told that the banks can, and do,
create money…And they who control the credit of the nation direct the policy of 
Governments and hold in the hollow of their hands the destiny of the people.” –
Reginald McKenna, former Chancellor of the Exchequer, January 24, 1924

“When one lives in contact with the functionaries who are serving the Bolshevik
Government, one feature strikes the attention, which, is almost all of them are Jews. I 
am not at all antiSemitic; but I must state what strikes the eye: everywhere in 
Petrograd, Moscow, in the provincial districts; the commissariats; the district offices; 
in Smolny, in the Soviets, I have met nothing but Jews and again Jews…The more
one studies the revolution the more one is convinced that Bolshevism is a Jewish
movement which can be explained by the special conditions in which the Jewish
people were placed in Russia.” – L’Illustration, September 14, 1918

“We are living in a highly organized state of socialism. The state is all; the individual
is of importance only as he contributes to the welfare of the state. His property is only 
his as the state does not need it. He must hold his life and his possessions at the call of
the state.” – Bernard M. Baruch, The Knickerbocker Press, Albany, N.Y. August 8,
1918

“The Bolshevik revolution in Russia was the work of Jewish brains, of Jewish
dissatisfaction, of Jewish planning, whose goal is to create a new order in the world.
What was performed in so excellent a way in Russia, thanks to Jewish brains, and
because of Jewish dissatisfaction and by Jewish planning, shall also, through the same
Jewish mental an physical forces, become a reality all over the world.” – The 
American Hebrew, September 10, 1920

“Bolshevism is a religion and a faith. How could those halfconverted believers dream
to vanquish the ‘Truthful’ and the ‘Faithful of their own creed, those holy crusaders,
who had gathered around the Red standard of the prophet Karl Marx, and who fought
under the daring guidance of those experienced officers of all latter day revolutions
the Jews?” – Dr. Oscar Levy, Preface to the World Significance of the Russian
Revolution by George PittRivers, 1920

“The two internationales of Finance and Revolution work with ardour, they are the
two fronts of the Jewish Internationale. There is Jewish conspiracy against all
nations.” – Rene Groos, Le Nouveau Mercure, Paris, May, 1927

“Ma’aser is the tenth part of tithe of his capital and income which every Jew has
naturally been obligated over the generations of their history to give for the benefit of
Jewish movements…The tithe principle has been accepted in its most stringent form.
The Zionist Congress declared it as the absolute duty of every Zionist to pay tithes to
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the Ma’aser. It added that those Zionists who failed to do so, should be deprived of
their offices and honorary positions.” – Encyclopedia Judaica

“The Jewish people as a whole will be its own Messiah. It will attain world dominion
by the dissolution of other races, by the abolition of frontiers, the annihilation of 
monarchy, and by the establishment of a world republic in which the Jews will
everywhere exercise the privilege of citizenship. In this new world order the Children
of Israel will furnish all the leaders without encountering opposition. The
Governments of the different peoples forming the world republic will fall without
difficulty into the hands of the Jews. It will then be possible for the Jewish rulers to
abolish private property, and everywhere to make use of the resources of the state.
Thus will the promise of the Talmud be fulfilled, in which is said that when the 
Messianic time is come the Jews will have all the property of the whole world in their 
hands.” – Baruch Levy, Letter to Karl Marx, La Revue de Paris, p. 54, June 1, 1928

“Only recently our race has given the world a new prophet, but he has two faces and
bears two names; on the one side his name is Rothschild, leader of all capitalists, and
on the other Karl Marx, the apostle of those who want to destroy the other.” –
Blumenthal, Judisk Tidskrift, No. 57, Sweeden, 1929

“It is not an accident that Judaism gave birth to Marxism, and it is not an accident that
the Jews readily took up Marxism. All that is in perfect accord with the progress of
Judaism and the Jews.” – Harry Waton, A Program for the Jews and an Answer to all
AntiSemites, p. 148, 1939

“I probably had more power during the war than any other man in the war; doubtless
that is true.” – The International Jew, Commissioned by Henry Ford, speaking of the 
Jew Bernard Baruch, a quasi-official dictator during WW I. 

“The Zionist Organization is a body unique in character, with practically all the
functions and duties of a government, but deriving its strength and resources not from
one territory but from some seventy two different countries…The supreme
government is in the hands of the Zionist Congress, composed of over 200 delegates,
representing shekel payers of all countries. Congress meets once every two years. Its
[supreme government] powers between sessions are then delegated to the Committee 
[Sanhedrin].” – Report submitted to the Zionist Conference at Sydney, Australia, by 
Mr. Ettinger, a Zionist Lawyer 

“Our movement is growing rapidly…I have spent the sum given to me for the up
building of my party and I must find new revenue within a reasonable period.” –
Jews, The Power Behind The Throne! A letter from Hitler to his Wall Street 
promoters on October 29, 1929, p. 43

“…Each of you, Jew and gentile alike, who has not already enlisted in the sacred war
should do so now…” – Samuel Untermeyer, a radio broadcast August 6, 1933
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“Marxism is the modern form of Jewish prophecy.” – Reinhold Niebur, Speech
before the Jewish Institute of Religion, New York October 3, 1934

“There is only one Power which really counts: The Power of Political Pressure. We 
Jews are the most powerful people on Earth, because we have this power, and we
know how to apply it.” – Jewish Daily Bulletin, 7/27/1935

“How do you account for the fact that so many young Jews may be found in the
radical movements of all the lands?” – Michael Gold, New Masses, p. 15, May 7,
1935

“If the tide of history does not turn toward Communist Internationalism then the 
Jewish race is doomed.” – George Marlen, Stalin, Trotsky, or Lenin, p. 414, New
York, 1937

“Marxism, you say, is the bitterest opponent of capitalism, which is sacred to us. For
the simple reason that they are opposite poles, they deliver over to us the two poles of
the earth and permit us to be its axis. These two opposites, Bolshevism and ourselves,
find ourselves identified in the Internationale. And these two opposites, the doctrine
of the two poles of society, meet in their unity of purpose, the renewal of the world
from above by the control of wealth, and from below by revolution.” – Quotation
from a Jewish banker by the Comte de SaintAulaire in Geneve contre la Paix Libraire
Plan, Paris, 1936

“The pressure for war is mounting [again]. The people are opposed to it, but the
Administration seems hell bent on its way to war. Most of the Jewish interests in the 
country are behind the war.” – Wartime Journals, Charles Lindberg, 5/1/41 

“The Jews were now free to indulge in their most fervent fantasies of mass murder of
helpless victims. Christians were dragged from their beds, tortured and killed. Some 
were actually sliced to pieces, bit by bit, while others were branded with hot irons,
their eyes poked out to induce unbearable pain. Others were placed in boxes with
only their heads, hands and legs sticking out. Then hungry rats were placed in the
boxes to gnaw upon their bodies. Some were nailed to the ceiling by their fingers or
by their feet, and left hanging until they died of exhaustion. Others were chained to
the floor and left hanging until they died of exhaustion. Others were chained to the
floor and hot lead poured into their mouths. Many were tied to horses and dragged
through the streets of the city, while Jewish mobs attacked them with rocks and
kicked them to death. Christian mothers were taken to the public square and their
babies snatched from their arms. A red Jewish terrorist would take the baby, hold it
by the feet, head downward and demand that the Christian mother deny Christ. If she
would not, he would toss the baby into the air, and another member of the mob would
rush forward and catch it on the tip of his bayonet.
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Pregnant Christian women were chained to trees and their babies cut out of their
bodies. There were many places of public execution in Russia during the days of the
revolution, one of which was described by the American Rohrbach Commission: ‘The
whole cement floor of the execution hall of the Jewish Cheka if Kiev was flooded
with blood; it formed a level of several inches. It was a horrible mixture of blood,
brains and pieces of skull. All the walls were bespattered with blood. Pieces of brains
and of scalps were sticking to them. A gutter of 25 centimeters wide by 25 
centimeters deep and about 10 meters long was along its length full to the top with
blood.

Some bodies were disemboweled, others had limbs chopped off, some were literally 
hacked to pieces. Some had their eyes put out, the head, face and neck and trunk were 
covered with deep wounds. Further on, we found a corpse with a wedge driven into
its chest. Some had no tongues. In a corner we discovered a quantity of dismembered
arms and legs belonging to no bodies that we could locate.’” – Defender Magazine,
October 1933

“The present program of palliative relief must give way to a program of fundamental 
reconstruction. American democracy must be socialized by subjecting industrial
production and distribution to the will of the People’s Congress. The first step is to
abolish the federal veto and to enlarge the express powers of the national government
through immediate constitutional amendment. A gradual march in the direction of 
socialization will follow.” – Rabbi Victor Eppstein, Opinion April, 1937

“There had been observed in this country certain streams of influence which are
causing a marked deterioration in our literature, amusements, and social conduct…a
nasty Orientalism which had insidiously affected every channel of expression…The
fact that these influences are all traceable to one racial source [Judaism] is something 
to be reckoned with…Our opposition is only in ideas, false ideas, which are sapping
the moral stamina of the people.” – My Life and Work, by Henry Ford

“I am not an American citizen of Jewish faith. I am a Jew. I have been an American
for sixty three years, but I have been a Jew for 4000 years.” – Rabbi Stephen S. Wise

“We are not denying and are not afraid to confess. This war is our war and that it is
waged for the liberation of Jewry…Stronger than all fronts together is our front, that
of Jewry. We are not only giving this war our financial support on which the entire
war production is based, we are not only providing our full propaganda power which
is the moral energy that keeps this war going. The guarantee of victory is
predominantly based on weakening the enemy, forces, on destroying them in their
own country, within the resistance. And we are the Trojan Horses in the enemy’s
fortress. Thousands of Jews living in Europe constitute the principal factor in the
destruction of our enemy. There, our front is a fact and the most valuable aid for
victory.” – Chaim Weizmann, President of the World Jewish Congress, in a speech on
December 3, 1942, New York City 
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“The modern Socialist movement is in great part the work of the Jews, who impress
on it the mark of their brains; it was they who took a preponderant part in the
directing of the first Socialist Republic…The present world Socialism forms the first
step of the accomplishment of Mosaism, the start of the realization of the future state 
of the world announced by our prophets. It is not till there shall be a League of
Nations; it is not till its Allied Armies shall be employed in an effective manner for 
the protection of the feeble that we can hope that the Jews will be able to develop,
without impediment in Palestine, their national State; and equally it is only a League 
of Nations penetrated with the Socialist spirit that will render possible for us the 
enjoyment of our international necessities, as well as our national ones…” – Dr.
Alfred Nossig, Intergrales Judentum

“The strongest supporters of Judaism cannot deny that Judaism is anti-Christian.” –
Jewish World, March 15, 1924

“Arrangements have been completed with the National Council of Churches whereby 
the American Jewish Congress and the AntiDefamation League will jointly…aid in
the preparation of lesson materials, study guides and visual aids…sponsored by 
Protestant organizations.” – American Jewish Yearbook, 1952

“I hope every German west of the Rhine River and wherever we attack, will be
destroyed.” – R.F. Keeling 

“When a Jew in America or South Africa speaks of ‘our Government’ to his fellow
Jews, he usually means the Government of Israel, while the Jewish public in various
countries view Israeli ambassadors as their own representatives.” – Israel
Government Yearbook, 1953-1954, p. 35

“We are one people despite the ostensible rifts, cracks, and differences between the
American and Soviet democracies. We are one people and it is not in our interests
that the West should liberate the East, for in doing this and in liberating the enslaved
nations, the West would inevitably deprive Jewry of the Eastern half of its world
power.” – Chaim Weismann, World Conquerors, p, 227, by Louis Marshalko

“The Jews might have had Uganda, Madagascar, and other places for the
establishment of a Jewish Fatherland, but they wanted absolutely nothing except
Palestine, not because the Dead Sea water by evaporation can produce five trillion
dollars of metaloids and powdered metals; not because the subsoil of Palestine
contains twenty times more petroleum than all the combined reserves of the two
Americas; but because Palestine is the crossroads of Europe, Asia, and Africa,
because Palestine constitutes the veritable center of world political power, the
strategic center for world control.” – Nahum Goldman, President World Jewish
Congress
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“The non-Europeanization of America is heartening news of an almost transcendental
quality.” – Ben Wattenberg, Jewish ‘philosopher,’ in The Good News, The Bad
News, p. 84

“Israel controls the Senate…around 80 percent are completely in support of Israel;
anything Israel wants. Jewish influence in the House of Representatives is even
greater.” – They Dare to Speak Out, Paul Findley, p. 66, speaking of a statement of
Senator J. William Fulbright said in 1973

“The world Zionist movement is big business. In the first two decades after Israel’s
precarious birth in 1948 it channeled an estimated four billion dollars in donations
into the country. Following the 1967 ArabIsraeli war, the Zionists raised another
$730 million in just two years. This year, 1970, the movement is seeking five hundred
million dollars. Gottlieb Hammar, chief Zionist money raiser, said, ‘When the blood
flows, the money flows.’” – Lawrence Mosher, National Observer, May 18, 1970

“When the conspirators get ready to take over the United States they will use 
fluoridated water and vaccines to change people’s attitudes and loyalties and make 
them docile, apathetic, unconcerned and groggy. According to their own writings and
the means they have already confessedly employed, the conspirators have deliberately 
planned and developed methods to mentally deteriorate, morally debase, and
completely enslave the masses. They will prepare vaccines containing drugs that will
completely change people. Secret Communist plans for conquering America were
adopted in 1914 and published in 1953. These plans called for compulsory 
vaccination with vaccines containing change agent drugs. They also plan on using 
disease germs, fluoridation and vaccinations to weaken the people and reduce the
population.” – Impact of Science on Society, by Bertrand Russell

“I know I don’t have to say this, but in bringing everybody under the Zionist banner
we never forget that our goals are the safety and security of the state of Israel 
foremost. Our goal will be realized in Yiddishkeit, in a Jewish life being lived every 
place in the world and our goals will have to be realized, not merely by what we
impel others to do. And here in this country it means frequently working through the
umbrella of the President’s Conference [of Jewish organizations], or it might be
working in unison with other groups that feel as we do. But that, too, is part of what
we think Zionism means and what our challenge is.” – Rabbi Israel Miller, The 
American Jewish Examiner, p. 14, On March 5, 1970

“A Jew is anyone who says he is.” – David Ben Gurion

“…the incontrovertible evidence is that Hitler ordered on November 30, 1941, that
there was to be ‘no liquidation of the Jews.’” – Hitler’s War, p. xiv, by David Irving,
Viking Press, N.Y. 1977, 926 pages
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“Yet I have a clever touch and pander to your vices. While looking on in exultation.
And so I play my game, with the exuberance of experience, the strange and terribly 
subtle final aims of my Asiatic Blood that remain a mystery to you.” – Paul Meyer,
Akton

“I am devoting my lecture in this seminar to a discussion of the possibility that we are 
now entering a Jewish century, a time when the spirit of the community, the 
nonideological blend of the emotional and rational and the resistance to categories
and forms will emerge through the forces of antinationalism to provide us with a new
kind of society. I call this process the Judaization of Christianity because Christianity 
will be the vehicle through which this society becomes Jewish.” – Rabbi Martin
Siegel, New York Magazine, p. 32, January 18, 1972

“The image of the world…as traced in my imagination the increasing influence of the 
farmers and workers, and the rising political influence of men of science, may 
transform the United States into a welfare state with a planned economy. Western and
Eastern Europe will become a federation of autonomous states having a socialist and
democratic regime. With the exception of the U.S.S.R. as a federated Eurasian state,
all other continents will become united in a world alliance, at whose disposal will be 
an international police force. All armies will be abolished, and there will be no more 
wars. In Jerusalem, the United Nations (A truly United Nations) will build a shrine of 
the Prophets to serve the federated union of all continents; this will be the seat of the
Supreme Court of mankind, to settle all controversies among the federated
continents.” – David Ben Gurion

“You’ve seen every single race besmirched, but you never saw an unfavorable image 
of a kike because the Jews are ever watchful for that. They never allowed it to be
shown on the screen!” – Robert Mitchum, Playboy, January 1979

“Journalists, editors, and politicians for that matter, are going to think twice about
criticizing Israel if they know they are going to get thousands of angry calls in a
matter of hours. The Jewish lobby is good at orchestrating pressure…Israel’s
presence in America is all pervasive …You don’t want to seem like you are blatantly 
trying to influence whom they [the media] invite. You have to persuade them that you
have the show’s best interests at heart…After the hullabaloo over Lebanon [cluster
bombing civilians, etc.], the press doesn’t do anything without calling us for 
comment.”

“I believe that the active Jews of today have a tendency to think that the Christians
have organized and set up and run the world of injustice, unfairness, cruelty, misery. I 
am not taking any part in this, but I have heard it expressed, and I believe they feel it
that way. Jews have lived for the past 2000 years and developed in a Christian World.
They are a part of that Christian World even when they suffer from it or be in
opposition with it, and they cannot dissociate themselves from this Christian World
and from what it has done. And I think that the Jews are bumptious enough to think
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that perhaps some form of Jewish solution to the problems of the world could be
found which would be better, which would be an improvement. It is up to them to
find a Jewish answer to the problems of the world, the problems of today.” – Baron
Guy de Rothschild, NBC TV, The Remnant, August 18, 1974

“Federation played a major part in Jewish life throughout the world. There is a
federation in every community of the world where there is a substantial number of 
Jews. Today there is a central movement that is capable of mustering all of its
planning, financial and political resources within twenty four hours, geared to
handling any particular issue. Proportionately, we have more power than any other
comparable group, far beyond our numbers. The reason is that we are probably the
most well organized minority in the world.” – Nat Rosenberg, Denver Allied Jewish
Federation, International Jewish News, January 30, 1976

“As president of the largest Jewish organization, I disposed of budgets of hundreds of
millions of dollars; I directed thousands of employees, and all this, I emphasize again,
not for one particular state, but within the frame work of International Jewry.” – The
Jewish Parado, Nahum Goldmann, p. 150

“Mossad can go to any distinguished American Jew and ask for help.” – Ex-CIA 
official, 9/3/1979, Newsweek

“The holocaust instills a guilt complex in those said to be guilty and spreads the 
demoralization, degeneration, eventually the destruction of the natural elite among a
people. Transfers effective political control to the lowest elements who will cowtow
to the Jews.” – S.E.D. Brown of South Africa, 1979

“We [Jews] are like an elephant, we don’t forget.” – Thomas Dine, American Israeli
Public Affairs Committee 

“Allowing NBC to televise this matter [revelations about former Prime Minister Peres
formulating the U.S. sale of weapons to Iran] is evidence that some U.S. agencies are
undertaking a private crusade against Israel. That’s very severe, and is something you
just don’t do to a friend.” – Chicago Tribune 11/24/84

“Israel was caught stealing U.S. technology for cluster bombs and chrome plating 
cannon barrels. Subpoenas against Israeli citizens were dropped by “our” government
after Israel pledged to “cooperate.” – Chicago Tribune 11/24/86

“All I had held against the Jews was that so many Jews actually were hypocrites in
their claim to be friends of the American black man…At the same time I knew that 
“Jews played these roles for a very careful strategic reason: the more prejudice in 
America that could be focused upon the Negro, the more the white Gentile’s 
prejudice would keep…off the Jew.” – New York Magazine, 2/4/85
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“Poles did not like Jews and they were worse than Germans.” – Menachem Begin

“I am a Zionist.” – Jerry Falwell, Old Time Gospel Hour, 1/27/85

“A U.S. Senator should have the same right as a member of the Knesset…to disagree
with any government when its actions may not be in the United States’ interest.” –
Senator Percy, Wall Street Journal, 2/26/85

“…the [Jewish] underground will strike targets that will make Americans gasp.” –
Victor Vancier, Village Voice Statements of New York City Jewish Defense League 
Commander, April, 1986

“Do not let the forces of evil take over to make this a Christian America.” – Senator 
Howard Metzenbaum, 11/6/86

“Five men meet in London twice daily and decide the world price of gold. They 
represent Mocatta & Goldsmid, Sharps, Pixley Ltd., Samuel Montagu Ltd., Mase
Wespac Ltd. and M. Rothschild & Sons.” – L.A. Times Washington Post, 12/29/86

“The role of Jews who write in both the Jewish and [American] general press is to
defend Israel.” – Commentary of Editor Norman Podhoretz 

“Much of what you have read about the war in Lebanon and even more of what you
have seen and heard on television is simply not true.” – New Republic Editor in chief
Martin Peretz

“The use of force, including beatings, undoubtedly has brought about the impact we
wanted strengthening the [occupied] population’s fear of the Israeli Defense Forces.”
– Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin

“If we’d like to launch a war against the Washington Post, we’ll pick the time and
place.” – Spokesman for the Israeli Embassy 

“We Jews are an unusual people. We fight over anything.” – Philip Klutznick, past
president of B’nai B’rith, They Dare to Speak Out, p. 276

“Jew storekeepers have already learned the advantage to be gained from this 
[unlimited credit]: they lead on the farmer into irretrievable indebtedness, and keep
him ever after as their bond slave hopelessly grinding in the mill.” – Across the
Plains, by Scottish writer Robert Louis Stevenson, 1850-1894

“…[Israel] is able to stifle free speech, control our Congress, and even dictate our
foreign policy.” – They Dare to Speak Out, Paul Findley 
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“The division of the United States into two federations of equal force was decided
long before the Civil Wary by the High Financial Power of Europe. These [Jewish] 
bankers were afraid that the United States, if they remained in one block and as one
nation, would obtain economical and financial independence, which would upset their
financial domination over the world…Therefore they started their emissaries in order
to exploit the question of slavery and thus dig an abyss between the two parts of the
Republic.” – Interview by Conrad Seim, in La Veille France, March, 1921 

“This means war! and organized Jewry, such as the B’nai B’rith, which swung their
weight into the fight to defeat Taft. The Jewish ex-President ‘Teddy’ Roosevelt
helped, in no small way, by organizing and running on a third Party ticket [the
Bull Moose Party], which split the conservative Republican vote and allowed
Woodrow Wilson [A Muranno Jew] to become President.” – The Great Conspiracy,
by Lt. Col. Gordon “Jack” Mohr

“I would willingly disenfranchise every Zionist. I would almost be tempted to
proscribe the Zionist organizations as illegal and against the national interests…I 
have always recognized the unpopularity, much greater than some people think of my 
community. We [Jews] have obtained a far greater share of this country’s [England] 
goods and opportunities than we are numerically entitled to. We reach, on the whole,
maturity earlier, and therefore with people of our own age we compete unfairly.
Many of us have been exclusive in our friendships, and intolerable in our attitude, and
I can easily understand that many a non Jew in England wants to get rid of us.” –
Jewish American Ambassador to India, Edwin Montague, The Zionist Connection, p.
737

“Played golf with Joe Kennedy [U.S. Ambassador to Britain]. He says that
Chamberlain stated that America and world Jewry forced England into World War
II.” – Secretary of the Navy Forrestal, Diary, December 27, 1945 entry 

“You are right! This reproach of yours, which I feel for certain is at the bottom of
your antiSemitism, is only too well justified; upon this common ground I am quite
willing to shake hands with you and defend you against any accusation of promoting 
Race Hatred…We [Jews] have erred, my friend, we have most grievously erred. And
if there is any truth in our error, 3,000, 2,000 maybe 100 years ago, there is nothing 
now but falseness and madness, a madness which will produce even greater misery 
and wider anarchy. I confess it to you openly and sincerely and with sorrow…We 
who have posed as the saviors of the world…We are nothing but the world’ seducers,
it’s destroyers, it’s incendiaries, it’s executioners…we who promised to lead you to
heaven, have finally succeeded in leading you to a new hell…There has been no
progress, least of all moral progress…and it is our morality which prohibits all
progress, and what is worse it stands in the way of every future and natural
reconstruction in this ruined world of ours…I look at this world, and shudder at its
ghastliness: I shudder all the more, as I know the spiritual authors of all this
ghastliness…” – The World Significance of the Russian Revolution, by George
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LaneFox PittRivers, July 1920, 1957 Jewish rabbi attacks the Lord’s Prayer in the
schools. – NJO, February. 8, 1957

“You Israeli you should never become lenient if you would kill your enemies. You
shall have no pity on them until you shall have destroyed all their so called Arab 
culture, on the ruins of which we shall build our own civilization.” – Menachin
Begin, October 28, 1956, at a Conference in Tel Aviv

“The division of the United States into two federations of equal force was decided
long before the Civil War by the High [Jewish] Financial Powers of Europe. These
bankers were afraid of the United States, if they remained in one block and as one
nation, would attain economical and financial independence, which would upset their
financial domination over the world. The voice of the Rothschilds predominated.
They foresaw tremendous booty if they could substitute two feeble democracies,
indebted to the Jewish financiers, to the vigorous Republic, confident and self
providing. Therefore, they started their emissaries to work in order to exploit the
question of slavery and thus to dig an abyss between the two parts of the Republic.

Lincoln never suspected these underground machinations. He was anti-Slaverist, and
he was elected as such. But his character prevented him from being the man of one
party. When he had affairs in his hands, he perceived that these sinister financiers of
Europe, the Rothschilds, wished to make him the executor of their designs. They 
made the rupture between the North and the South imminent! The master of finance 
in Europe made this rupture definitive in order to exploit it to the utmost. Lincoln’s
personality surprised them. His candidature did not trouble them; they though to
easily dupe the candidate woodcutter. But Lincoln read their plots and soon 
understood that the South was not the worst foe, but the Jew financiers. He did not
confide his apprehensions, he watched the gestures of the Hidden Hand; he did not
wish to expose publicly the questions which would disconcert the ignorant masses.

Lincoln decided to eliminate the international banker by establishing a system of 
loans, allowing the States to borrow directly from the people without intermediary.
He did not study financial questions, but his robust good sense revealed to him, that
the source of any wealth resides in the work and economy of the nation. He opposed
emissions through the international financiers. He obtained from Congress the right to
borrow from the people by selling to it the ‘bonds’ of the States. The local banks were 
only too glad to help such a system. And the Government and the nation escaped the
plots of the foreign financiers. They understood at once, that the United States would
escape their grip. The death of Lincoln was resolved upon. Nothing is easier than to
find a fanatic to strike.

The death of Lincoln was the disaster for Christendom, continues Bismarck. There
was no man in the United States great enough to wear his boots. And Israel went
anew to grab the riches of the world. I fear that Jewish banks with their craftiness and
tortuous tricks will entirely control the exuberant riches of America, and use it to
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systematically corrupt modern civilization. The Jews will not hesitate to plunge the
whole of Christendom into wars and chaos, in order that ‘the earth should become the
inheritance of Israel.’” – LaVieille France, No. 216, March, 1921

“The great ideal of Judaism is that the whole world shall be imbued with Jewish
teachings, and that in a Universal Brotherhood of Nations a greater Judaism in fact all
the separate races and religions shall disappear.” – Jewish World, February 9, 1933

“Within the studies and on the screen, the Jews could simply create a new country an 
empire of their own, so to speak, one where they would not only be admitted, but
would govern as well. They would create its values and myths, its traditions and
archetypes.” – An Empire of Their Own [How the Jews Invented Hollywood], by 
Neal Gabler (Crown Publishers,
inc. N.Y. Copyright 1988, pp. 56)

“If it is ‘anti-Semitism’ to say that communism in the United States is Jewish, so be 
it; but to the unprejudiced mind it will look very much like Americanism.
Communism all over the world, not in Russia only, is Jewish.” – Henry Ford Sr.,
1922

“Television has allowed us to create a common culture, and without it we would not
have been able to accomplish our goal.” – American Story, Public Television, Dr.
Morris Janowitz, Prof. of Psychology, Chicago University, December 1, 1984

“I am devoting my lecture in this seminar to a discussion of the possibility that we are 
now entering a Jewish century, a time when the spirit of the community, the non-
ideological blend of the emotional and rational and the resistance to categories and
forms will emerge through the forces of antinationalism to provide us with a new kind
of society. I call this process the Judaization of Christianity because Christianity will
be the vehicle through which this society becomes Jewish.” – Rabbi Martin Siegel,
New York Magazine, p. 32, January 18, 1972

The stage was set for the Pied Piper of Harvard to lead a parade of mesmerized youth
to a new dimension of spiritual experience that science had told them did not exist.
Timothy Leary’s LSD (along with the other psychedelics) turned out to be the
launching pad for mind trips beyond the physical universe of time, space, and matter
to a strange dimension where intoxicating nectars were abundant and exotic 
adventures the norm. For millions it was a ‘mind blowing’ experience that forever 
changed their world view.

The Beatles played a key role in leading a generation of youth into drugs. Leary, just
back from India, called them ‘the four evangelists.’ Relaxing in his tepee and
listening to the Beatles’ album Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, Leary 
said, ‘The Beatles have taken my place. That latest album a complete celebration of
LSD.’ The Rolling Stones and other big time Rock groups were evangelists also. In 
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1969, Life magazine quoted Rock star Jimi Hendrix: ‘…through music, you can
hypnotize people…And when you get [them] at [their] weakest point, you can preach
into the subconscious minds what we want to say.’ He was frank to admit, ‘Definitely 
I’m trying to change the world.’ Lloyd Richards, dean of the Yale School of Drama,
has said, ‘The arts define whatever [the] new society is that we’re evolving…’ The
awesome power of music to mold the thinking of the masses (and particularly of its
youth) has been demonstrated by those who unquestionably knew what they were
doing. Crosby, of the Crosby, Stills & Nash group boasted: ‘I figured that the only 
thing to do was to seal their minds. I still think it’s the only thing to do…I’m not
talking about kidnapping…[but] about changing young people’s value systems…’

“This second movement aims for the establishment of a new racial domination of the
world…the moving spirits in the second scheme are Jewish radicals. Within the ranks
of Communism is a group of this party, but it does not stop there. To its leaders
Communism is only an incident. They are ready to use the Islamic revolt, hatred by 
the Central Empire of England, Japan’s designs on India and commercial rivalries
between America and Japan. As any movement of world revolution must be, this is
primarily antiAngloSaxon…The organization of the world Jewish radical movement
has been perfected in almost every land.” – The Chicago Tribune, June 19, 1920

“The question is, whose peace or whose wars are we to “enjoy?” Is man to be free to 
follow his conscience and worship his own God, or must he accept the conscience
and god of the Zionists?” – The Ultimate World Order, Robert H. Williams, page 49

“We Jews have spoiled the blood of all races. We have tarnished and broken their
power. we have made everything foul, rotten, decomposed and decayed.” – The Way 
To Zion, Munzer

“But a study of the racial history of Europe indicates that there would have been few
wars, probably no major wars, but for the organizing of the Jewish peace
propagandists to make the non-Jews grind themselves to bits. The supposition is
permissible that the Jewish strategists want peace, AFTER they subjugate all
opposition and potential opposition.

“There is a Jewish conspiracy against all nations; it occupies almost everywhere the
avenues of power a double assault of Jewish revolution and Jewish finance,
revolution and finance. If I were God, I’d clean this mess up and I would start with
cleaning the Money Changers out of the Federal Reserve. He does say in His Word
that the gold and silver will be thrown in the streets. Since they aren’t using money in
Heaven now, we won’t need any when He gets here. It will be done in earth as it is in
heaven. Oh, I do thank God for that! Hallelujah! I’ll bet you haven’t heard this much
praises, ever.” – La Nouveau Mercure, Paris 1917, Rene Groos

“The Bolshevist revolution [the 1917 Russian Revolution] was largely the outcome of
Jewish idealism.” – American Hebrew, September 10, 1920
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“The Bolshevist officials of Russia are Jews. The Russian Revolution with all its
ghastly horrors was a Jewish movement.” – The Jewish Chronicle, September 22, 1922

RABBI RABINOVICH’S SPEECH OF JANUARY 12TH, 1952

A report from Europe carried the following speech of Rabbi Emanuel Rabinovich
before a special meeting of the Emergency Council of European Rabbis in Budapest,
Hungary, January 12, 1952:

“Greetings, my children; You have been called her to recapitulate the principal steps
of our new program. As you know, we had hoped to have twenty years between wars
to consolidate the great gains which we made from World War II, but our increasing 
numbers in certain vital areas is arousing opposition to us, and we must now work
with every means at our disposal to precipitate World War III within five years [They 
did not precipitate World War III but they did instigate the Korean War when on June
25, 1950 they ordered the North Korean army to launch a surprise attack on South
Korea. On June 26, the U.N. Security Council condemned the invasion as aggression
and ordered withdrawal of the invading forces. Then on June 27, 1950, our Jewish
American President Truman ordered air and naval units into action to enforce the
U.N. order. Not achieving their full goals, they then instigated the overthrow of South
Vietnam Ngo Dinh Diem, Premier under Bao Dai, who deposed the monarch in 1955
and established a republic with himself as President. Diem used strong U.S. backing 
to create an authoritarian regime, which soon grew into a full scale war, with Jewish
pressure escalating U.S. involvement]. 

The goal for which we have striven so concertedly FOR THREE THOUSAND
YEARS is at last within our reach, and because its fulfillment is so apparent, it
behooves us to increase our efforts and our caution tenfold. I can safely promise you
that before ten years have passed, our race will take its rightful place in the world,
with every Jew a king and every Gentile a slave (Applause from the gathering). You
remember the success of our propaganda campaign during the 1930’s, which aroused
antiAmerican passions in Germany at the same time we were arousing antiGerman 
passions in America, a campaign which culminated in the Second World War. A
similar propaganda campaign is now being waged intensively throughout the world.
A war fever is being worked up in Russia by an incessant antiAmerican barrage while
a nation wide antiCommunist scare is sweeping America. This campaign is forcing all
the smaller nations to choose between the partnership of Russia or an alliance with
the United States. Our most pressing problem at the moment is to inflame the lagging 
militaristic spirit of the Americans. The failure of the Universal Military Training Act
was a great setback to our plans, but we are assured that a suitable measure will be 
rushed through Congress immediately after the 1952 elections. The Russians, as well
as the Asiatic peoples, are well under control and offer no objections to war, but we
must wait to secure the Americans. This we hope to do with the issue of 
ANTISEMITISM, which worked so well in uniting the Americans against Germany. 
We are counting heavily on reports of antiSemitic outrages in Russia to whip up
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indignation in the United States and produce a front of solidarity against the Soviet
power. Simultaneously, to demonstrate to Americans the reality of antiSemitism, we 
will advance through new sources large sums of money to outspokenly antiSemitic
elements in America to increase their effectiveness, and WE SHALL STAGE
ANTISEMITIC OUTBREAKS IN SEVERAL OF THEIR LARGEST CITIES. This
will serve the double purpose of exposing reactionary sectors in America, which then
can be silenced, and of welding the United States into a devoted antiRussian unit.
(Note: Protocol of Zion No. 9, para. 2, states that antiSemitism is controlled by them.
At the time of this speech they had already commenced their campaign of 
antiSemitism in Czechoslovakia). Within five years, this program will achieve its
objective, the Third World War, which will surpass in destruction all previous
contests. Israeli, of course, will remain neutral, and when both sides are devastated 
and exhausted, we will arbitrate, sending our Control Commissions into all wrecked 
countries. This war will end for all time our struggle against the Gentiles.

WE WILL OPENLY REVEAL OUR IDENTITY WITH THE RACES OF ASIA 
AND AFRICA. I can state with assurance that the last generation of white children is
now being born. Our Control Commissions will, in the interests of peace and wiping 
out interracial tensions.

FORBID THE WHITES TO MATE WITH WHITES. The White Women must
cohabit with members of the dark races, the White Men with black women. THUS 
THE WHITE RACE WILL DISAPPEAR, FOR THE MIXING OF THE DARK
WITH THE WHITE MEANS THE END OF THE WHITE MAN, AND OUR MOST 
DANGEROUS ENEMY WILL BECOME ONLY A MEMORY. We shall embark
upon an era of ten thousand years of peace and plenty, the Pax Judaica, and our race 
will rule undisputed over the world. Our superior intelligence will easily enable us to
retain mastery over a world of dark peoples.

Question from the gathering: Rabbi Rabinovich, what about the various religions after
the Third World War? 

Rabinovich: There will be no more religions. Not only would the existence of a priest
class remain a constant danger to our rule, but belief in an afterlife would give
spiritual strength to irreconcilable elements in many countries, and enable them to
resist us. We will, however, retain the rituals and customs of Judaism as the mark of 
our hereditary ruling caste, strengthening our racial laws so that no Jew will be
allowed to marry outside our race, nor will any stranger be accepted by us. (Note: 
Protocol of Zion No. 17 para. 2, states: ‘Now that freedom of conscience has been
declared everywhere (as a result of their efforts they have previously stated) only 
years divide us from the moment of THE COMPLETE WRECKING OF THAT
[Hated] CHRISTIAN RELIGION. As to other religions, we shall have still less
difficulty with them.’ 
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We may have to repeat the grim days of World War II, when we were forced to let
the Hitlerite bandits sacrifice some of our people, in order that we may have adequate 
documentation and witnesses to legally justify our trial and execution of the leaders
of America and Russia as war criminals, after we have dictated the peace. I am sure 
you will need little preparation for such a duty, for sacrifice has always been the 
watchword of our people, and the DEATH OF A FEW THOUSAND JEWS in
exchange for world leadership is indeed a SMALL PRICE TO PAY. To convince you
of the certainty of that leadership, let me point out to you how we have turned all of
the inventions of the White Man into weapons against him. HIS PRINTING 
PRESSES AND RADIOS are the MOUTHPIECES OF OUR DESIRES, and his
heavy industry manufactures the instruments which he sends out to arm Asia and
Africa against him. 

Our interests in Washington are greatly extending the POINT FOUR PROGRAM
(viz. COLOMBO PLAN) for developing industry in backward areas of the world, so
that after the industrial plants and cities of Europe and America are destroyed by 
atomic warfare, the Whites can offer no resistance against the large masses of the
dark races, who will maintain an unchallenged technological superiority. And so, with
the vision of world victory before you, go back to your countries and intensify your
good work, until that approaching day when Israeli will reveal herself in all her
glorious destiny as the Light of the World.” – Important Note: Every statement made 
by Rabinovich is based on agenda contained in the “Protocols of Zion.”

“When only Jews are present we admit that Satan is our god.” – Harold Rosenthal,
former administrative aide to Senator Jacob Javits, in a recorded interview.

“The Rabbis of Judaism understand this just as do the leaders in the Christian
movement,” Rabbi Moshe Maggal of the National Jewish Information Service said in
1961 when the term Judeo-Christian was relatively new, “There is no such thing as a
Judeo-Christian religion. We consider the two religions so different that one excludes
the other.” – National Jewish Information Service, 6412 W. Olympic Blvd. L.A. CA

“The League of Nations is a Jewish idea. We created it after a fight of 25 years.
Jerusalem will one day become the Capital of World Peace.” – Nahum Sokolow,
During the Zionist Congress at Carlsbad in 1922

Rabbi Julius T. Loeb a Jewish Zionist leader in Washington was reported in “Who’s
Who in the Nation’s Capital,” 1929-1930, as referring to Jerusalem as “The Head
Capital of the United States of the World.”

“Until mankind heeds the message on the Hebrew trumpet blown, and the faith of the 
whole world’s people is the faith that is our own.” – Jewish Poet, Israel Zangwill
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“The Great idea of Judaism is that the whole world should become imbued with
Jewish teaching and, in a Universal Brotherhood of Nations, a Greater Judaism, in
fact, ALL the separate races and religions should disappear.” – The Jewish World

“The Nations will exhort to tranquility. They will be ready to sacrifice everything for
peace, but WE WILL NOT GIVE THEM PEACE until they openly acknowledge our 
International Super Government, and with SUBMISSIVENESS.” (Zionist Congress
at Basle in 1897)

“The task of the proletariat is to create a still more powerful fatherland with a far 
greater power of resistance, the Republican United States of Europe, as the 
foundation of the United States of the World.” – Leon Trotzky (Bronstein),
Bolshevism and World Peace, 1918

“One of the major reasons for my visit to the United States is to interest Americans in
the beautification of Jerusalem, the Capital of the World, no less than the Capital of 
Israeli.” – Mayor of Jerusalem, South African Jewish Times of 14th March, 1952

“No one pretends that a Japanese or Indian child is English because it was born in
England. The same applies to Jews.” – Jewish World, London September 22, 1915

“A Jew remains a Jew even though he changes his religion; a Christian which would
adopt the Jewish religion would not become a Jew, because the quality of a Jew is not
in the religion but in the race. A Free thinker and Atheist always remains a Jew.” –
Jewish World, London December 14, 1922

“It is the Jew who lies when he swears allegiance to another faith; who becomes a 
danger to the world.” – Rabbi Stephen Wise, New York Tribune, March 2, 1920

“We are Jews and nothing else. A nation within a nation.” – Dr. Chaim Weisman,
Jewish Zionist leader in his pamphlet, (”Great Britain, Palestine and the Jews.”) 

“A Jew remains a Jew. Assimilation is impossible, because a Jew cannot change his
national character. Whatever he does, he is a Jew and remains a Jew. The majority 
has discovered this fact, but too late. Jews and Gentiles discover that there is no issue. 
Both believed there was an issue. There is none.” – The Jews, Ludwig Lewisohn, in
his book “Israel,” 1926

“Once we perceive that it is Judaism which is the root cause of anti-Semitism,
otherwise irrational or inexplicable aspects of anti-Semitism become rationally 
explicable…Only something representing a threat to the core values, allegiances and
beliefs of others could cause such universal, deep and lasting hatred. This Judaism
has done…” – Why the Jews: by Denis Prager and Joseph Telushkin, 1985
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“A Jewish question exists, and there will be one as long as the Jews remain Jews. It is
an actual fact that the Jews fight against the Catholic Church. They are free thinkers,
and constitute a vanguard of Atheism, Bolshevism and Revolution…One should
protect one’s self against the evil influence of Jewish morals, and particularly boycott
the Jewish Press and their demoralizing publications.” – Pastoral letter issued in 1936.
“An Answer to Father Caughlin’s Critics,” page 98 

Max Nordau, a Jew, speaking at the Zionist Congress at Basle in August 1903, made
this astonishing “prophesy”: Let me tell you the following words as if I were showing 
you the rungs of a ladder leading upward and upward: Herzl, the Zionist Congress,
the English Uganda proposition, THE FUTURE WAR, the peace conference,
WHERE WITH THE HELP OF ENGLAND A FREE AND JEWISH PALESTINE
WILL BE CREATED.” – Waters Flowing Eastward, p. 108

Walther Rathenau, the Jewish banker behind the Kaiser, writing in the German 
Weiner Frei Presse, December 24th, 1912, said: “Three hundred men, each of whom
knows all the other, govern the fate of the European continent, and they elect their
successors from their entourage.”

Confirmation of Rathenau’s statement came twenty years later in 1931 when Jean
Izoulet, a prominent member of the Jewish Alliance Israelite Universelle, wrote in his
Paris la Capitale des Religions: “The meaning of the history of the last century is that 
today 300 Jewish financiers, all Masters of Lodges, rule the world.” – Waters
Flowing Eastward, p. 108

In Disraeli’s The Life of Lord George Bentinck, written in 1852, there occurs the
following quotation: “The influence of the Jews may be traced in the last outbreak of
the destructive principle in Europe. An insurrection takes place against tradition and
aristocracy, against religion and property. DESTRUCTION OF THE SEMITIC
PRINCIPLE, extirpation of the Jewish religion, whether in the Mosaic of the
Christian form, the natural equality of men and the abrogation of property are
proclaimed by the Secret Societies which form Provisional Governments and men of
the Jewish Race are found at the head of every one of them. The people of God
cooperate with atheists; the most skilful accumulators of property ally themselves
with Communists; the peculiar and chosen Race touch the hand of all the scum and
low castes of Europe; and all this because THEY WISH TO
DESTROY…CHRISTENDOM which owes to them even its name, and whose
tyranny they can no longer endure.” – Waters Flowing Eastward, pp. 108-109

“The ultimate cause of anti-Semitism is that which has made Jews Jewish Judaism.
There are four basic reasons for this and each revolves around the Jewish challenge to
the values of non Jews…By affirming what they considered to be the one and only 
God of all mankind, thereby denying legitimacy to everyone else’s gods, the Jews
entered history and have often been since at war with other people’s cherished values.
And by continually asserting their own national identity in addition or instead of the
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national identity of the non-Jews among whom they lived, Jews have created or
intensified antisemitic passions…This attempt to change the world, to challenge the 
gods, religious or secular, of the societies around them, and to make moral demands
upon others…has constantly been a source of tension between Jews and non-Jews…”

The London Jewish Chronicle, on April 4th, 1919, declared: “There is much in the
fact of Bolshevism itself, in the fact that so many Jews are Bolshevists, in the fact that 
the ideals of Bolshevism at many points are consonant with the finest ideals of
Judaism.” – Waters Flowing Eastward, p 108

Count Czernin, Austrian foreign minister wrote: “This Russian bolshevism is a peril
to Europe, and if we had the power, beside securing a tolerable peace for ourselves, to 
force other countries into a state of law and order, then it would be better to have
nothing to do with such people as these, but to march on Petersburg and arrange
matters there. Their leaders are almost all of them Jews, with altogether fantastic 
ideas, and I do not envy the country that is government by them. The way they begin
is this: EVERYTHING IN THE LEAST REMINISCENT OF WORK, WEALTH,
AND CULTURE, MUST BE DESTROYED, and THE BOURGEOISIE Middle
Class] EXTERMINATED. Freedom and equality seem no longer to have any place
on their program: only a bestial suppression of all but the proletariat itself.” – Waters
Flowing Eastward, p. 46-47

“The principal characteristic of the Jewish religion consists in its being alien to the 
Hereafter, a religion, as it were, solely and essentially worldly. – Werner Sombart,
Les Juifs et la vie economique, p. 291

On March 15th, 1923, the Jewish World asserted: “Fundamentally JUDAISM IS 
ANTICHRISTIAN.” – Waters Flowing Eastward, p. 108

In his novel Coningsby (London, 1844), Disraeli drew a picture form the life of the
Jews ruling the world from behind the thrones as graphic as anything in the Protocols
of Nilus. Many believe, and it has been proved to most, Coningsby was a plagiarism
of a Byzantine novel of the XVIIth century. The passage in which Rothschild
(Sidonia) describes this is as follows: “If I followed my own impulse, I would remain
here,” said Sidonia. “Can anything be more absurd than that a nation should apply to
an individual to maintain its credit, and with its credit, its existence as an empire and
its comfort as a people; and that individual one to whom its laws deny the proudest
rights of citizenship, the privilege of sitting in its senate and of holding land; for 
though I have been rash enough to buy several estates, my own opinion is that by the
existing law of England, an Englishman of Jewish faith cannot possess the soil.’

‘But surely it would be easy to repeal a law so illiberal.’ 

‘Oh! as for illiberality, I have no objection to it if it be an element of power. Eschew 
political sentimentality. What I contend is that IF YOU PERMIT MEN TO 
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ACCUMULATE PROPERTY, AND THEY USE THAT PERMISSION TO A
GREAT EXTENT, POWER IS INSEPARABLE FROM THAT PROPERTY, and it
is in the last degree impolitic to make it in the interest of any powerful class to oppose
the institutions under which they live. The Jews, for example, independent of the
capital qualities for citizenship which they possess in their industry, temperance, and
energy and vivacity of mind, are a race essentially monarchical, deeply religious and
shrinking themselves from converts as from a calamity, are ever anxious to see the
religious systems of the countries in which they live, flourish; yet since your society 
has become agitated in England and powerful combinations menace your institutions,
you find the once loyal Jew invariably arrayed in the same ranks as the leveller and
the latitudinarian, and prepared to support rather than tamely continue under a system
which seeks to degrade him. The Tories lose an important election at a critical 
moment; ‘Its the Jews who come forward to vote against them.

The Church is alarmed at the scheme of a latitudinarian university, and learns with
relief that funds are not forthcoming for its establishment; a Jew immediately 
advances and endows it. Yet the Jews, Coningsby, are essentially Tories. Toryism
indeed is but copied from the mighty prototype which has fashioned Europe. And
every generation they must become more powerful and more dangerous to the society 
which is hostile to them. Do you think that the quiet humdrum persecution of a 
decorous representative of an English university can crush those who have 
successively baffled the Pharaos, Nebuchadnezzar, Rome, and the feudal ages? 

The fact is YOU CANNOT DESTROY A PURE RACE OF WHITE
ORGANIZATION. It is a physiological fact; a simple law of nature, which has
baffled Egyptian and Assyrian kings, Roman emperors, and Christian inquisitors. No
penal laws, no physical tortures, can effect that a superior race should be absorbed in
an inferior, or be destroyed by it. The mixed persecuting races disappear, the pure
persecuted race remains. And at this moment in spite of centuries, or tens of 
centuries, of degradation, the Jewish mind exercises a vast influence on the affairs of 
Europe. I speak of their laws, which you still obey; of their literature, with which your 
minds are saturated; but of the living Jewish intellect.

You never observe a great intellectual movement in Europe in which the Jews do not
greatly participate. The first Jesuits were Jews; that mysterious Russian diplomacy 
which so alarms Western Europe is organized and principally carried on by Jews; that
mighty revolution (of 1848) which will be in fact [followed] by a second an greater 
Reformation, and of which so little is as yet known in England, is entirely developing 
under the auspices of Jews, who almost monopolize the professorial chairs of
Germany. Neander the founder of Spiritual Christianity, and who is Regius Professor
of Divinity in the University of Berlin, is a Jew. Benary, equally famous and in the
same university, is a Jew. Wehl, the Arabic Professor of Heidelberg, is a Jew. Years
ago, when I was in Palestine, I met a German student who was accumulating 
materials for the history of Christianity and studying the genius of the place; a modest
and learned man. It was Wehl; then unknown, since become the first Arabic scholar
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of the day, and the author of the life of Mohamet. But for the German professors of
this race, their name is legion. I think there are more than ten at Berlin alone.

I told you just now that I was going up to town tomorrow, because I always made it a 
rule to interpose when affairs of state were on the carpet. Otherwise, I never interfere.
I hear of peace and war in the newspapers, but I am never alarmed, except when I am
informed that the sovereigns want treasure; then I know that monarchs are serious.

A few years back we were applied to by Russia. Now there has been no friendship
between the Court of St. Petersburg and my family. It has Dutch connections which
have generally supplied it; and our representations in favor of the Polish Jews, a
numerous race, but the most suffering and degraded of all the tribes, have not been
very agreeable to the Czar. However circumstances drew to an approximation
between the Romanoffs and the Sidonias. I resolved to go myself to St. Petersburg. I 
had on my arrival an interview with the Russian Minister of Finance, Count Cancrin;
I beheld the son of a Lithuanian Jew. The loan was connected with the affairs of
Spain; I resolved on repairing to Spain from Russia. I travelled without intermission. I 
had an audience immediately on my arrival with the Spanish minister Senior 
Mendizabel; I behold one like myself, the some of Nuevo Christiano, a Jew of
Aragon. In consequence of what transpired at Madrid, I went straight to Paris to
consult the President of the French Council; I beheld the son of a French Jew, a hero,
an imperial marshal and very properly so, for who should be military heroes if not
those of the Jewish faith.’

‘And is Soult a Jew?’ ‘Yes, and others of the French marshals, and the most famous
Massna, for example; his real name was Mannasheh: but to my anecdote. The
consequence of our consultations was that some northern power should be applied to
in a friendly and mediative capacity. We fixed on Prussia, and the President of the
Council made an application to the Prussian minister, who attended a few days after
our conference. Count Arnim entered the cabinet, and I beheld a Prussian Jew. So you
see, my dear Coningsby, that THE WORLD IS GOVERNED BY VERY
DIFFERENT PERSONAGES FROM WHAT IS IMAGINED BY THOSE WHO
ARE NOT BEHIND THE SCENES.’ (pp. 249-252)

Rollin, Pierred Leroux, and a group of socialists, among whom was Maurice Joly. His
father was Philippe Lambert Joly, born at Dieppe, Attorney-General of the Jura under
Louis Philippe for ten years. His mother Florentine Corbara Courtois, was the
daughter of Laurent Courtois, paymaster general of Corsica, who had an inveterate
hatred of Napoleon I. Maurice Joly was born in 1831 at LonsleSaulnier and educated
at Dijon: there he had begun his law studies, but left for Paris in 1849 to secure a post
in the Ministry of the Interior under M. Chevreau and just before the coup d’etat. He
did not finish his law studies till 1860. [Committed suicide in 1878].

Joly, some thirty years younger than Cremieux, with an inherited hatred of the
Bonapartes, seems to have fallen very largely under his influence. Through Cremieux,
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Joly became acquainted with communists and their writings. Though, until 1871
when his ambition for a government post turned him into a violent communist, he had
not in 1864 gone beyond socialism, he was so impressed with the way they presented
their arguments that he could not, if the chance were offered, refrain from imitating it.

And this chance came in 1864-1865, when his hatred of Napoleon, whetted by 
Cremieux, led him to publish anonymously in Brussels the Dialogues aux Enfers 
entre Machiavelli et Montesquieu. In this work he tells us, ‘Machiavelli represents the 
policy of Might, while Montesquieu stands for that of Right: Machiavelli will be 
Napoleon, who will himself describe his abominable policy.’ It was natural that he
should choose the Italian Machiavelli to stand for Bonaparte, and the Frenchman
Montesquieu, for the ideal statesman: it was equally natural that he should put in the
mouth of Machiavelli some of the same expressions which Venedey had put in it, and
which Joly had admired. His own view was: ‘Socialism seems to me one of the forms
of a new life for the people emancipated from the traditions of the old world. I accept 
a great many of the solutions offered by socialism; but I reject communism, either as
a social factor, or as a political institution. Communism is but a school of socialism.
In politics, I understand extreme means to gain one’s ends, in that at least, I am a
Jacobin.”

“Amongst the spectacles to which 20th century invites us must be counted the final
settlement of the destiny of European Jews. There is every evidence that, now that 
they have cast their dice, and crossed their Rubicon, there only remains for them to
become masters of Europe or to lose Europe, as they lost in olden times, when they 
had placed themselves in a similar position (Nietzsche). – The Secret Powers Behind
Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 119 

“One can trace Jewish influence in the last revolutionary explosions in Europe. An
insurrection has taken place against traditions, religion and property, the destruction
of the semitic principle, the extirpation of the Jewish religion, either under its Mosaic
or Christian form, the natural equality of men and the annulment of property are
proclaimed by the secret societies which form the provisional government, and men
of the Jewish race are found at the head of each of them. The People of God [The
Jews god is Satan] cooperate with atheists, the most ardent accumulators of property 
link themselves with communists. The select and chosen race walks hand in hand
with the scum of the lower castes of Europe. And all this because they wish to destroy 
this Christianity …” – The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De
Poncins, pp. 120-121

“With him (Bela Kun) twenty six commissaries composed the new government [of
Hungary], out of the twenty six commissaries eighteen were Jews. An unheard of
proportion if one considers that in Hungary there were altogether 1,500,000 Jews in a
population of 22 million. Add to this that these eighteen commissaries had in their
hands the effective direction of government. The eight Christian commissaries were 
only confederates. In a few weeks, Bela Kun and his friends had overthrown in
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Hungary the age old order and one saw rising on the banks of the Danube a new
Jerusalem issued from the brain of Karl Marx and built by Jewish hands on ancient
thoughts.

For hundreds of years through all misfortunes a Messianic dream of an ideal city,
where there will be neither rich nor poor, and where perfect justice and equality will
reign, has never ceased to haunt the imagination of the Jews. In their ghettos filled
with the dust of ancient dreams, the uncultured Jews of Galicia persist in watching on
moonlight nights in the depths of the sky for some sign precursor of the coming of the
Messiah. Trotsky, Bela Kun and the others took up, in their turn, this fabulous dream.
But, tired of seeking in heaven this kingdom of God which never comes, they have
caused it to descend upon earth (sic).” – J. and J. Tharaud, Quand Israel est roi, p.
220. Pion Nourrit, Paris, 1921, The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte
Leon De Poncins, p. 123 

“There was no opposition organized against Bela Kun. Like Lenin he surrounded
himself with commissaries having absolute authority. of the 32 principle
commissaries 25 were Jews, a proportion nearly similar to that in Russia. The most
important of them formed a Directory of five: Bela Kun alias Kohn, Bela Vaga 
(Weiss), Joseph Pogany (Schwartz), Sigismond Kunfi (Kunstatter), and another.
Other chiefs were Alpari and Szamuelly who directed the Red Terror, as well as the
executions and tortures of the bourgeoisie.” – A report on revolutionary activities
published by a committee of the Legislature of New York, presided over by Senator
Lusk; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, pp. 124

“Szamuelly travelled about Hungary in his special train; an eye witness gives the
following description: ‘This train of death rumbled through the Hungarian night, and
where it stopped, men hung from trees, and blood flowed in the streets. Along the
railway line one often found naked and mutilated corpses. Szamuelly passed sentence
of death in the train and those forced to enter it never related what they had seen.
Szamuelly lived in it constantly, thirty Chinese terrorists watched over his safety;
special executioners accompanied him. The train was composed of two saloon cars,
two first class cars reserved for the terrorists and two third class cars reserved for the
victims. In the latter the executions took place. The floors were stained with blood.
The corpses were thrown from the windows while Szamuelly sat at his dainty little
writing table, in the saloon car upholstered in pink silk and ornamented with mirrors.
A single gesture of his hand dealt out life or death.’” – C. De Tormay, Le livre
proscrit, p. 204. Paris, 1919, The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon
De Poncins, p. 122

“Three hundred men, who all know each other direct the economic destinies of the
Continent and they look for successors among their friends and relations. This is not
the place to examine the strange causes of this strange state of affairs which throws a
ray of light on the obscurity of our social future.” – Walter Rathenau; The Secret 
Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 169
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“Eleven small men have made the revolution (In Munich, Germany, 1918), said Kurt
Eisner in the intoxication of triumph to his colleague the Minister Auer. It seems only 
just to preserve a lasting memory of these small men; they are the Jews Max 
Lowenberg, Dr. Kurt Rosenfeld, Caspar Wollheim, Max Rothschild, Karl Arnold,
Kranold, Rosenhek, Birenbaum, Reis and Kaiser. Those ten men with Kurt Eisner van
Israelovitch were at the head of the Revolutionary Tribunal of Germany. All the
eleven, are Free Masons and belong to the secret Lodge N. 11 which had its abode at
Munich No 51 Briennerstrasse.” – Mgr Jouin, Le peril judeo maconique, t. I, p. 161;
The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p.125

“What were the relations between the Jews and the secret societies? That is not easy 
to elucidate, for we lack reliable evidence. Obviously they did not dominate in these
associations, as the writers, whom I have just mentioned, pretended; they were not
necessarily the soul, the head, the grand master of masonry as Gougenot des
Mousseaux affirms. It is certain however that there were Jews in the very cradle of
masonry, kabbalist Jews, as some of the rites which have been preserved prove. It is
most probable that, in the years which preceded the French Revolution, they entered
the councils of this sect in increasing numbers and founded secret societies
themselves. There were Jews with Weishaupt, and Martinez de Pasqualis. A Jew of
Portuguese origin, organized numerous groups of illuminati in France and recruited
many adepts whom he initiated into the dogma of reinstatement. The Martinezist
lodges were mystic, while the other Masonic orders were rather rationalist; a fact 
which permits us to say that the secret societies represented the two sides of Jewish
mentality: practical rationalism and pantheism, that pantheism which although it is a 
metaphysical reflection of belief in only one god, yet sometimes leads to kabbalistic
tehurgy. One could easily show the agreements of these two tendencies, the alliance 
of Cazotte, of Cagliostro, of Martinez, of Saint Martin, of the comte de St. Bermain,
of Eckartshausen, with the Encyclopedists and the Jacobins, and the manner in which
in spite of their opposition, they arrived at the same result, the weakening of 
Christianity. That will once again serve to prove that the Jews could be good agents
of the secret societies, because the doctrines of these societies were in agreement with 
their own doctrines, but not that they were the originators of them.” – Bernard Lazare,
l’Antisemitisme. Paris, Chailley, 1894, p. 342; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution,
by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, pp. 101-102

“There is a hidden power behind that ‘Nameless Beast’ (the revolutionary spirit)
which is the secret of his (Jewish) amazing achievements; but it is the very power that
the average Englishman refuses to take into account. There are elaborate
organizations all over the country for dealing with the red peril, but which of these
show a vision sufficiently clear to detect the force behind it, or if detecting, the
courage to fight it? Yet so long as this question is evaded, so long will the Beast
continue to march forward and triumph.

From time immemorial the cabalistic Jews have had their great adepts, who have 
succeeded in their quest for hidden knowledge, and mastered certain secrets of nature;
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and who, having thus acquired occult powers, have used those powers for the
furtherance of their own political aims. These aims were carried out in the lodges of 
continental masonry and other secret societies, and we have it on the authority of
Disraeli himself that these Jews were found at the head of every one of these.” –
Quoted in Patriot, June 9 and July 21, 1927

“This reminds me of what Mentor writing in the Jewish Chronicle in the time of the 
Russian Revolution said on the same subject: Indeed, in effect, it was the same as 
what Mr. Cox now says. After showing that Bolshevism by reason of the ruthless
tyranny of its adherents was a serious menace to civilization Mentor observed: ‘Yet 
none the less, in essence it is the revolt of peoples against the social state, against the
evil, the iniquities that were crowned by the cataclysm of the war under which the 
world groaned for four years.’ And he continued: ‘there is much in the fact of
Bolshevism itself, in the fact that so many Jews are Bolshevists, in the fact that THE
IDEALS OF BOLSHEVISM AT MANY POINTS ARE CONSONANT WITH THE
FINEST IDEALS OF JUDAISM…” – The Ideals of Bolshevism, Jewish World,
January 20, 1929, No. 2912; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon
De Poncins, p. 127

“When the Jew applies his thought, his whole soul to the cause of the workers and the
despoiled, of the disinherited of this world, his fundamental quality is that he goes to
the root of things. In Germany he becomes a Marx and a Lasalle, a Haas and an
Edward Bernstein; in Austria Victor Adler, Friedrich Adler; in Russia, Trotsky. 
Compare for an instant the present situation in Germany and Russia: the revolution
there has liberated creative forces, and admire the quantity of Jews who were there
ready for active and immediate service. Revolutionaries, Socialists, Mensheviks,
Bolsheviks, Majority or Minority Socialists, whatever name one assigns to them, all
are Jews and one finds them as the chiefs or the workers IN ALL 
REVOLUTIONARY PARTIES.” – Rabbi J.L. Manges, speaking in New York in
1919; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 128

“One can say without exaggeration that the great Russian social revolution has been
made by the hand of the Jews. Would the somber, oppressed masses of Russian
workmen and peasants have been capable by themselves of throwing off the yoke of
the bourgeoisie. No, it was especially the Jews who have led the Russian proletariat to
the Dawn of the International and who have not only guided but still guide today the 
cause of the Soviets which they have preserved in their hands. We can sleep in peace
so long as the commander in chief of the Red Army of Comrade Trotsky. It is true
that there are now Jews in the Red Army serving as private soldiers, but the
committees and Soviet organizations are Jewish. Jews bravely led to victory the 
masses of the Russian proletariat. It is not without reason that in the elections for all
the Soviet institutions Jews are in a victorious and crushing majority… THE JEWISH
SYMBOL WHICH FOR CENTURIES HAS STRUGGLED AGAINST
CAPITALISM (CHRISTIAN) HAS BECOME THAT ALSO OF THE RUSSIAN
PROLETARIAT. ONE MAY SEE IT IN THE ADOPTION OF THE RED
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FIVEPOINTED STAR WHICH HAS BEEN FOR LONG, AS ONE KNOWS, THE
SYMBOL OF ZIONISM AND JUDAISM. Behind this emblem marches victory, the
death of parasites and of the bourgeoisie…” – M. Cohen, in the Communist of
Kharkoff, April 1919; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De
Poncins, pp. 128-129

“From the strictly financial point of view, the most disastrous events of history, wars
or revolutions, never produce catastrophes, the manipulators of money can make
profit out of everything provided that they are well informed beforehand…It is certain
that the Jews scattered over the whole surface of the globe are particularly well placed
in this respect.” – G. Batault, Le probleme juif; The Secret Powers Behind 
Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 136 

The Jew Weininger, has explained why so many Jews are communists: “Communism
is not only a national belief but it implies the giving up of real property especially of
landed property, and the Jews, being international, have never acquired the taste for
real property. They prefer money, which is an instrument of power.” – The Secret
Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 137

“RUSSIA WAS THE ONLY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD IN WHICH THE
DIRECTING CLASS OPPOSED AN ORGANIZED RESISTANCE TO
UNIVERSAL JUDAISM. At the head of the state was an autocrat beyond the reach
of parliamentary pressure; the high officials were independent, rich, and so saturated
with religious (Christian) and political traditions that Jewish capital, with a few rare 
exceptions, had no influence on them. Jews were not admitted in the services of the 
state in judiciary functions or in the army. The directing class was independent of
Jewish capital because it owned great riches in lands and forest. Russia possessed
wheat in abundance and continually renewed her provision of gold from the mines of
the Urals and Siberia. The metal supply of the state comprised four thousand million
marks without including the accumulated riches of the Imperial family, of the
monasteries and of private properties. In spite of her relatively little developed
industry, Russia was able to live self supporting. All these economic conditions
rendered it almost impossible for Russia to be made the slave of international Jewish
capital by the means which had succeeded in Western Europe. If we add moreover
that Russia was always the abode of the religious and conservative principles of the
world, that, with the aid of her army she had crushed all serious revolutionary 
movements and that she did not permit any secret political societies on her territory, it
will be understood, why world Jewry, was obliged to march to the attack of the
Russian Empire.” – A. Rosenbert in the Weltkampf, July 1, 1924; The Secret Powers
Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 139

“BOLSHEVISM (Judaism), this symbol of chaos and of the spirit of destruction, IS 
ABOVE ALL AN ANTICHRISTIAN and antisocial CONCEPTION. This present
destructive tendency is clearly advantageous for only one national and religious
entity: Judaism. The fact that Jews are the most active element in present day 
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revolutions as well as in revolutionary socialism, that they draw to themselves the 
power forced form the peoples of other nations by revolution, is a fact in itself,
independent of the question of knowing if that comes from organized worldwide
Judaism, from Jewish Free Masonry or by an elementary evolution brought about by 
Jewish national solidarity and the accumulation of the capital in the hands of Jewish
bankers. The contest is becoming more definite. The domination of revolutionary 
Judaism in Russia and the open support given to this Jewish Bolshevism by Judaism
the world over finally clear up the situation, show the cards and put the question of
the battle of Christianity against Judaism, of the National State against the 
International, that is to say, in reality, against Jewish world power.”  – Weltkampf,
July 1924, p. 21; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De
Poncins, p. 140

“There is little resemblance between the mystical and undecided Slav, the violent but
tradition living Magyar, and the heavy deliberate German. And yet Bolshevism wove
the same web over them all, by the same means and with the same tokens. The
national temperament of the three races does not the least reveal itself in the terrible 
conceptions which have been accomplished, in complete agreement, by men of the 
same mentality in Moscow, Buda Pesth, and Munich. From the very beginning of the
dissolution in Russia, Kerensky was on the spot, then came Trotsky, on watch, in the
shadow of Lenin. When Hungary was fainting, weak from loss of blood, Kunfi, Jaszi
and Pogany were waiting behind Karolyi, and behind them came Bela Hun and his
Staff. And when Bavaria tottered Kurt Eisner was ready to produce the first act of the
revolution. In the second act it was Max Lieven (Levy) who proclaimed the
Dictatorship of the Proletariat at Munich, a further edition of Russian and Hungarian
Bolshevism. So great are the specific differences between the three races that the
mysterious similarity of these events cannot be due to any analogy between them, but
only to the work of a fourth race living amongst the others but unmingled with them.
Among modern nations with their short memories, the Jewish people…Whether
despised or feared it remains an eternal stranger. it comes without invitation and
remains even when driven out. It is scattered and yet coherent. It takes up its abode in
the very body of the nations. It creates laws beyond and above the laws. It denies the
idea of a homeland but it possesses its own homeland which it carries along with it
and establishes wherever it goes. It denies the god of other peoples and everywhere 
rebuilds the temple. It complains of its isolation, and by mysterious channels it links
together the parts of the infinite New Jerusalem which covers the whole universe. It 
has connections and ties everywhere, which explains how capital and the Press,
concentrated in its hands, conserve the same designs in every country of the world,
and the interests of the race which are identical in Ruthenian villages and in the City 
of New York; if it extols someone he is glorified all over the world, and if it wishes to
ruin someone the work of destruction is carried out as if directed by a single hand.
THE ORDERS COME FROM THE DEPTHS OF MYSTERIOUS DARKNESS. 
That which the Jew jeers at and destroys among other peoples, it fanatically preserves
in the bosom of Judaism. If it teaches revolt and anarchy to others, it in itself shows
admirable OBEDIENCE TO ITS INVISIBLE GUIDES In the time of the Turkish
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revolution, a Jew said proudly to my father: ‘It is we who are making it, we, the
Young Turks, the Jews.’ During the Portuguese revolution, I heard the Marquis de
Vasconcellos, Portuguese ambassador at Rome, say ‘The Jews and the Free Masons
are directing the revolution in Lisbon.’ Today when the greater part of Europe is
given up to the revolution, they are everywhere leading the movement, according to a
single plan. How did they succeed in concealing this plan which embraced the whole
world and which was not the work of a few months or even years? THEY USED AS
A SCREEN MEN OF EACH COUNTRY, BLIND, FRIVOLOUS, VENAL, 
FORWARD, OR STUPID, AND WHO KNEW NOTHING. And thus they worked in
security, these redoubtable organizers, these sons of an ancient race which knows
how to keep a secret. And that is why none of them has betrayed the others.” – Cecile
De Tormay, Le livre proscrit, p. 135; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by 
Vicomte Leon De Poncins, pp. 141-143

“The final goal of world revolution is not socialism, or even communism, it is not a
change in the present economic system, it is not the destruction of civilization in a 
material sense. The revolution desired by the leaders is moral and spiritual, it is an 
anarchy of ideas in which all the bases established nineteen centuries ago shall be
overthrown, all the honored traditions trodden under foot, and, ABOVE ALL, THE
CHRISTIAN IDEAL FINALLY OBLITERATED.” – Nesta Webster, Secret
Societies and Subversive Movements, p. 334; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution,
by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p. 143

“In 1923, Trotsky, and Lunatcharsky presided over a meeting in Moscow organized
by the propaganda section of the Communist party to judge God. Five thousand men
of the Red Army were present. The accused was found guilty of various ignominious
acts and having had the audacity to fail to appear, he was condemned in default.” –
Ost Express, January 30, 1923. Cf. Berliner Taegeblatt May 1, 1923. See the details
of the Bolshevist struggle against religion in The Assault of Heaven by A. Valentinoff
(Boswell); The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, p.
144-145

“There is in existence a plan of world organization about which much has been said
for several years past, in favor of which determined propaganda has been made
among the masses, and towards which our present rulers are causing us to slide
gradually and unconsciously. We mean to say the socialist collectivist organization. It 
is that which is the most in harmony with the character, the aptitudes and the means
of action of the Jewish race; it is that which bears the signature, the trademark of this 
new reigning people; it is that which it wishes to impose on the Christian world
because it is only by this means that it can dominate the latter. Instead of wearing a
military or political character, the dictatorship imposed by the Jewish race will be a
financial industrial, commercial dictatorship. At least for a time, it will show itself as
little as possible. The Jews have endowed the commercial, industrial and financial
world with the Join Stock Company, thanks to which they are able to hide their
immense riches. They will endow the entire Christian world with that which they 
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have bestowed on France: the Joint Stock Company for the exploitation of nations
called Republic, thanks to which they will be able to hide their kingship. We are 
moving then towards the Universal Republic because it is only thus that Jewish
financial, industrial and commercial kingship can be established. But under its
republican mask this kingship will be infinitely more despotic than any other. It will
be exactly that which man has established over the animal. The Jewish race will
maintain its hold upon us by our needs. It will rely on a strongly organized and
carefully chosen police so generously paid that it will be ready to do anything just as 
the presidents of republics, who are given twelve hundred thousand francs and who
are chosen especially for the purpose, are ready to put their signature to anything.
Beyond the policy, nothing but workmen on one side, and on the other engineers,
directors, administrators. The workers will be all the non-Jews. The engineers,
directors and administrators will, on the contrary, be Jews; we do not say the Jews
and their friends; we say, the Jews; for the Jews then will have no more friends. And
they will be a hundred times right, in such a situation, to rely only upon those who
will be of the ‘Race.’ This may all seem impossible to us; and nevertheless it will
come about in the most natural way in the world, because everything will have been
prepared secretly, as the (French and Russian) revolution was. In the most natural
way in the world, we say, in this sense that there must always be engineers, directors
and administrators so that the human flock may work and live and that, furthermore,
the reorganization of the world which we shall have disorganized cannot be operated
savvy by those who will have previously gathered in wealth everywhere. By reason of 
this privileged situation, which we are allowing to become established for their
benefit, the Jews alone will be in a position to direct everything. The peoples will put
their hand to the wheel to bring about this state of things, they will collaborate in the 
destruction of all other power than that of the State as long as they are allowed to 
believe that the State, this State which possesses all, is themselves. They will not
cease to work for their own servitude until the day when the Jews will say to them:
‘We beg your pardon! You have not understood. The State, this State which owns
everything, is not you, it is us!’ The people then will wish to resist. But it will be too
late to prevent it, because ALL MORAL FORCES HAVING CEASED TO EXIST,
all material forces will have been shattered by that same cause. Sheep do not resist the 
sheepdog trained to drive them and possessing strong jaws. All that the working class
could do, would be to refuse to work. The Jews are not simpletons enough not to
foresee that. They will have provisions for themselves and for their watchdogs. They 
will allow famine to subdue resistance. If the need should arise they would have no
scruple in hurling on the people, mutinous BUT UNARMED, THEIR POLICE
MADE INVINCIBLE BECAUSE THEY WILL BE PROVIDED WITH THE MOST
UP TO DATE WEAPONS AGAINST POWERLESS MOBS. Have we not already a
vision of the invincibility of organized forces against the crowd (remember Tenamin
Square in China). France has known, and she has not forgotten the rule of the
Masonic Terror. She will know, and the world will know with her THE RULE OF 
THE JEWISH TERROR.” – Copin Albancelli, La conjuration juive contre les
peuples. E. Vitte, Lyon, 1909, p. 450; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by 
Vicomte Leon De Poncins, pp. 145-147
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“The extraordinary Commissions are not a medium of Justice, but ‘OF 
EXTERMINATION WITHOUT MERCY’ according, to the expression of the
Central Communist Committee. The extraordinary Commission is not a ‘Commission
of Enquiry,’ nor a Court of Justice, nor a Tribunal, it decides for itself its own powers.
‘It is a medium of combat which operates on the interior front of the Civil War. It 
does not judge the enemy but exterminates him. It does not pardon those who are on
the other side of the barricade, it crushes them.’ It is not difficult to imagine how this
extermination without mercy operates in reality when, instead of the ‘dead code of the
laws,’ there reigns only revolutionary experience and conscience. Conscience is 
subjective and experience must give place to the pleasure and whims of the judges.
‘We are not making war against individuals in particular,’ writes Latsis (Latsis
directed the Terror in the Ukraine) in the Red Terror of November 1918. ‘WE ARE
EXTERMINATING THE BOURGEOISIE (middle class) AS A CLASS. Do not look
in the enquiry for documents and proofs of what the accused person has done in acts
or words against the Soviet Authority. The first question which you must put to him
is, to what class does he belong, what are his origin, his education, his instruction, his
profession.’” – S.P. Melgounov, La terreur rouge en Russie de 1918 a 1923. Payot,
1927; The Secret Powers Behind Revolution, by Vicomte Leon De Poncins, pp.
147-148
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Chapter Five
These quotes are taken directly from the doctrine mankind’s one true enemy. This is
what they live by. This is what they believe. This is how they behave, and have done
for thousands of years. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how vile the
enemy’s nature is to the Recruit. Know thy enemy, or perish in ignorance.  This is
exactly how your enemy thinks of you and your people, regardless of race.  Their
view is racist in itself, for if you are not one of them, you are surely one of us. This is
how your enemy views the world with his foul, twisted perceptions.  This is the
nature of the beast you are facing, and there is no turning back now. There is no
avoiding the enemy, for they are all around you.  

Now is the time where you either buck up and get with the program, or you are not
one of us.  You are either with your people, and working for their freedoms; or you
are with the tyrants and oppressors. Plain and simple.  If you do not pass this test, you
do not get your stripes.  You do not get to call yourself one of the few, and the proud.  
You are as useless as a wet towel, if you fail to even face the facts about your enemy. 
Consider this like BUDS training for SEALS.  You can either start to carry your load,
or we’ll ring the bell for you, and you are out of here. We have no room for yellow
bellied, wobbly kneed pigeons here. This enemy has tormented mankind for
thousands of years, and if you refuse to face them, you condemn yourself and your
people to whatever fate they chose. However, you must know this. Your enemy has
never chosen a benevolent fate for anyone, and he will not for you. Get inside his
mind, understand how he thinks. For this is the only way you will ever free yourself
and your people from their grasp. Now get with it, or get out of here.  

The Doctrine 

Sanhedrin 76a: God will not spare a Jew who “marries his daughter to an old man or 
takes a wife for his infant son or returns a lost article to a Cuthean (Christian)…” 

Sanhedrin 57a: Jews may rob and kill non jews. When a Jew murders a Christian
(”Cuthean”), there will be no death penalty. What a Jew steals from a Gentile he may 
keep.

Baba Kamma 37b: Gentiles are outside the protection of the law and God has
“exposed their money to Israel.”

Baba Kamma 113a: Jews May Lie to Non-Jews . Jews may use lies (”subterfuges”) to
circumvent a gentile.

Yebamoth 98a: Non-Jewish children are sub-human. All Gentile children are animals.

Abodah Zarah 36b: Gentile girls are in a state of niddah (filth) from birth.
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Abodah Zarah 22a-22b: Gentiles prefer sex with animals.

Zohar, III, (282), tells us that Jesus died like a beast and was buried in that “dirt
heap…where they throw the dead bodies of dogs and asses, and where the sons of
Esau [the Christians] and of Ismael [the Turks], also Jesus and Mahommed,
uncircumcized and unclean like dead dogs, are buried.”

Sanhedrin 106a: “She (Mother Mary) who was the descendant of princes and
governors played the harlot with carpenters.” Also in Shabbath 104b it is stated in the
“uncensored” text of the Talmud that Jesus’ mother, “Miriam the hairdresser,” had
sex with many men.

Sanhedrin 106: “Hast thou heard how old Balaam (Jesus) was? He replied: It is not
actually stated but since it is written, Bloody and deceitful men shall not live out half
their days it follows that he was thirty-three or thirty-four years old.” (boasting about
killing Jesus) 

Sanhedrin 43a Jesus (”Yeshu” the Nazarene”) was executed because he practiced
sorcery. 

Gittin 57a . Says Jesus is being boiled in “hot excrement”.

Sanhedrin 43a . Jesus deserved execution: “On the eve of the Passover, Yeshu was
hanged…Do you suppose that he was one for whom a defense could be made? Was
he not a Mesith (enticer)?”

Rosh Hashanah 17a . Christians (”minim”) and others who reject the Talmud will go 
to hell and be punished there for all generations.

Yebamoth 59b . A woman who had intercourse with a beast is eligible to marry a
Jewish priest. A woman who has sex with a demon is also eligible to marry a Jewish
priest.

Abodah Zarah 17a. States that there is not a whore in the world that Rabbi Eleazar
has not had sex with.

Hagigah 27a . No rabbi can ever go to hell.

Gittin 70a . The Rabbis taught: “On coming from a privy (outdoor toilet) a man
should not have sexual intercourse till he has waited long enough to walk half a mile,
because the demon of the privy is with him for that time; if he does, his children will
be epileptic.”
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Gittin 69b (p. 329). To heal the disease of pleurisy (”catarrh”) a Jew should “take the
excrement of a white dog and knead it with balsam, but if he can possibly avoid it he
should not eat the dogs excrement as it loosens the limbs.” 

Pesahim 111a. It is forbidden for dogs, women or palm trees to pass between two
men, nor may others walk between dogs, women or palm trees. Special dangers are
involved if the women are menstruating or sitting at a crossroads.

Menahoth 43b-44a . A Jewish man is obligated to say the following prayer every day: 
Thank you God for not making me a Gentile, a woman or a slave. 

Shabbath 86a-86b . Because Jews are holy they do not have sex during the day unless
the house can be made dark. A Jewish scholar can have sex during the day if he uses
his garment like a tent to make it dark.

Gittin 57b . Claims that four billion Jews were killed by the Romans in the city of
Bethar. Gittin 58a claims that 16 million Jewish children were wrapped in scrolls and
burned alive by the Romans. (Ancient demography indicates that there were not 16
million Jews in the entire world at that time, much less 16 million Jewish children or 
four billion Jews). 

Soferim 15, Rule 10. This is the saying of Rabbi Simon ben Yohai: Tob shebe
goyyim harog (”Even the best of the Gentiles should all be killed”). This passage is
not from the Soncino edition but is from the original Hebrew of the Babylonian
Talmud as quoted by the 1907 Jewish Encyclopedia, published by Funk and Wagnalls
and compiled by Isidore Singer, under the entry, “Gentile,” (p. 617).

Univ. of Jerusalem Prof. Ehud Sprinzak described Kahane and Goldsteins
philosophy: “They believe it’s God’s will that they commit violence against “goyim,” 
a Hebrew term for non-Jews.” (NY Daily News, February 26, 1994, p. 5).

Rabbi Yitzhak Ginsburg declared, “We have to recognize that Jewish blood and the
blood of a goy are not the same thing.” (NY Times, June 6, 1989, p.5).

Rabbi Yaacov Perrin says, “One million Arabs are not worth a Jewish fingernail.” 
(NY Daily News, February 28, 1994, p.6).

Erubin 21b: Whosoever disobeys the rabbis deserves death and will be punished by 
being boiled in hot excrement in hell.

Moed Kattan 17a : If a Jew is tempted to do evil he should go to a city where he is not
known and do the evil there.
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Baba Mezia 114a-114b. Non-Jews are Not Human. Only Jews are human (”Only ye 
are designated men”). Also see Kerithoth 6b under the sub-head, “Oil of Anointing” 
and Berakoth 58a in which Gentile women are designated animals (”she-asses”). 

Sanhedrin 58b: Jews are Divine. If a heathen (Gentile) hits a Jew, THE GENTILE
MUST BE KILLED. Hitting a Jew is the same as hitting God.

Sanhedrin 57a: O.K. to Cheat Non-Jews. A Jew need not pay a Christian (”Cuthean”)
the wages owed him for work.

Baba Kamma 37b: Jews Have Superior Legal Status. “If an ox of an Israelite gores an
ox of a Canaanite there is no liability; but if an ox of a Canaanite gores an ox of an 
Israelite…the payment is to be in full.” 

Baba Mezia 24a: Jews May Steal from Non-Jews. If a Jew finds an object lost by a
Gentile (”heathen”) it does not have to be returned. (Affirmed also in Baba Kamma 
113b).

Shabbath 116a (p. 569). Jews must destroy the books of the Christians. Israel Shahak
reports that the Zionists burned hundreds of New Testament books in Occupied
Palestine on March 23, 1980 (cf. Jewish History, Jewish Religion, p. 21).

Gittin 69a . To heal his flesh a Jew should take dust that lies within the shadow of an
outdoor toilet, mix it with honey and eat it.

Shabbath 41a. The law regulating the rule for how to urinate in a holy way is given.

Yebamoth 63a. States that Adam had sexual intercourse with all the animals in the 
Garden of Eden.

Sanhedrin 55b . A Jew may marry a three year old girl. (specifically, three years “and
a day” old).

Sanhedrin 54b . A Jew may have sex with a child as long as that child is over nine
years old.

Kethuboth 11b . When a older man has intercourse with a girl it is nothing because
her virginity will grow back.

Abhodah Zarah 22a: “A Jew must not associate himself with gentiles because they 
are given to the shedding of blood.”

Schabbath, 145b: “Why are the Goim unclean? Because they eat abominable things 
and animals that crawl on their belly.” 
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Iore Dea 198, 48 Hagah: “When Jewish women come out of a bath they must take
care to meet a friend first, and not something unclean or a Christian. For if so, a 
woman, if she wants to keep holy, should go back and bathe again.”

In Kerithuth 6b p. 78: “The teaching of the Rabbis is: He who pours oil over a Goi,
and over dead bodies is freed from punishment. This is true for an animal because it
is not a man. But how can it be said that by pouring oil over a Goi one is freed from
punishment, since a Goi is also a man? But this is not true, for it is written: Ye are my 
flock, the flock of my pasture are men (Ezechiel, XXXIV, 31). You are thus called
men, but the Goim are not called men.” (non Jews are not human/man)

Makkoth 7b: A Jew is said to be guilty of killing “except when, if intending to kill an
animal he kills a man by mistake, or intending to kill a Goi, he kills an Israelite.” (no
penalty for killing non-Jews) 

Orach Chaiim, 57, 6a: “If pigs are to be pitied when they suffer from disease, because
their intestines are similar to ours, how much more should the Akum (Christian) be
pitied when thus affected.” 

Iore Dea 148, 10: “A Jew must not return the greeting of a Christian by bowing 
before him. It is good, therefore, to salute him first and so avoid having to answer him
back if the Akum salutes him first.” 

Choschen Hammischpat 26,1: “A Jew is not permitted to bring his case before Akum
judges, even if the matter is judged by the decisions of Jewish law, and even if both
parties agree to abide by such decisions….

Choschen Ham. 34, 19: “A Goi (non-Jew) or a servant is not capable of acting as a
witness.” 

Abhodah arah 35b: “The following things belonging to the Goim are forbidden: Milk
which a Goi takes from a cow, in the absence of a Jew; also their bread, etc.”  

Abhodah Zarah 72b: “A certain man was pouring wine from one jar into another by 
means of a tube, when a Goi (non-Jew) came along and touched the tube with his
hand. As a result all the wine (in both jars) had to be thrown away.”

Iore Dea 153, 1, Hagah: “A child must not be given to the Akum to learn manners,
literature or the arts, for they will lead him to heresy.” 

Iore Dea 148, 12 Hagah: “Therefore if you enter a town and find them (Christians)
celebrating a feast, you may pretend to rejoice with them in order to hide your hatred.
Those, however, who care about the salvation of their souls should keep away from
such celebrations. You should make it known that it is a hateful thing to rejoice with
them, if you can do so without incurring enmity.”  
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Iore Dea 151, 14: “No one is allowed to praise them or to say how good an Akum is.
How much less to praise what they do or to recount anything about them which
would redound to their glory. If, however, while praising them you intend to give
glory to God, namely, because he has created comely creatures, then it is allowed to
do so.”  

Ibidem, 147, 5: “It is permitted to deride (Christian) idols, and it is forbidden to say to
a Goi: May your God help you, or I hope you will succeed.” 

“The Scripture taught us to hate idols and to call them by ignominious names. Thus,
if the name of a church is Bethgalia – “house of magnificence,” it should be called
Bethkaria – an insignificant house, a pigs’ house, a latrine. For this word, karia,
denotes a low-down, slum place.” – Rabbi Bechai 

Hilkohoth Akum X, 5: “It is forbidden to give gifts to the Goim. But it is permitted to
give them to a convert who lives among the Jews; for it is said: To the traveller who
stops in your cities, give it to him to eat, or sell it to a Gentile, that is sell it, not give 
it.” 

Iore Dea 334, 43: “In 24 cases a Jew must be repudiated, namely …8. Anyone who
sells his farm to the Akum must be sent into exile – unless he undertakes to make up
for all the harm that follows as a consequence of having the Akum live near the
Jews.”  

Iore Dea 154, 2: “It is not permitted to teach any trade to the Akum (Christian).”

“The life of a Goi and all his physical powers belong to a Jew.” (A. Rohl. Die Polem.
p.20)

Choschen Hammischpat 183, 7: “If you send a messenger to collect money from an
Akum (Christian) and the Akum pays too much, the messenger may keep the
difference. But if the messenger does not know about it, then you may keep it all
yourself.”  

Choschen Hamm. 266, 1: “A Jew may keep anything he finds which belongs to the
Akum, for it is written: Return to thy brethren what is lost (Deuter. XXII, 3). For he 
who returns lost property [to Christians] sins against the Law by increasing the power
of the transgressors of the Law. It is praiseworthy, however, to return lost property if
it is done to honor the name of God, namely, if by so doing Christians will praise the
Jews and look upon them as honorable people.”  

Choschen Hamm. 156, 5 Hagah: “If a Jew is doing good business with an Akum it is
not allowed to other Jews, in certain places, to come and do business with the same
Akum. In other places, however, it is different, where another Jews is allowed to go 
to the same Akum, lead him on, do business with him and to deceive him and take his
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money. For the wealth of the Akum is to be regarded as common property and
belongs to the first who can get it. There are some, however, who say that this should
not be done.”

Choschen Hamm. 183, 7 Hagah: “If a Jew is doing business with an Akum and a
fellow Israelite comes along and defrauds the Akum, either by false measure, weight
or number, he must divide his profit with his fellow Israelite, since both had a part in
the deal, and also in order to help him along.”  

Iore Dea 157, 2 Hagah: “If a Jew is able to deceive them [idolaters] by pretending he 
is a worshipper of the stars, he may do so.”  

Abhodah Zarah 54a: “It is allowed to take usury from Apostates who fall into
idolatry.” (idolaters are Christians)

Iore Dea 159, 1: “It is permitted, according to the Torah, to lend money to an Akum
with usury. Some of the Elders, however, deny this except in a case of life and death.
Nowadays it is permitted for any reason.”  

Ialkut Simoni 245c. n. 772: “Everyone who sheds the blood of the impious (non-
Jews) is as acceptable to God as he who offers a sacrifice to God.”  

Hilhoth Akum X, 1: “Do not eat with idolaters, nor permit them to worship their 
idols; for it is written: Make no covenant with them, nor show mercy unto them 
(Deuter. ch. 7, 2). Either turn away from their idols or kill them.” 

Pesachim 49b: “Rabbi Eliezer said: It is permitted to cut off the head of an ‘idiot’
[people of the earth] on the feast of the Atonement when it falls on the Sabbath. His
disciples said to him: Rabbi, you should rather say to sacrifice. But he replied: By no
means, for it is necessary to pray while sacrificing, and there is no need of prayers
when you behead someone.”  
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SYNOPSIS OF PROTOCOLS 

Goyim are mentally inferior to Jews and can’t run their nations properly. For their
sake and ours, we need to abolish their governments and replace them with a single
government. This will take a long time and involve much bloodshed, but it’s for a
good cause. Here’s what we’ll need to do:

Place our agents and helpers everywhere
Take control of the media and use it in propaganda for our plans
Start fights between different races, classes and religions
Use bribery, threats and blackmail to get our way 
Use Freemasonic Lodges to attract potential public officials
Appeal to successful people’s egos
Appoint puppet leaders who can be controlled by blackmail
Replace royal rule with socialist rule, then communism, then despotism 
Abolish all rights and freedoms, except the right of force by us
Sacrifice people (including Jews sometimes) when necessary 
Eliminate religion; replace it with science and materialism
Control the education system to spread deception and destroy intellect
Rewrite history to our benefit
Create entertaining distractions
Corrupt minds with filth and perversion
Encourage people to spy on one another
Keep the masses in poverty and perpetual labor
Take possession of all wealth, property and (especially) gold
Use gold to manipulate the markets, cause depressions etc.
Introduce a progressive tax on wealth
Replace sound investment with speculation
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Make long-term interest-bearing loans to governments
Give bad advice to governments and everyone else 

Eventually the Goyim will be so angry with their governments (because we’ll blame 
them for the resulting mess) that they’ll gladly have us take over. We will then 
appoint a descendant of David to be king of the world, and the remaining Goyim will
bow down and sing his praises. Everyone will live in peace and obedient order under
his glorious rule.  

The Plan

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion
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Protocol XXIV  

PREFACE

Qualities of the Ruler

(Translated by Victor E. Marsden)

The author of this translation of the famous Protocols was himself a victim of the 
Revolution. He had lived for many years in Russia and was married to a Russian lady.
Among his other activities in Russia he had been for a number of years a Russian 
Correspondent of the MORNING POST, a position which he occupied when the
Revolution broke out, and his vivid descriptions of events in Russia will still be in the 
recollection of many of the readers of that Journal. Naturally he was singled out for
the anger of the Soviet. On the day that Captain Cromie was murdered by Jews,
Victor Marsden was arrested and thrown into the Peter-Paul Prison, expecting every 
day to have his name called out for execution. This, however, he escaped, and
eventually he was allowed to return to England very much of a wreck in bodily 
health. However, he recovered under treatment and the devoted care of his wife and
friends. One of the first things he undertook, as soon as he was able, was this
translation of the Protocols. Mr. Marsden was eminently well qualified for the work.
His intimate acquaintance with Russia, Russian life and the Russian language on the 
one hand, and his mastery of a terse literary English style on the other, placed him in
a position of advantage which few others could claim. The consequence is that we
have in his version an eminently readable work, and though the subject-matter is
somewhat formless, Mr. Marsden’s literary touch reveals the thread running through
the twenty-four Protocols.

It may be said with truth that this work was carried out at the cost of Mr. Marsden’s
own life’s blood. He told the writer of this Preface that he could not stand more than
an hour at a time of his work on it in the British Museum, as the diabolical spirit of
the matter which he was obliged to turn into English made him positively ill.

Mr. Marsden’s connection with the MORNING POST was not severed by his return
to England, and he was well enough to accept the post of special correspondent of
that journal in the suite of H.R.H., the Prince of Wales on his Empire tour. From this
he returned with the Prince, apparently in much better health, but within a few days of 
his landing he was taken suddenly ill, and died after a very brief illness.

May this work be his crowning monument! In it he has performed an immense
service to the English-speaking world, and there can be little doubt that it will take its
place in the first rank of the English versions of “THE PROTOCOLS of the Meetings
of the LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION.”
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INTRODUCTION

Of the Protocols themselves little need be said in the way of introduction. The book
in which they are embodied was first published in the year 1897 by Philip Stepanov
for private circulation among his intimate friends. The first time Nilus published them
was in 1901 in a book called The Great Within the Small and reprinted in 1905. A
copy of this is in the British Museum bearing the date of its reception, August 10,
1906. All copies that were known to exist in Russia were destroyed in the Kerensky 
regime, and under his successors the possession of a copy by anyone in Soviet land
was a crime sufficient to ensure the owner’s of being shot on sight. The fact is in
itself sufficient proof of the genuineness of the Protocols. The Jewish journals, of
course, say that they are a forgery, leaving it to be understood that Professor Nilus,
who embodied them in a work of his own, had concocted them for his own purposes.

Mr. Henry Ford, in an interview published in the New York WORLD, February 17th,
1921, put the case for Nilus tersely and convincingly thus:

“The only statement I care to make about the PROTOCOLS is that they fit in with
what is going on. They are sixteen years old, and they have fitted the world situation
up to this time. THEY FIT IT NOW.” 

Indeed they do!

The word “Protocol” signifies a precis gummed on to the front of a document, a draft
of a document, minutes of proceedings. In this instance, “Protocol” means minutes
of the proceedings of the Meetings of the Learned Elders of Zion. These Protocols
give the substance of addresses delivered to the innermost circle of the Rulers of 
Zion. They reveal the converted plan of action of the Jewish Nation developed
through the ages and edited by the Elders themselves up to date. Parts and summaries
of the plan have been published from time to time during the centuries as the secrets
of the Elders have leaked out. The claim of the Jews that the Protocols are forgeries is 
in itself an admission of their genuineness, for they NEVER ATTEMPT TO 
ANSWER THE FACTS corresponding to the THREATS which the Protocols
contain, and, indeed, the correspondence between prophecy and fulfillment is too
glaring to be set aside or obscured. This the Jews well know and therefore evade.

Captain A.H.M. Ramsay records in his classic, The Nameless War: “According to a
letter published in “Plain English” (a weekly review published by the North British
Publishing Co. and edited by the late Lord Alfred Douglas) on 3rd September, 1921:-

“The Learned Elders have been in existence for a much longer period than they have
perhaps suspected. My friend, Mr. L. D. van Valckert, of Amsterdam, has recently 
sent me a letter containing two extracts from the Synagogue at Mulheim. The volume
in which they are contained was lost at some period during the Napoleonic Wars, and
has recently come into Mr. van Valckert’s possession. It is written in German, and
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contains extracts of letters sent and received by the authorities of the Mulheim
Synagogue. The first entry he sends me is of a letter received:-

16th June, 1647.

From O.C. (i.e. Oliver Cromwell), by Ebenezer Pratt.

“In return for financial support will advocate admission of Jews to England: This
however impossible while Charles living.

Charles cannot be executed without trial, adequate grounds for which do not at
present exist. Therefore advise that Charles be assassinated, but will have nothing to
do with arrangements for procuring an assassin, though willing to help in his
escape.”

In reply was dispatched the following:- 

12th July, 1647.

To O.C. by E. Pratt.

“Will grant financial aid as soon as Charles removed and Jews admitted.
Assassination too dangerous. Charles shall be given opportunity to escape: His
recapture will make trial and execution possible. The support will be liberal, but
useless to discuss terms until trial commences.”

Captain Ramsay quotes Isaac Disraeli, father of Benjamin, Earl of Beaconsfield,
Britain’s first Jewish Prime Minister, in his two volume “Life of Charles I”,
published in 1851: “The English Revolution under Charles I was unlike any
preceding one . . . From that time and event we contemplate in our history the phases
of revolution.” There were many more to follow on similar lines, notably in France. 
In 1897 a further important clue to these mysterious happenings fell into Gentile
hands in the shape of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.

In that document we read this remarkable sentence: “Remember the French
Revolution, the secrets of its preparation are well known to us for it was entirely the
work of our hands.” (See Protocol No. III, XIV).

In 1865 a certain Jewish Rabbi named Rzeichorn delivered a speech at Prague. It is a
very accurate summary of many aspects of the Protocols which would come to light
several decades later and was published eleven years later by Sir John Radcliff, who
was assassinated shortly afterwards, giving testimony to the powers of the secret 
organisation of inner elite Jewry even then.
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The presumption is strong that the Protocols were issued, or reissued, at the First
Zionist Congress held at Basle in 1897 under the presidency of the Father of Modern
Zionism, the late Theodore Herzl.

There has been recently published a volume of Herzl’s “Diaries,” a translation of
some passages which appeared in the JEWISH CHRONICLE of July 14, 1922. Herzl
gives an account of his first visit to England in 1895, and his conversation with
Colonel Goldsmid, a Jew brought up as a Christian, an officer in the English Army,
and at heart a Jew Nationalist all the time. Goldsmid suggested to Herzl that the best
way of expropriating the English aristocracy, and so destroying their power to protect
the people of England against Jew domination, was to put excessive taxes on the land.
Herzl thought this an excellent idea, and it is now to be found definitely embodied in
Protocol VI!

The above extract from Herzl’s DIARY is an extremely significant bit of evidence
bearing on the existence of the Jew World Plot and authenticity of the Protocols, but
any reader of intelligence will be able from his own knowledge of recent history and
from his own experience to confirm the genuineness of every line of them, and it is in
the light of this LIVING comment that all readers are invited to study Mr. Marsden’s
translation of this terribly inhuman document.

Here is what Dr. Ehrenpreis, Chief Rabbi of Sweden, said in 1924, concerning the
Protocols: “Long have I been well acquainted with the contents of the Protocols,
indeed for many years before they were ever published in the Christian press. The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion were in point of fact not the original Protocols at all,
but a compressed extract of the same. Of the 70 Elders of Zion, in the matter of origin
and of the existence of the original Protocols, there are only ten men in the entire
world who know.

I participated with Dr. Herzl in the first Zionist Congress which was held in Basle in
1897. Herzl was the most prominent figure at the Jewish World Congress. Herzl
foresaw, twenty years before we experienced them, the revolution which brought the
Great War, and he prepared us for that which was to happen. He foresaw the splitting 
up of Turkey, that England would obtain control of Palestine. We may expect
important developments in the world.”

And here is another very significant circumstance. The present successor of Herzl, as
leader of the Zionist movement, Dr. Weizmann, quoted one of these sayings at the
send-off banquet given to Chief Rabbi Hertz on October 6, 1920. The Chief Rabbi
was on the point of leaving for HIS Empire tour of H.R.H., the Prince of Wales. And
this is the “saying” of the Sages which Dr. Weizmann quoted: “A beneficent
protection which God has instituted in the life of the Jew is that He has dispersed him
all over the world.” (JEWISH GUARDIAN, Oct. 8, 1920.)

Now compare this with the last clause of but one of Protocol XI.
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“God has granted to us, His Chosen People, the gift of dispersion, and from this,
which appears to all eyes to be our weakness, has come forth all our strength, which
has now brought us to the threshold of sovereignty over all the world.”

The remarkable correspondence between these passages proves several things. It 
proves that the Learned Elders exist. It proves that Dr. Weizmann knows all about
them. It proves that the desire for a “National Home” in Palestine is only camouflage 
and an infinitesimal part of the Jew’s real object. It proves that the Jews of the world
have no intention of settling in Palestine or any separate country, and that their annual
prayer that they may all meet “Next Year in Jerusalem” is merely a piece of their
characteristic make-believe. It also demonstrates that the Jews are now a world
menace, and that the Aryan races will have to domicile them permanently out of
Europe..

WHO ARE THE ELDERS?

This is a secret which has not been revealed. They are the Hidden Hand. They are not
the “Board of Deputies” (the Jewish Parliament in England) or the “Universal 
Israelite Alliance” which sits in Paris. But the late Walter Rathenau of the 
Allgemeiner Electricitaets Gesellschaft has thrown a little light on the subject and
doubtless he was in possession of their names, being, in all likelihood, one of the
chief leaders himself. Writing in the WIENER FREIE PRESSE, December 24, 1912,
he said:

“Three hundred men, each of whom knows all the others, govern the fate of the
European continent, and they elect their successors from their entourage.”

In the year 1844, on the eve of the Jewish Revolution of 1848, Benjamin Disraeli,
whose real name was Israel, and who was a “damped,” or baptized Jew, published
his novel, CONINGSBY, in which occurs this ominous passage:

“The world is governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those
who are not behind the scenes.”

And he went on to show that these personages were all Jews.

Now that Providence has brought to the light of day these secret Protocols all men
may clearly see the hidden personages specified by Disraeli at work “behind the
scenes” of all the Governments. This revelation entails on all peoples the grave
responsibility of examining and revising AU FOND their attitude towards the Race
and Nation which boasts of its survival over all Empires.
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Notes I. – “Agentur” and “The Political.”

There are two words in this translation which are unusual, the word “AGENTUR”
and “political” used as a substantive, AGENTUR appears to be a word adopted from
the original and it means the whole body of agents and agencies made use of by the
Elders, whether members of the tribe or their Gentile tools.

By “the Political” Mr. Marsden means, not exactly the “body politic” but the entire
machinery of politics.

Notes II – The Symbolic Snake of Judaism. 

Protocol III opens with a reference to the Symbolic Snake of Judaism. In his
Epilogue to the 1905 Edition of the Protocols, Nilus gives the following interesting 
account of this symbol:

“According to the records of secret Jewish Zionism, Solomon and other Jewish
learned men already, in 929 B.C., thought out a scheme in theory for a peaceful
conquest of the whole universe by Zion. As history developed, this scheme was
worked out in detail and completed by men who were subsequently initiated in this
question. These learned men decided by peaceful means to conquer the world for
Zion with the slyness of the Symbolic Snake, whose head was to represent those who
have been initiated into the plans of the Jewish administration, and the body of the
Snake to represent the Jewish people – the administration was always kept secret,
EVEN FROM THE JEWISH NATION ITSELF. As this Snake penetrated into the
hearts of the nations which it encountered it undermined and devoured all the non-
Jewish power of these States. It is foretold that the Snake has still to finish its work,
strictly adhering to the designed plan, until the course which it has to run is closed by 
the return of its head to Zion and until, by this means, the Snake has completed its
round of Europe and has encircled it – and until, by dint of enchaining Europe, it has
encompassed the whole world. This it is to accomplish by using every endeavor to 
subdue the other countries by an ECONOMICAL CONQUEST. The return of the
head of the Snake to Zion can only be accomplished after the power of all the
Sovereign of Europe has been laid low, that is to say, when by means of economic
crises and wholesale destruction effected everywhere, there shall have been brought 
about a spiritual demoralization and a moral corruption, chiefly with the assistance of
Jewish women masquerading as French, Italians, etc.. These are the surest spreaders
of licentiousness into the lives of the leading men at the heads of nations. A map of
the course of the Symbolic Snake is shown as follows: – Its first stage in Europe was
in 429 B.C. in Greece, where, about the time of Pericles, the Snake first started eating 
into the power of that country. The second stage was in Rome in the time of
Augustus, about 69 B.C.. The third in Madrid in the time of Charles V, in A.D. 1552.
The fourth in Paris about 1790, in the time of Louis XVI. The fifth in London from
1814 onwards (after the downfall of Napoleon). The sixth in Berlin in 1871 after the
Franco-Prussian war. The seventh in St. Petersburg, over which is drawn the head of
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the Snake under the date of 1881. [This "Snake" is now being drawn through the
Americas and in the United States of America, it has been partially identified as the 
"Council on Foreign Relations" (C.F.R.) and the "Trilateral Commission"]. All these
States which the Snake traversed have had the foundations of their constitutions
shaken, Germany, with its apparent power, forming no exception to the rule. In 
economic conditions, England and Germany are spared, but only till the conquest of
Russia is accomplished by the Snake, on which at present [i.e., 1905] all its efforts are
concentrated. The further course of the Snake is not shown on this map, but arrows
indicate its next movement towards Moscow, Kieft and Odessa. It is now well known
to us to what extent the latter cities form the centres of the militant Jewish race.
Constantinople is shown as the last stage of the Snake’s course before it reaches
Jerusalem. (This map was drawn years before the occurrence of the “Young Turk” –
i.e., Jewish – Revolution in Turkey).

Notes III. – The term “Goyim,” meaning Gentile
or non-Jews, is used throughout the Protocols and is retained by Mr.
Marsden.

PROTOCOLS OF THE MEETINGS 
OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION

PROTOCOL No. 1

1. ….Putting aside fine phrases we shall speak of the significance of each thought: by 
comparisons and deductions we shall throw light upon surrounding facts.

2. What I am about to set forth, then, is our system from the two points of view, that
of ourselves and that of the GOYIM [i.e., non-Jews].

3. It must be noted that men with bad instincts are more in number than the good, and
therefore the best results in governing them are attained by violence and terrorisation,
and not by academic discussions. Every man aims at power, everyone would like to 
become a dictator if only he could, and rare indeed are the men who would not be
willing to sacrifice the welfare of all for the sake of securing their own welfare. 

4. What has restrained the beasts of prey who are called men? What has served for
their guidance hitherto? 

5. In the beginnings of the structure of society, they were subjected to brutal and blind
force; afterwards – to Law, which is the same force, only disguised. I draw the
conclusion that by the law of nature, right lies in force. 

6. Political freedom is an idea but not a fact. This idea one must know how to apply 
whenever it appears necessary with this bait of an idea to attract the masses of the 
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people to one’s party for the purpose of crushing another who is in authority. This
task is rendered easier if the opponent has himself been infected with the idea of
freedom, SO-CALLED LIBERALISM, and, for the sake of an idea, is willing to yield
some of his power. It is precisely here that the triumph of our theory appears; the
slackened reins of government are immediately, by the law of life, caught up and
gathered together by a new hand, because the blind might of the nation cannot for one
single day exist without guidance, and the new authority merely fits into the place of 
the old already weakened by liberalism. 

GOLD

7. In our day the power which has replaced that of the rulers who were liberal is the
power of Gold. Time was when Faith ruled. The idea of freedom is impossible of
realization because no one knows how to use it with moderation. It is enough to hand
over a people to self-government for a certain length of time for that people to be 
turned into a disorganized mob. From that moment on we get internecine strife which
soon develops into battles between classes, in the midst of which States burn down
and their importance is reduced to that of a heap of ashes.

8. Whether a State exhausts itself in its own convulsions, whether its internal discord
brings it under the power of external foes – in any case it can be accounted
irretrievably lost: IT IS IN OUR POWER. The despotism of Capital, which is entirely 
in our hands, reaches out to it a straw that the State, willy-nilly, must take hold of: if 
not – it goes to the bottom.

9. Should anyone of a liberal mind say that such reflections as the above are immoral,
I would put the following questions: If every State has two foes and if in regard to the
external foe it is allowed and not considered immoral to use every manner and art of 
conflict, as for example to keep the enemy in ignorance of plans of attack and
defense, to attack him by night or in superior numbers, then in what way can the same
means in regard to a worse foe, the destroyer of the structure of society and the
commonweal, be called immoral and not permissible? 

10. Is it possible for any sound logical mind to hope with any success to guide crowds
by the aid of reasonable counsels and arguments, when any objection or
contradiction, senseless though it may be, can be made and when such objection may 
find more favor with the people, whose powers of reasoning are superficial? Men in 
masses and the men of the masses, being guided solely by petty passions, paltry 
beliefs, traditions and sentimental theorems, fall a prey to party dissension, which
hinders any kind of agreement even on the basis of a perfectly reasonable argument.
Every resolution of a crowd depends upon a chance or packed majority, which, in its
ignorance of political secrets, puts forth some ridiculous resolution that lays in the 
administration a seed of anarchy. 
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11. The political has nothing in common with the moral. The ruler who is governed
by the moral is not a skilled politician, and is therefore unstable on his throne. He 
who wishes to rule must have recourse both to cunning and to make-believe. Great
national qualities, like frankness and honesty, are vices in politics, for they bring 
down rulers from their thrones more effectively and more certainly than the most
powerful enemy. Such qualities must be the attributes of the kingdoms of the 
GOYIM, but we must in no wise be guided by them.

RIGHT IS MIGHT

12. Our right lies in force. The word “right” is an abstract thought and proved by 
nothing. The word means no more than: Give me what I want in order that thereby I 
may have a proof that I am stronger than you.

13. Where does right begin? Where does it end? 

14. In any State in which there is a bad organization of authority, an impersonality of
laws and of the rulers who have lost their personality amid the flood of rights ever
multiplying out of liberalism, I find a new right – to attack by the right of the strong,
and to scatter to the winds all existing forces of order and regulation, to reconstruct all
institutions and to become the sovereign lord of those who have left to us the rights of 
their power by laying them down voluntarily in their liberalism.

15. Our power in the present tottering condition of all forms of power will be more
invincible than any other, because it will remain invisible until the moment when it
has gained such strength that no cunning can any longer undermine it.

16. Out of the temporary evil we are now compelled to commit will emerge the good
of an unshakable rule, which will restore the regular course of the machinery of the 
national life, brought to naught by liberalism. The result justifies the means. Let us,
however, in our plans, direct our attention not so much to what is good and moral as
to what is necessary and useful.

17. Before us is a plan in which is laid down strategically the line from which we
cannot deviate without running the risk of seeing the labor of many centuries brought
to naught.

18. In order to elaborate satisfactory forms of action it is necessary to have regard to
the rascality, the slackness, the instability of the mob, its lack of capacity to
understand and respect the conditions of its own life, or its own welfare. It must be
understood that the might of a mob is blind, senseless and un-reasoning force ever at
the mercy of a suggestion from any side. The blind cannot lead the blind without
bringing them into the abyss; consequently, members of the mob, upstarts from the
people even though they should be as a genius for wisdom, yet having no
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understanding of the political, cannot come forward as leaders of the mob without
bringing the whole nation to ruin.

19. Only one trained from childhood for independent rule can have understanding of
the words that can be made up of the political alphabet.

20. A people left to itself, i.e., to upstarts from its midst, brings itself to ruin by party 
dissensions excited by the pursuit of power and honors and the disorders arising 
therefrom. Is it possible for the masses of the people calmly and without petty 
jealousies to form judgment, to deal with the affairs of the country, which cannot be
mixed up with personal interest? Can they defend themselves from an external foe? It 
is unthinkable; for a plan broken up into as many parts as there are heads in the mob,
loses all homogeneity, and thereby becomes unintelligible and impossible of 
execution.

WE ARE DESPOTS 

21. It is only with a despotic ruler that plans can be elaborated extensively and clearly 
in such a way as to distribute the whole properly among the several parts of the
machinery of the State: from this the conclusion is inevitable that a satisfactory form 
of government for any country is one that concentrates in the hands of one
responsible person. Without an absolute despotism there can be no existence for
civilization which is carried on not by the masses but by their guide, whosoever that 
person may be. The mob is savage, and displays its savagery at every opportunity.
The moment the mob seizes freedom in its hands it quickly turns to anarchy, which in
itself is the highest degree of savagery.

22. Behold the alcoholic animals, bemused with drink, the right to an immoderate use
of which comes along with freedom. It is not for us and ours to walk that road. The
peoples of the GOYIM are bemused with alcoholic liquors; their youth has grown
stupid on classicism and from early immorality, into which it has been inducted by 
our special agents – by tutors, lackeys, governesses in the houses of the wealthy, by 
clerks and others, by our women in the places of dissipation frequented by the
GOYIM. In the number of these last I count also the so-called “society ladies,”
voluntary followers of the others in corruption and luxury.

23. Our countersign is – Force and Make-believe. Only force conquers in political
affairs, especially if it be concealed in the talents essential to statesmen. Violence 
must be the principle, and cunning and make-believe the rule for governments which
do not want to lay down their crowns at the feet of agents of some new power. This
evil is the one and only means to attain the end, the good. Therefore we must not stop
at bribery, deceit and treachery when they should serve towards the attainment of our
end. In politics one must know how to seize the property of others without hesitation
if by it we secure submission and sovereignty. 
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24. Our State, marching along the path of peaceful conquest, has the right to replace
the horrors of war by less noticeable and more satisfactory sentences of death,
necessary to maintain the terror which tends to produce blind submission. Just but
merciless severity is the greatest factor of strength in the State: not only for the sake
of gain but also in the name of duty, for the sake of victory, we must keep to the
programme of violence and make-believe. The doctrine of squaring accounts is
precisely as strong as the means of which it makes use. Therefore it is not so much by 
the means themselves as by the doctrine of severity that we shall triumph and bring 
all governments into subjection to our super-government. It is enough for them to
know that we are too merciless for all disobedience to cease.

WE SHALL END LIBERTY

25. Far back in ancient times we were the first to cry among the masses of the people
the words “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity,” words many times repeated since these days 
by stupid poll-parrots who, from all sides around, flew down upon these baits and
with them carried away the well-being of the world, true freedom of the individual,
formerly so well guarded against the pressure of the mob. The would-be wise men of
the GOYIM, the intellectuals, could not make anything out of the uttered words in
their abstractedness; did not see that in nature there is no equality, cannot be freedom:
that Nature herself has established inequality of minds, of characters, and capacities,
just as immutably as she has established subordination to her laws: never stopped to
think that the mob is a blind thing, that upstarts elected from among it to bear rule are, 
in regard to the political, the same blind men as the mob itself, that the adept, though
he be a fool, can yet rule, whereas the non-adept, even if he were a genius,
understands nothing in the political – to all those things the GOYIM paid no regard;
yet all the time it was based upon these things that dynastic rule rested: the father
passed on to the son a knowledge of the course of political affairs in such wise that 
none should know it but members of the dynasty and none could betray it to the
governed. As time went on, the meaning of the dynastic transference of the true
position of affairs in the political was lost, and this aided the success of our cause.

26. In all corners of the earth the words “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity,” brought to our
ranks, thanks to our blind agents, whole legions who bore our banners with 
enthusiasm. And all the time these words were canker-worms at work boring into the 
well-being of the GOYIM, putting an end everywhere to peace, quiet, solidarity and
destroying all the foundations of the GOY States. As you will see later, this helped us
to our triumph: it gave us the possibility, among other things, of getting into our 
hands the master card – the destruction of the privileges, or in other words of the very 
existence of the aristocracy of the GOYIM, that class which was the only defense
peoples and countries had against us. On the ruins of the natural and genealogical
aristocracy of the GOYIM we have set up the aristocracy of our educated class
headed by the aristocracy of money. The qualifications for this aristocracy we have 
established in wealth, which is dependent upon us, and in knowledge, for which our
learned elders provide the motive force.
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27. Our triumph has been rendered easier by the fact that in our relations with the
men, whom we wanted, we have always worked upon the most sensitive chords of the
human mind, upon the cash account, upon the cupidity, upon the insatiability for
material needs of man; and each one of these human weaknesses, taken alone, is 
sufficient to paralyze initiative, for it hands over the will of men to the disposition of 
him who has bought their activities.

28. The abstraction of freedom has enabled us to persuade the mob in all countries
that their government is nothing but the steward of the people who are the owners of
the country, and that the steward may be replaced like a worn-out glove.

29. It is this possibility of replacing the representatives of the people which has
placed at our disposal, and, as it were, given us the power of appointment.

PROTOCOL No. 2

1. It is indispensable for our purpose that wars, so far as possible, should not result in
territorial gains: war will thus be brought on to the economic ground, where the
nations will not fail to perceive in the assistance we give the strength of our
predominance, and this state of things will put both sides at the mercy of our 
international AGENTUR; which possesses millions of eyes ever on the watch and
unhampered by any limitations whatsoever. Our international rights will then wipe
out national rights, in the proper sense of right, and will rule the nations precisely as 
the civil law of States rules the relations of their subjects among themselves.  

2. The administrators, whom we shall choose from among the public, with strict
regard to their capacities for servile obedience, will not be persons trained in the arts
of government, and will therefore easily become pawns in our game in the hands of 
men of learning and genius who will be their advisers, specialists bred and reared 
from early childhood to rule the affairs of the whole world. As is well known to you,
these specialists of ours have been drawing to fit them for rule the information they 
need from our political plans from the lessons of history, from observations made of 
the events of every moment as it passes. The GOYIM are not guided by practical use 
of unprejudiced historical observation, but by theoretical routine without any critical
regard for consequent results. We need not, therefore, take any account of them - let
them amuse themselves until the hour strikes, or live on hopes of new forms of
enterprising pastime, or on the memories of all they have enjoyed. For them let that 
play the principal part which we have persuaded them to accept as the dictates of
science (theory). It is with this object in view that we are constantly, by means of our
press, arousing a blind confidence in these theories. The intellectuals of the GOYIM 
will puff themselves up with their knowledges and without any logical verification of
them will put into effect all the information available from science, which our 
AGENTUR specialists have cunningly pieced together for the purpose of educating 
their minds in the direction we want.  
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DESTRUCTIVE EDUCATION

3. Do not suppose for a moment that these statements are empty words: think
carefully of the successes we arranged for Darwinism (Evolution), Marxism 
(Communism), Nietzsche-ism (Socialism). To us Jews, at any rate, it should be plain
to see what a disintegrating importance these directives have had upon the minds of
the GOYIM.  

4. It is indispensable for us to take account of the thoughts, characters, tendencies of
the nations in order to avoid making slips in the political and in the direction of 
administrative affairs. The triumph of our system of which the component parts of the
machinery may be variously disposed according to the temperament of the peoples
met on our way, will fail of success if the practical application of it be not based upon
a summing up of the lessons of the past in the light of the present.  

5. In the hands of the States of to-day there is a great force that creates the movement 
of thought in the people, and that is the Press. The part played by the Press is to keep
pointing our requirements supposed to be indispensable, to give voice to the 
complaints of the people, to express and to create discontent. It is in the Press that the
triumph of freedom of speech finds its incarnation. But the GOYIM States have not 
known how to make use of this force; and it has fallen into our hands. Through the
Press we have gained the power to influence while remaining ourselves in the shade; 
thanks to the Press we have got the GOLD in our hands, notwithstanding that we have 
had to gather it out of the oceans of blood and tears. But it has paid us, though we 
have sacrificed many of our people. Each victim on our side is worth in the sight of 
God a thousand GOYIM. 

PROTOCOL No. 3

1. To-day I may tell you that our goal is now only a few steps off. There remains a
small space to cross and the whole long path we have trodden is ready now to close
its cycle of the Symbolic Snake, by which we symbolize our people. When this ring 
closes, all the States of Europe will be locked in its coil as in a powerful vice. 

2. The constitution scales of these days will shortly break down, for we have 
established them with a certain lack of accurate balance in order that they may 
oscillate incessantly until they wear through the pivot on which they turn. The 
GOYIM are under the impression that they have welded them sufficiently strong and
they have all along kept on expecting that the scales would come into equilibrium.
But the pivots - the kings on their thrones - are hemmed in by their representatives,
who play the fool, distraught with their own uncontrolled and irresponsible power.
This power they owe to the terror which has been breathed into the palaces. As they 
have no means of getting at their people, into their very midst, the kings on their
thrones are no longer able to come to terms with them and so strengthen themselves
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against seekers after power. We have made a gulf between the far-seeing Sovereign
Power and the blind force of the people so that both have lost all meaning, for like the 
blind man and his stick, both are powerless apart. 

3. In order to incite seekers after power to a misuse of power we have set all forces in
opposition one to another, breaking up their liberal tendencies towards independence.
To this end we have stirred up every form of enterprise, we have armed all parties, we 
have set up authority as a target for every ambition. Of States we have made 
gladiatorial arenas where a lot of confused issues contend ... A little more, and
disorders and bankruptcy will be universal ...  

4. Babblers, inexhaustible, have turned into oratorical contests the sittings of 
Parliament and Administrative Boards. Bold journalists and unscrupulous
pamphleteers daily fall upon executive officials. Abuses of power will put the final
touch in preparing all institutions for their overthrow and everything will fly skyward
under the blows of the maddened mob.  

POVERTY OUR WEAPON

5. All people are chained down to heavy toil by poverty more firmly than ever. They 
were chained by slavery and serfdom; from these, one way and another, they might
free themselves. These could be settled with, but from want they will never get away.
We have included in the constitution such rights as to the masses appear fictitious and
not actual rights. All these so-called "Peoples Rights" can exist only in idea, an idea 
which can never be realized in practical life. What is it to the proletariat laborer,
bowed double over his heavy toil, crushed by his lot in life, if talkers get the right to
babble, if journalists get the right to scribble any nonsense side by side with good
stuff, once the proletariat has no other profit out of the constitution save only those 
pitiful crumbs which we fling them from our table in return for their voting in favor 
of what we dictate, in favor of the men we place in power, the servants of our
AGENTUR ... Republican rights for a poor man are no more than a bitter piece of
irony, for the necessity he is under of toiling almost all day gives him no present use
of them, but the other hand robs him of all guarantee of regular and certain earnings
by making him dependent on strikes by his comrades or lockouts by his masters.  

WE SUPPORT COMMUNISM 

6. The people, under our guidance, have annihilated the aristocracy, who were their
one and only defense and foster-mother for the sake of their own advantage which is
inseparably bound up with the well-being of the people. Nowadays, with the
destruction of the aristocracy, the people have fallen into the grips of merciless
money-grinding scoundrels who have laid a pitiless and cruel yoke upon the necks of
the workers.  
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7. We appear on the scene as alleged saviours of the worker from this oppression
when we propose to him to enter the ranks of our fighting forces - Socialists,
Anarchists, Communists - to whom we always give support in accordance with an
alleged brotherly rule (of the solidarity of all humanity) of our SOCIAL MASONRY.
The aristocracy, which enjoyed by law the labor of the workers, was interested in
seeing that the workers were well fed, healthy, and strong. We are interested in just
the opposite - in the diminution, the KILLING OUT OF THE GOYIM. Our power is
in the chronic shortness of food and physical weakness of the worker because by all
that this implies he is made the slave of our will, and he will not find in his own
authorities either strength or energy to set against our will. Hunger creates the right of 
capital to rule the worker more surely than it was given to the aristocracy by the legal
authority of kings.  

8. By want and the envy and hatred which it engenders we shall move the mobs and
with their hands we shall wipe out all those who hinder us on our way. 

9. WHEN THE HOUR STRIKES FOR OUR SOVEREIGN LORD OF ALL THE
WORLD TO BE CROWNED IT IS THESE SAME HANDS WHICH WILL SWEEP 
AWAY EVERYTHING THAT MIGHT BE A HINDRANCE THERETO. (The
Biblical "Anti-Christ?")

10. The GOYIM have lost the habit of thinking unless prompted by the suggestions of
our specialists. Therefore they do not see the urgent necessity of what we, when our
kingdom comes, shall adopt at once, namely this, that IT IS ESSENTIAL TO
TEACH IN NATIONAL SCHOOLS ONE SIMPLE, TRUE PIECE OF 
KNOWLEDGE, THE BASIS OF ALL KNOWLEDGE - THE KNOWLEDGE OF
THE STRUCTURE OF HUMAN LIFE, OF SOCIAL EXISTENCE, WHICH
REQUIRES DIVISION OF LABOR, AND, CONSEQUENTLY, THE DIVISION 
OF MEN INTO CLASSES AND CONDITIONS. It is essential for all to know that
OWING TO DIFFERENCE IN THE OBJECTS OF HUMAN ACTIVITY THERE
CANNOT BE ANY EQUALITY, that he, who by any act of his compromises a
whole class, cannot be equally responsible before the law with him who affects no
one but only his own honor. The true knowledge of the structure of society, into the
secrets of which we do not admit the GOYIM, would demonstrate to all men that the 
positions and work must be kept within a certain circle, that they may not become a 
source of human suffering, arising from an education which does not correspond with
the work which individuals are called upon to do. After a thorough study of this
knowledge, the peoples will voluntarily submit to authority and accept such position
as is appointed them in the State. In the present state of knowledge and the direction
we have given to its development of the people, blindly believing things in print -
cherishes - thanks to promptings intended to mislead and to its own ignorance - a
blind hatred towards all conditions which it considers above itself, for it has no
understanding of the meaning of class and condition.  
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JEWS WILL BE SAFE

11. THIS HATRED WILL BE STILL FURTHER MAGNIFIED BY THE EFFECTS
of an ECONOMIC CRISES, which will stop dealing on the exchanges and bring 
industry to a standstill. We shall create by all the secret subterranean methods open to
us and with the aid of gold, which is all in our hands, A UNIVERSAL ECONOMIC 
CRISES WHEREBY WE SHALL THROW UPON THE STREETS WHOLE MOBS 
OF WORKERS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN ALL THE COUNTRIES OF EUROPE.
These mobs will rush delightedly to shed the blood of those whom, in the simplicity 
of their ignorance, they have envied from their cradles, and whose property they will
then be able to loot.  

12. "OURS" THEY WILL NOT TOUCH, BECAUSE THE MOMENT OF ATTACK
WILL BE KNOWN TO US AND WE SHALL TAKE MEASURES TO PROTECT
OUR OWN.  

13. We have demonstrated that progress will bring all the GOYIM to the sovereignty 
of reason. Our despotism will be precisely that; for it will know how, by wise
severities, to pacificate all unrest, to cauterize liberalism out of all institutions.  

14. When the populace has seen that all sorts of concessions and indulgences are
yielded it, in the same name of freedom it has imagined itself to be sovereign lord and
has stormed its way to power, but, naturally like every other blind man, it has come 
upon a host of stumbling blocks. IT HAS RUSHED TO FIND A GUIDE, IT HAS
NEVER HAD THE SENSE TO RETURN TO THE FORMER STATE and it has laid
down its plenipotentiary powers at OUR feet. Remember the French Revolution, to
which it was we who gave the name of "Great": the secrets of its preparations are
well known to us for it was wholly the work of our hands.  

15. Ever since that time we have been leading the peoples from one disenchantment
to another, so that in the end they should turn also from us in favor of that KING-
DESPOT OF THE BLOOD OF ZION, WHOM WE ARE PREPARING FOR THE
WORLD. 

16. At the present day we are, as an international force, invincible, because if attacked
by some we are supported by other States. It is the bottomless rascality of the
GOYIM peoples, who crawl on their bellies to force, but are merciless towards
weakness, unsparing to faults and indulgent to crimes, unwilling to bear the
contradictions of a free social system but patient unto martyrdom under the violence
of a bold despotism - it is those qualities which are aiding us to independence. From
the premier-dictators of the present day, the GOYIM peoples suffer patiently and bear
such abuses as for the least of them they would have beheaded twenty kings.  
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17. What is the explanation of this phenomenon, this curious inconsequence of the
masses of the peoples in their attitude towards what would appear to be events of the 
same order? 

18. It is explained by the fact that these dictators whisper to the peoples through their
agents that through these abuses they are inflicting injury on the States with the 
highest purpose - to secure the welfare of the peoples, the international brotherhood
of them all, their solidarity and equality of rights. Naturally they do not tell the 
peoples that this unification must be accomplished only under our sovereign rule.  

19. And thus the people condemn the upright and acquit the guilty, persuaded ever
more and more that it can do whatsoever it wishes. Thanks to this state of things, the
people are destroying every kind of stability and creating disorders at every step.  

20. The word "freedom" brings out the communities of men to fight against every 
kind of force, against every kind of authority even against God and the laws of nature.
For this reason we, when we come into our kingdom, shall have to erase this word 
from the lexicon of life as implying a principle of brute force which turns mobs into
bloodthirsty beasts.  

21. These beasts, it is true, fall asleep again every time when they have drunk their fill
of blood, and at such time can easily be riveted into their chains. But if they be not
given blood they will not sleep and continue to struggle.  

PROTOCOL No. 4

1. Every republic passes through several stages. The first of these is comprised in the 
early days of mad raging by the blind mob, tossed hither and thither, right and left:
the second is demagogy from which is born anarchy, and that leads inevitably to
despotism - not any longer legal and overt, and therefore responsible despotism, but
to unseen and secretly hidden, yet nevertheless sensibly felt despotism in the hands of
some secret organization or other, whose acts are the more unscrupulous inasmuch as
it works behind a screen, behind the backs of all sorts of agents, the changing of
whom not only does not injuriously affect but actually aids the secret force by saving 
it, thanks to continual changes, from the necessity of expanding its resources on the
rewarding of long services.  

2. Who and what is in a position to overthrow an invisible force? And this is precisely 
what our force is. GENTILE masonry blindly serves as a screen for us and our
objects, but the plan of action of our force, even its very abiding-place, remains for 
the whole people an unknown mystery. 
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WE SHALL DESTROY GOD

3. But even freedom might be harmless and have its place in the State economy 
without injury to the well-being of the peoples if it rested upon the foundation of faith
in God, upon the brotherhood of humanity, unconnected with the conception of
equality, which is negatived by the very laws of creation, for they have established
subordination. With such a faith as this a people might be governed by a wardship of
parishes, and would walk contentedly and humbly under the guiding hand of its
spiritual pastor submitting to the dispositions of God upon earth. This is the reason
why IT IS INDISPENSABLE FOR US TO UNDERMINE ALL FAITH, TO TEAR 
OUT OF THE MIND OF THE "GOYIM" THE VERY PRINCIPLE OF GOD-HEAD
AND THE SPIRIT, AND TO PUT IN ITS PLACE ARITHMETICAL 
CALCULATIONS AND MATERIAL NEEDS. 

4. In order to give the GOYIM no time to think and take note, their minds must be 
diverted towards industry and trade. Thus, all the nations will be swallowed up in the
pursuit of gain and in the race for it will not take note of their common foe. But again,
in order that freedom may once for all disintegrate and ruin the communities of the 
GOYIM, we must put industry on a speculative basis: the result of this will be that
what is withdrawn from the land by industry will slip through the hands and pass into
speculation, that is, to our classes.  

5. The intensified struggle for superiority and shocks delivered to economic life will
create, nay, have already created, disenchanted, cold and heartless communities. Such 
communities will foster a strong aversion towards the higher political and towards
religion. Their only guide is gain, that is Gold, which they will erect into a veritable
cult, for the sake of those material delights which it can give. Then will the hour
strike when, not for the sake of attaining the good, not even to win wealth, but solely 
out of hatred towards the privileged, the lower classes of the GOYIM will follow our 
lead against our rivals for power, the intellectuals of the GOYIM.  

PROTOCOL No. 5

1. What form of administrative rule can be given to communities in which corruption
has penetrated everywhere, communities where riches are attained only by the clever 
surprise tactics of semi-swindling tricks; where loseness reigns: where morality is
maintained by penal measures and harsh laws but not by voluntarily accepted
principles: where the feelings towards faith and country are obligated by 
cosmopolitan convictions? What form of rule is to be given to these communities if
not that despotism which I shall describe to you later? We shall create an intensified
centralization of government in order to grip in our hands all the forces of the
community. We shall regulate mechanically all the actions of the political life of our 
subjects by new laws. These laws will withdraw one by one all the indulgences and
liberties which have been permitted by the GOYIM, and our kingdom will be 
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distinguished by a despotism of such magnificent proportions as to be at any moment
and in every place in a position to wipe out any GOYIM who oppose us by deed or
word.  

2. We shall be told that such a despotism as I speak of is not consistent with the
progress of these days, but I will prove to you that it is.  

3. In the times when the peoples looked upon kings on their thrones as on a pure
manifestation of the will of God, they submitted without a murmur to the despotic
power of kings: but from the day when we insinuated into their minds the conception
of their own rights they began to regard the occupants of thrones as mere ordinary 
mortals. The holy unction of the Lord's Anointed has fallen from the heads of kings in
the eyes of the people, and when we also robbed them of their faith in God the might
of power was flung upon the streets into the place of public proprietorship and was
seized by us.  

MASSES LED BY LIES

4. Moreover, the art of directing masses and individuals by means of cleverly 
manipulated theory and verbiage, by regulations of life in common and all sorts of
other quirks, in all which the GOYIM understand nothing, belongs likewise to the
specialists of our administrative brain. Reared on analysis, observation, on delicacies
of fine calculation, in this species of skill we have no rivals, any more than we have
either in the drawing up of plans of political actions and solidarity. In this respect the 
Jesuits alone might have compared with us, but we have contrived to discredit them
in the eyes of the unthinking mob as an overt organization, while we ourselves all the
while have kept our secret organization in the shade. However, it is probably all the 
same to the world who is its sovereign lord, whether the head of Catholicism or our
despot of the blood of Zion! But to us, the Chosen People, it is very far from being a
matter of indifference.  

5. FOR A TIME PERHAPS WE MIGHT BE SUCCESSFULLY DEALT WITH BY 
A COALITION OF THE "GOYIM" OF ALL THE WORLD: but from this danger
we are secured by the discord existing among them whose roots are so deeply seated
that they can never now be plucked up. We have set one against another the personal
and national reckonings of the GOYIM, religious and race hatreds, which we have
fostered into a huge growth in the course of the past twenty centuries. This is the 
reason why there is not one State which would anywhere receive support if it were to
raise its arm, for every one of them must bear in mind that any agreement against us
would be unprofitable to itself. We are too strong - there is no evading our power.
THE NATIONS CANNOT COME TO EVEN AN INCONSIDERABLE PRIVATE
AGREEMENT WITHOUT OUR SECRETLY HAVING A HAND IN IT. 

6. PER ME REGES REGNANT. "It is through me that Kings reign." And it was said
by the prophets that we were chosen by God Himself to rule over the whole earth.
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God has endowed us with genius that we may be equal to our task. Were genius in the
opposite camp it would still struggle against us, but even so, a newcomer is no match
for the old-established settler: the struggle would be merciless between us, such a 
fight as the world has never seen. Aye, and the genius on their side would have
arrived too late. All the wheels of the machinery of all States go by the force of the
engine, which is in our hands, and that engine of the machinery of States is - Gold.
The science of political economy invented by our learned elders has for long past
been giving royal prestige to capital.

MONOPOLY CAPITAL

7. Capital, if it is to co-operate untrammeled, must be free to establish a monopoly of
industry and trade: this is already being put in execution by an unseen hand in all
quarters of the world. This freedom will give political force to those engaged in
industry, and that will help to oppress the people. Nowadays it is more important to
disarm the peoples than to lead them into war: more important to use for our
advantage the passions which have burst into flames than to quench their fire: more
important to eradicate them. THE PRINCIPLE OBJECT OF OUR DIRECTORATE
CONSISTS IN THIS: TO DEBILITATE THE PUBLIC MIND BY CRITICISM; TO
LEAD IT AWAY FROM SERIOUS REFLECTIONS CALCULATED TO AROUSE
RESISTANCE; TO DISTRACT THE FORCES OF THE MIND TOWARDS A
SHAM FIGHT OF EMPTY ELOQUENCE.  

8. In all ages the people of the world, equally with individuals, have accepted words
for deeds, for THEY ARE CONTENT WITH A SHOW and rarely pause to note, in
the public arena, whether promises are followed by performance. Therefore we shall 
establish show institutions which will give eloquent proof of their benefit to progress.  

9. We shall assume to ourselves the liberal physiognomy of all parties, of all
directions, and we shall give that physiognomy a VOICE IN ORATORS WHO WILL 
SPEAK SO MUCH THAT THEY WILL EXHAUST THE PATIENCE OF THEIR
HEARERS AND PRODUCE AN ABHORRENCE OF ORATORY.  

10. IN ORDER TO PUT PUBLIC OPINION INTO OUR HANDS WE MUST
BRING IT INTO A STATE OF BEWILDERMENT BY GIVING EXPRESSION
FROM ALL SIDES TO SO MANY CONTRADICTORY OPINIONS AND FOR 
SUCH LENGTH OF TIME AS WILL SUFFICE TO MAKE THE "GOYIM" LOSE 
THEIR HEADS IN THE LABYRINTH AND COME TO SEE THAT THE BEST 
THING IS TO HAVE NO OPINION OF ANY KIND IN MATTERS POLITICAL, 
which it is not given to the public to understand, because they are understood only by 
him who guides the public. This is the first secret.  

11. The second secret requisite for the success of our government is comprised in the
following: To multiply to such an extent national failings, habits, passions, conditions
of civil life, that it will be impossible for anyone to know where he is in the resulting 
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chaos, so that the people in consequence will fail to understand one another. This
measure will also serve us in another way, namely, to sow discord in all parties, to
dislocate all collective forces which are still unwilling to submit to us, and to
discourage any kind of personal initiative which might in any degree hinder our 
affair. THERE IS NOTHING MORE DANGEROUS THAN PERSONAL 
INITIATIVE: if it has genius behind it, such initiative can do more than can be done
by millions of people among whom we have sown discord. We must so direct the 
education of the GOYIM communities that whenever they come upon a matter
requiring initiative they may drop their hands in despairing impotence. The strain
which results from freedom of actions saps the forces when it meets with the freedom 
of another. From this collision arise grave moral shocks, disenchantments, failures.
BY ALL THESE MEANS WE SHALL SO WEAR DOWN THE "GOYIM" THAT
THEY WILL BE COMPELLED TO OFFER US INTERNATIONAL POWER OF A
NATURE THAT BY ITS POSITION WILL ENABLE US WITHOUT ANY
VIOLENCE GRADUALLY TO ABSORB ALL THE STATE FORCES OF THE
WORLD AND TO FORM A SUPER-GOVERNMENT. In place of the rulers of to-
day we shall set up a bogey which will be called the Super-Government
Administration. Its hands will reach out in all directions like nippers and its
organization will be of such colossal dimensions that it cannot fail to subdue all the
nations of the world. (League of Nations and subsequent United Nations Organization
- Ed.).

PROTOCOL No. 6

1. We shall soon begin to establish huge monopolies, reservoirs of colossal riches,
upon which even large fortunes of the GOYIM will depend to such an extent that they 
will go to the bottom together with the credit of the States on the day after the 
political smash ... (Compulsory superannuation, Social Security).

2. You gentlemen here present who are economists, just strike an estimate of the 
significance of this combination! ...  

3. In every possible way we must develop the significance of our Super-Government
by representing it as the Protector and Benefactor of all those who voluntarily submit
to us.  

4. The aristocracy of the GOYIM as a political force, is dead - We need not take it
into account; but as landed proprietors they can still be harmful to us from the fact 
that they are self-sufficing in the resources upon which they live. It is essential
therefore for us at whatever cost to deprive them of their land. This object will be best
attained by increasing the burdens upon landed property - in loading lands with debts.
These measures will check land-holding and keep it in a state of humble and
unconditional submission.  
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5. The aristocrats of the GOYIM, being hereditarily incapable of contenting 
themselves with little, will rapidly burn up and fizzle out.

WE SHALL ENSLAVE GENTILES

6. At the same time we must intensively patronize trade and industry, but, first and
foremost, speculation, the part played by which is to provide a counterpoise to
industry: the absence of speculative industry will multiply capital in private hands and
will serve to restore agriculture by freeing the land from indebtedness to the land
banks. What we want is that industry should drain off from the land both labor and
capital and by means of speculation transfer into our hands all the money of the 
world, and thereby throw all the GOYIM into the ranks of the proletariat. Then the 
GOYIM will bow down before us, if for no other reason but to get the right to exist.  

7. To complete the ruin of the industry of the GOYIM we shall bring to the assistance
of speculation the luxury which we have developed among the GOYIM, that greedy 
demand for luxury which is swallowing up everything. WE SHALL RAISE THE
RATE OF WAGES WHICH, HOWEVER, WILL NOT BRING ANY
ADVANTAGE TO THE WORKERS, FOR, AT THE SAME TIME, WE SHALL 
PRODUCE A RISE IN PRICES OF THE FIRST NECESSARIES OF LIFE,
ALLEGING THAT IT ARISES FROM THE DECLINE OF AGRICULTURE AND
CATTLE-BREEDING: WE SHALL FURTHER UNDERMINE ARTFULLY AND
DEEPLY SOURCES OF PRODUCTION, BY ACCUSTOMING THE WORKERS 
TO ANARCHY AND TO DRUNKENNESS AND SIDE BY SIDE THEREWITH
TAKING ALL MEASURE TO EXTIRPATE FROM THE FACE OF THE EARTH
ALL THE EDUCATED FORCES OF THE "GOYIM."

8. IN ORDER THAT THE TRUE MEANING OF THINGS MAY NOT STRIKE
THE "GOYIM" BEFORE THE PROPER TIME WE SHALL MASK IT UNDER AN
ALLEGED ARDENT DESIRE TO SERVE THE WORKING CLASSES AND THE
GREAT PRINCIPLES OF POLITICAL ECONOMY ABOUT WHICH OUR
ECONOMIC THEORIES ARE CARRYING ON AN ENERGETIC 
PROPAGANDA.  

PROTOCOL No. 7

1. The intensification of armaments, the increase of police forces - are all essential for 
the completion of the aforementioned plans. What we have to get at is that there
should be in all the States of the world, besides ourselves, only the masses of the
proletariat, a few millionaires devoted to our interests, police and soldiers.  

2. Throughout all Europe, and by means of relations with Europe, in other continents
also, we must create ferments, discords and hostility. Therein we gain a double
advantage. In the first place we keep in check all countries, for they will know that we
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have the power whenever we like to create disorders or to restore order. All these
countries are accustomed to see in us an indispensable force of coercion. In the
second place, by our intrigues we shall tangle up all the threads which we have
stretched into the cabinets of all States by means of the political, by economic 
treaties, or loan obligations. In order to succeed in this we must use great cunning and
penetration during negotiations and agreements, but, as regards what is called the
"official language," we shall keep to the opposite tactics and assume the mask of
honesty and complacency. In this way the peoples and governments of the GOYIM,
whom we have taught to look only at the outside whatever we present to their notice,
will still continue to accept us as the benefactors and saviours of the human race.  

UNIVERSAL WAR 

3. We must be in a position to respond to every act of opposition by war with the
neighbors of that country which dares to oppose us: but if these neighbors should also
venture to stand collectively together against us, then we must offer resistance by a
universal war. 

4. The principal factor of success in the political is the secrecy of its undertakings: the
word should not agree with the deeds of the diplomat.  

5. We must compel the governments of the GOYIM to take action in the direction
favored by our widely conceived plan, already approaching the desired
consummation, by what we shall represent as public opinion, secretly promoted by us
through the means of that so-called "Great Power" - THE PRESS, WHICH, WITH A
FEW EXCEPTIONS THAT MAY BE DISREGARDED, IS ALREADY ENTIRELY 
IN OUR HANDS.  

6. In a word, to sum up our system of keeping the governments of the goyim in
Europe in check, we shall show our strength to one of them by terrorist attempts and
to all, if we allow the possibility of a general rising against us, we shall respond with
the guns of America or China or Japan. (The Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905 -
Ed.).  

PROTOCOL No. 8

1. We must arm ourselves with all the weapons which our opponents might employ 
against us. We must search out in the very finest shades of expression and the knotty 
points of the lexicon of law justification for those cases where we shall have to 
pronounce judgments that might appear abnormally audacious and unjust, for it is
important that these resolutions should be set forth in expressions that shall seem to
be the most exalted moral principles cast into legal form. (Genocide Convention?
U.N. Declaration of the Rights of the Child?) Our directorate must surround itself
with all these forces of civilization among which it will have to work. It will surround
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itself with publicists, practical jurists, administrators, diplomats and, finally, with
persons prepared by a special super-educational training IN OUR SPECIAL 
SCHOOLS (Rhodes Scholars? London School of Economics?) These persons will
have consonance of all the secrets of the social structure, they will know all the
languages that can be made up by political alphabets and words; they will be made 
acquainted with the whole underside of human nature, with all its sensitive chords on
which they will have to play. These chords are the cast of mind of the GOYIM, their 
tendencies, short-comings, vices and qualities, the particularities of classes and
conditions. Needless to say that the talented assistants of authority, of whom I speak,
will be taken not from among the GOYIM, who are accustomed to perform their 
administrative work without giving themselves the trouble to think what its aim is,
and never consider what it is needed for. The administrators of the GOYIM sign 
papers without reading them, ( As Margaret Thatcher signed-away British
sovereignty by the Maastricht Treaty? As Australian Parliamentarians signed over
2,000 U.N. Treaties . . . unread?) and they serve either for mercenary reasons or from 
ambition.  

2. We shall surround our government with a whole world of economists. That is the
reason why economic sciences form the principal subject of the teaching given to the
Jews. Around us again will be a whole constellation of bankers, industrialists,
capitalists and - THE MAIN THING - MILLIONAIRES, BECAUSE IN 
SUBSTANCE EVERYTHING WILL BE SETTLED BY THE QUESTION OF 
FIGURES.  

3. For a time, until there will no longer be any risk in entrusting responsible posts in
our State to our brother-Jews, we shall put them in the hands of persons whose past
and reputation are such that between them and the people lies an abyss, persons who,
in case of disobedience to our instructions, must face criminal charges or disappear -
this in order to make them defend our interests to their last gasp.

PROTOCOL No. 9

1. In applying our principles let attention be paid to the character of the people in
whose country you live and act; a general, identical application of them, until such
time as the people shall have been re-educated to our pattern, cannot have success.
But by approaching their application cautiously you will see that not a decade will
pass before the most stubborn character will change and we shall add a new people to
the ranks of those already subdued by us.  

2. The words of the liberal, which are in effect the words of our masonic watchword,
namely, "Liberty, Equality, Fraternity," will, when we come into our kingdom, be 
changed by us into words no longer of a watchword, but only an expression of
idealism, namely, into "The right of liberty, the duty of equality, the ideal of
brotherhood." That is how we shall put it, - and so we shall catch the bull by the
horns ... DE FACTO we have already wiped out every kind of rule except our own,
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although DE JURE there still remain a good many of them. Nowadays, if any States
raise a protest against us it is only PRO FORMA at our discretion and by our
direction, for THEIR ANTI-SEMITISM IS INDISPENSABLE TO US FOR THE
MANAGEMENT OF OUR LESSER BRETHREN. I will not enter into further
explanations, for this matter has formed the subject of repeated discussions amongst
us.  

JEWISH SUPER-STATE 

3. For us there are not checks to limit the range of our activity. Our Super-
Government subsists in extra-legal conditions which are described in the accepted
terminology by the energetic and forcible word - Dictatorship. I am in a position to
tell you with a clear conscience that at the proper time we, the law-givers, shall
execute judgment and sentence, we shall slay and we shall spare, we, as head of all
our troops, are mounted on the steed of the leader. We rule by force of will, because
in our hands are the fragments of a once powerful party, now vanquished by us. AND
THE WEAPONS IN OUR HANDS ARE LIMITLESS AMBITIONS, BURNING
GREEDINESS, MERCILESS VENGEANCE, HATREDS AND MALICE.  

4. IT IS FROM US THAT THE ALL-ENGULFING TERROR PROCEEDS. WE 
HAVE IN OUR SERVICE PERSONS OF ALL OPINIONS, OF ALL DOCTRINES, 
RESTORATING MONARCHISTS, DEMAGOGUES, SOCIALISTS,
COMMUNISTS, AND UTOPIAN DREAMERS OF EVERY KIND. We have
harnessed them all to the task: EACH ONE OF THEM ON HIS OWN ACCOUNT IS 
BORING AWAY AT THE LAST REMNANTS OF AUTHORITY, IS STRIVING
TO OVERTHROW ALL ESTABLISHED FORM OF ORDER. By these acts all
States are in torture; they exhort to tranquility, are ready to sacrifice everything for 
peace: BUT WE WILL NOT GIVE THEM PEACE UNTIL THEY OPENLY 
ACKNOWLEDGE OUR INTERNATIONAL SUPER-GOVERNMENT, AND
WITH SUBMISSIVENESS.  

5. The people have raised a howl about the necessity of settling the question of
Socialism by way of an international agreement. DIVISION INTO FRACTIONAL 
PARTIES HAS GIVEN THEM INTO OUR HANDS, FOR, IN ORDER TO CARRY 
ON A CONTESTED STRUGGLE ONE MUST HAVE MONEY, AND THE
MONEY IS ALL IN OUR HANDS.  

6. We might have reason to apprehend a union between the "clear-sighted" force of 
the GOY kings on their thrones and the "blind" force of the GOY mobs, but we have
taken all the needful measure against any such possibility: between the one and the 
other force we have erected a bulwark in the shape of a mutual terror between them.
In this way the blind force of the people remains our support and we, and we only, 
shall provide them with a leader and, of course, direct them along the road that leads
to our goal.  
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7. In order that the hand of the blind mob may not free itself from our guiding hand,
we must every now and then enter into close communion with it, if not actually in
person, at any rate through some of the most trusty of our brethren. When we are
acknowledged as the only authority we shall discuss with the people personally on the
market, places, and we shall instruct them on questings of the political in such wise as 
may turn them in the direction that suits us.  

8. Who is going to verify what is taught in the village schools? But what an envoy of 
the government or a king on his throne himself may say cannot but become 
immediately known to the whole State, for it will be spread abroad by the voice of the
people.  

9. In order to annihilate the institutions of the GOYIM before it is time we have 
touched them with craft and delicacy, and have taken hold of the ends of the springs
which move their mechanism. These springs lay in a strict but just sense of order; we
have replaced them by the chaotic license of liberalism. We have got our hands into 
the administration of the law, into the conduct of elections, into the press, into liberty 
of the person, BUT PRINCIPALLY INTO EDUCATION AND TRAINING AS
BEING THE CORNERSTONES OF A FREE EXISTENCE.  

CHRISTIAN YOUTH DESTROYED

10. WE HAVE FOOLED, BEMUSED AND CORRUPTED THE YOUTH OF THE
"GOYIM" BY REARING THEM IN PRINCIPLES AND THEORIES WHICH ARE
KNOWN TO US TO BE FALSE ALTHOUGH IT IS THAT THEY HAVE BEEN
INCULCATED.  

11. Above the existing laws without substantially altering them, and by merely 
twisting them into contradictions of interpretations, we have erected something 
grandiose in the way of results. These results found expression in the fact that the
INTERPRETATIONS MASKED THE LAW: afterwards they entirely hid them from
the eyes of the governments owing to the impossibility of making anything out of the 
tangled web of legislation.  

12. This is the origin of the theory of course of arbitration.  

13. You may say that the GOYIM will rise upon us, arms in hand, if they guess what
is going on before the time comes; but in the West we have against this a manoeuvre
of such appalling terror that the very stoutest hearts quail - the undergrounds,
metropolitans, those subterranean corridors which, before the time comes, will be 
driven under all the capitals and from whence those capitals will be blown into the air
with all their organizations and archives.  

PROTOCOL No. 10
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1. To-day I begin with a repetition of what I said before, and I BEG YOU TO BEAR
IN MIND THAT GOVERNMENTS AND PEOPLE ARE CONTENT IN THE
POLITICAL WITH OUTSIDE APPEARANCES. And how, indeed, are the GOYIM 
to perceive the underlying meaning of things when their representatives give the best
of their energies to enjoying themselves? For our policy it is of the greatest 
importance to take cognizance of this detail; it will be of assistance to us when we 
come to consider the division of authority of property, of the dwelling, of taxation
(the idea of concealed taxes), of the reflex force of the laws. All these questions are
such as ought not to be touched upon directly and openly before the people. In cases
where it is indispensable to touch upon them they must not be categorically named, it
must merely be declared without detailed exposition that the principles of
contemporary law are acknowledged by us. The reason of keeping silence in this
respect is that by not naming a principle we leave ourselves freedom of action, to
drop this or that out of it without attracting notice; if they were all categorically 
named they would all appear to have been already given.  

2. The mob cherishes a special affection and respect for the geniuses of political 
power and accepts all their deeds of violence with the admiring response: "rascally,
well, yes, it is rascally, but it's clever! ... a trick, if you like, but how craftily played,
how magnificently done, what impudent audacity!" ...  

OUR GOAL - WORLD POWER

3. We count upon attracting all nations to the task of erecting the new fundamental
structure, the project for which has been drawn up by us. This is why, before 
everything, it is indispensable for us to arm ourselves and to store up in ourselves that
absolutely reckless audacity and irresistible might of the spirit which in the person of 
our active workers will break down all hindrances on our way. 

4. WHEN WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED OUR COUP D'ETAT WE SHALL SAY
THEN TO THE VARIOUS PEOPLES: "EVERYTHING HAS GONE TERRIBLY 
BADLY, ALL HAVE BEEN WORN OUT WITH SUFFERING. WE ARE
DESTROYING THE CAUSES OF YOUR TORMENT - NATIONALITIES,
FRONTIERS, DIFFERENCES OF COINAGES. YOU ARE AT LIBERTY, OF
COURSE, TO PRONOUNCE SENTENCE UPON US, BUT CAN IT POSSIBLY BE A
JUST ONE IF IT IS CONFIRMED BY YOU BEFORE YOU MAKE ANY TRIAL OF
WHAT WE ARE OFFERING YOU." ... THEN WILL THE MOB EXALT US AND
BEAR US UP IN THEIR HANDS IN A UNANIMOUS TRIUMPH OF HOPES 
AND EXPECTATIONS. VOTING, WHICH WE HAVE MADE THE
INSTRUMENT WHICH WILL SET US ON THE THRONE OF THE WORLD BY
TEACHING EVEN THE VERY SMALLEST UNITS OF MEMBERS OF THE
HUMAN RACE TO VOTE BY MEANS OF MEETINGS AND AGREEMENTS BY
GROUPS, WILL THEN HAVE SERVED ITS PURPOSES AND WILL PLAY ITS 
PART THEN FOR THE LAST TIME BY A UNANIMITY OF DESIRE TO MAKE
CLOSE ACQUAINTANCE WITH US BEFORE CONDEMNING US.  
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5. TO SECURE THIS WE MUST HAVE EVERYBODY VOTE WITHOUT
DISTINCTION OF CLASSES AND QUALIFICATIONS, in order to establish an
absolute majority, which cannot be got from the educated propertied classes. In this
way, by inculcating in all a sense of self-importance, we shall destroy among the 
GOYIM the importance of the family and its educational value and remove the
possibility of individual minds splitting off, for the mob, handled by us, will not let
them come to the front nor even give them a hearing; it is accustomed to listen to us
only who pay it for obedience and attention. In this way we shall create a blind,
mighty force which will never be in a position to move in any direction without the
guidance of our agents set at its head by us as leaders of the mob. The people will
submit to this regime because it will know that upon these leaders will depend its
earnings, gratifications and the receipt of all kinds of benefits.  

6. A scheme of government should come ready made from one brain, because it will
never be clinched firmly if it is allowed to be split into fractional parts in the minds of 
many. It is allowable, therefore, for us to have cognizance of the scheme of action but
not to discuss it lest we disturb its artfulness, the interdependence of its component
parts, the practical force of the secret meaning of each clause. To discuss and make
alterations in a labor of this kind by means of numerous votings is to impress upon it
the stamp of all ratiocinations and misunderstandings which have failed to penetrate
the depth and nexus of its plottings. We want our schemes to be forcible and suitably 
concocted. Therefore WE OUGHT NOT TO FLING THE WORK OF GENIUS OF
OUR GUIDE to the fangs of the mob or even of a select company. 

7. These schemes will not turn existing institutions upside down just yet. They will
only effect changes in their economy and consequently in the whole combined
movement of their progress, which will thus be directed along the paths laid down in
our schemes.  

POISON OF LIBERALISM 

8. Under various names there exists in all countries approximately one and the same
thing. Representation, Ministry, Senate, State Council, Legislative and Executive
Corps. I need not explain to you the mechanism of the relation of these institutions to
one another, because you are aware of all that; only take note of the fact that each of
the above-named institutions corresponds to some important function of the State, and
I would beg you to remark that the word "important" I apply not to the institution but
to the function, consequently it is not the institutions which are important but their
functions. These institutions have divided up among themselves all the functions of 
government - administrative, legislative, executive, wherefore they have come to
operate as do the organs in the human body. If we injure one part in the machinery of
State, the State falls sick, like a human body, and ... will die. 
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9. When we introduced into the State organism the poison of Liberalism its whole
political complexion underwent a change. States have been seized with a mortal 
illness - blood poisoning. All that remains is to await the end of their death agony. 

10. Liberalism produced Constitutional States, which took the place of what was the
only safeguard of the GOYIM, namely, Despotism; and A CONSTITUTION, AS
YOU WELL KNOW, IS NOTHING ELSE BUT A SCHOOL OF DISCORDS,
misunderstandings, quarrels, disagreements, fruitless party agitations, party whims -
in a word, a school of everything that serves to destroy the personality of State
activity. THE TRIBUNE OF THE "TALKERIES" HAS, NO LESS EFFECTIVELY
THAN THE PRESS, CONDEMNED THE RULERS TO INACTIVITY AND
IMPOTENCE, and thereby rendered them useless and superfluous, for which reason
indeed they have been in many countries deposed. THEN IT WAS THAT THE ERA
OF REPUBLICS BECOME POSSIBLE OF REALIZATION; AND THEN IT WAS 
THAT WE REPLACED THE RULER BY A CARICATURE OF A 
GOVERNMENT - BY A PRESIDENT, TAKEN FROM THE MOB, FROM THE
MIDST OF OUR PUPPET CREATURES, OR SLAVES. This was the foundation of
the mine which we have laid under the GOY people, I should rather say, under the
GOY peoples.

WE NAME PRESIDENTS

11. In the near future we shall establish the responsibility of presidents.  

12. By that time we shall be in a position to disregard forms in carrying through
matters for which our impersonal puppet will be responsible. What do we care if the
ranks of those striving for power should be thinned, if there should arise a deadlock
from the impossibility of finding presidents, a deadlock which will finally disorganize 
the country? ...  

13. In order that our scheme may produce this result we shall arrange elections in
favor of such presidents as have in their past some dark, undiscovered stain, some
"Panama" or other - then they will be trustworthy agents for the accomplishment of
our plans out of fear of revelations and from the natural desire of everyone who has
attained power, namely, the retention of the privileges, advantages and honor
connected with the office of president. The chamber of deputies will provide cover 
for, will protect, will elect presidents, but we shall take from it the right to propose
new, or make changes in existing laws, for this right will be given by us to the 
responsible president, a puppet in our hands. Naturally, the authority of the presidents
will then become a target for every possible form of attack, but we shall provide him
with a means of self-defense in the right of an appeal to the people, for the decision of
the people over the heads of their representatives, that is to say, an appeal to that same 
blind slave of ours - the majority of the mob. Independently of this we shall invest the
president with the right of declaring a state of war. We shall justify this last right on
the ground that the president as chief of the whole army of the country must have it at
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his disposal, in case of need for the defense of the new republican constitution, the
right to defend which will belong to him as the responsible representative of this
constitution. (Iran? Grenada? Kuwait? Iraq? Panama? Somalia? Bosnia? Kosovo?
Indonesia?)

14. It is easy to understand that in these conditions the key of the shrine will lie in our
hands, and no one outside ourselves will any longer direct the force of legislation.  

15. Besides this we shall, with the introduction of the new republican constitution,
take from the Chamber the right of interpolation on government measures, on the
pretext of preserving political secrecy, and, further, we shall by the new constitution
reduce the number of representatives to a minimum, thereby proportionately reducing 
political passions and the passion for politics. If, however, they should, which is
hardly to be expected, burst into flame, even in this minimum, we shall nullify them 
by a stirring appeal and a reference to the majority of the whole people ... Upon the
president will depend the appointment of presidents and vice-presidents of the
Chamber and the Senate. Instead of constant sessions of Parliaments we shall reduce
their sittings to a few months. Moreover, the president, as chief of the executive 
power, will have the right to summon and dissolve Parliament, and, in the latter case,
to prolong the time for the appointment of a new parliamentary assembly. But in
order that the consequences of all these acts which in substance are illegal, should
not, prematurely for our plans, fall upon the responsibility established by us of the
president, WE SHALL INSTIGATE MINISTERS AND OTHER OFFICIALS OF 
THE HIGHER ADMINISTRATION ABOUT THE PRESIDENT TO EVADE HIS
DISPOSITIONS BY TAKING MEASURES OF THEIR OWN, for doing which they 
will be made the scapegoats in his place ... This part we especially recommend to be
given to be played by the Senate, the Council of State, or the Council of Ministers,
but not to an individual official.  

16. The president will, at our discretion, interpret the sense of such of the existing 
laws as admit of various interpretation; he will further annul them when we indicate
to him the necessity to do so, besides this, he will have the right to propose temporary 
laws, and even new departures in the government constitutional working, the pretext
both for the one and the other being the requirements for the supreme welfare of the
State. (Presidential Decrees such as F.D.R. employed to debase the US dollar and
steal the gold and to place the U.S. under a permanent State of Emergency and War
against its own citizens?)

WE SHALL DESTROY

17. By such measure we shall obtain the power of destroying little by little, step by 
step, all that at the outset when we enter on our rights, we are compelled to introduce
into the constitutions of States to prepare for the transition to an imperceptible 
abolition of every kind of constitution, and then the time is come to turn every form
of government into OUR DESPOTISM.  
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18. The recognition of our despot may also come before the destruction of the
constitution; the moment for this recognition will come when the peoples, utterly 
wearied by the irregularities and incompetence - a matter which we shall arrange for - 
of their rulers, will clamor: "Away with them and give us one king over all the earth
who will unite us and annihilate the causes of disorders - frontiers, nationalities,
religions, State debts - who will give us peace and quiet which we cannot find under
our rulers and representatives."

19. But you yourselves perfectly well know that TO PRODUCE THE POSSIBILITY
OF THE EXPRESSION OF SUCH WISHES BY ALL THE NATIONS IT IS 
INDISPENSABLE TO TROUBLE IN ALL COUNTRIES THE PEOPLE'S 
RELATIONS WITH THEIR GOVERNMENTS SO AS TO UTTERLY EXHAUST
HUMANITY WITH DISSENSION, HATRED, STRUGGLE, ENVY AND EVEN
BY THE USE OF TORTURE, BY STARVATION, BY THE INOCULATION OF 
DISEASES, BY WANT, SO THAT THE "GOYIM" SEE NO OTHER ISSUE
THAN TO TAKE REFUGE IN OUR COMPLETE SOVEREIGNTY IN MONEY
AND IN ALL ELSE.  

20. But if we give the nations of the world a breathing space the moment we long for
is hardly likely ever to arrive.  

PROTOCOL No. 11

1. The State Council has been, as it were, the emphatic expression of the authority of
the ruler: it will be, as the "show" part of the Legislative Corps, what may be called
the editorial committee of the laws and decrees of the ruler. 

2. This, then, is the program of the new constitution. We shall make Law, Right and
Justice (1) in the guise of proposals to the Legislative Corps, (2) by decrees of the
president under the guise of general regulations, of orders of the Senate and of
resolutions of the State Council in the guise of ministerial orders, (3) and in case a
suitable occasion should arise - in the form of a revolution in the State.  

3. Having established approximately the MODUS AGENDI we will occupy ourselves
with details of those combinations by which we have still to complete the revolution
in the course of the machinery of State in the direction already indicated. By these
combinations I mean the freedom of the Press, the right of association, freedom of
conscience, the voting principle, and many another that must disappear for ever from
the memory of man, or undergo a radical alteration the day after the promulgation of 
the new constitution. It is only at the moment that we shall be able at once to 
announce all our orders, for, afterwards, every noticeable alteration will be
dangerous, for the following reasons: if this alteration be brought in with harsh
severity and in a sense of severity and limitations, it may lead to a feeling of despair 
caused by fear of new alterations in the same direction; if, on the other hand, it be
brought in a sense of further indulgences it will be said that we have recognized our
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own wrong-doing and this will destroy the prestige of the infallibility of our authority, 
or else it will be said that we have become alarmed and are compelled to show a 
yielding disposition, for which we shall get no thanks because it will be supposed to
be compulsory ... Both the one and the other are injurious to the prestige of the new
constitution. What we want is that from the first moment of its promulgation, while
the peoples of the world are still stunned by the accomplished fact of the revolution,
still in a condition of terror and uncertainty, they should recognize once for all that we
are so strong, so inexpugnable, so super-abundantly filled with power, that in no case
shall we take any account of them, and so far from paying any attention to their
opinions or wishes, we are ready and able to crush with irresistible power all
expression or manifestation thereof at every moment and in every place, that we have 
seized at once everything we wanted and shall in no case divide our power with them
... Then in fear and trembling they will close their eyes to everything, and be content
to await what will be the end of it all.  

WE ARE WOLVES

4. The GOYIM are a flock of sheep, and we are their wolves. And you know what
happens when the wolves get hold of the flock? ....  

5. There is another reason also why they will close their eyes: for we shall keep 
promising them to give back all the liberties we have taken away as soon as we have
quelled the enemies of peace and tamed all parties ....  

6. It is not worth to say anything about how long a time they will be kept waiting for
this return of their liberties ....  

7. For what purpose then have we invented this whole policy and insinuated it into the 
minds of the GOY without giving them any chance to examine its underlying 
meaning? For what, indeed, if not in order to obtain in a roundabout way what is for
our scattered tribe unattainable by the direct road? It is this which has served as the 
basis for our organization of SECRET MASONRY WHICH IS NOT KNOWN TO,
AND AIMS WHICH ARE NOT EVEN SO MUCH AS SUSPECTED BY, THESE
"GOY" CATTLE, ATTRACTED BY US INTO THE "SHOW" ARMY OF
MASONIC LODGES IN ORDER TO THROW DUST IN THE EYES OF THEIR
FELLOWS. 

8. God has granted to us, His Chosen People, the gift of the dispersion, and in this
which appears in all eyes to be our weakness, has come forth all our strength, which
has now brought us to the threshold of sovereignty over all the world.  

9. There now remains not much more for us to build up upon the foundation we have
laid.  
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PROTOCOL No. 12

1. The word "freedom," which can be interpreted in various ways, is defined by us as
follows -  

2. Freedom is the right to do what which the law allows. This interpretation of the 
word will at the proper time be of service to us, because all freedom will thus be in
our hands, since the laws will abolish or create only that which is desirable for us
according to the aforesaid program.  

3. We shall deal with the press in the following way: what is the part played by the
press to-day? It serves to excite and inflame those passions which are needed for our
purpose or else it serves selfish ends of parties. It is often vapid, unjust, mendacious,
and the majority of the public have not the slightest idea what ends the press really 
serves. We shall saddle and bridle it with a tight curb: we shall do the same also with
all productions of the printing press, for where would be the sense of getting rid of the
attacks of the press if we remain targets for pamphlets and books? The produce of
publicity, which nowadays is a source of heavy expense owing to the necessity of 
censoring it, will be turned by us into a very lucrative source of income to our State: 
we shall lay on it a special stamp tax and require deposits of caution-money before
permitting the establishment of any organ of the press or of printing offices; these will
then have to guarantee our government against any kind of attack on the part of the
press. For any attempt to attack us, if such still be possible, we shall inflict fines
without mercy. Such measures as stamp tax, deposit of caution-money and fines
secured by these deposits, will bring in a huge income to the government. It is true 
that party organs might not spare money for the sake of publicity, but these we shall
shut up at the second attack upon us. No one shall with impunity lay a finger on the
aureole of our government infallibility. The pretext for stopping any publication will
be the alleged plea that it is agitating the public mind without occasion or
justification. I BEG YOU TO NOTE THAT AMONG THOSE MAKING ATTACKS
UPON US WILL ALSO BE ORGANS ESTABLISHED BY US, BUT THEY WILL 
ATTACK EXCLUSIVELY POINTS THAT WE HAVE PRE-DETERMINED TO
ALTER.  

WE CONTROL THE PRESS

4. NOT A SINGLE ANNOUNCEMENT WILL REACH THE PUBLIC WITHOUT
OUR CONTROL. Even now this is already being attained by us inasmuch as all news
items are received by a few agencies, in whose offices they are focused from all parts
of the world. These agencies will then be already entirely ours and will give publicity 
only to what we dictate to them.  

5. If already now we have contrived to possess ourselves of the minds of the GOY
communities to such an extent the they all come near looking upon the events of the
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world through the colored glasses of those spectacles we are setting astride their 
noses; if already now there is not a single State where there exist for us any barriers to 
admittance into what GOY stupidity calls State secrets: what will our positions be 
then, when we shall be acknowledged supreme lords of the world in the person of our
king of all the world ....  

6. Let us turn again to the FUTURE OF THE PRINTING PRESS. Every one desirous
of being a publisher, librarian, or printer, will be obliged to provide himself with the 
diploma instituted therefore, which, in case of any fault, will be immediately 
impounded. With such measures THE INSTRUMENT OF THOUGHT WILL 
BECOME AN EDUCATIVE MEANS ON THE HANDS OF OUR 
GOVERNMENT, WHICH WILL NO LONGER ALLOW THE MASS OF THE
NATION TO BE LED ASTRAY IN BY-WAYS AND FANTASIES ABOUT THE
BLESSINGS OF PROGRESS. Is there any one of us who does not know that these
phantom blessings are the direct roads to foolish imaginings which give birth to
anarchical relations of men among themselves and towards authority, because
progress, or rather the idea of progress, has introduced the conception of every kind
of emancipation, but has failed to establish its limits .... All the so-called liberals are
anarchists, if not in fact, at any rate in thought. Every one of them in hunting after
phantoms of freedom, and falling exclusively into license, that is, into the anarchy of 
protest for the sake of protest....  

FREE PRESS DESTROYED

7. We turn to the periodical press. We shall impose on it, as on all printed matter, 
stamp taxes per sheet and deposits of caution-money, and books of less than 30 sheets
will pay double. We shall reckon them as pamphlets in order, on the one hand, to
reduce the number of magazines, which are the worst form of printed poison, and, on
the other, in order that this measure may force writers into such lengthy productions
that they will be little read, especially as they will be costly. At the same time what 
we shall publish ourselves to influence mental development in the direction laid down
for our profit will be cheap and will be read voraciously. The tax will bring vapid
literary ambitions within bounds and the liability to penalties will make literary men
dependent upon us. And if there should be any found who are desirous of writing 
against us, they will not find any person eager to print their productions. Before
accepting any production for publication in print, the publisher or printer will have to
apply to the authorities for permission to do so. Thus we shall know beforehand of all
tricks preparing against us and shall nullify them by getting ahead with explanations
on the subject treated of.  

8. Literature and journalism are two of the most important educative forces, and
therefore our government will become proprietor of the majority of the journals. This
will neutralize the injurious influence of the privately-owned press and will put us in
possession of a tremendous influence upon the public mind .... If we give permits for
ten journals, we shall ourselves found thirty, and so on in the same proportion. This,
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however, must in no wise be suspected by the public. For which reason all journals
published by us will be of the most opposite, in appearance, tendencies and opinions,
thereby creating confidence in us and bringing over to us quite unsuspicious
opponents, who will thus fall into our trap and be rendered harmless.  

9. In the front rank will stand organs of an official character. They will always stand
guard over our interests, and therefore their influence will be comparatively 
insignificant.  

10. In the second rank will be the semi-official organs, whose part it will be to attack
the tepid and indifferent.  

11. In the third rank we shall set up our own, to all appearance, opposition, which, in
at least one of its organs, will present what looks like the very antipodes to us. Our
real opponents at heart will accept this simulated opposition as their own and will
show us their cards.  

12. All our newspapers will be of all possible complexions -- aristocratic, republican,
revolutionary, even anarchical - for so long, of course, as the constitution exists ....
Like the Indian idol "Vishnu" they will have a hundred hands, and every one of them 
will have a finger on any one of the public opinions as required. When a pulse
quickens these hands will lead opinion in the direction of our aims, for an excited
patient loses all power of judgment and easily yields to suggestion. Those fools who
will think they are repeating the opinion of a newspaper of their own camp will be 
repeating our opinion or any opinion that seems desirable for us. In the vain belief
that they are following the organ of their party they will, in fact, follow the flag which
we hang out for them.  

13. In order to direct our newspaper militia in this sense we must take special and
minute care in organizing this matter. Under the title of central department of the 
press we shall institute literary gatherings at which our agents will without attracting 
attention issue the orders and watchwords of the day. By discussing and
controverting, but always superficially, without touching the essence of the matter,
our organs will carry on a sham fight fusillade with the official newspapers solely for 
the purpose of giving occasion for us to express ourselves more fully than could well
be done from the outset in official announcements, whenever, of course, that is to our
advantage.  

14. THESE ATTACKS UPON US WILL ALSO SERVE ANOTHER PURPOSE,
NAMELY, THAT OUR SUBJECTS WILL BE CONVINCED TO THE
EXISTENCE OF FULL FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND SO GIVE OUR AGENTS 
AN OCCASION TO AFFIRM THAT ALL ORGANS WHICH OPPOSE US ARE
EMPTY BABBLERS, since they are incapable of finding any substantial objections
to our orders.  
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ONLY LIES PRINTED

15. Methods of organization like these, imperceptible to the public eye but absolutely 
sure, are the best calculated to succeed in bringing the attention and the confidence of 
the public to the side of our government. Thanks to such methods we shall be in a
position as from time to time may be required, to excite or to tranquillize the public
mind on political questions, to persuade or to confuse, printing now truth, now lies,
facts or their contradictions, according as they may be well or ill received, always 
very cautiously feeling our ground before stepping upon it .... WE SHALL HAVE A
SURE TRIUMPH OVER OUR OPPONENTS SINCE THEY WILL NOT HAVE AT
THEIR DISPOSITION ORGANS OF THE PRESS IN WHICH THEY CAN GIVE
FULL AND FINAL EXPRESSION TO THEIR VIEWS owing to the aforesaid
methods of dealing with the press. We shall not even need to refute them except very 
superficially.  

16. Trial shots like these, fired by us in the third rank of our press, in case of need,
will be energetically refuted by us in our semi-official organs.  

17. Even nowadays, already, to take only the French press, there are forms which
reveal masonic solidarity in acting on the watchword: all organs of the press are
bound together by professional secrecy; like the augurs of old, not one of their
numbers will give away the secret of his sources of information unless it be resolved 
to make announcement of them. Not one journalist will venture to betray this secret,
for not one of them is ever admitted to practice literature unless his whole past has
some disgraceful sore or other .... These sores would be immediately revealed. So
long as they remain the secret of a few the prestige of the journalist attacks the 
majority of the country - the mob follow after him with enthusiasm.  

18. Our calculations are especially extended to the provinces. It is indispensable for
us to inflame there those hopes and impulses with which we could at any moment fall
upon the capital, and we shall represent to the capitals that these expressions are the
independent hopes and impulses of the provinces. Naturally, the source of them will
be always one and the same - ours. WHAT WE NEED IS THAT, UNTIL SUCH
TIME AS WE ARE IN THE PLENITUDE POWER, THE CAPITALS SHOULD 
FIND THEMSELVES STIFLED BY THE PROVINCIAL OPINION OF THE
NATIONS, I.E., OF A MAJORITY ARRANGED BY OUR AGENTUR. What we
need is that at the psychological moment the capitals should not be in a position to
discuss an accomplished fact for the simple reason, if for no other, that it has been
accepted by the public opinion of a majority in the provinces.  

19. WHEN WE ARE IN THE PERIOD OF THE NEW REGIME TRANSITIONAL 
TO THAT OF OUR ASSUMPTION OF FULL SOVEREIGNTY WE MUST NOT
ADMIT ANY REVELATION BY THE PRESS OF ANY FORM OF PUBLIC 
DISHONESTY; IT IS NECESSARY THAT THE NEW REGIME SHOULD BE
THOUGHT TO HAVE SO PERFECTLY CONTENDED EVERYBODY THAT
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EVEN CRIMINALITY HAS DISAPPEARED ... Cases of the manifestation of
criminality should remain known only to their victims and to chance witnesses - no
more.

PROTOCOL No. 13

1. The need for daily bread forces the GOYIM to keep silence and be our humble
servants. Agents taken on to our press from among the GOYIM will at our orders 
discuss anything which it is inconvenient for us to issue directly in official 
documents, and we meanwhile, quietly amid the din of the discussion so raised, shall
simply take and carry through such measures as we wish and then offer them to the
public as an accomplished fact. No one will dare to demand the abrogation of a matter
once settled, all the more so as it will be represented as an improvement ... And
immediately the press will distract the current of thought towards, new questions,
(have we not trained people always to be seeking something new?). Into the 
discussions of these new questions will throw themselves those of the brainless
dispensers of fortunes who are not able even now to understand that they have not the
remotest conception about the matters which they undertake to discuss. Questions of
the political are unattainable for any save those who have guided it already for many 
ages, the creators.  

2. From all this you will see that in securing the opinion of the mob we are only 
facilitating the working of our machinery, and you may remark that it is not for 
actions but for words issued by us on this or that question that we seem to seek
approval. We are constantly making public declaration that we are guided in all our
undertakings by the hope, joined to the conviction, that we are serving the common
weal.  

WE DECEIVE WORKERS

3. In order to distract people who may be too troublesome from discussions of
questions of the political we are now putting forward what we allege to be new
questions of the political, namely, questions of industry. In this sphere let them
discuss themselves silly! The masses are agreed to remain inactive, to take a rest from
what they suppose to be political (which we trained them to in order to use them as a
means of combating the GOY governments) only on condition of being found new
employments, in which we are prescribing them something that looks like the same
political object. In order that the masses themselves may not guess what they are 
about WE FURTHER DISTRACT THEM WITH AMUSEMENTS, GAMES,
PASTIMES, PASSIONS, PEOPLE'S PALACES .... SOON WE SHALL BEGIN
THROUGH THE PRESS TO PROPOSE COMPETITIONS IN ART, IN SPORT IN 
ALL KINDS: these interests will finally distract their minds from questions in which
we should find ourselves compelled to oppose them. Growing more and more
unaccustomed to reflect and form any opinions of their own, people will begin to talk
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in the same tone as we because we alone shall be offering them new directions for
thought ... of course through such persons as will not be suspected of solidarity with
us.  

4. The part played by the liberals, utopian dreamers, will be finally played out when 
our government is acknowledged. Till such time they will continue to do us good
service. Therefore we shall continue to direct their minds to all sorts of vain
conceptions of fantastic theories, new and apparently progressive: for have we not
with complete success turned the brainless heads of the GOYIM with progress, till
there is not among the GOYIM one mind able to perceive that under this word lies a
departure from truth in all cases where it is not a question of material inventions, for
truth is one, and in it there is no place for progress. Progress, like a fallacious idea,
serves to obscure truth so that none may know it except us, the Chosen of God, its
guardians.  

5. When, we come into our kingdom our orators will expound great problems which
have turned humanity upside down in order to bring it at the end under our beneficent
rule.  

6. Who will ever suspect then that ALL THESE PEOPLES WERE STAGE-
MANAGED BY US ACCORDING TO A POLITICAL PLAN WHICH NO ONE
HAS SO MUCH AS GUESSED AT IN THE COURSE OF MANY CENTURIES? 

PROTOCOL No. 14

1. When we come into our kingdom it will be undesirable for us that there should
exist any other religion than ours of the One God with whom our destiny is bound up
by our position as the Chosen People and through whom our same destiny is united
with the destinies of the world. We must therefore sweep away all other forms of
belief. If this gives birth to the atheists whom we see to-day, it will not, being only a 
transitional stage, interfere with our views, but will serve as a warning for those
generations which will hearken to our preaching of the religion of Moses, that, by its
stable and thoroughly elaborated system has brought all the peoples of the world into
subjection to us. Therein we shall emphasize its mystical right, on which, as we shall
say, all its educative power is based .... Then at every possible opportunity we shall
publish articles in which we shall make comparisons between our beneficent rule and
those of past ages. The blessing of tranquillity, though it be a tranquillity forcibly 
brought about by centuries of agitation, will throw into higher relief the benefits to
which we shall point. The errors of the GOYIM governments will be depicted by us
in the most vivid hues. We shall implant such an abhorrence of them that the peoples
will prefer tranquillity in a state of serfdom to those rights of vaunted freedom which
have tortured humanity and exhausted the very sources of human existence, sources
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which have been exploited by a mob of rascally adventurers who know not what they 
do .... USELESS CHANGES OF FORMS OF GOVERNMENT TO WHICH WE 
INSTIGATED THE "GOYIM" WHEN WE WERE UNDERMINING THEIR 
STATE STRUCTURES, WILL HAVE SO WEARIED THE PEOPLES BY THAT
TIME THAT THEY WILL PREFER TO SUFFER ANYTHING UNDER US 
RATHER THAN RUN THE RISK OF ENDURING AGAIN ALL THE
AGITATIONS AND MISERIES THEY HAVE GONE THROUGH.  

WE SHALL FORBID CHRIST

2. At the same time we shall not omit to emphasize the historical mistakes of the 
GOY governments which have tormented humanity for so many centuries by their
lack of understanding of everything that constitutes the true good of humanity in their
chase after fantastic schemes of social blessings, and have never noticed that these
schemes kept on producing a worse and never a better state of the universal relations
which are the basis of human life ...  

3. The whole force of our principles and methods will lie in the fact that we shall
present them and expound them as a splendid contrast to the dead and decomposed
old order of things in social life.  

4. Our philosophers will discuss all the shortcomings of the various beliefs of the
"GOYIM," BUT NO ONE WILL EVER BRING UNDER DISCUSSION OUR 
FAITH FROM ITS TRUE POINT OF VIEW SINCE THIS WILL BE FULLY
LEARNED BY NONE SAVE OURS WHO WILL NEVER DARE TO BETRAY
ITS SECRETS.  

5. IN COUNTRIES KNOWN AS PROGRESSIVE AND ENLIGHTENED WE 
HAVE CREATED A SENSELESS, FILTHY, ABOMINABLE LITERATURE. For
some time after our entrance to power we shall continue to encourage its existence in
order to provide a telling relief by contrast to the speeches, party program, which will
be distributed from exalted quarters of ours .... Our wise men, trained to become
leaders of the GOYIM, will compose speeches, projects, memoirs, articles, which will
be used by us to influence the minds of the GOYIM, directing them towards such 
understanding and forms of knowledge as have been determined by us.  

PROTOCOL No. 15

1. When we at last definitely come into our kingdom by the aid of COUPS D'ETAT
prepared everywhere for one and the same day, after definitely acknowledged (and
not a little time will pass before that comes about, perhaps even a whole century) we
shall make it our task to see that against us such things as plots shall no longer exist.
With this purpose we shall slay without mercy all who take arms (in hand, like Waco?
Randy Weaver? Port Arthur? Oklahoma?) to oppose our coming into our kingdom.
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Every kind of new institution of anything like a secret society will also be punished 
with death; those of them which are now in existence, are known to us, serve us and
have served us, we shall disband and send into exile to continents far removed from
Europe. IN THIS WAY WE SHALL PROCEED WITH THOSE "GOY" MASONS 
WHO KNOW TOO MUCH; such of these as we may for some reason spare will be
kept in constant fear of exile. We shall promulgate a law making all former members
of secret societies liable to exile from Europe as the center of rule.  

2. Resolutions of our government will be final, without appeal.  

3. In the GOY societies, in which we have planted and deeply rooted discord and
protestantism, the only possible way of restoring order is to employ merciless
measures that prove the direct force of authority: no regard must be paid to the
victims who fall, they suffer for the well-being of the future. The attainment of that 
well-being, even at the expense of sacrifices, is the duty of any kind of government
that acknowledges as justification for its existence not only its privileges but its
obligations. The principal guarantee of stability of rule is to confirm the aureole of 
power, and this aureole is attained only by such a majestic inflexibility of might as 
shall carry on its face the emblems of inviolability from mystical causes - from the 
choice of God. SUCH WAS, UNTIL RECENT TIMES, THE RUSSIAN
AUTOCRACY, THE ONE AND ONLY SERIOUS FOE WE HAD IN THE
WORLD, WITHOUT COUNTING THE PAPACY. Bear in mind the example when
Italy, drenched with blood, never touched a hair of the head of Sulla who had poured
forth that blood: Sulla enjoyed an apotheosis for his might in him, but his intrepid
return to Italy ringed him round with inviolability. The people do not lay a finger on
him who hypnotizes them by his daring and strength of mind.  

SECRET SOCIETIES

4. Meantime, however, until we come into our kingdom, we shall act in the contrary 
way: we shall create and multiply free masonic lodges in all the countries of the
world, absorb into them all who may become or who are prominent in public activity, 
for these lodges we shall find our principal intelligence office and means of influence. 
All these lodges we shall bring under one central administration, known to us alone
and to all others absolutely unknown, which will be composed of our learned elders.
The lodges will have their representatives who will serve to screen the above-
mentioned administration of MASONRY and from whom will issue the watchword
and program. In these lodges we shall tie together the knot which binds together all
revolutionary and liberal elements. Their composition will be made up of all strata of 
society. The most secret political plots will be known to us and fall under our guiding 
hands on the very day of their conception. AMONG THE MEMBERS OF THESE
LODGES WILL BE ALMOST ALL THE AGENTS OF INTERNATIONAL AND
NATIONAL POLICE since their service is for us irreplaceable in the respect that the
police is in a position not only to use its own particular measures with the
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insubordinate, but also to screen our activities and provide pretexts for discontents,
ET CETERA.  

5. The class of people who most willingly enter into secret societies are those who
live by their wits, careerists, and in general people, mostly light-minded, with whom
we shall have no difficulty in dealing and in using to wind up the mechanism of the
machine devised by us. If this world grows agitated the meaning of that will be that 
we have had to stir up in order to break up its too great solidarity. BUT IF THERE
SHOULD ARISE IN ITS MIDST A PLOT, THEN AT THE HEAD OF THAT PLOT 
WILL BE NO OTHER THAN ONE OF OUR MOST TRUSTED SERVANTS. It is
natural that we and no other should lead MASONIC activities, for we know whither
we are leading, we know the final goal of every form of activity whereas the GOYIM 
have knowledge of nothing, not even of the immediate effect of action; they put
before themselves, usually, the momentary reckoning of the satisfaction of their self-
opinion in the accomplishment of their thought without even remarking that the very 
conception never belonged to their initiative but to our instigation of their thought ...  

GENTILES ARE STUPID

6. The GOYIM enter the lodges out of curiosity or in the hope by their means to get a
nibble at the public pie, and some of them in order to obtain a hearing before the
public for their impracticable and groundless fantasies: they thirst for the emotion of
success and applause, of which we are remarkably generous. And the reason why we 
give them this success is to make use of the high conceit of themselves to which it
gives birth, for that insensibly disposes them to assimulate our suggestions without
being on their guard against them in the fullness of their confidence that it is their 
own infallibility which is giving utterance to their own thoughts and that it is
impossible for them to borrow those of others .... You cannot imagine to what extent
the wisest of the GOYIM can be brought to a state of unconscious naivete in the
presence of this condition of high conceit of themselves, and at the same time how
easy it is to take the heart out of them by the slightest ill-success, though it be nothing 
more than the stoppage of the applause they had, and to reduce them to a slavish
submission for the sake of winning a renewal of success .... BY SO MUCH AS
OURS DISREGARD SUCCESS IF ONLY THEY CAN CARRY THROUGH
THEIR PLANS, BY SO MUCH THE "GOYIM" ARE WILLING TO SACRIFICE
ANY PLANS ONLY TO HAVE SUCCESS. This psychology of theirs materially 
facilitates for us the task of setting them in the required direction. These tigers in
appearance have the souls of sheep and the wind blows freely through their heads.
We have set them on the hobby-horse of an idea about the absorption of individuality 
by the symbolic unit of COLLECTIVISM .... They have never yet and they never will
have the sense to reflect that this hobby-horse is a manifest violation of the most
important law of nature, which has established from the very creation of the world
one unit unlike another and precisely for the purpose of instituting individuality ....  
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7. If we have been able to bring them to such a pitch of stupid blindness is it not a
proof, and an amazingly clear proof, of the degree to which the mind of the GOYIM 
is undeveloped in comparison with our mind? This it is, mainly, which guarantees our
success.  

GENTILES ARE CATTLE

8. And how far-seeing were our learned elders in ancient times when they said that to
attain a serious end it behooves not to stop at any means or to count the victims
sacrificed for the sake of that end .... We have not counted the victims of the seed of
the GOY cattle, though we have sacrificed many of our own, but for that we have
now already given them such a position on the earth as they could not even have
dreamed of. The comparatively small numbers of the victims from the number of ours
have preserved our nationality from destruction.  

9. Death is the inevitable end for all. It is better to bring that end nearer to those who
hinder our affairs than to ourselves, to the founders of this affair. WE EXECUTE
MASONS IN SUCH WISE THAT NONE SAVE THE BROTHERHOOD CAN
EVER HAVE A SUSPICION OF IT, NOT EVEN THE VICTIMS THEMSELVES 
OF OUR DEATH SENTENCE, THEY ALL DIE WHEN REQUIRED AS IF FROM
A NORMAL KIND OF ILLNESS ..... Knowing this, even the brotherhood in its turn
dare not protest. By such methods we have plucked out of the midst of MASONRY
the very root of protest against our disposition. While preaching liberalism to the
GOY we at the same time keep our own people and our agents in a state of 
unquestioning submission.  

10. Under our influence the execution of the laws of the GOYIM has been reduced to
a minimum. The prestige of the law has been exploded by the liberal interpretations
introduced into this sphere. In the most important and fundamental affairs and
questions, JUDGES DECIDE AS WE DICTATE TO THEM, see matters in the light
where with we enfold them for the administration of the GOYIM, of course, through
persons who are our tools though we do not appear to have anything in common with
them - by newspaper opinion or by other means .... Even senators and the higher
administration accept our counsels. The purely brute mind of the GOYIM is 
incapable of use for analysis and observation, and still more for the foreseeing 
whither a certain manner of setting a question may tend.  

11. In this difference in capacity for thought between the GOYIM and ourselves may 
be clearly discerned the seal of our position as the Chosen People and of our higher 
quality of humanness, in contradistinction to the brute mind of the GOYIM. Their
eyes are open, but see nothing before them and do not invent (unless perhaps,
material things). From this it is plain that nature herself has destined us to guide and
rule the world.  
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WE DEMAND SUBMISSION

12. When comes the time of our overt rule, the time to manifest its blessing, we shall
remake all legislatures, all our laws will be brief, plain, stable, without any kind of
interpretations, so that anyone will be in a position to know them perfectly. The main
feature which will run right through them is submission to orders, and this principle 
will be carried to a grandiose height. Every abuse will then disappear in consequence 
of the responsibility of all down to the lowest unit before the higher authority of the
representative of power. Abuses of power subordinate to this last instance will be so
mercilessly punished that none will be found anxious to try experiments with their
own powers. We shall follow up jealously every action of the administration on
which depends the smooth running of the machinery of the State, for slackness in this
produces slackness everywhere; not a single case of illegality or abuse of power will
be left without exemplary punishment.  

13. Concealment of guilt, connivance between those in the service of the
administration - all this kind of evil will disappear after the very first examples of 
severe punishment. The aureole of our power demands suitable, that is, cruel,
punishments for the slightest infringement, for the sake of gain, of its supreme
prestige. The sufferer, though his punishment may exceed his fault, will count as a
soldier falling on the administrative field of battle in the interests of authority, 
principle and law, which do not permit that any of those who hold the reins of the 
public coach should turn aside from the public highway to their own private paths.
FOR EXAMPLES OUR JUDGES WILL KNOW THAT WHENEVER THEY FEEL 
DISPOSED TO PLUME THEMSELVES ON FOOLISH CLEMENCY THEY ARE
VIOLATING THE LAW OF JUSTICE WHICH IS INSTITUTED FOR THE
EXEMPLARY EDIFICATION OF MEN BY PENALTIES FOR LAPSES AND
NOT FOR DISPLAY OF THE SPIRITUAL QUALITIES OF THE JUDGES .... Such 
qualities it is proper to show in private life, but not in a public square which is the
educational basis of human life.  

14. Our legal staff will serve not beyond the age of 55, firstly because old men more
obstinately hold to prejudiced opinions, and are less capable of submitting to new
directions, and secondly because this will give us the possibility by this measure of
securing elasticity in the changing of staff, which will thus the more easily bend
under our pressure: he who wishes to keep his place will have to give blind obedience
to deserve it. In general, our judges will be elected by us only from among those who
thoroughly understand that the part they have to play is to punish and apply laws and
not to dream about the manifestations of liberalism at the expense of the educational
scheme of the State, as the GOYIM in these days imagine it to be .... This method of
shuffling the staff will serve also to explode any collective solidarity of those in the 
same service and will bind all to the interests of the government upon which their fate
will depend. The young generation of judges will be trained in certain views
regarding the inadmissibility of any abuses that might disturb the established order of 
our subjects among themselves.  
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15. In these days the judges of the GOYIM create indulgences to every kind of
crimes, not having a just understanding of their office, because the rulers of the
present age in appointing judges to office take no care to inculcate in them a sense of
duty and consciousness of the matter which is demanded of them. As a brute beast
lets out its young in search of prey, so do the GOYIM give to them for what purpose
such place was created. This is the reason why their governments are being ruined by 
their own forces through the acts of their own administration.  

16. Let us borrow from the example of the results of these actions yet another lesson
for our government.  

17. We shall root out liberalism from all the important strategic posts of our 
government on which depends the training of subordinates for our State structure.
Such posts will fall exclusively to those who have been trained by us for 
administrative rule. To the possible objection that the retirement of old servants will
cost the Treasury heavily, I reply, firstly, they will be provided with some private 
service in place of what they lose, and, secondly, I have to remark that all the money 
in the world will be concentrated in our hands, consequently it is not our government
that has to fear expense.  

WE SHALL BE CRUEL

18. Our absolutism will in all things be logically consecutive and therefore in each
one of its decrees our supreme will must be respected and unquestionably fulfilled: it
will ignore all murmurs, all discontents of every kind and will destroy to the root
every kind of manifestation of them in act by punishment of an exemplary character.  

19. We shall abolish the right of appeal, which will be transferred exclusively to our
disposal - to the cognizance of him who rules, for we must not allow the conception
among the people of a thought that there could be such a thing as a decision that is not
right of judges set up by us. If, however, anything like this should occur, we shall
ourselves quash the decision, but inflict there with such exemplary punishment on the
judge for lack of understanding of his duty and the purpose of his appointment as will
prevent a repetition of such cases .... I repeat that it must be born in mind that we shall
know every step of our administration which only needs to be closely watched for the
people to be content with us, for it has the right to demand from a good government a
good official.  

20. OUR GOVERNMENT WILL HAVE THE APPEARANCE OF A
PATRIARCHAL PATERNAL GUARDIANSHIP ON THE PART OF OUR
RULER. Our own nation and our subjects will discern in his person a father caring 
for their every need, their every act, their every interrelation as subjects one with 
another, as well as their relations to the ruler. They will then be so thoroughly imbued
with the thought that it is impossible for them to dispense with this wardship and
guidance, if they wish to live in peace and quiet, THAT THEY WILL 
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ACKNOWLEDGE THE AUTOCRACY OF OUR RULER WITH A DEVOTION
BORDERING ON "APOTHEOSIS," especially when they are convinced that those
whom we set up do not put their own in place of authority, but only blindly execute 
his dictates. They will be rejoiced that we have regulated everything in their lives as 
is done by wise parents who desire to train children in the cause of duty and
submission. For the peoples of the world in regard to the secrets of our polity are ever
through the ages only children under age, precisely as are also their governments.  

21. As you see, I found our despotism on right and duty: the right to compel the
execution of duty is the direct obligation of a government which is a father for its
subjects. It has the right of the strong that it may use it for the benefit of directing 
humanity towards that order which is defined by nature, namely, submission.
Everything in the world is in a state of submission, if not to man, then to
circumstances or its own inner character, in all cases, to what is stronger. And so shall
we be this something stronger for the sake of good.  

22. We are obliged without hesitation to sacrifice individuals, who commit a breach
of established order, for in the exemplary punishment of evil lies a great educational
problem.  

23. When the King of Israel sets upon his sacred head the crown offered him by 
Europe he will become patriarch of the world. The indispensable victims offered by 
him in consequence of their suitability will never reach the number of victims offered
in the course of centuries by the mania of magnificence, the emulation between the
GOY governments.  

24. Our King will be in constant communion with the peoples, making to them from
the tribune speeches which fame will in that same hour distribute over all the world.  

PROTOCOL No. 16

1. In order to effect the destruction of all collective forces except ours we shall 
emasculate the first stage of collectivism - the UNIVERSITIES, by re-educating them 
in a new direction. THEIR OFFICIALS AND PROFESSORS WILL BE PREPARED
FOR THEIR BUSINESS BY DETAILED SECRET PROGRAMS OF ACTION 
FROM WHICH THEY WILL NOT WITH IMMUNITY DIVERGE, NOT BY ONE
IOTA. THEY WILL BE APPOINTED WITH ESPECIAL PRECAUTION, AND
WILL BE SO PLACED AS TO BE WHOLLY DEPENDENT UPON THE
GOVERNMENT.  

2. We shall exclude from the course of instruction State Law as also all that concerns
the political question. These subjects will be taught to a few dozen of persons chosen
for their pre-eminent capacities from among the number of the initiated. THE
UNIVERSITIES MUST NO LONGER SEND OUT FROM THEIR HALLS MILK 
SOPS CONCOCTING PLANS FOR A CONSTITUTION, LIKE A COMEDY OR A
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TRAGEDY, BUSYING THEMSELVES WITH QUESTIONS OF POLICY IN 
WHICH EVEN THEIR OWN FATHERS NEVER HAD ANY POWER OF
THOUGHT.  

3. The ill-guided acquaintance of a large number of persons with questions of polity 
creates utopian dreamers and bad subjects, as you can see for yourselves from the
example of the universal education in this direction of the GOYIM. We must
introduce into their education all those principles which have so brilliantly broken up
their order. But when we are in power we shall remove every kind of disturbing 
subject from the course of education and shall make out of the youth obedient
children of authority, loving him who rules as the support and hope of peace and
quiet.  

WE SHALL CHANGE HISTORY

4. Classicism as also any form of study of ancient history, in which there are more
bad than good examples, we shall replace with the study of the program of the future.
We shall erase from the memory of men all facts of previous centuries which are
undesirable to us, and leave only those which depict all the errors of the government
of the GOYIM. The study of practical life, of the obligations of order, of the relations
of people one to another, of avoiding bad and selfish examples, which spread the
infection of evil, and similar questions of an educative nature, will stand in the 
forefront of the teaching program, which will be drawn up on a separate plan for each 
calling or state of life, in no wise generalizing the teaching. This treatment of the
question has special importance.  

5. Each state of life must be trained within strict limits corresponding to its
destination and work in life. The OCCASIONAL GENIUS HAS ALWAYS 
MANAGED AND ALWAYS WILL MANAGE TO SLIP THROUGH INTO
OTHER STATES OF LIFE, BUT IT IS THE MOST PERFECT FOLLY FOR THE
SAKE OF THIS RARE OCCASIONAL GENIUS TO LET THROUGH INTO
RANKS FOREIGN TO THEM THE UNTALENTED WHO THUS ROB OF THEIR 
PLACES THOSE WHO BELONG TO THOSE RANKS BY BIRTH OR 
EMPLOYMENT. YOU KNOW YOURSELVES IN WHAT ALL THIS HAS 
ENDED FOR THE "GOYIM" WHO ALLOWED THIS CRYING ABSURDITY.  

6. In order that he who rules may be seated firmly in the hearts and minds of his
subjects it is necessary for the time of his activity to instruct the whole nation in the 
schools and on the market places about this meaning and his acts and all his
beneficent initiatives.  

7. We shall abolish every kind of freedom of instruction. Learners of all ages have the
right to assemble together with their parents in the educational establishments as it
were in a club: during these assemblies, on holidays, teachers will read what will pass
as free lectures on questions of human relations, of the laws of examples, of the
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philosophy of new theories not yet declared to the world. These theories will be 
raised by us to the stage of a dogma of faith as a traditional stage towards our faith.
On the completion of this exposition of our program of action in the present and the
future I will read you the principles of these theories.  

8. In a word, knowing by the experience of many centuries that people live and are
guided by ideas, that these ideas are imbibed by people only by the aid of education
provided with equal success for all ages of growth, but of course by varying methods,
we shall swallow up and confiscate to our own use the last scintilla of independence 
of thought, which we have for long past been directing towards subjects and ideas
useful for us. The system of bridling thought is already at work in the so-called
system of teaching by OBJECT LESSONS, the purpose of which is to turn the
GOYIM into unthinking submissive brutes waiting for things to be presented before 
their eyes in order to form an idea of them .... In France, one of our best agents,
Bourgeois, has already made public a new program of teaching by object lessons.  

PROTOCOL No. 17

1. The practice of advocacy produces men cold, cruel, persistent, unprincipled, who
in all cases take up an impersonal, purely legal standpoint. They have the inveterate
habit to refer everything to its value for the defense and not to the public welfare of
its results. They do not usually decline to undertake any defense whatever, they strive
for an acquittal at all costs, caviling over every petty crux of jurisprudence and
thereby they demoralize justice. For this reason we shall set this profession into
narrow frames which will keep it inside this sphere of executive public service.
Advocates, equally with judges, will be deprived of the right of communication with
litigants; they will receive business only from the court and will study it by notes of 
report and documents, defending their clients after they have been interrogated in
court on facts that have appeared. They will receive an honorarium without regard to
the quality of the defense. This will render them mere reporters on law-business in the 
interests of justice and as counterpoise to the proctor who will be the reporter in the
interests of prosecution; this will shorten business before the courts. In this way will
be established a practice of honest unprejudiced defense conducted not from personal
interest but by conviction. This will also, by the way, remove the present practice of
corrupt bargain between advocation to agree only to let that side win which pays most
.....  

WE SHALL DESTROY THE CLERGY

2. WE HAVE LONG PAST TAKEN CARE TO DISCREDIT THE PRIESTHOOD
OF THE "GOYIM," and thereby to ruin their mission on earth which in these days 
might still be a great hindrance to us. Day by day its influence on the peoples of the 
world is falling lower. FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE HAS BEEN DECLARED
EVERYWHERE, SO THAT NOW ONLY YEARS DIVIDE US FROM THE
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MOMENT OF THE COMPLETE WRECKING OF THAT CHRISTIAN
RELIGION: as to other religions we shall have still less difficulty in dealing with
them, but it would be premature to speak of this now. We shall set clericalism and
clericals into such narrow frames as to make their influence move in retrogressive 
proportion to its former progress.  

3. When the time comes finally to destroy the papal court the finger of an invisible 
hand will point the nations towards this court. When, however, the nations fling 
themselves upon it, we shall come forward in the guise of its defenders as if to save
excessive bloodshed. By this diversion we shall penetrate to its very bowels and be
sure we shall never come out again until we have gnawed through the entire strength
of this place.  

4. THE KING OF THE JEWS WILL BE THE REAL POPE OF THE UNIVERSE,
THE PATRIARCH OF THE INTERNATIONAL CHURCH  

5. But, IN THE MEANTIME, while we are re-educating youth in new traditional
religions and afterwards in ours, WE SHALL NOT OVERTLY LAY A FINGER ON
EXISTING CHURCHES, BUT WE SHALL FIGHT AGAINST THEM BY
CRITICISM CALCULATED TO PRODUCE SCHISM . . .  

6. In general, then, our contemporary press will continue to CONVICT State affairs,
religions, incapacities of the GOYIM, always using the most unprincipled expressions
in order by every means to lower their prestige in the manner which can only be
practiced by the genius of our gifted tribe . . . (Calling the Jim Jones massacre in 
Guyana a mass suicide, not a C.I.A./MK-ULTRA/U.S. Government massacre?
Denying the massacre of the Branch Dravidian sect at Waco, Texas, was a needless
and deliberate massacre by the B.A.T.F./F.B.I/C.I.A/U.S. Government).

7. Our kingdom will be an apologia of the divinity Vishnu, in whom is found its
personification - in our hundred hands will be, one in each, the springs of the
machinery of social life. We shall see everything without the aid of official police
which, in that scope of its rights which we elaborated for the use of the GOYIM,
hinders governments from seeing. In our programs ONE-THIRD OF OUR
SUBJECTS WILL KEEP THE REST UNDER OBSERVATION from a sense of
duty, on the principle of volunteer service to the State. It will then be no disgrace to
be a spy and informer, but a merit: unfounded denunciations, however, will be cruelly 
punished that there may be no development of abuses of this right.  

8. Our agents will be taken from the higher as well as the lower ranks of society, from
among the administrative class who spend their time in amusements, editors, printers 
and publishers, booksellers, clerks, and salesmen, workmen, coachmen, lackeys, et
cetera. This body, having no rights and not being empowered to take any action on
their own account, and consequently a police without any power, will only witness
and report: verification of their reports and arrests will depend upon a responsible
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group of controllers of police affairs, while the actual act of arrest will be performed
by the gendarmerie and the municipal police. Any person not denouncing anything 
seen or heard concerning questions of polity will also be charged with and made 
responsible for concealment, if it be proved that he is guilty of this crime.  

9. JUST AS NOWADAYS OUR BRETHREN, ARE OBLIGED AT THEIR OWN
RISK TO DENOUNCE TO THE KAHAL APOSTATES OF THEIR OWN FAMILY 
or members who have been noticed doing anything in opposition to the KAHAL, SO
IN OUR KINGDOM OVER ALL THE WORLD IT WILL BE OBLIGATORY FOR 
ALL OUR SUBJECTS TO OBSERVE THE DUTY OF SERVICE TO THE STATE
IN THIS DIRECTION. 

10. Such an organization will extirpate abuses of authority, of force, of bribery, 
everything in fact which we by our counsels, by our theories of the superhuman rights
of man, have introduced into the customs of the GOYIM .... But how else were we to
procure that increase of causes predisposing to disorders in the midst of their 
administration? .... Among the number of those methods one of the most important is
- agents for the restoration of order, so placed as to have the opportunity in their
disintegrating activity of developing and displaying their evil inclinations - obstinate 
self-conceit, irresponsible exercise of authority, and, first and foremost, venality. 
(Janet Reno? B.A.T.F.? C.I.A.?)

PROTOCOL No. 18

1. When it becomes necessary for us to strengthen the strict measures of secret 
defense (the most fatal poison for the prestige of authority) we shall arrange a 
simulation of disorders or some manifestation of discontents finding expression
through the co-operation of good speakers. Round these speakers will assemble all
who are sympathetic to his utterances. This will give us the pretext for domiciliary 
prerequisitions and surveillance on the part of our servants from among the number of 
the GOYIM police ... (Australia's One Nation Party? A.D.L./B'nai B'rith activities
against the peace?)

2. As the majority of conspirators act out of love for the game, for the sake of talking, 
so, until they commit some overt act we shall not lay a finger on them but only 
introduce into their midst observation elements .... It must be remembered that the
prestige of authority is lessened if it frequently discovers conspiracies against itself:
this implies a presumption of consciousness of weakness, or, what is still worse, of 
injustice. You are aware that we have broken the prestige of the GOY kings by 
frequent attempts upon their lives through our agents, blind sheep of our flock, who
are easily moved by a few liberal phrases to crimes provided only they be painted in
political colors. WE HAVE COMPELLED THE RULERS TO ACKNOWLEDGE
THEIR WEAKNESS IN ADVERTISING OVERT MEASURES OF SECRET
DEFENSE AND THEREBY WE SHALL BRING THE PROMISE OF 
AUTHORITY TO DESTRUCTION.  
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3. Our ruler will be secretly protected only by the most insignificant guard, because
we shall not admit so much as a thought that there could exist against him any 
sedition with which he is not strong enough to contend and is compelled to hide from
it.  

4. If we should admit this thought, as the GOYIM have done and are doing, we
should IPSO FACTO be signing a death sentence, if not for our ruler, at any rate for
his dynasty, at no distant date.  

GOVERNMENT BY FEAR 

5. According to strictly enforced outward appearances our ruler will employ his
power only for the advantage of the nation and in no wise for his own or dynastic
profits. Therefore, with the observance of this decorum, his authority will be 
respected and guarded by the subjects themselves, it will receive an apotheosis in the
admission that with it is bound up the well-being of every citizen of the State, for
upon it will depend all order in the common life of the pack ....  

6. OVERT DEFENSE OF THE KIND ARGUES WEAKNESS IN THE
ORGANIZATION OF HIS STRENGTH.  

7. Our ruler will always be among the people and be surrounded by a mob of 
apparently curious men and women, who will occupy the front ranks about him, to all
appearance by chance, and will restrain the ranks of the rest out of respect as it will
appear for good order. This will sow an example of restraint also in others. If a
petitioner appears among the people trying to hand a petition and forcing his way 
through the ranks, the first ranks must receive the petition and before the eyes of the
petitioner pass it to the ruler, so that all may know that what is handed in reaches its
destination, that consequently, there exists a control of the ruler himself. The aureole
of power requires for his existence that the people may be able to say: "If the king
knew of this," or: "the king will hear it."

8. WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICIAL DEFENSE, THE MYSTICAL 
PRESTIGE OF AUTHORITY DISAPPEARS: given a certain audacity, and everyone
counts himself master of it, the sedition-monger is conscious of his strength, and
when occasion serves watches for the moment to make an attempt upon authority ....
For the GOYIM we have been preaching something else, but by that very fact we are
enabled to see what measures of overt defense have brought them to ....  

9. CRIMINALS WITH US WILL BE ARRESTED AT THE FIRST, more or less,
well-grounded SUSPICION: it cannot be allowed that out of fear of a possible
mistake an opportunity should be given of escape to persons suspected of a political
lapse of crime, for in these matters we shall be literally merciless. If it is still possible, 
by stretching a point, to admit a reconsideration of the motive causes in simple 
crimes, there is no possibility of excuse for persons occupying themselves with
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questions in which nobody except the government can understand anything .... And it
is not all governments that understand true policy. 

PROTOCOL No. 19

1. If we do not permit any independent dabbling in the political we shall on the other 
hand encourage every kind of report or petition with proposals for the government to
examine into all kinds of projects for the amelioration of the condition of the people;
this will reveal to us the defects or else the fantasies of our subjects, to which we shall
respond either by accomplishing them or by a wise rebuttment to prove the 
shortsightedness of one who judges wrongly. 

2. Sedition-mongering is nothing more than the yapping of a lap-dog at an elephant.
For a government well organized, not from the police but from the public point of
view, the lap-dog yaps at the elephant in entire unconsciousness of its strength and
importance. It needs no more than to take a good example to show the relative
importance of both and the lap-dogs will cease to yap and will wag their tails the 
moment they set eyes on an elephant.  

3. In order to destroy the prestige of heroism for political crime we shall send it for 
trial in the category of thieving, murder, and every kind of abominable and filthy 
crime. Public opinion will then confuse in its conception this category of crime with
the disgrace attaching to every other and will brand it with the same contempt.  

4. We have done our best, and I hope we have succeeded to obtain that the GOYIM 
should not arrive at this means of contending with sedition. It was for this reason that
through the Press and in speeches, indirectly - in cleverly compiled school-books on
history, we have advertised the martyrdom alleged to have been accredited by 
sedition-mongers for the idea of the commonweal. This advertisement has increased
the contingent of liberals and has brought thousands of GOYIM into the ranks of our
livestock catt 

PROTOCOL No. 20

1. To-day we shall touch upon the financial program, which I put off to the end of my 
report as being the most difficult, the crowning and the decisive point of our plans.
Before entering upon it I will remind you that I have already spoken before by way of
a hint when I said that the sum total of our actions is settled by the question of 
figures.  

2. When we come into our kingdom our autocratic government will avoid, from a 
principle of self-preservation, sensibly burdening the masses of the people with taxes,
remembering that it plays the part of father and protector. But as State organization
cost dear it is necessary nevertheless to obtain the funds required for it. It will,
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therefore, elaborate with particular precaution the question of equilibrium in this
matter. 

3. Our rule, in which the king will enjoy the legal fiction that everything in his State 
belongs to him (which may easily be translated into fact), will be enabled to resort to
the lawful confiscation of all sums of every kind for the regulation of their circulation
in the State. From this follows that taxation will best be covered by a progressive tax 
on property. In this manner the dues will be paid without straitening or ruining 
anybody in the form of a percentage of the amount of property. The rich must be
aware that it is their duty to place a part of their superfluities at the disposal of the
State since the State guarantees them security of possession of the rest of their
property and the right of honest gains, I say honest, for the control over property will
do away with robbery on a legal basis.  

4. This social reform must come from above, for the time is ripe for it - it is
indispensable as a pledge of peace.  

WE SHALL DESTROY CAPITAL

5. The tax upon the poor man is a seed of revolution and works to the detriment of the
State which in hunting after the trifling is missing the big. Quite apart from this, a tax 
on capitalists diminishes the growth of wealth in private hands in which we have in
these days concentrated it as a counterpoise to the government strength of the
GOYIM - their State finances.  

6. A tax increasing in a percentage ratio to capital will give much larger revenue than 
the present individual or property tax, which is useful to us now for the sole reason
that it excites trouble and discontent among the GOYIM. (Now we know the purpose
of the 16th Amendment!!)

7. The force upon which our king will rest consists in the equilibrium and the
guarantee of peace, for the sake of which things it is indispensable that the capitalists
should yield up a portion of their incomes for the sake of the secure working of the
machinery of the State. State needs must be paid by those who will not feel the 
burden and have enough to take from.  

8. Such a measure will destroy the hatred of the poor man for the rich, in whom he 
will see a necessary financial support for the State, will see in him the organizer of
peace and well-being since he will see that it is the rich man who is paying the 
necessary means to attain these things.  

9. In order that payers of the educated classes should not too much distress
themselves over the new payments they will have full accounts given them of the
destination of those payments, with the exception of such sums as will be
appropriated for the needs of the throne and the administrative institutions.  
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10. He who reigns will not have any properties of his own once all in the State
represented his patrimony, or else the one would be in contradiction to the other; the
fact of holding private means would destroy the right of property in the common
possessions of all.  

11. Relatives of him who reigns, his heirs excepted, who will be maintained by the
resources of the State, must enter the ranks of servants of the State or must work to
obtain the right to property; the privilege of royal blood must not serve for the
spoiling of the treasury.  

12. Purchase, receipt of money or inheritance will be subject to the payment of a
stamp progressive tax. Any transfer of property, whether money or other, without
evidence of payment of this tax which will be strictly registered by names, will render 
the former holder liable to pay interest on the tax from the moment of transfer of 
these sums up to the discovery of his evasion of declaration of the transfer. Transfer 
documents must be presented weekly at the local treasury office with notifications of 
the name, surname and permanent place of residence of the former and the new
holder of the property. This transfer with register of names must begin from a definite
sum which exceeds the ordinary expenses of buying and selling necessaries, and these
will be subject to payment only by a stamp impost of a definite percentage of the unit.  

13. Just strike an estimate of how many times such taxes as these will cover the
revenue of the GOYIM States.

WE CAUSE DEPRESSIONS

14. The State exchequer will have to maintain a definite complement of reserve sums,
and all that is collected above that complement must be returned into circulation. On
these sums will be organized public works. The initiative in works of this kind,
proceeding from State sources, will bind the working class firmly to the interests of
the State and to those who reign. From these same sums also a part will be set aside 
as rewards of inventiveness and productiveness.  

15. On no account should so much as a single unit above the definite and freely 
estimated sums be retained in the State Treasuries, for money exists to be circulated 
and any kind of stagnation of money acts ruinously on the running of the State
machinery, for which it is the lubricant; a stagnation of the lubricant may stop the 
regular working of the mechanism.  

16. The substitution of interest-bearing paper for a part of the token of exchange has
produced exactly this stagnation. The consequences of this circumstance are already 
sufficiently noticeable.  

17. A court of account will also be instituted by us, and in it the ruler will find at any 
moment a full accounting for State income and expenditure, with the exception of the 
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current monthly account, not yet made up, and that of the preceding month, which
will not yet have been delivered.  

18. The one and only person who will have no interest in robbing the State is its
owner, the ruler. This is why his personal control will remove the possibility of 
leakages or extravagances.  

19. The representative function of the ruler at receptions for the sake of etiquette,
which absorbs so much invaluable time, will be abolished in order that the ruler may 
have time for control and consideration. His power will not then be split up into
fractional parts among time-serving favorites who surround the throne for its pomp
and splendor, and are interested only in their own and not in the common interests of
the State.  

20. Economic crises have been produced by us for the GOYIM by no other means
than the withdrawal of money from circulation. Huge capitals have stagnated,
withdrawing money from States, which were constantly obliged to apply to those
same stagnant capitals for loans. These loans burdened the finances of the State with 
the payment of interest and made them the bond slaves of these capitals .... The
concentration of industry in the hands of capitalists out of the hands of small masters
has drained away all the juices of the peoples and with them also the States .... (Now
we know the purpose of the Federal Reserve Bank Corporation!!)

21. The present issue of money in general does not correspond with the requirements
per head, and cannot therefore satisfy all the needs of the workers. The issue of
money ought to correspond with the growth of population and thereby children also
must absolutely be reckoned as consumers of currency from the day of their birth.
The revision of issue is a material question for the whole world.  

22. YOU ARE AWARE THAT THE GOLD STANDARD HAS BEEN THE RUIN 
OF THE STATES WHICH ADOPTED IT, FOR IT HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO
SATISFY THE DEMANDS FOR MONEY, THE MORE SO THAT WE HAVE
REMOVED GOLD FROM CIRCULATION AS FAR AS POSSIBLE.  

GENTILE STATES BANKRUPT

23. With us the standard that must be introduced is the cost of working-man power,
whether it be reckoned in paper or in wood. We shall make the issue of money in
accordance with the normal requirements of each subject, adding to the quantity with 
every birth and subtracting with every death.  

24. The accounts will be managed by each department (the French administrative
division), each circle.  
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25. In order that there may be no delays in the paying out of money for State needs
the sums and terms of such payments will be fixed by decree of the ruler; this will do
away with the protection by a ministry of one institution to the detriment of others.  

26. The budgets of income and expenditure will be carried out side by side that they 
may not be obscured by distance one to another.  

27. The reforms projected by us in the financial institutions and principles of the
GOYIM will be clothed by us in such forms as will alarm nobody. We shall point out
the necessity of reforms in consequence of the disorderly darkness into which the 
GOYIM by their irregularities have plunged the finances. The first irregularity, as we 
shall point out, consists in their beginning with drawing up a single budget which
year after year grows owing to the following cause: this budget is dragged out to half
the year, then they demand a budget to put things right, and this they expend in three
months, after which they ask for a supplementary budget, and all this ends with a
liquidation budget. But, as the budget of the following year is drawn up in accordance 
with the sum of the total addition, the annual departure from the normal reaches as
much as 50 per cent in a year, and so the annual budget is trebled in ten years. Thanks
to such methods, allowed by the carelessness of the GOY States, their treasuries are
empty. The period of loans supervenes, and that has swallowed up remainders and
brought all the GOY States to bankruptcy. (The United States was declared 
"bankrupt" at the Geneva Convention of 1929! [see 31 USC 5112, 5118, and 5119).  

28. You understand perfectly that economic arrangements of this kind, which have
been suggested to the GOYIM by us, cannot be carried on by us.  

29. Every kind of loan proves infirmity in the State and a want of understanding of
the rights of the State. Loans hang like a sword of Damocles over the heads of rulers,
who, instead of taking from their subjects by a temporary tax, come begging with
outstretched palm to our bankers. Foreign loans are leeches which there is no
possibility of removing from the body of the State until they fall off of themselves or 
the State flings them off. But the GOY States do not tear them off; they go on in
persisting in putting more on to themselves so that they must inevitably perish,
drained by voluntary blood-letting. 

TYRANNY OF USURY

30. What also indeed is, in substance, a loan, especially a foreign loan? A loan is - an
issue of government bills of exchange containing a percentage obligation
commensurate to the sum of the loan capital. If the loan bears a charge of 5 per cent, 
then in twenty years the State vainly pays away in interest a sum equal to the loan 
borrowed, in forty years it is paying a double sum, in sixty - treble, and all the while
the debt remains an unpaid debt.  
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31. From this calculation it is obvious that with any form of taxation per head the
State is baling out the last coppers of the poor taxpayers in order to settle accounts
with wealthy foreigners, from whom it has borrowed money instead of collecting 
these coppers for its own needs without the additional interest.  

32. So long as loans were internal the GOYIM only shuffled their money from the
pockets of the poor to those of the rich, but when we bought up the necessary persons
in order to transfer loans into the external sphere, (Woodrow Wilson and F.D.
Roosevelt) all the wealth of States flowed into our cash-boxes and all the GOYIM
began to pay us the tribute of subjects.  

33. If the superficiality of GOY kings on their thrones in regard to State affairs and
the venality of ministers or the want of understanding of financial matters on the part
of other ruling persons have made their countries debtors to our treasuries to amounts
quite impossible to pay it has not been accomplished without, on our part, heavy 
expenditure of trouble and money. 

34. Stagnation of money will not be allowed by us and therefore there will be no State
interest-bearing paper, except a one per-cent series, so that there will be no payment
of interest to leeches that suck all the strength out of the State. The right to issue
interest-bearing paper will be given exclusively to industrial companies who find no
difficulty in paying interest out of profits, whereas the State does not make interest on
borrowed money like these companies, for the State borrows to spend and not to use
in operations. (Now we know why President Kennedy was assassinated in 1963 when
he refused to borrow any more of the "Bank Notes" from the bankers of the Federal
Reserve Bank and began circulating non-interest bearing "Notes" of the "United
States of America"!!!).

35. Industrial papers will be bought also by the government which from being as now
a paper of tribute by loan operations will be transformed into a lender of money at a 
profit. This measure will stop the stagnation of money, parasitic profits and idleness,
all of which were useful for us among the GOYIM so long as they were independent
but are not desirable under our rule.  

36. How clear is the undeveloped power of thought of the purely brute brains of the
GOYIM, as expressed in the fact that they have been borrowing from us with
payment of interest without ever thinking that all the same these very moneys plus an 
addition for payment of interest must be got by them from their own State pockets in
order to settle up with us. What could have been simpler than to take the money they 
wanted from their own people? 

37. But it is a proof of the genius of our chosen mind that we have contrived to
present the matter of loans to them in such a light that they have even seen in them an 
advantage for themselves.  
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38. Our accounts, which we shall present when the time comes, in the light of
centuries of experience gained by experiments made by us on the GOY States, will be
distinguished by clearness and definiteness and will show at a glance to all men the 
advantage of our innovations. They will put an end to those abuses to which we owe
our mastery over the GOYIM, but which cannot be allowed in our kingdom.  

39. We shall so hedge about our system of accounting that neither the ruler nor the
most insignificant public servant will be in a position to divert even the smallest sum
from its destination without detection or to direct it in another direction except that
which will be once fixed in a definite plan of action. (Is this why a "private 
corporation," known as the "Internal Revenue Service," is in charge of collecting the
"payments" of the "Income Taxes" and the IRS always deposits those "payments" to
the Federal Reserve bank and never to the Treasury of the United States??)

40. And without a definite plan it is impossible to rule. Marching along an
undetermined road and with undetermined resources brings to ruin by the way heroes
and demi-gods.  

41. The GOY rulers, whom we once upon a time advised should be distracted from
State occupations by representative receptions, observances of etiquette,
entertainments, were only screens for our rule. (Like the House of Windsor (Guelph) 
and the rest of the "Black Nobility"?) The accounts of favorite courtiers who replaced
them in the sphere of affairs were drawn up for them by our agents, and every time 
gave satisfaction to short-sighted minds by promises that in the future economies and
improvements were foreseen .... Economies from what? From new taxes? - were
questions that might have been but were not asked by those who read our accounts
and projects.  

42. You know to what they have been brought by this carelessness, to what pitch of
financial disorder they have arrived, notwithstanding the astonishing industry of their
peoples  

PROTOCOL No. 21

1. To what I reported to you at the last meeting I shall now add a detailed explanation
of internal loans. Of foreign loans I shall say nothing more, because they have fed us
with the national moneys of the GOYIM, but for our State there will be no foreigners,
that is, nothing external.  

2. We have taken advantage of the venality of administrators and slackness of rulers
to get our moneys twice, thrice and more times over, by lending to the GOY
governments moneys which were not at all needed by the States. Could anyone do the
like in regard to us? .... Therefore, I shall only deal with the details of internal loans.  
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3. States announce that such a loan is to be concluded and open subscriptions for their
own bills of exchange, that is, for their interest-bearing paper. That they may be 
within the reach of all the price is determined at from a hundred to a thousand; and a
discount is made for the earliest subscribers. Next day by artificial means the price of 
them goes up, the alleged reason being that everyone is rushing to buy them. In a few
days the treasury safes are, as they say, overflowing and there's more money than
they can do with (why then take it?) The subscription, it is alleged, covers many times
over the issue total of the loan; in this lies the whole stage effect - look you, they say, 
what confidence is shown in the government's bills of exchange.  

4. But when the comedy is played out there emerges the fact that a debit and an
exceedingly burdensome debit has been created. For the payment of interest it 
becomes necessary to have recourse to new loans, which do not swallow up but only 
add to the capital debt. And when this credit is exhausted it becomes necessary by 
new taxes to cover, not the loan, BUT ONLY THE INTEREST ON IT. These taxes
are a debit employed to cover a debit .... (Hence THE CRY TO BALANCE THE
BUDGET!)

5. Later comes the time for conversions, but they diminish the payment of interest
without covering the debt, and besides they cannot be made without the consent of
the lenders; on announcing a conversion a proposal is made to return the money to
those who are not willing to convert their paper. If everybody expressed his 
unwillingness and demanded his money back, the government would be hoist on their 
own petard and would be found insolvent and unable to pay the proposed sums. By 
good luck the subjects of the GOY governments, knowing nothing about financial
affairs, have always preferred losses on exchange and diminution of interest to the
risk of new investments of their moneys, and have thereby many a time enabled these 
governments to throw off their shoulders a debit of several millions.  

6. Nowadays, with external loans, these tricks cannot be played by the GOYIM for
they know that we shall demand all our moneys back.  

7. In this way in acknowledged bankruptcy will best prove to the various countries
the absence of any means between the interests of the peoples and of those who rule
them.  

8. I beg you to concentrate your particular attention upon this point and upon the
following: nowadays all internal loans are consolidated by so-called flying loans, that 
is, such as have terms of payment more or less near. These debts consist of moneys 
paid into the savings banks and reserve funds. If left for long at the disposition of a
government these funds evaporate in the payment of interest on foreign loans, and are
placed by the deposit of equivalent amount of RENTS. 

9. And these last it is which patch up all the leaks in the State treasuries of the 
GOYIM.  
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10. When we ascend the throne of the world all these financial and similar shifts, as
being not in accord with our interests, will be swept away so as not to leave a trace, as 
also will be destroyed all money markets, since we shall not allow the prestige of our 
power to be shaken by fluctuations of prices set upon our values, which we shall
announce by law at the price which represents their full worth without any possibility 
of lowering or raising. (Raising gives the pretext for lowering, which indeed was
where we made a beginning in relation to the values of the GOYIM).

11. We shall replace the money markets by grandiose government credit institutions,
the object of which will be to fix the price of industrial values in accordance with
government views. These institutions will be in a position to fling upon the market
five hundred millions of industrial paper in one day, or to buy up for the same
amount. In this way all industrial undertakings will come into dependence upon us.
You may imagine for yourselves what immense power we shall thereby secure for 
ourselves ....  

PROTOCOL No. 22

1. In all that has so far been reported by me to you, I have endeavored to depict with
care the secret of what is coming, of what is past, and of what is going on now,
rushing into the flood of the great events coming already in the near future, the secret
of our relations to the GOYIM and of financial operations. On this subject there
remains still a little for me to add.  

2. IN OUR HANDS IS THE GREATEST POWER OF OUR DAY - GOLD: IN 
TWO DAYS WE CAN PROCURE FROM OUR STOREHOUSES ANY
QUANTITY WE MAY PLEASE.  

3. Surely there is no need to seek further proof that our rule is predestined by God? 
Surely we shall not fail with such wealth to prove that all that evil which for so many 
centuries we have had to commit has served at the end of ends the cause of true well-
being - the bringing of everything into order? Though it be even by the exercise of
some violence, yet all the same it will be established. (The motto of the Freemasons -
"Out of Chaos, Order"). We shall contrive to prove that we are benefactors who have
restored to the rent and mangled earth the true good and also freedom of the person,
and therewith we shall enable it to be enjoyed in peace and quiet, with proper dignity 
of relations, on the condition, of course, of strict observance of the laws established
by us. We shall make plain therewith that freedom does not consist in dissipation and
in the right of unbridled license any more than the dignity and force of a man do not
consist in the right of everyone to promulgate destructive principles in the nature of
freedom of conscience, equality and the like, that freedom of the person in no wise
consists in the right to agitate oneself and others by abominable speeches before 
disorderly mobs, and that true freedom consists in the inviolability of the person who
honorably and strictly observes all the laws of life in common, that human dignity is
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wrapped up in consciousness of the rights and also of the absence of rights of each,
and not wholly and solely in fantastic imaginings about the subject of one's EGO.  

4. One authority will be glorious because it will be all-powerful, will rule and guide, 
and not muddle along after leaders and orators shrieking themselves hoarse with
senseless words which they call great principles and which are nothing else, to speak
honestly, but utopian .... Our authority will be the crown of order, and in that is
included the whole happiness of man. The aureole of this authority will inspire a 
mystical bowing of the knee before it and a reverent fear before it of all the peoples.
True force makes no terms with any right, not even with that of God: none dare come
near to it so as to take so much as a span from it away.  

PROTOCOL No. 23

1. That the peoples may become accustomed to obedience it is necessary to inculcate
lessons of humility and therefore to reduce the production of articles of luxury. By 
this we shall improve morals which have been debased by emulation in the sphere of
luxury. We shall re-establish small master production which will mean laying a mine
under the private capital of manufactures. This is indispensable also for the reason
that manufacturers on the grand scale often move, though not always consciously, the
thoughts of the masses in directions against the government. A people of small
masters knows nothing of unemployment and this binds him closely with existing 
order, and consequently with the firmness of authority. For us its part will have been 
played out the moment authority is transferred into our hands. Drunkenness also will
be prohibited by law and punishable as a crime against the humanness of man who is
turned into a brute under the influence of alcohol.  

2. Subjects, I repeat once more, give blind obedience only to the strong hand which is
absolutely independent of them, for in it they feel the sword of defense and support
against social scourges .... What do they want with an angelic spirit in a king? What
they have to see in him is the personification of force and power.  

3. The supreme lord who will replace all now existing rulers, dragging in their
existence among societies demoralized by us, societies that have denied even the
authority of God, from whose midst breeds out on all sides the fire of anarchy, must
first of all proceed to quench this all-devouring flame. Therefore he will be obliged to
kill off those existing societies, though he should drench them with his own blood,
that he may resurrect them again in the form of regularly organized troops fighting 
consciously with every kind of infection that may cover the body of the State with 
sores.  

4. This Chosen One of God is chosen from above to demolish the senseless forces 
moved by instinct and not reason, by brutishness and not humanness. These forces
now triumph in manifestations of robbery and every kind of violence under the mask
of principles of freedom and rights. They have overthrown all forms of social order to
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erect on the ruins the throne of the King of the Jews; but their part will be played out
the moment he enters into his kingdom. Then it will be necessary to sweep them away 
from his path, on which must be left no knot, no splinter.  

5. Then will it be possible for us to say to the peoples of the world: "Give thanks to
God and bow the knee before him who bears on his front the seal of the
predestination of man, to which God himself has led his star that none other but Him
might free us from all the before-mentioned forces and evils". 

PROTOCOL No. 24

1. I pass now to the method of confirming the dynastic roots of King David to the last
strata of the earth.  

2. This confirmation will first and foremost be included in that which to this day has
rested the force of conservatism by our learned elders of the conduct of the affairs of 
the world, in the directing of the education of thought of all humanity. 

3. Certain members of the seed of David will prepare the kings and their heirs,
selecting not by right of heritage but by eminent capacities, inducting them into the
most secret mysteries of the political, into schemes of government, but providing 
always that none may come to knowledge of the secrets. The object of this mode of
action is that all may know that government cannot be entrusted to those who have
not been inducted into the secret places of its art ....  

4. To these persons only will be taught the practical application of the aforenamed 
plans by comparison of the experiences of many centuries, all the observations on the
politico-economic moves and social sciences - in a word, all the spirit of laws which
have been unshakably established by nature herself for the regulation of the relations
of humanity. 

5. Direct heirs will often be set aside from ascending the throne if in their time of 
training they exhibit frivolity, softness and other qualities that are the ruin of 
authority, which render them incapable of governing and in themselves dangerous for
kingly office.  

6. Only those who are unconditionally capable for firm, even if it be to cruelty, direct
rule will receive the reins of rule from our learned elders.  

7. In case of falling sick with weakness of will or other form of incapacity. kings must
by law hand over the reins of rule to new and capable hands.  

8. The king's plan of action for the current moment, and all the more so for the future,
will be unknown, even to those who are called his closest counselors.  
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KING OF THE JEWS 

9. Only the king and the three who stood sponsor for him will know what is coming. 

10. In the person of the king who with unbending will is master of himself and of
humanity all will discern as it were fate with its mysterious ways. None will know
what the king wishes to attain by his dispositions, and therefore none will dare to
stand across an unknown path.  

11. It is understood that the brain reservoir of the king must correspond in capacity to
the plan of government it has to contain. It is for this reason that he will ascend the 
throne not otherwise than after examination of his mind by the aforesaid learned
elders.  

12. That the people may know and love their king, it is indispensable for him to
converse in the market-places with his people. This ensures the necessary clinching of
the two forces which are now divided one from another by us by the terror.  

13. This terror was indispensable for us till the time comes for both these forces
separately to fall under our influence.  

14. The king of the Jews must not be at the mercy of his passions, and especially of
sensuality: on no side of his character must he give brute instincts power over his
mind. Sensuality worse than all else disorganizes the capacities of the mind and
clearness of views, distracting the thoughts to the worst and most brutal side of
human activity. 

15. The prop of humanity in the person of the supreme lord of all the world of the
holy seed of David must sacrifice to his people all personal inclinations.  

16. Our supreme lord must be of an exemplary irreproachability.

Signed by the representative of
Zion, of the 33rd Degree 
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Mortimer Zuckerman – owner of NY Daily News, US News & World Report and
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chair of the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish American Organizations,

one of the largest pro-Israel lobbying groups.

Leslie Moonves – president of CBS television, great-nephew of David

Ben-Gurion, and co-chair with Norman Ornstein of the Advisory Committee on

Public Interest Obligation of Digital TV Producers, appointed by Clinton.

Jonathan Miller – chair and CEO of AOL division of AOL-Time-Warner

Neil Shapiro – president of NBC News

Jeff Gaspin – Executive Vice-President, Programming, NBC

David Westin – president of ABC News

Sumner Redstone – CEO of Viacom, “world’s biggest media giant” (Economist,

11/23/2) owns Viacom cable, CBS and MTVs all over the world, Blockbuster

video rentals and Black Entertainment TV.

Michael Eisner – major owner of Walt Disney, Capitol Cities, ABC.

Rupert Murdoch – Owner Fox TV, New York Post, London Times, News of the

World (Jewish mother Elisabeth Joy Greene)

Mel Karzamin – president of CBS

Don Hewitt – Exec. Director, 60 Minutes, CBS

Jeff Fager – Exec. Director, 60 Minutes II. CBS

David Poltrack – Executive Vice-President, Research and Planning, CBS

Sandy Krushow – Chair, Fox Entertainment

Lloyd Braun – Chair, ABC Entertainment

Barry Meyer – chair, Warner Bros.

Sherry Lansing – President of Paramount Communications and Chairman of

Paramount Pictures’ Motion Picture Group.

Harvey Weinstein – CEO. Miramax Films.

Brad Siegel – President, Turner Entertainment.

Peter Chernin – second in-command at Rupert Murdoch’s News. Corp., owner

of Fox TV
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Marty Peretz – owner and publisher of the New Republic, which openly

identifies itself as pro-Israel. Al Gore credits Marty with being his “mentor.”

Arthur O. Sulzberger Jr. – publisher of the NY Times, the Boston Globe and

other publications.

William Safire – syndicated columnist for the NYT.

Tom Friedman – syndicated columnist for the NYT.

Charles Krauthammer – syndicated columnist for the Washington Post.

Honored by Honest Reporting.com, website monitoring “anti-Israel media.”

Richard Cohen – syndicated columnist for the Washington Post

Jeff Jacoby – syndicated columnist for the Boston Globe

Norman Ornstein – American Enterprise Inst., regular columnist for USA

Today, news analyst for CBS, and co-chair with Leslie Moonves of the Advisory

Committee on Public Interest Obligation of Digital TV Producers, appointed by

Clinton.

Arie Fleishcer – Dubya’s press secretary.

Stephen Emerson – every media outlet’s first choice as an expert on domestic

terrorism.

David Schneiderman – owner of the Village Voice and the New Times network

of “alternative weeklies.”

Dennis Leibowitz – head of Act II Partners, a media hedge fund

Kenneth Pollack – for CIA analysts, director of Saban Center for Middle East

Policy, writes op-eds in NY Times, New Yorker

Barry Diller – chair of USA Interactive, former owner of Universal

Entertainment, CEO of 20th Century Fox and QVC

Kenneth Roth – Executive Director of Human Rights Watch

Richard Leibner – runs the N.S. Bienstock talent agency, which represents 600

news personalities such as Dan Rather, Dianne Sawyer and Bill O’Reilly.

Terry Semel – CEO, Yahoo, former chair, Warner Bros.

Mark Golin – VP and Creative Director, AOL
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Warren Lieberford – Pres., Warner Bros. Home Video Div. of AOL- TimeWarner

Jeffrey Zucker – President of NBC Entertainment

Jack Myers – NBC, chief NYT 5.14.2

Sandy Grushow – chair of Fox Entertainment

Gail Berman – president of Fox Entertainment

Stephen Spielberg – co-founder/owner of Dreamworks

Jeffrey Katzenberg – co-founder/owner of Dreamworks, Disney

David Geffen – co-owner of Dreamworks

Lloyd Braun – chair of ABC Entertainment

Jordan Levin – president of Warner Bros. Entertainment

Max Mutchnick – co-executive producer of NBC’s “Good Morning Miami”

David Kohan – co-executive producer of NBC’s “Good Morning Miami”

Howard Stringer – chief of Sony Corp. of America

Amy Pascal – chair of Columbia Pictures

Joel Klein – chair and CEO of Bertelsmann’s American operations

Robert Stillerman – founder of Clear Channel Communications

Brian Graden – president of MTV entertainment

Ivan Seidenberg – CEO of Verizon Communications

Wolf Blitzer – host of CNN’s Late Edition

Ted Koppel – host of ABC’s Nightline

Andrea Koppel – CNN Reporter

Paula Zahn – CNN Host

Mike Wallace – Host of CBS 60 Minutes

Barbara Walters – Host, ABC’s 20-20
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Michael Ledeen – editor of National Review

Bruce Nussbaum – editorial page editor, Business Week

Donald Graham – Chair and CEO of Newsweek and Washington Post, son of

Catherine Graham Meyer – former owner of the Washington Post

Howard Fineman – Chief Political Columnist, Newsweek

William Kristol – Editor, Weekly Standard, Exec. Director

Project for a New American Century (PNAC)

Ron Rosenthal – Managing Editor, San Francisco Chronicle

Phil Bronstein – Executive Editor, San Francisco Chronicle,

Ron Owens – Talk Show Host, KGO (ABC-Capitol Cities, San Francisco)

John Rothman – Talk Show Host, KGO (ABC-Capitol Cities, San Francisco)

Michael Savage – Talk Show Host, KFSO (ABC-Capitol Cities, San Francisco)

Syndicated in 100 markets

Michael Medved – Talk Show Host, on 124 AM stations

Dennis Prager – Talk Show Host, nationally syndicated from LA. Has Israeli flag

on his home page.

Ben Wattenberg – Moderator, PBS Think Tank.

Andrew Lack – president of NBC

Daniel Menaker – Executive Director, Harper Collins

David Remnick – Editor, The New Yorker

Nicholas Lehmann – writer, the New York

Henrick Hertzberg – Talk of the Town editor, The New Yorker

Samuel Newhouse Jr. and DONALD NEWHOUSE – owners of Newhouse

Publications, includes 26 newspapers in 22 cities; the Conde Nast magazine

group, includes The New Yorker; Parade, the Sunday newspaper supplement;

American City Business Journals, business newspapers published in more than

30 major cities in America; and interests in cable television programming and

cable systems serving 1 million homes.
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Donald Newhouse – chairman of the board of directors, Associated Press.

Peter R. Kann – CEO, Wall Street Journal, Barron’s

Ralph J. & Brian Roberts – Owners, Comcast-ATT Cable TV.

Lawrence Kirshbaum – CEO, AOL-Time Warner Book Group

Leonard Goldenson – president of ABC

William S. Paley – Founder And CEO of CBS

David Sarnoff – founder of NBC, general manager of RCA

Laurence Tisch – CEO of CBS

Herbert Allen, Jr. – CEO of entertainment investment house Allen & Company

Edgar Bronfman Jr. – CEO of Seagram, Viacom

Gerald Levin – Time Warner, CEO of HBO

Michael Ovitz – president of Disney, founder of CAA

Isaac Perlmutter – CEO of Marvel Entertainment

Adolph Ochs – New York Times

History Speaks

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot

survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is

known and carries his banner openly. But the traitor moves amongst those

within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through...all the alleys, heard

in the very halls of government itself.

For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his

victims, and he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the

baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he
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works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of the city,

he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to

fear. The traitor is the plague.” - Marcus Tullius Cicero
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Jewish Bankers & Economists

Benjamin S. Bernanke – Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve
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System

Donald L. Kohn – Vice Chairman, Board of Governors, Federal Reserve System

Stephen Friedman – Chairman, Board of Directors, Federal Reserve Bank of
New York

Timothy F. Geithner – Secretary, United States Department of the Treasury

Neal S. Wolin – Deputy Secretary, United States Department of the Treasury

Robert B. Zoellick – President, The World Bank

Dominique Strauss-Kahn – Managing Director, International Monetary Fund

Lawrence H. Summer – Chairman, National Economic Council

Christina D. Romer – Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers

Paul A. Volcker – Chairman, Economic Recovery Advisory Board

Ron Bloom – Senior Counselor for Manufacturing Policy, President

Steven L. Rattner – Director, Presidential Task Force on the Automotive
Industry

Neil M. Barofsky – Special Inspector General, Troubled Asset Relief
Program(TARP)

Kenneth R. Feinberg – Special Master for Executive Compensation, U.S.
Treasury Department

Jared Bernstein – Chief Economist and Economic Policy Adviser, Vice President

David R. Obey – Chairman, United States House Committee on Appropriations

Henry A. Waxman – Chairman, United States House Committee on Energy and
Commerce

Barney Frank – Chairman, United States House Committee on Financial
Services

Christopher J. Dodd (crypto jew) – Chairman, United States Senate Committee
on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs

Max S. Baucus (crypto jew)- Chairman, United States Senate Committee on
Finance
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Peter R. Orszag – Director, Office of Management and Budget(OMB)

Douglas W. Elmendorf – Director, Congressional Budget Office(CBO)

Douglas H. Shulman – Commissioner, Internal Revenue Service(IRS)

Jon D. Leibowitz – Chairman, Federal Trade Commission(FTC)

John E. Bowman – Director, Office of Thrift Supervision(OTS)

Sheila C. Bair – Chairman, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation(FDIC)

John C. Dugan (crypto jew) – Comptroller, Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC)

Karen G. Mills – Administrator, Small Business Administration (SBA)

Mary L. Schapiro – Chairman, Securities and Exchange Commission(SEC)

Gary G. Gensler – Chairman, Commodity Futures Trading Commission(CFTC)

Daniel J. Roth – President and Chief Executive Officer, National Futures
Association(NFA)

Duncan L. Niederauer – Chief Executive Officer & Director, NYSE Euronext

Robert Greifeld – Chief Executive Officer, NASDAQ OMX Group, Inc.

Lloyd C. Blankfein – Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Goldman Sachs
Group, Inc.

John J. Makhoul – Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Morgan Stanley

James Dimon (crypto jew) – Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, JPMorgan
Chase

Kenneth D. Lewis (crypto jew) – President and Chief Executive Officer, Bank of
America Corporation

John G. Stumpf – President and Chief Executive Officer, Wells Fargo &
Company

Bernard Baruch – economic adviser to many U.S. presidents, statesman, stock
market speculator

Milton Friedman – Nobel Prize-winning economist

Alan Greenspan – chairman of the Federal Reserve (1987–2006)
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Eugene Meyer – chairman of the Federal Reserve (1930–1933), president of
the World Bank (1946)

Haym Solomon – financier during the American Revolution

Joseph E. Stiglitz – 2001 Nobel Prize winner and Chief Economist of the World
Bank (1997–2000)

James Wolfensohn – president of the World Bank (1995–2005)

Paul Wolfowitz – president of the World Bank (2005–2007)

George Akerlof – economist

Kenneth Arrow – Arrow’s impossibility theorem

Gary Becker – economist

Daniel Berkowitz – editor of the Journal of Comparative Economics (2007-
present)

Walter Block – Harold E. Wirth Endowed Chair in Economics at Loyola
University in New Orleans

Benjamin Jerry Cohen – Louis G. Lancaster Professor of International Political
Economy University of California, Santa Barbara

Martin S. Feldstein – economist, Harvard Professor, advisor to President
Ronald Reagan

Robert Fogel – new economic history

Zvi Griliches – econometrist

Sanford J. Grossman – economics of information

John Harsanyi – game theorist

Jerry A. Hausman – econometrist

Ricardo Hausmann – Harvard Professor and Former Venezuelan Minister

Robert Heilbroner – leftist economist

Leonid Hurwicz – economist

Daniel Kahneman – Nobel Prize (2002)
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Israel Kirzner – Austrian School economist

Lawrence Klein – econometric models

David M. Kreps – economist

Paul Krugman – economist and journalist

Simon Kuznets – econometrics

Emil Lederer – economist

Wassily Leontief – Input-Output method

Steven Levitt – economist

Harry Markowitz – economist

Jacob Marschak – economist

Merton Miller – economist

Jacob Mincer – labor economics

Ludwig von Mises – Austrian School economist

Franco Modigliani – economist

Harvey Pitt – former SEC chairman

Matthew Rabin – economist

Russell Roberts – economist, Professor at George Mason University in Virginia,
commentator on Morning
Edition heard on National Public Radio

Kenneth Rogoff – economics professor at Harvard, expert on international
economics

Murray Rothbard – Austrian School economist

Nouriel Roubini – Iranian-American macroeconomist

Jeffrey Sachs – economic shock therapy

Paul Samuelson – economic analysis

Andrei Shleifer – economist
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Myron Scholes – Black-Scholes equation

Herbert Simon – political, social scientist

Robert Solow – economic growth

Jacob Viner – economist

Lloyd C. Blankfein – Chairman and CEO of Goldman Sachs

Ivan Boesky – Wall Street financier and arbitrageur

Asher Edelman – Wall Street corporate raider (“Wall Street” movie character)

Andrew Fastow – former CFO of Enron

Marcus Goldman – co-founder of Goldman Sachs investment bank

Bernie Madoff – former Chairman of NASDAQ, last Chairman of Bernard L.
Madoff Investment Securities LLC, biggest Ponzi schemer in history

Michael Milken – Financier, Junk-bond specialist

Ronald Perelman – American billionaire investor

Marc Rich – Oil trading

Robert Rubin – former Treasury Secretary, director of National Economic
Council, and Chairman of Citigroup

Samuel Sachs – co-founder of Goldman Sachs investment bank

George Soros – Wall Street investor and foreign currency speculator

Michael Steinhardt – Wall Street hedge fund manager

Bruce Wasserstein – American investment banker and businessman, CEO of
Lazard and controller of Wasserstein & Co.

Sandy Weill – former Chairman and CEO of Citigroup

Albert Aftalion – Bulgarian-born French economist

Robert Aumann – Nobel prize (2005)

Lord Bauer – economist

George Dantzig – economist
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Alexander Delphias – economist, and social activist of Jew Town.

Richard Ehrenberg – economist

Charles Goodhart – Bank of England economist

Leo Frank – Factory owner hung for ritual murder of a child

Noreena Hertz – economist & activist

Hendrik Houthakker – economist

Richard Kahn, Baron Kahn – economist: multiplier

Nicholas Kaldor – economist

Leonid Kantorovich – Nobel prize (1975)

Israel Kirzner – economist

János Kornai – economist

Ludwig Lachmann – economist

Harold Laski – economist

Leone Levi – political economist

Robert Liefmann – economist

Ephraim Lipson – economic historian

Adolph Lowe – economist

Rosa Luxemburg – economist, co-founder of the KPD

Morton J. Marcus – economist

Karl Marx – inventor of Marxist economics

Robert Merton – Nobel prize (1997)

Hyman Minsky -economist

Fritz Naphtali – economist, editor, later Israeli finance minister

John von Neumann – economist
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Alexander Nove – economist

Sigbert Prais – economist

David Ricardo – economist

Arthur Seldon – economist

Reinhard Selten – Nobel prize (1994)

Sir Hans Singer – economist

Piero Sraffa – economist

Abraham Wald – economist

Basil Yamey – economist
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Jewish Billionaires

With the jewish people making up such a minuscule portion of the global

population, why is it that the majority of billionaires around the globe are

jewish? Are you ignorant enough to believe it’s simply because jews work

1



harder? Of course not, jews don’t work hard. Are you going to buy the line that

jews are smarter? Of course not, jews are not smarter. It boils down to nothing

more than deception and underhanded swindling that has made these

notorious carpet baggers so wealthy. This list barely scratches the surface of

jewish billionaires, another area like the media, hollywood, congress, senate

and government in general where jews are far over-represented, and it’s not

by accident.

John Gandel – Northgan Gandel Group

Solomon Lew

Frank Lowy – The Westfield Group

Harry Triguboff – Meriton Apartments

Elie Horn – owner/founder Cyrela Brazil Realty SA

Joseph Safra – Safra Group

Moises Safra – Safra Group

Dorothea Steinbruch – widow of Mendel Steinbruch, co-founder of Vicunha

Group, owner Companhia Siderurgica Nacional (steel company)

David Azrieli – founder Canpro Investments

Charles Bronfman – co-chairman Seagram Co.

Daryl Katz- founder/chairman Katz Group of Companies

Bernard Sherman – founder/chairman Apotex Group

Alexander Shnaider – co-founder Midland Group

Jeffrey Skoll – co-founder Ebay

Sir Michael Kadoorie – owner/founder CLP Holdings Ltd

Serge Dassault – Dassault Group

Alain & Gerard Wertheimer – owners Chanel

Andy von Bechtolsheim – co-founder Sun Microsystems

Shari Arison – co-owner Carnival Cruise

Ami/Michael Federmann – Federmann Enterprises

Morris Kahn – co-founder Amdocs

Lev Leviev – owner Africa-Israeli Investments

Alexander Mashkevich – co-owner Aflgeron Management

Arnon Milchan – New Regency Productions

Sammy Ofer – Ofer Brothers Group

Benny Steinmetz – Steinmetz Diamond Group

Yitzhak Tshuva – Delek Group

Stef Wertheimer – founder Iscar

Lily Safra – born Lily Watkins married into jewish money, husbands die of odd

circumstances

Alexander Abramov – Evraz Holdings, steel production

Roman Abramovich – Sibneft

Peter Aven – co-founder Alfa Bank

Boris Berezovsky – a.k.a. Platon Elenin former deputy secretary of Russia

security council, robber baron
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Mikhail Fridman – Alfa Group

Vyacheslav Kantor – Akron

German Khan – executive director Alfa Group

Lev Kvetnoi

Leonid Mikhelson – founder/chairman Novatek

Victor Vekselberg – TNK-BP

Nicky Oppenheimer – De Beers

Isak Andic – founder Mango

Marcuise Alicia Koplowitz – Omega Capital

Marcuise Esther Koplowitz – Fomento de Construcciones y Contratas

Gennadiy Bogolyubov – Privat Group

Igor Kolomoysky – Dnipropetrovs’k Group

Victor Pinchuk – founder Interpipe Group

Clive Calder – founder Zomba Music Group

Richard Desmond – publisher Daily Express

Lloyd Dorfman – founder Travelers Group

Bernie Ecclestone – president/CEO Formula One Management

Laurence Graff – Graff Diamonds

Sir Philip Green – British Home Stores

Albert Gubay – founder Kwik Safe

Nasser Khalili – art dealer

Joseph Lewis – founder/investor Tavistock Group

Baron David Sainsbury – J Sainsbury

David & Simon Reuben – joint Chief Executives of Reuben Brothers

Eduard Shifrin – Midland Group

Daniel Abraham – Slim-Fast

Sheldon Adelson – Las Vegas Sands

Philip Anschutz – founder/chairman The Anschutz Corporation

Edmund Ansin – president Sunbeam Television Corp

Micky Arison – CEO/owner Carnival Cruise Lines

Steven Ballmer – CEO Microsoft

Ronald Baron – founder Baron Capitol Management

Marc Benioff – chairman/CEO of Salesforce.com

Carl Berg – owner Berg & Berg

Nicolas Berggruen – founder Berggruen Holdings

Leon Black – partner Apollo Management

Arthur Blank – co-founder/co-owner Home Depot

Leonard Blavatnik – shareholder TNT-BP Saul and Access/Renova

Michael Bloomberg – NY city mayor, founder Bloomberg L.P.

Neil Bluhm – owner JMG Realty

David Bonderman – founder GP principal, TPG Group

Norman Braman – former owner Philadelphia Eagles

Charles Brandes -founder Brandes Investment Partners

Donald Bren – chairman Irvine Company
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Sergey Brin – co-founder/co-owner Google

Eli Broad – shareholder American International Group

Edgar Bronfman, Sr – Seagram Co.

Ronald Burkle – founder Yucaipa Cos.

Alan Casden – partner Blackacre Capital Management

Leon Charney – lawyer

Steven Cohen – founder/chairman SAC Capital Partners

Leon Cooperman – founder/CEO/chairman Omega Advisors

Lester Crown – shareholder General Dynamics

Mark Cuban – founder Broadcast.com, Dallas Mavericks

Michael Dell – founder Dell Computers

Barry Diller – founder CEO IAC

Stanley Druckenmiller – founder Duquesne Capital

Glenn Dubin – co-founder Highbridge Capital Management

Larry Ellison – CEO Oracle Communication

Israel Englander – Millennium Partners

Doris Fisher – co-founder The Gap

John Fisher – main shareholder The Gap

Kenneth Fisher – founder/chairman/CEO Fisher Investments

Robert Fisher – chairman The Gap

Thomas Friedkin – Gulf States Toyota

Robert Friedland – Ivanhoe Mines

Phillip Frost – chairman Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.

David Geffen – co-founder/co-owner Dream Works SKG

Malcolm Glazer – First Allied Corporation

Alec Gores – leveraged buyouts of technology firms

Tom Gores – Platinum Equity

David Gottesman – founder/partner First Manhattan

Jeffrey Greene – real estate

William Gross – manager Pacific Investments Management

Joshua Harris – partner Apollo Management

Carl Icahn – 2.9% of Time Warner, financier, corporate raider, private equity

investor

Michael Ilitch – founder/owner Little Caesar’s Pizza

Jim Irsay – owner Indianapolis Colts

Irwin Jacobs – co-founder/main shareholder Qualcomm

Jeremy Jacobs, Sr – owner Deleware North Companies

George Kaiser – owner Kaiser-Fransis Oil

Sidney Kimmel – founder Jones Apparel Group, Nine West shoe stores

Alexander Knaster – CEO Pampona Capital Management

Charles Koch – CEO/chairman Koch Industries

David Koch – co-owner Koch Industries

William Koch – The Oxbow Group

Bruce Kovner – founder Caxton Associates
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Robert Kraft – chairman Kraft Group

Michael Krasny – founder/owner CDW Computer

Henry Kravis – co-founder/co-owner Kohelberg, Kravis, Roberts & Company

Edward Lampert – CEO/chairman EPS Investments

Marc Lasry – founder/partner Avenue Capital Group

Leonard Lauder – co-owner/CEO Estee Lauder Companies

Ronald Lauder – co-owner Estee Lauder Companies

Ralph Lauren – founder/chairman Polo Ralph Lauren

Thomas Lee – founder Thomas H. Lee Partners

Richard LeFrak – president LeFrak Organisation

Nancy Lerner – main shareholder MBNA Financial

Norma Lerner – main shareholder MBNA Financial

Randolph Lerner – main shareholder MBNA Financial

Theodore Lerner – principal Lerner Enterprises

Peter Lewis – chairman Progressive Insurance Companies

George Lindemann – Palm Beach Investments

Jeffrey Lurie – owner (1994) Philadelphia Eagles

Stephen Mandel, Jr – founder Lone Pine Capital

Alfred Mann – owner Mankind Corporation

Joe Mansueto – founder/CEO Morningstar Inc

Bernard Marcus – co-founder/co-owner Home Depot

Gary Michelson – spinal surgeon

Michael Milken – Drexel Burnham Lambert

Paul Milstein – partner Milstein Properties

John Morgridge – chairman/CEO Cisco Systems

Michael Moritz – Sequoia Capital

Donald Newhouse – Advanced Publications

Samuel Newhouse, Jr – Advanced Publications

Daniel Och – Och-Ziff Capital Management

Larry Page – co-founder/co-owner Google

John Paulson – president Paulson & Co.

Nelson Peltz – Triarc Companies

Ronald Perelman – Revlon

Isaac Perlmutter – CEO Marvel Enterprises Inc

Michael Price – founder MFP Investments

Anthony Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Daniel Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

James Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Jay Robert Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Jean Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

John Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Karen Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Linda Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Nicholas Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group
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Penny Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Thomas Pritzker – Hyatt Hotels, Marmon Group

Stewart Rahr – president/CEO Kinray Corp

Mitchell Rales – director (1983) owner Danaher Corporation

Steven Rales – chairman (1984) Danaher Corporation

Sumner Redstone – CEO/chairman Viacom

Ira Rennert – Renco Group

Marc Rich – commodities trader

Robert Rich, Jr – main shareholder Rich Products Corp

George Roberts – co-founder/co-owner Kohlberg, Kravis, Roberts & Co.

Stephen Ross – CEO/chairman Related Companies

Alexander Rovt – fertilizer

Marc Rowan – partner Apollo Management

David Rubinstein – co-founder The Carlyle Group

Haim Saban – Saban Capital Group

Henry Samueli – co-founder/owner Broadcom Corporation

Tamir Sapir – (birth name Temur Sepiahsvili) commodities, real estate

Steven Schonfeld – Schonfeld Group

Lynn Schusterman – Samson Investment Company

Stephen Schwarzman – founder Blackstone Group

Eugene Shvidler – shareholder Sibneft

Thomas Siebel – founder Siebel Systems

Herbert Simon – Simon Property Group

James Simons – founder Renaissance Technologies Corporation

Daniel Snyder – founder/owner Snyder Communications

Sheldon Solow – real estate

George Soros – investor

John Sperling – founder Apollo Group

Peter Sperling – Apollo Group

Jerry Speyer – CEO Tishman Speyer

Steven Spielberg – co-founder/co-owner DreamWorks SKG

Leonard Stern – Hartz Mountain

Henry Swieca – co-founder Highbridge Capital Management

Alfred Taubman – Sotheby’s auction and shopping centers

David Tepper – hedge funds, Appaloosa Management

Joan Tisch – co-chairman Loews Corporation

Wilma Tisch – co-chairman Loews Corporation

Leslie Wexner – CEO Limited Brands

Meg Whitman – CEO/president Ebay

Stephen Wynn – chairman/CEO Mirage Resorts

Charles Zegar – New York Bloomberg LP

Sam Zell – Equity Residential

Daniel Ziff – co-owner Ziff-Davis Publishing

Dirk Ziff – co-owner Ziff-Davis Publishing
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Robert Ziff – co-owner Ziff-Davis Publishing

Mark Zuckerberg- founder Facebook

Mortimer Zuckerman – founder New York Daily News
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Jewish Community Leaders &
Activists

1



ACTIVISTS AND SCHOLARS

Graenum Berger – founder of AAEJ

Rabbi Meir Kahane – Founder of the Jewish Defense League *[1]

Michael Albert – co-founder of Z Magazine

Leslie Cagan – founder of UPJ

Ben Cohen – founder of TrueMajority

Jeff Cohen – founder of FAIR

Daniel Ellsberg – leaked the Pentagon Papers (Jewish parents)

Felix Frankfurter – helped found the ACLU

Mitch Kapor – co-founder of EFF

Jonathan Tasini – National Writers Union leader, fights for electronic rights for

authors

William Kunstler – civil rights lawyer famous for defending controversial

“radical” clients such as the “Chicago Seven” protesters of the 1968

Democratic National Convention.

Aryeh Neier – head of HRW, ACLU, OSI

Eli Pariser – campaigns director of MoveOn.org

Bruce Perens – open source advocate, co-founder of SPI

Marcus Raskin – co-founder of IPS

Kenneth Roth – head of HRW

George Soros – founder of OSI

Richard Stallman – founder of FSF

Nadine Strossen – head of ACLU (father half Jewish fake holocaust survivor)

Allard K. Lowenstein – politician and anti-war leader

Thomas Buergenthal – U.S. judge on the International Court of Justice

Alan Dershowitz, U.S. lawyer – Professor Harvard Law School, popular author
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M. Jerome Diamond – President of National Association of Attorneys General.

Samuel Leibowitz – lawyer, defender of the Scottsboro Boys

Edward Levi – U.S. Attorney General 1975-77

Martin Lipton – U.S. leading business lawer corporate merges

Julian Mack – President of US Circuit Court of Appeals

Stanley Mosk – U.S. jurist, California Supreme Court Justice and Attorney

General

Peter Neufeld – Innocence Project

Barry Scheck – Co-founder of the Innocence Project, defense lawyer for O.J.

Simpson. Described as Jewish in news coverage.

Eliot Spitzer – Attorney General of New York

Laurence H. Tribe – Professor of Law, Harvard University

Eugene Volokh – Professor of Law, UCLA

Allen Ginsberg – poet, Pentagon levitator

Jeremy Glick – author & son of September 11 Victim

Murray N. Rothbard – writer

ANTI-RACISM

Abraham Foxman – head of the ADL

Kivie Kaplan – head of the NAACP

Winona LaDuke – Native American acitivst & environmentalist (Jewish mother)

Stanley Levison – advisor of Martin Luther King

Abel Meeropol – composer of Strange Fruit

Michael Schwerner & Andrew Goodman – CORE activists, KKK victims

Joel & Arthur Spingarn – early NAACP leaders

Helen Suzman – South African anti-apartheid activist
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Tim Wise – anti-racism activist

FEMINISM AND GAY RIGHTS

Bella Abzug – feminist politician

Gloria Allred – feminist lawyer

Bettina Aptheker – lesbian activist, author, educator

Andrea Dworkin – feminist writer

Susan Faludi – feminist writer

Leslie Feinberg – transgender activist & author

Clara Fraser – founder of Radical Women and Freedom Socialist Party

Franklin E Kameny – gay rights leader

Betty Friedan – co-founder & first president of NOW

Arnie Kantrowitz – co-founder of GLAAD

Harvey Milk – murdered gay rights activist & openly-gay politician

Robin Morgan – editor of Ms. Magazine

Ernestine Rose – feminist

Gloria Steinem – founder of Ms. Magazine (Jewish father)

Rebecca Walker – feminist writer (Jewish father)

Naomi Wolf – feminist writer

Evan Wolfson – gay marriage activist

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT/ANTI-CORPORATE ACTIVISTS

Judi Bari – environmentalist (Jewish mother)

Robert “Gypsy Boots” Bootzin – health food and fitness

Laurie David – environmental activist

Bernard Lown – co-founder of IPPNW, Nobel Peace Prize (1985)
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Ed Rosenthal – cannabis activist

Elizabeth Glaser – founder of the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation

Rose Kushner – breast cancer activist

Mathilde Krim – founder of amFAR (converted)

Larry Kramer – co-founder of GMHC

Irving & Dorothy Stowe, co-founders of Greenpeace

Rob Reiner – actor, director, producer, anti-tobacco

ANIMAL RIGHTS ACTIVISTS

Freddy De Freitas – founder and director of the Indiana Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals – ISPCA

Henry Spira – animal rights activist

AIDS ACTIVISTS

Elizabeth Glaser – founder of Elizabeth Glaser pediatric AIDS foundation

Lary Kramer – co-founder of GMHC

ANTI ZIONIST

Elmer Berger – reform rabbi, deceased

Noam Chomsky – linguist, historian, author

Norman Finkelstein – former college professor

Fred Newman – founder of International Workers Party

Adam Shapiro – member of International Solidarity Movement

Anna Baltzer – author and public speaker

CONSERVATIVES AND NEOCONS

Midge Decter – writer

David Horowitz – writer, activist, commentator
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Irving Kristol – founder of American Neoconservatism.

William Kristol – editor, writer

Rabbi Daniel Lapin – founder of Toward Tradition

Jay Lovestone – AFL-CIO cold warrior; earlier, chairman of Communist Party

USA ousted on orders from Stalin

John Podhoretz – writer and commentator

Norman Podhoretz – writer

COUNTER CULTURE

Abbie Hoffman – co-founder of the Yippie

Ed Rosenthal – cannabis activist

Jerry Rubin – co-founder of the Yippie

A.J. Weberman – Yippie activist, author

CULT GROUPS

Maurice Davis – rabbi, testified to joint-Congressional panel in 1976

Steven Hassan – exit counselor, author Combating Cult Mind Control

Rick Ross – consultant on cults

GUN RIGHTS

Sandra Froman – President of the National Rifle Association (NRA), second

female president and first Jewish president

HATE GROUPS

Daniel Burros – American Nazi Party and KKK activist (committed suicide in

1965 when his background was revealed)

Adam Yahiye Gadahn – Al Qaeda member, federal fugitive (son of musician Phil

Pearlman, who converted from Judaism to Christianity)

Harold von Braunhut – wealthy Aryan Nation and KKK supporter, deceased

(born Jewish according to Washington Post)
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IMMIGRATION REFORM

Kinky Friedman – country singer, 2006 candidate for Texas governor
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Jewish Entertainers &
Miscellaneous
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Alan Greenspan – Federal Reserve Chairman, His wife, Andrea Mitchell, Is a

Jewish NBC NEWS Reporter. Greenspan is also an Entertainer and Concert

Violinist.

Allen, Woody – comedian, actor, director, producer (real name: Allan

Konigsberg)

Army of Lovers (Crucified, Isrealism)

Avital, Mili – Israeli actress, Stargate

Bacall, Lauren – actress

Barkin, Ellen – actress

Barr, Roseanne – comedian

Beckham David – soccer player, actor, Jewish Grandfather

Beck, Jeff – guitarist

Becker, Sandy – late children’s TV show host

Benatar, Pat – singer

Benezra, Sonia – Quebecer talk show host

Benny, Jack – real name Benjamin Kubelsky entertainer

Berlin, Irving – composer of “White Christmas”

Berri, Claude – French film director

Biafra, Jello (Singer of American HC punk band Dead Kennedys)

Bialik, Mayim – cctress (Blossom)

Bikel, Theodore – actor / Fiddler on the Roof

Bleeth, Yasmine – actress – Father Jewish

Bochner, Hart – actor

Bochner, Lloyd – Canadian Shakespearean Actor, Radio Actor, Film Actor, Cecil

Colby on Dynasty, “Naked Gun”,  Father of Hart Bochner

Bonet, Lisa – ex-wife of Lenny Kravitz
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Borgnine, Ernst (Effron Borgnine) – actor

Boxleitner, Bruce – actor

Brooks, Albert – actor, Director (real name: Albert Einstein)

Brooks, Mel – actor, director, comedian, writer

Bruce, Lenny – comic

Walter, Bruno – German conductor and student of Gustav Mahler. Had to

change his name.

Bullock, Sandra – actress

Cantor, Eddie – Vaudeville singer, dancer

Cass, “Mama” (Liz Cohen) – an actress

Chandler, Jeff – actor

Chapli Charlie – silent film actor, comedian, producer

Cherry, Ruben – (A man who raised Elvis in public)

Chessle, Deborah – Shirley Reingold

Chomsky, Naom – disinformation specialist

Cohen, Leonard – Bohemian song writer

Cocker, Joe – singer, Israeli

Crystal, Billy – actor, comedian

Curly – (Jerome) Curly Howard (Horowitz) – One of the Stooges

Dangerfield, Rodney – comedian, actor, Real Name Jack Cohen

Davis, Jr. Sammy – black singer, actor, dancer (supposed convert)

Dell’Abate, Gary – Howard Stern’s Producer (Baba Booey!)

Denbergk Lori Beth – actress

DeNero, Robert – actor [Jewish Mother]

Deutscher, Isaac – author – Biography of “Stalin”
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Douglas, Kirk – actor

Drescher, Fran – actress “The Nanny”

Dreyfus, Richard – actor

Dreyfuss, Richard – actor

Duchovny, David – Co-Star of The X-Files

Duritz, Adam – lead singer/songwriter for Counting Crows

Dylan, Bob – musician

Eisen, Rich – ESPN, sports announcer

Fagen, Donald – Steely Dan – Singer – Composer

Fat Mike – singer, guitarist and songwriter for NOFX

Feuer, Aaron Neal – wrestler, Talmudist

Fierstein, Harvey – actor, writer

Fisher, Carrie – actress: Star Wars’ Princess Leia

Ford, Harrison – actor (Jewish Mom, see interviews in cosmopolitan/playboy)

Frankel, Mark – actor

Freed, Alan – 50′s radio personality

Freedman, Jacob — WBZC’s Sunday Morning Klezmer DJ

Friedman, Debbie – songwriter and singer

Geffen, David – Dreamworks, Owns Geffen Records ( Israeli )

Geller, Sarah Michelle – actress (Buffy the Vampire Slayer TV)

Geller, Uri – magician who Bends Spoons & Levitates Objects, fake psychic

Gere, Richard – actor

Gershwin, George – composer (Rhapsody in Blue)

Gifford, Cathy Lee Epstein – talk show hostess
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Goldblum, Jeff – actor

Goldwyn, Samuel – director, executive at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Gordon, Tony – manager UK Punk Band Sham 69

Gordon, Nina – musician

Lawrence, Steve – actor, singer

Gould, Elliot – actor from Bay Parkway Brooklyn

Greaseman, The – Doug Tracht – radio shock jock

Green, Brian Austin – actor

Hanson, Beck – musician

Haza, Ofra – Israeli singer

Hayworth, Rita – Rita Cansino – Source: Debrett’s Goes to Hollywood – Cansino

Family

Himmelman, Peter – musician (and son-in-law to B. Dylan)

Hoffmann, Gaby – actress, movies

Hoskins, Bob – Roger Rabitt, Cotton Club, Ex-Kibbutznik

Howard, Moe – one of the Three Stooges

Howard, Shemp – (Samuel “Shemp Howard” Horowitz)

Iggy Pop – musician (James Newell Osterberg, Jr.)

Irving, Amy – actress

Kavner, Julie – actress, voice of Marge Simpson

Kaye, Danny – Song-and-Dance Man

Keitel, Harvey – actor Pulp Fiction, The Piano, etc.

King, Carole – musician, songwriter

Kirshner, Mia – actress

Knopfler, Mark – Dire Straits
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Kramer, Stepfanie – actress Hunter

Kubrick, Stanley- director – ”2004″, “A Clockwork Orange”, Etc.

Jeremy, Ron – disgusting porn actor

Joel, Billy – musician

Jolsen, Al – singer, mummer, cantor

Kaufman, Andy – Latka on Taxi, strange humorist, Saturday Night Live guest

Klein, Calvin – fashion designer

Kudrow, Lisa – actress, Friends

Kurtz, Swoosie – actress

Lamour, Dorothy – actress

Lawrence, Steve – singer, skeptic, husband of Eydie Gorme

Lee, Geddy – lead singer and bass player of the Band Rush

Lee, Michelle – actress – Knots Landing

Luner, Jamie – actress, TV Show “Savannah”

Manilow, Barry – musician, singer

Marcell, Bibi & Other – Klezmer Performers

Marley, Bob – Reggae artist (father was Jewish, mother black)

Marx Groucho – comedian

Marx, Harpo – comedian

Matthau, Walter – comedian, actor

Martins, Luciano Costa – Brazilian musician (mother mulatta, father

indian/jewish)

Meyer, Jeffrey – NY Yankees

Margulies, Julianna – ER Actress

Mayer, Louis B. – founder & director at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
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Meyers, Ari – actress / Kate and Allie

Minelli, Liza – (Lisa Minelli) singer, actress

Mitchell, Andrea – NBC News reporter, wife of Alan Greenspan

Monroe, Marilyn – official certificate of her conversion to Judaism, Dated July

1, 1956

Mostel, Zero – actor, comedian, painter

Neuwirth, Bebe – Lilith on Cheers

Newman, Paul – actor

Newton John, Olivia – Australian pop singer

Nimoy, Leonard – Actor (Star Trek’s ‘Spock’)

Oistrakh, David – violinist

Owens, Ronn – San Francisco/Los Angeles talk show host

Page, Steve – lead singer of the Barenaked Ladies

Patinkin, Mandy – actor (Chicago Hope)

Peczynski, Dominika – actress (Dominikas Planet), member of Swedish dance

band Army Of Lovers

Perlman, Itzhak – violinist

Pleshette, Suzanne – actress The Bob Newhart Show

Portman, Natalie – actress

Presley, Elvis – Jewish maternal grandparent

Raffi – children’s entertainer

Rainer, Luise – actress

Ramone, Joey – lead singer of the Ramones

Reed, Lou – musician

Richler, Mordechai – Montreal author, screenwriter
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Rickles, Don – comedian, actor

Rickman, Alan – actor (Sense and Sensibility, Die Hard, Robin Hood Prince Of

Thieves, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets)

Rivers, Joan – comedian, writer, jeweler, actress

Reiser, Paul – actor, “Mad About You”

Reudor – cartoonist, author, creator of comic strip and books featuring The

Doodle Family

Rhodes, Bernie – first manager of rock band The Clash

Rivera, Geraldo – talk show host

Roth, David Lee – Van Halen

Ryder, Winona – actress

Sachs, Nelly – poet

Sandler, Adam – comedian

Schlessinger, Dr. Laura – radio therapist

Seagal, Steven – actor, “Under Siege,” etc.

Seinfeld, Jerry – comedian

Server, Josh – actor on the show All That

Seymour, Jane – actress (father is Jewish)

Shatner, William – actor (Star Trek’s Captain ‘James T. Kirk’)

Shore, Dinah – singer, performer, TV hostess – father was a Rabbi

Shue, Andrew – actor (Melrose Place), brother of Elisabeth Shue (Jewish

father)

Shue, Elizabeth – actress Karate Kid, Back to the Future II & III, Leaving Las

Vegas, The Saint, etc…

Schwartz, Stephen – lyricist, composer

Shore, Pauly – actor
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Sills, Beverly – opera performer (Real Name: Beverly Silberman)

Silver, Josh – keyboard player in goth metal band Type-O-Negative

Silverstein, Shel – children’s author

Silverstone, Alicia – actress, Clueless

StarSimon, Paul – musician

Sioux, Siouxie – (female singer of British punk/goth band Siouxie & Banshees)

Isaac Bashevis – writer (Yiddish)

Slash (Saul Hudson) – guitarist in Guns and Roses

Smith, Raphael (Bokkie Rosenthal) – composer and scriptwriter

Sondheim, Stephen – Broadway lyricist/composer

Spacek, Sissy – actress

Spielberg, Steven – director

Sprinkle, Annie – porn slut

Spungen, Nancy – girlfriend of Sex Pistols’ Sid Vicious (Deceased)

Stanley, Paul – lead singer and guitarist for KISS, real name Stanley Eisen

Steinman, Jim – composer for Meat Loaf, Bonnie Tyler, Celine Dion

Stern, Howard – radio shock jock, pervert

Streisand, Barbara – director, singer, producer

Tal, Shiraz – Israeli model

Telch, Ari – Mexico actor

Thomas, Jonathan Taylor – real name Jonathan Weiss

Tracht, Doug – The Greaseman – radio shock jock

Ustinov, Peter – actor

Vedder, Eddie – lead vocalist for Pearl Jam
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Weber, Steven – actor “Wings”

Weisel, Elie – author

Weiss, Michael T. – TV actor “The Pretender”

Wilder, Gene – actor (Jerome Silberman)

Winkler, Henry – actor (‘The Fonze’ on ‘Happy Days’)

Wolf, Scott – Party of Five

Wyle, Noah – actor – E.R.

Yetnikoff, Walter – ex-manager of Michael Jackson

Zuehra Elfassia – singer – Morocco

Hoskins, Bob – Roger Rabitt, Cotton Club, Ex-Kibbutznik, Sephardim

Effi – Israeli hot head ( MTV’s Road Rules)

Jean-Pierre Barda – actor, member of Swedish dance band Army Of Lovers

Sarah Jessica Parker – actress

Dinah Manoff – actress – “Empty Nest”

Mike Diamond – musician (Beastie Boys)

Chaim Goldberg – artist of the Shtetl Culture

Melanie Chartoff – actress

Sara Silverman – commedian

Sophie Marceau – french actress Braveheart daughter of Marcel

Howie Mandel – comedian

Phil Ochs – topical folk singer

Howard Ashman – lyricist Little Shop of Horrors, Disney animated features

Debra Winger – actress

Clare Carey – actress, coach
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Kevin Kline – actor, A Fish Called Wanda

Lenny Kravitz – singer, guitarist

Harry Houdini – magician and escape artist

Neil Diamond – musician, singer, actor

Dustin Hoffman – actor

Jack Hart – real name Barry Horowitz wrestler in the WWF & WCW

Goldberg – real name Bill Goldberg, wrestler, WCW Champion

Raven – real name Scott Levy, wrestler, former WCW Champion

Dean Malenko – wrestler, former WCW champion

Jon Lovitz – actor, comedian (Saturday Night Live, The Critic)

Isaac Asimov – sci-fi writer

Susanna Hoffs – singer in the Bangles

DiDi Conn – actress

Christine Lakin – Step by Step

Herman Wouk – author of War and Remembrance

Gilda Radner – comedian, Saturday Night Live

Jason Alexander – actor (George Castanza on ‘Seinfeld’)

Joseph Gordon – Levitt – actor on 3rd Rock From The Sun

Bette Midler – actress, singer

Michael Landon – Little House On The Prairie (Eugene Orowitz – real name)

Al Jolson – singer, actor

Paula Prentiss – actress

Robert Redford – actor Describes himself as ‘half Jewish’.

Alan Jay Lerner – lyricist (My Fair Lady)
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Leslie Ann Warren – actress

Jonathan Silverman – actor

Marc Chagall – Painter, visual artist

Boris Karloff – actor

Gene Simmons – singer/bass player for Kiss Israeli/Turkish, real name Haim

Witz (or Gene Klein)

Jeremy Priven – actor on Ellen

Joan Collins – actress

Jerry Lewis – comedian, actor, director

Gilbert Gottfried – comedian

Jonny Clegg – South african musician

Hank Azaria – cartoon voices in Simpsons and starred in Birdcage

Gilad Gelfond and David Cygielman – rappers

Michael Jackson – ABC talk radio host

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. – actor

Larry Fine – one of the Three Stooges

David Janssen – actor

Jakob Dylan – lead singer of The Wallflowers and son of Bob Dylan

Don Diamont – actor Young and Restless

Irving Berlin – songwriter & writer of musicals (God Bless America, White

Christmas, There’s No Business Like Show Business)

Marcel Marceau – French mime

John Banner – actor (Schultz from Hogan’s Heroes)

Aaron Lebedev – Yiddish singer and actor

Max Felix – actor and radio personality Argentina
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George Burns – comedian, actor (Real name: Nathan Birnbaum)

Randy Newman – composer, performer (‘Toy Story’ soundtrack)

Heddy Lamarr- actress, Delilah in Samson

Isaac Stern – violinist

Tori Spelling – actress

Jan Murray – comedian

David Helfcott – musician

Roberta Peters – singer Metropolitan Opera

Goldie Hawn – actress

Allan Sherman – singer, songwriter, humorist

Jamie Gertz – actress

Harpo Marx – comedian (Marx Brothers)

Lorraine Bracco – actress (Goodfellas)

Brett Gurewitz – owner of Epitaph records and former guitarist for Bad

Religion

Diane Venora – Chicago Hope

Giselle Fernandez – television journalist, producer, film maker (mother is

Jewish)

Jenna Leigh Green – actress on Sabrina The Teenage Witch

Robert Goulet – singer (Real Name: Robert Applebaum)

Naomi Shemer – composer

Jeff Goldman – actor

Katey Segal – actress, singer Married w/ Children

Neil Gaiman – author (Sandman, Neverwhere)

Adam Sandler – comedian, actor
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Isaac Mizrahi – fashion designer

Brooke Langton – actress (Samantha on Melrose Place)

Leonard Bernstein – composer (West Side Story)

Peter Riegert – actor, Crossing Delancey

Gina Gershon – actress Showgirls

Joel Grey – Broadway actor (Emcee, Cabaret)

Ed Asner – Mr. Grant on The Mary Tyler Moore Show

Dennis Prager – radio talk host

Jerry Springer – talk show host

Kenny G – musician

Scott Simon – host NPR’s Saturday Weekend Edition, broadcast journalist

Rhea Perlman – actress

Mara Wilson – child actress in Miracle on 34th St, Mrs. Doubtfire

Jim Bradley – dog trainer

Alan King – CNN

Barry Levinson – ‘Diner’ director

Melissa Joan Hart- Mother’s father devout orthodox Jew

Ken Wahl – Wiseguy actor

Jerry Herman – composer of Hello Dolly!

Larry Adler – harmonica player

Lorne Green – actor, Bonaza

Dan Blocker – actor, Bonanza

Fred Astaire – dancer, singer, actor (Fredrik Austerlitz – real name)

Peter Sellers – actor, comedian
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Ron Silver – actor, director

Perry Farrel – nee Bernstein. – musician, Porno for Pyros

Stan Getz – jazz saxophonist

Roman Polanski – Director, pedophile drugged and raped 15 yr old girl

Super Dave Osborne – comedian real name Bob Einstein.

Tom Arnold – actor

Maury Chaykin – actor

Molly Ringwald – Brat Pack actress

Jenna Von Oy – actress who played Six on Blossom

Paula Abdul – singer (Mother is French canadian Jew)

Phoebe Snow – singer

Lorne Michaels – T.V. Producer

David Copperfield – magician

Lacey Chabert – actress on Party of Five

Barry Sisters – Jewish duet

Werner Klemperer – (Klink on Hogan’s Heroes, son of Otto K.)

Mel Blanc – cartoon Voices

Monty Hall – game show host

Soupy Sales – comedian

Leslie Howard – British actor, in Gone With The Wind, Killed as Pilot in WWII

for Britain

Tony Curtis – (Bernard Schwartz – real name)

Pinky Lee (Pincas Levy) – children entertainer

Marc Bolan (Marc Feld) – UK singer: T. Rex Frontman

Sally Jessy Raphael – T.V. talk show hostess, (real last name: Lowenthal)
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Marla Sokoloff – actress

Richard Beymer – ‘West Side Story’ – actor

Geena Davis – actress

Jonathan Larson – composer (Rent)

Ira Gershwin — lyricist

Matt Lauer – NBC Today Show

Richard Avedon – photographer

Brent Spiner – Data character on Star Trek Next Generation

Zeppo Marx – comedian (Marx Brothers)

Matthew Broderick – actor, jewish mother

Yehudi Menuhin – violinist

Tim Burton – director

Brian Bloom – actor

Michael Bolton – singer

Art Garfunkel – musician

Bruce Springsteen – singer/songwriter (Dutch/Jewish)

Beatrice Arthur – actress (Dorothy, Golden Girls)

Hillel Slovak – late guitarist for Red Hot Chili Peppers

Victor Borge (Borge Rosenbaum) – pianist and humorist

Joey Slotnick – actor/single guy

Joe T Turri – Famous NY house music producer

Harry Reems- porn actor

Cindy Margolis- model

Fyvush Finkel – actor, entertainer – Picket Fences
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Jennifer Grey – actress (Baby, Dirty Dancing)

Justine Bateman – actress

Clio Goldsmith – actress

Totie Fields – comedienne

Bernie Bernstein – musician, Punk Band, ‘Hector’

Matityahu Glazerson – author of Mystical Books/Composer

Marat Galperin – athlete, entertainer

Wolf Blitzer – CNN journalist

Peter Lorre – nee Ladislav Loewenstein, actor

Ben Stiller – actor, director

Craig T. Nelson – actor-coach

Yaasha Heifitz – violinist

Robby Benson Robert Segal-actor/director

Giora Fiedman – musician

Richard Kaufman (Ricky The K) – disc jockey

Brody Stevens – comedian and cable access TV host in Seattle

Judd Nelson – actor, Suddenly Susan, The Breakfast Club

Tina Louise – actress (Gilligan’s ‘Ginger’ – origin of the Hebrew word ‘Jinji’)

Larry David – writer, producer

Keith Moon – The Who

James Spader – actor

Elsa Morante – Italian author

Barbara Walters – US television broadcaster

Irwin Chusid- writer, record producer, radio personality and Bon Vivant
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Donna Karan – designer

Lawrence Harvey – born Skikne – actor

Judy Kuhn – Broadway actress (Voice of Pocahontes)

Danielle Harris – actress

Sara Gilbert – actress – Roseanne

Patricia Wettig – actress – Thirty Something

Leah Remini – actress , sitcom Fired Up

Ricki Lake – talk show hostess

Steven Spielberg – producer, director

John Garfield – actor

Melanie Mayron – actress Thirty Something

Pinchas Zuckerman – violinist

Garson Gershon Kanin – actor

Cloris Leachman – actress

Franz Kafka – author

Francesca Neville – Shakespearean actress

Arnold Schoenberg – composer

Daniel Jonah Goldhagen – author

Gary Schandling – comedian

Mark Reizen – singer

Mike Ogulnick – one on one sports radio network anchor

Burt Ward – actor, Robin from Batman

Audrey Landers – actress

Estelle Getty – Actress (Sophia, Golden Girls)
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Matthew Kuchta – pathetic porn monster

Harlan Ellison – science fiction writer

Morley Safer – television journalist ( Minutes)

Jack Carter – comedy

Bill Graham – late rock promoter

Howie Morris – comedian (Your Show of Shows)

Audrey Hepburn – actress

Sophie Tucker Abuza – performer

Pee Wee Herman (Paul Rubens) – pervert that made kid’s shows

Paul Auster – author and poet

Steven P. Greenberg – songwriter (Funkytown)

Paul Michael Glazer – actor, director Starsky and Hutch

Country Joe McDonald – singer (mother)

Robert Downey Jr. – actor

Jeffrey Archer – author

Neil Simon – Broadway playwright

Jonathan Mostow – screenwriter and movie director

David Harari- film maker

Peggy Lipton – Mod Squad Actress From Lawrence N Y

Debra Winger – actress

Buddy Hackett – actor, comedian

Neil Sedaka – singer

Al Cohn – saxophone player now deceased

George Segal – actor
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Arlo Guthrie – Woody Guthrie’s son, mother Marjorie was Jewish

Richard Rogers – composer

Carolyn Summerlin – comic, concert pianist

Amy Brenneman – actress

Judd Hirsh – actor Taxi

Philip Roth – author

Jerry Orbach – Briscoe on Law and Order

Alan Alda – actor

Al Kooper – Founder, Blood Sweat and Tears

Rodd Keith – (real name:Rod Eskelin) song-poem auteur

Matt Fraiberg – owner Guardian Alarm

Chico Marx – comedian (Marx Brothers)

Sarah Jessica Parker – actress

Chaim Potok – author

David Broza – Israeli singer/songwriter

Jennifer Aniston – actress

Mr. Rogers – actor… plays with little kids

Are Thue-Jones – founder of Jew-Tang

Camille Pisarro – artist

Kathy Levine – QVC hostess

Jessica Savitch – NBC News’ former Golden Girl

Peter Mark Richman – actor, writer, artist

Adam Arkin – actor Chicago Hope

Marilyn Michaels – impressionist
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Alan Menken — composer

George Jessel – Toastmaster General

Dani Behr – S.African/British presenter (Giggs’ girl)

Yasha Heifetz – violinist

Lorne Greene – actor

Pamela Anderson – Playboy, Baywatch (born Joan Goldstein)

Gustav Mahler – composer

Phoebe Cates – actress, Fast Times at Ridgemont High (Real last name: Katz)

Judy Blume – Children’s author

Bronco Billy Anderson – silent film cowboy

Richard Benjamin – actor and director

Charles Bronson – actor

Joey Bishop – comic

MCA (Adam Yauch)- rap musician, Beastie Boys

Josef Schmidt, Rosa Raisa, Leonard Warren – opera singers

Norm Crosby- stand up comic

James Caan – actor, Rollerball etc.

Emma Samms – actress on Dynasty

Louise Wener – front woman Britpop band Sleeper

Omri Katz – actor

Richard Lewis – comedian

Adam Sandler- actor

Michael Fishman – actor – Roseanne

Barbara Amiel – writer
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Walter Mathau – actor and comedian

Norman Greenbaum – ‘Spirit in the Sky’ musician

Joanna Going – actress

Otto Klemperer – orchestra conductor

Randy West – pathetic porn hustler

Ralph Lauren – fashion designer

Paul Mazursky – director

Ed Asner – actor

Mark Knopfler – Dire Straits lead vocal and guitarist

Richartd Belzer-actor/comedian

Eddie Cantor – singer, actor

Max Weinberg – drummer, Bruce Springstein, Conan O’brien

Mike Nichols – director ( The Graduate, Catch , The Birdcage )

Patrick Bruel – French singer

Yaakov Agam – modern painter/sculptor

Rowan Atkinson – comedian (Mr. Bean, Voice of Zazu in Lion King)

Salim Hallali – singer – Morocco

Benny Goodman – musician

Danny Jacobson – writer/producer

Jean Jacques Goldman – french musician, singer

Adam Duritz – schizophrenic lead singer of Counting Crows

Paul Cohen – Quebecer guitarist

Joan Lunden – real last name Blunden

Saul Rubinek – actor
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Michael Wolf – musician

Marty Feldman – actor, comedian

Dave Ehrman – actor

Adrian Kaplan – South African actor

Maurice Schwartz – Yiddish theater actor

Corey Feldman – actor

Milton Berle – comedian

Madeline Kahn – actress (Clue, Nixon)

Matthew Bratter – musician, Daisy’s Red Gravy Train

Donna Karan – designer

Justine Frischman – frontwoman Britpop band Elastica

Sally Field – actress

Arthur Fiedler – former Boston Pops Conductor

Laurence Tolhurst – original drummer of The Cure

Brett Sommers – The Match Game

Stanley Kubrick – movie director (clockwork orange,the Shining…)

Richard Tucker – opera singer

Buddy Rich – drummer

Richard Simmons- Live-it, health guru

Aaron Copland – composer of Appalachin Spring and other great classical

music

George Solti – conductor (Chicago Symphony)

Maury Yeston- musical composer of shows like Nine, Phantom and Titanic

Irving Layton – Canadian poet

Gary Lewis – Rock Singer ( Jerry’s Son )
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Ernst Lubitsch- Polish film director of To Be Or Not to Be

Don Adams – actor, Maxwell Smart

Oscar Levant – pianist

Arturo Jimenez – Columbian Real Estate thief

Jan Peerce (Pinchus Perlmutter) – opera singer

Mike Gordan – bass for Phish

Joe Elliot – Def Leppard lead singer

Ken Olin – actor Thirty Something

David Horowitz – writer, political commentator

Phil Glasser- actor- An American Tail (Fievel)

Debbie Gibson – singer

Wallace Shawn – actor (Princess Bride, Toy Story, Clueless)

Moshe Weinberg – (Vainberg) Russian composer

Simone Signoret – French actress (‘Diabolique’)

Clea Lewis – actress Audrey on Ellen

Saul Zaentz – producer ( One flew over…, Amadeus, The English Patient )

Rachel Rosenthal – Los Angeles-based performace artist

Richard Belzer – comedy

Will Self – British writer

Roger Hannin – French actor

Fritz Lang – director of Metropolis and The Vampire of Dusseldorf

Dr. Laura Schlesinger – radio host and author

Rena Sofer – actress

David ‘Dudu’ Fisher – Israeli Singer and Cantor
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Vic Tayback – actor on Alice

Daniel Day Lewis – British actor (Jewish mother)

Graham Gouldman – member of cc’s pop songwriter

Dina Meyer – actress appears in film ‘Dragonheart’

Abe Vigoda – Fish from Barney Miller

Felix Mendelssohn – composer

Marcel Proust – writer

Mark Volman co-founder of the Turtles

Yul Brynner – Jewish screen actor

Arye Gross – actor

Michael Gelman – producer of Regis and Kathie Lee

Rain Pryor – actress daughter of Richard, mom Jewish

Howard Kaylan – co-founder of the turtles

David Cronenberg – Canadian director/writer (The Fly)

David Birney – actor-St. Elswhere

Randy Spelling – actor son of Aaron Spelling and brother of Tori Spelling

Kim Zimmer – actresss/guiding light

Carl Reiner – comedian

Mike Bloomfield – Blues guitarist

Lee Grant – actress/director

Sam Wolff – Mayor Elect/Atlanta (Rabbi Cheamcheese)

Alicia Markova – Ballet dancer (nee Alice Marks).

S. J. Perelman – writer – screenplays for Marx’ Comedies: Monkey Business;

Horse Feathers, etc

Yuri Rasovsky – radio dramatist of the s and s.
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Edward G. Robinson – actor (real name Emmanuel Goldenberg)

Anouk Aimee – French actress (‘A Man and a Woman’)

Enrico Macias – singer/musician Algerian-French jew

Melissa Rosenberg – Joan Rivers’ daughter/Host E! Entertaiment

Jennifer Jason Leigh – actress, Daughter of Vic Morrow

Joely Fisher – actress/Ellen. Half-sister of Carrie.

Mitul Patel – Jewish/Indian actor

Adam Yauch – musician (Beastie Boys)

Mark Bomer – jew activist and historian (distorter of history)

Pincas Zuckerman – violinist and conductor

Joe Belgrade – stage and screen actor

Elliot Goldenthal – Movie Composer – Batman and Robin and others

Kent Brockman – TV anchor on The Simpsons Kenny Brockelstein

Henri Bergson – writer

Stan Getz – saxophonist

Jim Shapiro – musician, Veruca Salt

Arthur Koestler – author

Kurt Weil – composer (Three Penny Opera)

Mark Walberg – game show host (The Big Date)

Al Waxman – actor / Cagney and Lacey

Max Fleischer – animation producer (Betty Boop, Popeye, etc.)

Julius Lester – author and professor

David Halberstam – author

Kirk Douglas, nee Isadore Demsky – actor
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Fritz Reiner, George Szell – conductors

Joe Besser – one of the three stooges, for a while.

Ronn Owens – San Francisco/Los Angeles talk show host

Lorraine Newman – Saturday Night Live

Aaron Freeman – Chicago radio talkshow host

Stephen Evans – writer, director, actor

Helen Hunt – (Father Jewish; Mad About You)

Albert Cohen – French language author

Josh Niehaus – musician, entertainer

Kinky Friedman – country singer and mystery author

Felix Mendelssohn – composer

Todd Suchman – Styx drummer

Laurin Sydney – Showbiz Today CNN

Michael Kinsley – columnist

Robert Merrill – opera singer

Jeff Daniels – actor

Jerry Stiller – Mr. Costanza and Ben’s dad

Helen Shapiro – British singer

Justine Frischmann – lead singer of  band Elastica

David Steinberg – comedian/director

Steven Tyler – lead singer in the music group Aerosmith

Jackie Mason – comedian

Shecky Greene – comic

Harvey Korman – comedian, actor, The Carol Burnett Show
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June Allyson Ella Geisman – actress

Harrison Ford – one jew parent

Alain Boublil – lyricist of Miss Saigon

Sakari Topelius – fairy-teller

Ringo Starr – Beatles drummer

Isaac Mizrachi — fashion designer

Jack Klugman – Oscar from The Odd Couple

Paul McKellar – holohoax lecturer

Fanny Brice – comedian

Doc Severenson – Tonight Show

Jessica Lundy – actress (Hope and Gloria)

Alan Wilder – keyboard player of Depeche Mode

Andrew ‘Dice’ Clay – comedian, actor. Real name is: Andrew Silverberg

Nina Rodzynek – musician

Aaron Rosand – concert violinist

Jennifer Doctorovich – theater actress in Houston, Texas

Jack Spector – disc jockey

Joanna Gleason – (daughter of Monty Hall) actress

Elliot Gould- actor, M.A.S.H.

Jon Stewart – talk show host, comedian

Pittsburgh Pete – radio actor

Jerry Bock – composer ( Fiddler On The Roof, She Loves Me plus more)

John Stossel – news anchor

Ross Martin – actor (TV’s ‘The Wild, Wild West’) real name Martin Rosenblatt
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Lee Konitz – musician (jazz saxophonist)

Charles Grodin – actor, writer

Dan Futterman – actor (The Birdcage)

Michael Ovitz – Disney

Charles Orange – poet

Ben Elton – comedian and writer

Arthur Schnitzler – playwright, novelist and doctor

Leslie Stahl – Sixty Minutes

Laura Shaff – Bon Vivant, Girl About Town

Debbie Goad – writer (Answer Me!)

Haim Topol – actor (Fiddler on the Roof)

Helena Bonham-Carter – her mother is a Rothschild

Hans Rosenthal – radio/tv presenter

Don Black – lyricist of Sunset Boulevard

Laura Bertam – actress on the Disney Channel’s ‘Ready or Not’

Sid Ceasar – comic actor and writer

Jamie Lee Curtis – actress (Father is Jewish)

Robert Clary – actor (LeBeau from Hogan’s Heroes)

Steven Adler – ex drummer for Guns n Roses

Michael Tucker – actor, LA Law etc.

Arlene Dahl – actress

Linda Rondstat – singer Jewish grandparents

Suzy Mamann Greenberg – producer of Seinfeld and other NBC shows

Mick Jones – musician from the Clash/B.A.D. – mother Jewish
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Rick London – cartoonist, London’s Times Cartoon

Sid Caesar – comedian

Steve Guttenberg – actor

Jay Diamond – radio talk show host (used to be on WABC)

Lorenzo Lamas – actor ( Jewish Mom )

Bruno Schulz – writer

Adam Faith – British singer

Christopher Lambert – actor (father)

Jackie Kallen – manager of James Toney

Barbara Hershey (Herzstein)- actress

Sasha Mitchell – actor (Step by Step, Kickboxer )

Sam Levinson – humorist/TV panelist

Ann B. Davis – actress (Alice in The Brady Bunch)

Paula Zahn – broadcast journalist cbs

Ramblin’ Jack Elliot – folk singer/guitar player

Wendy Mallick – actress ( mostly sitcoms)

Carnie Wilson – former singer (wilson phillips), former talk show host, and

daughter of beach boy Brian Wilson (mother Marilyn Rovell is Jewish)

Arnold Stang – film actor

Chevy Chase – actor, comedian

Carly Simon – singer

Jackie Mason – comedian

Martin and Charlie Sheen – actors

Ken Berry – actor, Mayberry R.F.D., F Troop

Rob Reiner – comedian and movie director
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Totie Fields – comedienne

Steve Levy – (ESPN-Sportscenter)

Richard Salwitz – aka Magic Dick, Musician J Geils Band

Milton Berle – comedian

Chuck Barris – creator of The Dating Game

Ian Ziering – actor

Gene Barry – actor, Bat Masterson

Adam Rich – Eight Is Enough

Jane Kaczmarek – actress

Linda (Epstein) Eastman – Paul Macartney’s wife

Rona Barret ( Bernstein ) – gossip reporter

Paul Shaffer – musician – Letterman show

Red Aaron Buttons – comic

Ivan Reitman – Canadian director – Meatballs

Tori Spelling – Donna in Beverly Hills

Shelley Berman – comedian

Yves Montand – real name Ivo Livi, french singer

Florence Henderson – Brady Bunch, singer

Lyle Waggoner – comedian The Carol Burnett Show

Allen Funt – host of ‘Candid Camera’

Woody Strode – black man from spartacus

Jeff Chandler -  50′s actor, singer

Tony Kushner- playwright (Angels in America)

Stephanie Powers – actress
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Samy Elmaghribi – singer – Morocco

Art Buchwald – author and columnist

Jonathan Brandis – actor

William Goldman – screenwriter (The Princess Bride)

Walter Lippman – journalist/ founded the New Republic

Josef Szigeti – violinist

Rob Cohen – director

David Helfgott – Australian pianist

Jerry Seinfeld – comedian, tv star

Haim Topol – actor

Dani from Cradle Of Filth – (Mother is Ethiopian,Father is Jewish)

Andrew Mark Berman – actor that was on The Wonder Years and other shows

Lawrence Harvey – actor

Michael Berrin – M.C. Search formally of 3rd Bass

Arlene Sorkin – Caliope Jones on Days Of Our Lives

Gene Wilder – actor, Silver Streak, Gilda Radner’s husband

David Schwimmer – actor (Ross on ‘Friends’)

King Diamond – american singer (Mercyful Fate)

Herschel Savage – pathetic porn actor

Julie Kanver- voice of Marge Simpson

Jenna Jameson – porn slut/mother Teresa wife of SQS

Shelley Winters Shirley Schrift – actress

Tony Randall – (Leonard Rosenberg – real name)

Jerry Orbach – actor
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Sylvia Sydney – actress

Jay Black – Jay and The Americans

Samuel Avital – founder, Boulder Mime Theatre

Dustin Diamond – Screech from Saved By the Bell

Mircea Crisan (Kraus?) – Romanian entertainer

Paulette Goddard – movie actress of the past

Trevor Rabin – musician Yes

David Gahan – lead for Depeche Mode

Sydney Rome – actress

Arnold Schoenberg – composer

Josef Von Sternberg – actor/director

Robert Clary – actor (Hogan’s Heros)

Joel and Ethan Coen – producer, director, writers (Raising Arizona)

Fred Savage – actor  The Wonder Years

Jackie Vernon – comedian

Liv Tyler – actress daughter of Steven Tyler

Mitzi Gaynor – actress, dancer, singer

Neriah Davis – porn slut

Mark Feuerstein – actor (comedy Fired Up)

Courtney Love – talentless punk rocker

Mickey Hart – drummer for Grateful Dead (also Mystery Box)

Bess Myerson – first jewess Miss America (pathetic)

Herschel Bernardi – actor

Moe Kauffman – Canadian jazz musician
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Michele Landsberg – newspaper columnist and Jewish Womens’ activist

Tony Goldwyn – actor Ghost

Melissa Manchester – singer

Shlomo Mintz – violinist

Mark Moran – Talk Show Host

Shaun Weiss – child Actor(Heavyweights,Mighty Ducks +)

Ross Gelman – actor, comedian, adult entertainer

Vladimir Horowitz – pianist

Ron Leavitt – Married With Children creator/producer

Jason Marsden – actor

Jack Gilford – comedian/actor

Serge Koussevitzky – conductor

Dianne Weist – actress

Michel Berger – french composer and singer (tycoon)

Barry Sonnenfeld – director Get Shorty, Addams Family

Ron Rifkin – actor

Sheldon Harnick – Lyricist (Fiddler On the Roof, She Loves Me plus more)

Lee Zurik – CBS Sports anchor

Mr. G – WPIX New York weatherman

Selma Diamond – late gravelly voiced actress from Night Court

Polly Draper – actress (Thirtysomething)

Dorothy Rothschild Parker – author

Joshua Redman – saxaphonist, Jewish mom

Malcolm McLaren–manager of the Sex Pistols
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Allen Garfield (Goorwitz) – actor

Zohra Lampert – actress

Peter Wolf – musician

David Susskind – producer

Dan Greenburg – author (‘How to be a Jewish Mother’)

Sheldon Leonard – late actor/producer

Michael Lembeck – actor/director

Sonny Fox – children’s TV producer/host

Stuart Pankin – former host of HBO *Not Necessarily the News

Bruno Bauer – conductor

Sherwood Schwartz – creator Of Gilligans Isle

Renee Taylor – actress (The Nanny)

Paul Muni – actor(Realname Muni Weisenfreund)

Shalom Aleichem – Yiddish writer

Emma Lazarus – poet, subversive (‘Give me your tired, your poor,..’ from the

Statue of Liberty)

Jonathon Lipnicki – child actor/ Jerry Maguire

Alan Gratzer and Kevin Cronin – musician of REO Speedwagon

Doug Feiger – musician, The Knack

John Leguizamo – Colombian actor, comedian

Menahem Golan – Israeli producer, director

Phobe Levy Pember – Confederate Civil War figure portrayed as hero by jews

(no surprise there)

Gregg Woodman – The Sidewinder

Jean-Luc Godard – filmmaker
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Rick Moranis – actor

Kim Greist – actress Chicago Hope/Homeward Bound

Anthony Newley – singer, composer, actor

Kitty Carlisle – panelist on What’s My Line (real last name: Conn)

Claude Rains – actor (Casablanca)

David Mamet – director, writer (The Verdict, Hoffa)

Allen Ginsberg – poet

Artur Rubenstein – piano player

Andy Kaufmann – actor Taxi sitcom

Dina Sfat – Brazilian actress

William Daniels – actor St. Elswhere

Jerry Ohrbach – actor

David Milch – co-producer/writer of NYPD Blue

Bill Pullman – actor

Yaphet Kotto – actor

Adam Horowitz – musician (Beastie Boys)

Amos Elon – Israeli writer and journalist

Lisa Edelstein – actress Relativity

Boris Pasternak – Russian writer

Camryn Manheim – actress (The Practice)

Rick Rubin – record producer/Def Jam co-founder

Andy Ackerman – producer, director (Cheers, Frasier, Seinfeld)

Eddie Fisher – singer

Georges Bizet – composer of Carmen, Symphony in C
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Clifford Odetts – playwright (Golden Boy)

Michael Rappaport – actor

Eugene Ormandy- conductor (purveyor of the Philadelphia sound)

Rob Schneider – actor, comedian

Roy Lichtenstein – painter

Artur Rubinstein – pianist

John Rubinstein – actor (Family; son of Artur)

Jessica Walter – actress

J.D. Salinger – author (Catcher in the Rye)

F. Murray Abraham – actor (Amadeus)

Sam Jaffe – actor (Ben Casey)

Norman Lear – All In The Family Creator, producer

Marvin Hamlisch – composer of A Chorus Line

Ed Isaiah Wynn – actor, producer, director

Peter Green – Blues guitarist, founder of Fleetwood Mac

Gummo Marx – comedian (Marx Brothers)

Marianne Faithful – singer, girlfriend of Mick Jagger

Steven Lovy – writer, director of Circuitry Man

Richard Dix – actor of the twenties and thirties

Mickey Cohen – gangster

Florenz Ziegfeld – theatrical producer

Dan Lauria – actor, Wonder Years

Richard Masur – actor

Joseph Papp – public theatre, founded non profit NYC Public Theater
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Harold Prince – Broadway director (Phantom Of The Opera, Cabaret, and many

more)

Benjamin Mor – Benyad from the rap group Blood of Avraham

D. Saevitz – Mazik from the rap group Blood of Avraham

Max Aranoff – violist of the Curtis String Quartet

Goldie Hawn – actress

Primo Levi – writer (holocaust faker)

Adam Goldberg – actor (TV-Relativity, Movies-Higher Learning and The

Prophecy)

Shimi Tavori – Israeli singer and performer

Stephen R. Kuntz – attorney at law

Karl Haas – pianist, conductor, host of Adventures in Music

Polly Bergen – actress

Hal Linden – actor, director

Hal Lipshitz – actor

Arthur Miller – writer (Death of a Salesman)

Beverly Sills – opera singer and director

Al Jolson – singer and actor

Daniel Stern – actor

Carly Simons -singer

Fredrick Loewe – composer( Camelot, Gigi, My Fair Lady, Brigadoon)

John Rubenstein – actor

Tom Bosley – Mr. C. on Happy Days

Roberta Peters – opera singer

John Garfield – movie star
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Mark Banks – South African comedian

Susan Strasberg – daughter of Lee, stage and screen actress

Betty Friedan – author/ feminist

Stanley Drucker – clarinet player, NY Philharmonic Orchestra

Deborah Raffin – actress

Kevin Pollack – actor

Theda Bara – silent actress, original ‘vamp’

Natalio Finkelstein – violinist in tango orchestras – Argentina

Norman Corwin – writer, producer, director of American radio drama

Alan Rachins – LA Law

Fania Fenelon — singer, author, holocaust faker; *Playing for Time* is her

autobiography

Lee Strassberg – actor

Larry Storch – F Troop actor

Jeannie Becker – Fashion Television

Phil Silvers – Sgt. Bilko

Kenny G – musician(sax)

Daniel Ash and Kevin Haskin – musicians from Bauhaus, British goth band

Billy Wilder – director (Sunset Boulevard- the movie)

Josh Niehaus – musician/entertainer

Pierre Monteux – orchestral conductor

Mel Tilles  – Country and Western singer

Rita Rudner – comedian

Faye Kellerman – author,wife of Jonathan

Herb Edelman – police chief on ‘Murder She Wrote’
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Chip Zien – Broadway actor (Falsettos, Into The Woods)

Leonard Bernstein – composer, conductor

Bruce Adler – singer, dancer, comedian

Yascha Heifetz – violinist

Peter Falk – actor (TV’s ‘Columbo’)

Robert ‘Mutt’ Lange – owner Flood/Mute records (Depeche Mode)

Martin Gore – songwriter (Depeche Mode)

Stacy Earl – singer

Josh Meisels – marathon runner

Maeve Kinkead – actress Guiding Light

Jule Styne – composer of Gypsy

Yarema Hutsaliuk – American/French writer

Louie Nye (Neistat) – comedian

David Mamet- playwright

Abigail Van Buren – Dear Abby advice columnist

Ralph Bakshi – cartoon director (Fritz the Cat, Cool World)

Lindsey Crouse – actress (Daniel)

Judy Cavitez – actress

Greg Hetson – guitarist for Bad Religion and the Circle Jerks

Jerome Kern – composer of Show Boat

Matt Groening – creator of the Simpsons

Ben Savage  – actor

Robert Lansing – actor

Claude – Michel Schonberg – composer of Les Mis
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Sidney Lumet – film director

Denise Katrina Smith (aka Vanity) – actress, performer mother is jewish

Mark Rothko – abstract expressionist painter

Jane Wiedland – member of the Go-Gos.

Al Cooper – musician

Roxanne Hart – actress Chicago Hope

Rod Serling – Twilight Zone creator

Ethel Merman – Ethel Zimmerman performer

Herb Alpert – musician (Russian Jewish)

Abe Vigoda – Fish on Barney Miller

Sue Mengers – agent

David Brenner – comedian

Edward G. Robinson – actor

Paul Muni – actor (‘Louis Pasteur’, ‘Fugitive from a Chain Gang’)

Boris Thomashevsky – actor (Yiddish theater)

Bessy Thomashevsky – actress

Walter Mosley – writer (mother is Jewish)

Dictators – NYC punk rockers – Dick Manintoba (Richard Blum) Andy Shernoff

Ross (The Boss) Friedman Scott (Top Ten) Kempner Richie Teeter

Goldy Hawn – actress, First Wives Club

Zachary Hines – son of Gregory and Jewish wife

Adam Sandler – comedian, songwriter

Erynn Hubbard – actress, comedian

Dr. Ruth – perverted sex therapist

Alexander Kipnis – opera singer
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Emanuel List – opera singer

Marie Rappold – opera singer

Barbra Streisand – actress, singer

Rita Shane, Norman Mittelmann – Met opera

Jerome Kern, Frank Loesser – Broadway composers

Gregor Piatigorsky, Emanuel Feuermann – cellists

Josef Szigeti, Mischa Elman – violinists

Thomas Shlamme – director

Franz Kafka – novelist

Joel Grey – actor

Georgia Brown – actress

Judy Holliday – actress

Nora Ephron – writer, director

Morris Carnovsky – actor

Goddard Lieberson – President of Columbia Records

Adolph Green – lyricist

Bonnie Franklin – actress

Moira Shearer – actress now deceased

Chaim Topol — singer and actor

Robbie Kreieger – Doors guitarist

Bruce ‘Cousin Brucie’ Morrow – NYC disc jockey

Richard Hell – punk rocker – Television Heartbreakers Voidoids

Jonathan Silverman – actor

Mike Diamond – (Mike D.) band member of Beastie Boys
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Adam yauch – (MCA) band member of Beastie Boys

Adam Horowitz – (Adrock) band member of Beastie Boys

Amos Oz – Israeli writer

Silvio Santos – Brazilian humorist

Leo Genn – British actor (Quo Vadis)

Duncan Renaldo – Tv’s Cisco Kid (born in Romania)

Efrem Zimbalist Sr. – violinist

Ricardo Cortez – film actor (born Jacob Krantz)

Francesca Annis – British actress

Douglas Fairbanks Sr. – silent actor (real name Ulman)

Stuart Whitman – film actor

Larry Gelbart – Mash producer

Jack Benny – comedian

Alan Klein – briefly manager of both The Beatles and The Stones

Joel Siegel – film critic ABC

Bernard Kalb – CNN Host of ‘Reliable Sources’

Hart Bochner – actor, director

Armin Shimerman – ‘Quark’ on Deep Space Nine

Jonathan Larson – composer of the musical RENT

Gary David Goldberg – producer

Shalom Harlow – model

Frank Hope – From Oddville he is the host on the show

Joseph Brodsky – author

Natasha Lyonne – jewish actress
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Claire Bloom – actress

Sydney Pollack – director, producer

Katrina Neville – soprano, Penn State Opera Theatre

Patricia Richardson – actress, Home Improvement

Henry Jaglom – director of off-beat films

Amy Heckerling – director, writer (Fast Times at Ridgemont High)

Arthur Rubinstein – pianist

Sarah Berhardt – French actress

Jason Bateman – actor

Isaac Babel – writer

Nathanael West (Nathan Weinstein) – writer Miss Lonelyhearts;  The Day of

the Locust

Shari Lewis – children’s entertainer

All the members of The J.Geils Band except for J.Geils

Lisa Loeb – singer with band Nine Stories

David Schwimmer – actor in Friends

Jessica Hecht – actress Single Guy

Bert Bachrach – American composer

Aaron Abel – singer

Serge Gainsbourg – French composer and singer

Larisa Oleynik – Secret World of Alex Mack

Gertrude Berg – actress (TV’s ‘The Goldbergs’)

Oscar Hammerstein – deceased composer of Broadway musicals

Gene Siskel – film critic (Siskel and Ebert)

Arthur Hiller – director of Love Story
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David Notowitz – film producer, writer, editor

Paul Kossoff – guitarist English group Free

Barbara Bach – Ringo’s wife Jewish father

Syl Sylvain – member of New York Dolls

Shmuel Yosef Agnon – writer

Judy Landers – actress

Linda Lavin – TV show Alice

Ophelie Winter – French actress, singer

Alan Arkin – actor Father of Adam

Elmer Bernstein – musician (composer/conductor)

Daniel Benzali – actor (The Series: Murder One)

Jill Clayburgh – actress (An Unmarried Woman, Silver Streak)

Brett ‘Da Hit Man’ Moses – proprietor of Atlanta’s Tattletales

Rod Steiger – actor

Wendy Liebman – commedienne

Estelle Harris – Yiddish actress plays George’s Mom on Seinfeld

Larry Floyd Matthews – Country singer, accordianist

Norm Crosby – comedian

Beck – musician

Lena Brenner – story teller

Bill Dana – comedian

Al Levine – WBLI/NY DJ

Manfred Mann – musician

The King Ad Rock (Adam Horovitz) – rap musician, Beastie Boys
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Harry James – band leader (husband of Betty Grable)

Dave Katz – lead singer of Ekoositk Hookah

Tristan Tzara ( real name Sami Rosenstein ) – French poet, begginer of the

Dadaist Movement of arts.

Al Lewis – TV Show The Munsters

Harold Pinter – English actor and playwriter; founder of the ‘Absurd Theatre’.

Kim Iglinski – Israeli model

H. Leivick – Russian poet: ‘The Golem’

Steve Lawrence – singer – real name Sidney Liebowitz

Mitt Errandestein – French actor

Michel Boujenah – famous French actor

Arthur Hiller – director (Silver Streak et. al. )

Louise Lasser – actress Mary Hartman

Eric Johnson – solo artist (guitarist)

Gabriel Kaplan – comic Welcome Back Kotter

Henny Youngman – comedian

Malcolm Gets – actor (Richard on Caroline in the City)

Earl Pomerantz – executive producer for the Larry Sander’s Show, Major Dad,

(the old) Cosby Show

Carol Connors – wrote theme song for Rocky

Alexey Sayle – comedian

Jean Claude Van Damme – martial artist, actor mother is Jewish

Susan St. James – actress

Mick Green – rock guitarist with the Pirates (was Johnny Kidd and the Pirates)

Greg Wise – actor
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Max Miller – English music hall comedian

Bud Flanagan – English music hall actor

Ruby Wax – comedienne

Gustav Mahler – composer

Mendel Feibush – Yiddish character actor

Jack Rosenthal – playwrite

Horst Buchholst – actor

Maureen Lipman – comic actress

Brian Epstein – Beatles manager

Harry Rabinowitz – conductor

Alfie Bass – comic actor

Warren Mitchell – actor

Frankie Vaughan – singer

Anthony Sher – actor

Bob Monkhouse – comedian

Leslie Howard – actor

Leslie Gore – singer

Ronald Harwood – born in South Africa as Horwitz (playwright)

Harry James – band leader

Melvyn Douglas – actor

David Helfcott – classical pianist

Artie Shaw – band leader

Bob Hoskins – actor

Alma Cogan – singer
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Taylor Dayne – singer

Donald Weilerstein – violinist of Cleveland String Quartert

Norman Corwin – American radio dramatist

Viola Spolins – inventor of theater games

Paul Sills – founding director of Second City

Bernie Sahlins – founding producer of Second City

Wayne and Shuster – comedians

Ritz Brothers – comedians

Tony Martin – singer

Marty Balin – singer, Jefferson Airplane (father)

Gwyneth Paltrow – actress (Emma,Seven)(father is Jewish)

Marlee Matlin – Deaf actress – Picket Fences

Saul Bellow – novelist

Janet Leigh – movie Star (Psycho, Bye Bye Birdie), mother of Jamie Lee Curtis

Sarah Bernhardt – actress

Robbie Robertson – singer, The Band (father)

Vic Morrow – actor

Calvin Trillin – writer

Grace Lee Whitney – actress who portrayed Yeoman Rand on ‘Star Trek’

Nichols and May – comedians

Smith and Dale – comedians

Rachel Lipman – tv writer (‘Rugrats’, ‘Hey Arnold’,…)

Rob Morrow – actor

Peter Bogdanovich – director
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Alan Rosenberg – actor in LA Law and Cybill

Claude Lelouch – French film director

Bert Lahr – comedian

Freddie Prinze – comedian (mother)

Carl Reiner – comedian

Laura Nyro – singer

Molly Picon – actress

Eugene Levy – actor

Fred Levine – psychologist

Mary Livingstone – comedian

Mel Blanc – cartoon voice

Helen Reddy – singer

Anne Revere – actress

Lilli Palmer – actress

John Forsythe (John Freund) – actor

Bob Saget – comedian, host of America’s Funniest Home Videos

Kate Capshaw – actress

Joan Micklin Silver – director, writer (Hester Street, Crossing Delancey)

Steve Goodman – singer

Michael Douglas (Kirk’s son) – actor

Sonia Benezra – french talk show host in montreal

Jason Hervey – costar of the Wonder Wears

Victor Borge – comedian

Susan Cabot – actress
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Carmel Myers – actress

Leo Gorcey – actor

Billy Halop – actor

Ben Harris – Scholar Extraordinaire

Michael Krugman – author of Generation Ecch

Adam Wyle – actor – Picket Fences

Donne Pescow – Angie T V Show

Bruce Morrow (Cousin Brucie) – disc jockey

Jerome Robbins – choreographer, director

Albert Suissa – singer – Morocco

Jules Dassin – film director

Michael Stoyanov – actor Tony Ruso on the show Blossom

Murray Kaufman (Murray The K, The Fifth Beatle) – disc jockey, WINS

Aaron Spelling – famous TV producer/ daughter Tori on

Barbara Sokol – Grease

Jerzy Kosinski – Novelist

John Byrne (born Bronowski) – wanker

Tony Cowley (born Kaulish) – also a wanker

Barry Miller – Saturday Night Fever

Yaphet Kotto – Capt. G on Homicide

Chris Isaac – musician, mother is Jewish

Bob Vila – Home Improvement host

Harry Ellis Dickson – former Boston Pops Conductor

Juan Valdez – Columbian coffee guy (born John Feldenstein)
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Carol Kane – actress

Joel Silver – producer ( Die Hard I,II,III etc. )

Mort Sahl – comedy

Emil Gilels – concert pianist

Jeannie Berlin – actress

Tony Parisi – of the Village People (cowboy)

Seth Polzer – shepherd from Isreal

Martin Landau – actor

Brad Ray – rap singer

Justin Miller – first male to receive breast implant (disgusting)

Paul Whiteman – early big jazz band conductor

Richard Starkey – Ringo Starr – Former Beatle

Bugsy Siegal – gangster

The Beastie Boys – rap group, all Jewish

Jonathon Wolfe – musician

Michael Buchmann Silver – actor (DA on NYPD Blue)

Israel Horowitz – playwright

Jennifer Rubin – actress Screamers

Kirka Babitzin – Finnish singer

Rachel Miner – actress Guiding Light and is also in the Anne Frank play

Pat Nash – real name-Jacob Goldberg – Israeli Singer and Cantor – Yiddish

writer/actor (Three Penny Opera)

Mark Moses – actor/Single Guy

Marilyn Bergman – songwriter

Mel Torme – singer, actor, songwriter (The Christmas Song)
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Maxim Gorgi – Russian writer

Jaime Alissa Yoss – gymnast, Indy car driver

Martin Mull – comedy

Leiber and Stoller – composers, producers, writers (HOUND DOG, STAND BY

ME, JAILHOUSE ROCK)

Kerry King, Jeff Hanneman – guitarists for Slayer

Cass Elliot (Elizabeth cohen) – singer of the Mammas and the Papas

Bob Rivers – morning radio host

Josh Mostel – actor – son of Zero Mostel

Phyllis Newman – actress

Sandra Bernhard – comedian, actress

Carol Leiffer – commedienne,writer/Seinfeld

John Taylor – bass of Duran Duran

James L Brooks – producer

Anton LaVey – founder of The Church Of Satan (real name is Howard Levey)

Marilyn Manson – musician (Warner is real name)

Edward G Robinson – actor deceased

Tracy Pollan – actress, wife of Michael J Fox

Shlomo Mintz – concert violinist

Jonathan Kellerman – author

Paul Stanley and Gene Simmons – musicians for rock band KISS

Mike Stern – jazz guitarist

Jackie Mason – Rabbi and comedian

Jonathan Taylor Thomas – Home Improvement

Adam Arkin – actor
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Leon Askin – actor, director (General Burkhalter in Hogan’s Heroes)

Paul Shaffer – CBS orchestra , Late Show

Piper Laurie Rosetta Jacobs – actress

Sidney Sheldon – author

Dyan Cannon – actress currently on Ally McBeal

George Gershwin – composer

Barry Horowitz – wrestler

Randy ‘Macho Man’ Savage – wrestler

Fred Savage – young actor from Wonder Years

Maya Plisetskaya – Russian balet dancer

Missy Yager – from Anne Frank play on Broadway

Natanya Ross – actress ‘Secret World Of Alex Mack’

Meredith Bishop – actress ‘Secret World Of Alex Mack’

Marion Ross – actress ‘Brooklyn Bridge’ and ‘Happy Days’

Steve Reich – American composer of minimalist music

Alana Ubach – actress ‘Brady Bunch movie’ and ‘Airborne’

Philip Glass – American composer of minimalist music

Michael Tilson-Thomas – conductor classical music , grandson of  Tomashefsky

Yiddish actor

Andre Previn – former jazz pianist, now classical conductor

Juice Newton – Country/pop singer – Queen of Hearts (real last name Cohen)

Harold Pinter – British playwrite

Sir Gorge Solti – conductor – especially opera

Ronnie Scott – British jazz saxophonist, founder of Ronnie Scott’s Club

Daniel Barenboim – conductor and pianist
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Ermione Gingold – actress – parents married by British Chief Rabbi

Warren Mitchell – British actor – especially TV

James Levine – conductor

Stephen Perkins – drummer, Jane’s Addiction

Steven Bochco – producer of NYPD Blue, L.A. Law, Hill Street Blues

Jose Lewgoy – Brazilian actor ( Kiss of the Spider Woman)

Dyan Cannon Samille Diane Friesen – actress

Sally Jesse Rapheal – talk show host

Michael Nyman – composer – wrote music for film ‘The Piano’

Jeremy Isaacs – was director Royal Opera House, Covent Garden

Peter Schaffer – British playwright

Jonathan Miller – British opera director,doctor.

Arnold Wesker – British playwright

Arhur Miller – playwright – once married to Marilyn Monroe

Michael Roll – British pianist

Robert Rietti – British actor

Bernard Levin – British writer, newspaper columnist

Chaim Bermant – British writer, newspaper columnist

Kyra Sedgwick – actress Phenom, Miss Rose White (mother is Jewish)

John Steinbeck – author (i.e. Flight) of the the Century from Salinas, California.

Richard Kind – actor (Mad About You, Spin City)

Leslie Nielsen – actor (Airplane, Mr. Magoo)

Robert Crumb – s/s cultural cartoonist

Liz Sheridan – actress (plays Jerry’s mom on Seinfeld)
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Buck Henry – comedian, writer, co-creator of Get Smart

Lee Strasberg – acting teacher

Harold Clurman – co-founder of Group Theater with Lee Strasburg

Lynn Samuels – radio talk show host, WABC radio

Sam Levene – stage and screen actor

Michael Tilson Thomas – conductor, grandfather was famed Yiddish actor Boris

Tomashevski

Michael Gross – actor (Family ties)

Rod Steiger – actor

Maurice Sklar – violinist, plays for Benny Hinn

Red Skelton – comedian and former T.V. variety show host

Larry Kramer – AIDS activist, playwright (The Normal Heart, The Destiny of

Me)

Scarlett Levine – Huggies commercial actress

Brian Epstein – manager of The Beatles

Harry Shearer – cartoon voices on Simpsons, comedian

Shawn Michaels – wrestler

Sally Kellerman – actress Mash

Richard Marx – singer, musician

Alex Bendersky – Russian-jewish poet

Caroline Schreiber – singer and actress

Daniel Wayne Matthews – Interstate Commerce Commissioner

Jeffrey Katzenberg – producer ( Dreamworks )

William Finn – composer (Falsettos)

Aaran Tan – lead singer and guitarist for rock band Phoenix
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Aaron Bharatan – ex-Metallica guitarist and former guitarist for Phoenix

Jon Cryer – actor, Pretty in Pink,  The Famous Teddy Z

Richard Dreyfuss – JAWS Actor

Lee Cobb – actor

Phil Spector – Record Producer, inventor of The Wall of Sound famous for

drugging and raping a 15 yr old girl

Melissa Manchester – singer, songwriter, actress

Leo Rosten – author Joys of Yiddish

Joshua Bell – concert violinist

Bruce Kulick – guitarist from KISS

Elsa Zylberstein – French actress (played in Mina Tannenbaum)

Anita Diamant – author

Leonid Kogan – world class violinist

Peter Strauss – actor (‘Rich Man, Poor Man’)

Rebecca Goldstein – author Mazel

Jackie Zeman – actress General Hospital

Jascha Brodsky – first violinist of the Curtis String Quartet

Jim Rome – sports talk show host

Michael Zaslow – Roger Thorpe on The Guiding Light

Jim Bleyer – writer

Michelle Tractenberg – actress in the movie Harriet The Spy

Kari Wuhrer-Salin – MTV hostess, B movie actress

Johnny Rivers – musician

Cy Coleman – Composer (Sweet Charity, City Of Angels)

Cindy Margolis – model
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Shalom Secunda – composer wrote by Meir Bist Du Shane

Assaf Bernstein – Israeli filmmaker

Amadeo Modigliani – artist

Delmore Schwartz – poet (the Cent)

Richard Kline – actor (Three’s Company)

Eli Wallach – actor (The Magnificent Seven)

Danielle Fishel – actress

Jamie Luner – actress, Savannah

Chris Brunecz – comedian (King of Late Night)

Rick Moranis – actor

Harold Robbins – nee Rubin – author

Chaim Soutine – Fauvist painter; friend of Modigliani

Bud Abbott – half of Abbott & Costello (jewish mother)

Morey Amsterdam – comedian, actor

Dave Attell – comedian

Ike Barenholtz – comedian, cast member MADtv

Lewis Black – comedian

Myron Cohen – comedian

David Cross – comedian, actor

Al Franken – comedian, activist

Elon Gold – comedian, actor

Mickey Katz – comedian

Robert Klein – comedian

Tom Lehrer – satirist, musician
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Marc Maron – comedian, radio host

Robert Schimmel – comedian

Al Shean – comedian, actor

Rich Vos – comic

Jacob Pavlovitch Adler – actor

Stella Adler – acting teacher, actress

Joseph Chaikin & Peter Feldman – founders of Open Theatre

Anna Held – stage performer

George S. Kaufman – producer, director, theater owner/operator

Larry Kert – actor, singer

Michael Kidd – director, producer

James Lapine – director, librettist

Judith Light – actress

Lucille Lortel – Off Broadway Producer – Lucille Lortel Theater named for her

Joshua Malina – actor

Joshua Martin – actor

Sanford Meisner – founder of Neighborhood Playhouse

Idina Menzel – actress, singer, songwriter

David Merrick – producer, director

Mitch Miller – producer

Minskoff family – producers, theater owners

Alla Nazimova – actress

Nederlander family – producers, theater owners

Max Reinhardt – director
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Elmer Rice – director, producer

Billy Rose – director, producer, theater operator

Morrie Riskind – director

Rebecca Schull – actress

Shubert family – producers, theater owners

Anna Sokolow – director

Julie Taymor – director

Barry Weissler – producer

Fran Weissler – producer

Louis Wolheim – actor

Harris Yulin – actor

Adam Glasser – founder of Seymore Inc, produer of Seymore Butts videos,

pathetic porn pusher

Al Goldstein – publisher of Screw, pathetic porn pusher

Steven Hirsch – founder and co-chairman of Vivid Entertainment, porn pusher

Reuben Sturman – adult magazine publisher, porn pusher
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Jewish Expulsions and Exiles

If jews had been exiled, expelled, or otherwise done away with by one or two
countries, you could possibly make a case for this fable of “anti-semitism” or
that maybe just certain people had a problem with the jews. However, when it

1



gets to the point that you have a list of 109 different exiles from 84 different
places, with some of them having to do so repeatedly, one is forced to start
looking at the jew it’s self as the problem, and not those attempting to free
themselves from the grasp of these parasites.

Just the fact that some countries were forced to repeatedly exile the jews,
proves that these are relentless parasites, who will stop at nothing to gain
control of our countries, enslave our people, and commit genocide against all
peoples of the earth.

This list also dispels the myth that “zionism” (which didn’t appear until 1898)
and “zionists” are the root source of today’s problems. Both of these are merely
symptoms of a much larger problem with the entire jewish race.  None of the
countries listed below exiled just some of the jews, and none were foolish
enough to simply consider them a religion or ideology. The jews were exiled
and expelled as an entire race then, and should be dealt with as an entire race
now.

YEAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PLACE

250 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Carthage
415 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Alexandria
554 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Diocèse of Clermont (France)
561 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Diocèse of Uzès (France)
612 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Visigoth Spain
642 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Visigoth Empire
855 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Italy
876 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Sens
1012 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Mainz
1182 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – France
1182 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Germany
1276 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Upper Bavaria
1290 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – England
1306 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – France
1322 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – France (again)
1348 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Switzerland
1349 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Hielbronn (Germany)
1349 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Saxony
1349 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Hungary
1360 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Hungary
1370 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Belgium
1380 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Slovakia
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1388 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Strasbourg
1394 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Germany
1394 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – France
1420 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Lyons
1421 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Austria
1424 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Fribourg
1424 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Zurich
1424 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Cologne
1432 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Savoy
1438 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Mainz
1439 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Augsburg
1442 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Netherlands
1444 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Netherlands
1446 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Bavaria
1453 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – France
1453 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Breslau
1454 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Wurzburg
1462 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Mainz
1483 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Mainz
1484 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Warsaw
1485 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Vincenza (Italy)
1492 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Spain
1492 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Italy
1495 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Lithuania
1496 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Naples
1496 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Portugal
1498 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Nuremberg
1498 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Navarre
1510 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Brandenberg
1510 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Prussia
1514 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Strasbourg
1515 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Genoa
1519 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Regensburg
1533 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Naples
1541 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Naples
1542 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Prague & Bohemia
1550 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Genoa
1551 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Bavaria
1555 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Pesaro
1557 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Prague
1559 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Austria
1561 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Prague
1567 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Wurzburg
1569 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Papal States
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1571 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Brandenburg
1582 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Netherlands
1582 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Hungary
1593 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Brandenburg, Austria
1597 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Cremona, Pavia & Lodi
1614 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Frankfort
1615 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Worms
1619 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Kiev
1648 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Ukraine
1648 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Poland
1649 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Hamburg
1654 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Little Russia (Beylorus)
1656 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Lithuania
1669 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Oran (North Africa)
1669 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Vienna
1670 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Vienna
1712 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Sandomir
1727 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Russia
1738 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Wurtemburg
1740 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Little Russia (Beylorus)
1744 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Prague, Bohemia
1744 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Slovakia
1744 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Livonia
1745 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Moravia
1753 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Kovad (Lithuania)
1761 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Bordeaux
1772 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Deported to the Pale of Settlement
(Poland/Russia)
1775 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Warsaw
1789 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Alsace
1804 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Villages in Russia
1808 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Villages & Countrysides (Russia)
1815 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – L beck & Bremen
1815 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Franconia, Swabia & Bavaria
1820 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Bremen
1843 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Russian Border Austria & Prussia
1862 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Areas in the U.S. under General Grant’s
Jurisdiction[1]
1866 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Galatz, Romania
1880s – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – - Russia
1891 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Moscow
1919 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Bavaria (foreign born Jews)
1938-45 – - – - – - – - – - – - – - Nazi Controlled Areas
1948 — – - – - – - – - – - – - – - – Arab Countries
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Jewish Hollywood Executives

Aaron Spelling – Famous TV producer and father of a great ‘No Talent’ also
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known as Tori Spelling

David Geffen – Entertainment Executive

Jaffrey Katzenberg – “Former Disney Exec, now SKG partner”

Louis B. Mayer – Hollywood Mogul, founder of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Michael Eisner – Walt Disney

Peter Grant – British rock and roll manager – best known for the Yardbirds and

Led Zeppelin. Also founded Swan Song Records.

Samuel Goldwyn – Hollywood heavy weight

Samuel Z. Arkoff – Founder of American International Pictures ( later Orion )

Saul Chaplin – Movie Producer and composer. Real name Sol Kaplan morning

talk show host.

Harry Cohn – founder of Columbia Pictures

William Fox – founder of Fox Film Corporation

Carl Laemmle – founder of Universal Pictures

Sidney Sheinberg – executive of MCA

Sam Warner – co-founder of Warner Brothers Studios

Lew Wasserman – founder of MCA

Bob Weinstein – Co-founder of Miramax

Harvey Weinstein – Co-founder of Miramax

Adolph Zukor – founder of Paramount Pictures

Irwin Allen – producer & director

Judd Apatow – screenwriter

George Axelrod – screenwriter

David Benioff – screenwriter

Steven Bochco – creator of LA Law, Murder One
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Jerry Bruckheimer – producer

Seymore Butts – adult film producer & director

Paddy Chayefsky – screenwriter

Norman Corwin – radio writer, producer

David Crane – screenwriter, producer, co-creator of Friends

Robert Evans – producer, studio executive

William Goetz – producer

Leonard Goldberg – producer

Akiva Goldsman – Oscar-winning screenwriter, producer

Carl Gottlieb – screenwriter

Ben Hecht – screenwriter

Don Hewitt – executive producer of 60 minutes

Lawrence Kasdan – screenwriter and director

Marta Kauffman – producer, screenwriter, co-creator of Friends

Charlie Kaufman – screenwriter

David Kohan – executive producer of Will & Grace, Good Morning Miami,

Twins, Four Kings – screenwriter of The Wonder Years

Ernest Lehman – screenwriter

Max Mutchnick – executive producer of Will & Grace, Good Morning Miami,

Marc Platt – producer

Sydney Pollack – Oscar-winning director

Carl Reiner – comedian, creator of The Dick Van Dyke Show

Leon Schlesinger – producer

Josh Schwartz – screenwriter, creator of The OC
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Sherwood Schwartz – creator of Gilligan’s Island, Brady Bunch

David Selznick – producer

Rod Serling – creator of The Twilight Zone

Joel Silver – producer and co-inventor of Ultimate Frisbee

Aaron Sorkin – creator of West Wing

Aaron Spelling – producer, Starsky & Hutch, Charlie’s Angels, Beverly Hills,

90210, Vega$, Family, Dynasty, Melrose Place, Charmed, 7th Heaven,

Summerland

Darren Star – creator of Beverly Hills 90210, Melrose Place, Sex and the City

Matt Stone – creator of South Park (Jewish mother)

Bill Maher – creator and host of “Real Time”

Clive Davis – producer

Ron Field – director

Arthur Hammerstein – producer, director, uncle of Oscar Hammerstein II
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Jewish Mobsters

The jewish media and jew run Hollywood have long sold the world on
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the idea that most “mobsters” were “Italian”, but this is not the case.

Have a look.

Hyman Abrams – 1920s-1960s Lieutenant of Boston Mobster Charles Solomon

during Prohibition. Later financed syndicate Las Vegas casinos with Meyer

Lansky, Carl Cohen and Jack Entratter during the 1950s and 60s.

Evsei Agron – 1970s-1980s Russian-born mobster who established and ran the

Russian Mafia in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn until his murder in 1985.

Hyman Amberg – Lived 1902-1926 Active 1919-1926 New York mobster and

chief enforcer for his brothers Joseph and Louis “Pretty” Amberg. Hyman and

another convict committed suicide following an unsuccessful escape attempt

from Tombs Prison.

Joseph Amberg – Lived 1892-1935 Active 1919-1935 New York mobster who

led one of the top gangs in Brooklyn during the 1920s and 30s with brothers

Hyman and Louis Amberg. Amberg and an associate, Morris Kessler, were

executed by Murder Inc. in his Brownsville auto garage.

Louis “Pretty” Amberg – Lived 1897-1935 Active 1919-1935 He and brothers

Hyman and Joseph Amberg led one of the top criminal gangs in Brooklyn

during the 1920s and 30s. The last surviving brother, he was murdered a

month after his brother Louis by members of Murder Inc.

Moses Annenberg – Lived 1877-1942 Active 1904-1936 Newspaperman and

organized crime figure. Hired and directed criminal gangs on behalf of the

Hearst Corporation during Chicago’s “circulation wars” of 1910-1911, and

later became owner of the National Racing Wire during the 1920s and 30s.

Later used his wealth to purchase The Philadelphia Inquirer and found the

Annenberg Foundation. Jailed for tax evasion in 1939.

Marat Balagula – Born 1943 Active 1977-1986 Associate of the Lucchese crime

family during the 1970s and 80s. Succeeded Evsei Agron as head of the

Russian Mafia in 1985 but fled the country to avoid criminal charges a year

later. He was extradited back to the US in 1989 and received a 18-year

sentence in federal prison.

David Berman – Lived 1903-1957 Active 1916-1957 Associate member of the

Genovese crime family who ran syndicate operations in Iowa and Minnesota

from the 1920s to the 40s. Involve in syndicate casinos in Las Vegas during the

1940s and 50s, he and Moe Sedway took over The Flamingo after Bugsy

Siegel’s murder in 1947.

Otto “Abbadabba” Berman – Lived 1889-1935 Active 1920s-1930s Mob
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accountant and financial advisor for New York mobster Dutch Schultz.

Abe Bernstein – 1892–1968 Active 1910s-1960s Detroit mobster and leader of

The Purple Gang. After the end of Prohibition, he ran syndicate gambling

operations in Miami up until his death in 1968.

William Morris Bioff – Lived 1900–1955 Active 1920s-1930s Chicago labor

racketeer who extorted millions of dollars from Hollywood studios on behalf of

the Chicago Outfit during the 1930s.

Charles Birger – Lived 1881–1928 Active 1919-1928 Illinois bootlegger who

feuded with the Shelton Brothers Gang throughout Prohibition.

Alex “Shondor” Birns – Lived 1907–1975 A major gangland figure in Cleveland

throughout the 20th century. At one time considered Public Enemy No. 1, he

controlled the city’s underworld until his murder by Danny Greene in 1975.

Herbert Blitzstein – Lived 1934–1997 Loanshark and bookmaker for the

Chicago Outfit during the 1950s and 60s. He was the top lieutenant of

Anthony Spilotro when he and his crew were sent to Las Vagas.

Ike Bloom – Lived 1865–1930 An early organized crime figure in Chicago

associated with “Big Jim” Colosimo. Owned some of the city’s most popular

nightclubs, such as Midnight Forlics and Kreiberg’s, during Prohibition.

Isadore “Kid Cann” Blumenfeld – Lived 1900–1981 Active 1900s-1980s

Minneapolis mobster who ran the city’s underworld from the 1920s until his

conviction for violating the Mann Act in 1957. Later retired to Miami Beach

where he and Meyer Lansky operated a real estate empire and were involved

in syndicate operations in Miami and Havana up until his death in 1981.

Louis “Lepke” Buchalter – Lived 1897–1944 Active 1910s-1940s New York

labor racketeer who dominated the Lower East Side with Jacob Shapiro during

the 1920s and 30s. Later headed Murder Inc. and was eventually sent to the

electric chair at Sing Sing for his role in the organization. He is the only major

mobster to be executed by the state.

Mickey Cohen – Lived 1914–1976 Active 1923-1961 Major underworld figure

in Los Angeles during the 1930s and 40s. Later helped Bugsy Siegel set up

The Flamingo in Las Vegas and ran its sports book operation.

Louis Cohen – Lived 1904–1939 Active 1910s-1930s New York mobster who

killed Nathan Kaplan on behalf of rival labor racketeers Jacob Orgen and Louis

Buchalter in 1923.

Moe Dalitz – Lived 1899–1989 Active 1920s-1960s Leader of the Mayfield
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Road Gang during Prohibition. He was later involved the development of

syndicate gaming in Las Vegas during the 1940s and 50s.

Stanley Diamond – Lived 1922-1991 Active 1960s-1970s Associate member of

the Lucchese crime family associated with Henry Hill and Jimmy Burke during

the 1970s.

Monk Eastman – Lived 1873–1920 Active 1898-1920 Founder of the Eastman

Gang, one of the last of New York’s major street gangs, and dominated the

city’s underworld at the turn of the century.

Monya Elson – Born 1951 Active 1970s-1990s Russian-born mobster who

feuded with Boris Nayfeld over control of Brighton Beach, Brooklyn during the

1990s.

Maxie Eisen – Active 1910s-1920s Chicago labor racketeer allied with Dion

O’Banion and the North Side Gang, and later for the Joe Saltis-Frank McErlane

Gang during the 1920s.

John Factor – Lived 1892–1984 Active 1920s-1960s British-born Chicago

gangster and con artist associated with the Chicago Outfit whose staged 1933

kidnapping resulted in the wrongful conviction of Roger Touhy. He later

became a prominent businessman and casino owner in Las Vegas 1950s and

60s.

Ludwig “Tarzan” Fainberg – Born 1958 Active 1980-1999 Ukrainian-born New

York mobster associated with the Russian Mafia in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn

and South Florida during the 1990s. He was convicted on RICO charges for his

involvement in arraigning the sale a Russian submarine to a group of

Colombian drug dealers in 1999.

Benjamin “Dopey Benny” Fein – Lived 1889–1977? Active 1900-1941 New York

mobster who dominated labor racketeering with Joseph Rosenzweig in the

Lower East Side during the 1910s.

Irving Feinstein – Lived 1910–1939 Active 1930s New York mobster involved

in illegal gambling and labor racketeering with Louis “Lepke” Buchalter

during the 1930s.

Abraham Friedman – Lived 1897–1939 Active 1920s-1930s New York mobster

and enforcer for labor racketeer Nathan Kaplan, and later Louis Buchalter and

Jacob Shapiro during the 1920s and 30s.

Isadore Friedman – Died 1939 Active 1920s-1930s New York mobster

associated with labor racketeer Louis Buchalter during the 1920s and 30s.
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Martin Goldstein Lived 1905–1941 Active 1920s-1930s Hitman and member of

Murder Incorporated. Involved in the 1939 murder of Irving Feinstein and

later executed with other members of Murder Inc. in 1941.

Waxey Gordon – Lived 1889–1952 Active 1900s-1950s New York mobster who

oversaw bootlegging operations for Arnold Rothstein during Prohibition. He

was eventually imprisoned for tax evasion in 1933 and, again in 1951, for

selling heroin.

Gus Greenbaum – Lived 1894–1958 Active 1910s-1950s Member of the

Chicago Outfit and ran syndicate casinos in Las Vegas during the 1940s and

50s.

Harry Greenberg – Died 1939 Active 1920s-1930s An associate and childhood

friend of Bugsy Siegel, he later worked for Charlie “Lucky” Luciano and Meyer

Lansky.

Max “Big Maxie” Greenberg – Lived 1883–1933 Detroit mobster and a member

of Egan’s Rats.

Jake “Greasy Thumb” Guzik – Lived 1886–1956 Active 1910s-1950s Financial

and legal advisor to the Chicago Outfit.

Hyman Holtz – Lived 1896–1939 Active 1920s-1930s New York labor racketeer

associated with Jacob Orgen and a later protege of Louis Buchalter.

Gyp the Blood – Lived 1889–1914 Active 1900s-1910s Leader of the Lenox

Avenue Gang.

“Kid Dropper” Nathan Kaplan – Lived 1895–1923 Active 1910s-1920s A

former member of the Five Points Gang, he and Johnny Spanish fought over

control of labor racketeering during the labor slugger war.

Phillip Kastel – Lived 1893–1962 Active 1900s-1950s New York gambler

associated with Arnold Rothstein and Frank Costello. He later ran gambling

operations for the Genovese crime family in New Orleans.

Andrei Katz – Lived 1952-1975 Active 1960s-1970s Romanian-born mobster

associated with the Gambino crime family. Killed by the DeMeo crew in 1975

after agreeing to become a government informant.

Jacob Katzenberg – Lived 1888-? Active 1920s-1930s New York organized

crime figure who supplied narcotics to mobsters throughout the United States

during the 1920s and 30s.

Harry Keywell – Lived 1910-1997 Active 1920s-1930s Detroit mobster and
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member of the Purple Gang. A suspect in the St. Valentine’s Day Massacre and

later convicted of Collingwood Manor Massacre in 1931.

Philip Kovolick – Lived 1908-1971 Active 1920s-1970s New York mobster

associated with labor racketeer Louis “Lepke” Buchalter during the 1920s and

30s. He was a member of Murder Inc. until his conviction on narcotics charges

in 1941.

Whitey Krakow – Died 1941 Active 1920s-1930s Hitman and member of

Murder Incorporated. He was a suspect in the 1939 gangland slaying of Harry

“Big Greenie” Greenberg.

Louis Kravits – Flourished 1933-1939 Active 1930s New York labor racketeer

and drug trafficker involved in a major heroin operation with Jack Lvovsky and

Yasha Katzenberg during the early 1930s. Later testified against Lepke

Buchalter at his trial.

Martin Krugman – Lived 1919–1979 Active 1970s Bookmaker and associate of

the Lucchese crime family during the 1970s. Disappeared and presumably

killed following the Lufthansa heist in 1978.

Hyman Lamer – Flourished 1959-1974 Active 1950s-1970s A close associate of

Sam Giancana, he headed gambling and smuggling operations for the Chicago

Outfit during the 1960s and 70s.

Abe Landau – Lived 1898–1935 Active 1920s-1930s Lieutenant of New York

mobster Dutch Schultz.

Meyer Lansky – Lived 1902–1983 Active 1910s-1970s One of the major

underworld figures of the 20th century. He was involved in the formation of the

National Crime Syndicate and helped organize syndicate gambling operations

in Cuba and Las Vegas.

Samuel “Red” Levine – Lived 1903-? Active 1920s-1930s Hitman and member

of Murder Incorporated. Involved in the 1931 murders of Abraham “Bo”

Weinberg, Joe Masseria and Salvatore Maranzano.

Vach “Cyclone Louie” Lewis- Died 1908 Active 1900s A former circus

strongman and bodyguard of New York gang leader Max “Kid Twist”

Zwerbach. He and Zwerbach were gunned down by Louie the Lump at Coney

Island in 1908.

Joseph Linsey – Lived 1899-1994 Active 1920s-1970s Lieutenant of Boston

mobster Charles Solomon during Prohibition. After Solomon’s death in 1933,

he and other associates split Solomon’s territory between themselves.
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William Lipshitz – Active 1910s-1920s Newsboy turned gangster, he murdered

labor racketeer Benjamin Levinsky on behalf of Nathan Kaplan in 1922.

Seymour Magoon – Died 1940 Active 1920s-1930s Hitman and member of

Murder Incorporated. Later became a state witness and corroborated Reles’

testimony.

Harry Maione – Lived 1908–1942 Active 1920s-1930s Hitman and member of

Murder Incorporated. Participated in the murders of the Shapiro Brothers and

George Rudnick.

Hyman “Pittsburgh Hymie” Martin – Lived 1903–1987 Active 1920s-1930s

Pittsburgh mobster associated with Moe Davis and Lou Rothkopf. Acquitted for

the 1931 murder of Cleveland city councilman William E. Potter.

Samuel “Nails” Morton – Lived 1894–1923 Active 1910s-1920s A former WWI

war hero, Weiss was among Dion O’Bannion’s top enforcers in the North Side

Gang during the early 1920s.

Boris Nayfeld – Active 1970s-1990s Russian-born mobster and heroin

smuggler in Brighton Beach, Brooklyn during the 1970s and 80s. He and

Monya Elson later waged a gang war over Brighton Beach.

Jacob “Little Augie” Orgen – Lived 1901–1927 Active 1900s-1920s New York

gangster involved in bootlegging and labor racketeering during Prohibition.

He took control of the garment district from Nathan Kaplan at the end of the

end of the third labor sluggers war. Killed by his former associates Lepke

Buchalter and Jacob Shapiro in 1927.

Philip “Pinchy” Paul – Died 1914 Active 1900s-1910s New York labor racketeer

who headed a coalition of independent gangs against Joseph Rosenzweig and

Benjamin Fein during the first labor sluggers war.

Leonard Patrick – Lived 1913-2006 Active 1920s-1990s One-time member of

the Chicago Outfit involved in bookmaking and extortion with Gus Alex.

Agreed to become a government witness in 1992.

Abe “Kid Twist” Reles – Lived 1906–1941 Active 1921-1940 One of the most

feared hitmen of Murder Incorporated during the 1930s, he later became a

government witness and was responsible for sending many of his former

partners to the electric chair. Died under suspicious circumstances while in

protective custody in 1941.

Harry Rosen – Active 1920s-1950s Major bootlegger in Philadelphia during

Prohibition. He was a member of the Big Seven and later involved in drug

trafficking with Meyer Lansky during the 1930s.
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Chris Rosenberg – Lived 1950–1979 Active 1970s A member of the Gambino

crime family’s DeMeo crew during the 1970s. He was later killed by DeMeo to

cover up the murder of Columbian drug cartel members.

Bernard Rosencrantz – Lived 1902-1935 Active 1920s-1930s Bodyguard and

chauffeur of New York mobster Dutch Schultz.

Frank “Lefty” Rosenthal – Lived 1929-2008 Active 1960s-1980s One of the top

sports handicappers in the United States during his lifetime. Secretly ran

several syndicate casinos for the Chicago Outfit, most notably the Stardust,

throughout the 1960s and 70s.

Joseph “Joe the Greaser” Rosenzweig Lived 1891-? Active 1910s New York

labor racketeer allied with “Dopey” Benny Fein during the first labor slugger

war.

Lou Rothkopf – Active 1920s-1930s Longtime associate of Meyer Lansky, he

was a member of the Bug and Meyer Mob during Prohibition. Later ran

syndicate gambling operations in Cleveland with Moe Dalitz, Jack Licavoli,

Maurice Kleinman and Thomas Jefferson McGinty.

Arnold “The Brain” Rothstein – Lived 1882–1928 Active 1900s-1920s One of

the first major underworld figures in New York during the early 20th century.

Widely reputed to have been behind the Black Sox scandal of 1919.

Harry “Doc Jasper” Sagansky – Lived 1898–1997 Active 1920s-1990s Ran one

of the largest bookmaking operations in Boston during the 1950s. At the time

of his imprisonment in 1988, at age 91, he was the oldest organized crime

figure to serve a federal prison sentence.

Dutch Schultz – Lived 1902–1935 Active 1910s-1930s Headed bootlegging

and policy rackets in New York during the 1920s and 30s.

Moe Sedway – Lived 1894–1952 Active 1920s-1950s Lieutenant of New York

mobster Meyer Lansky. Later involved in running syndicate casinos in Las

Vegas during the 1940s and 50s.

Irving, Meyer and William Shapiro Lived 1904–1931 (Irving) 1908–1931

(Meyer) 1911-1934 (William) Active 1920s-1930s Rivals of Louis Buchalter

and Jacob Shapiro during the late 1920s and 1930s. Irving and Meyer Shapiro

were killed after initiating a gang war with Buchalter and Shapiro in 1931.

William Shapiro was eventually murdered by Murder Inc. in 1934.

Jacob “Gurrah” Shapiro – Lived 1899-1947 Active 1910s-1940s He and Louis

Buchalter controlled industrial labor racketeering in New York during the

1920s and 30s. Shapiro also helped establish Murder Incorporated. Died in
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prison in 1947.

Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel – Lived 1906–1947 Active 1910s-1940s New York

mobster associated with Meyer Lansky, Frank Costello and Charles “Lucky”

Luciano during Prohibition. Credited for the creation of syndicate casinos in

Las Vegas during the 1940s.

Charles “King” Solomon – Lived 1884-1933 Active 1900s-1930s He and Irish

gangster Dan Carroll controlled bootlegging, narcotics and illegal gambling in

Boston during Prohibition. Killed at the Cotton Club by rival mobsters in 1933.

Johnny Spanish – Lived 1891–1919 Active 1900s-1910s A former member of

the Five Points Gang, he and “Kid Dropper” Nathan Kaplan battled over New

York’s garment district during the Second Labor Sluggers War.

Joseph “Doc” Stacher – Lived 1902–1977 Active 1920s-1960s An associate of

Abner Zwillman and Meyer Lansky. Assisted Lansky in organizing the Atlantic

City Conference and later in financing syndicate casinos in Las Vegas.

Deported from the US in 1964 and later emigrated to Israel where he died

years later.

Harry “Pittsburgh Phil” Strauss – Lived 1909–1941 Active 1927-1941 Hitman

and member of Murder Inc. credited with the murder of Irving Feinstein and at

least five other gangland slayings. Sent to the electric chair at Sing Sing in

1941.

Albert “Tick–tock” Tannenbaum – Lived 1906-1976 Active 1920s-1950s

Enforcer and hitman for Lepke Buchalter during the 1920s and 30s. A member

of Murder Inc., he was responsible for the 1939 murder of Harry Greenberg.

Benjamin Tannenbaum – Lived 1906–1941 Active 1920s-1930s Mob

accountant for New York labor racketeers Louis Buchalter and Jacob Shapiro

during the 1920s and 30s. Murdered by members of Murder Inc. in 1941

while babysitting for a friend.

Abraham Telvi – Lived 1934–1956 Active 1950s Hitman for New York labor

racketeer Johnny Dio. Responsible for blinding crusading New York journalist

Victor Riesel with acid in 1956.

Harry Tietlebaum – Lived 1889-? Active 1920s-1930s An associate of the Bug

and Meyer Mob during Prohibition. Later part of a major heroin smuggling

operation with Meyer Lansky and Harry “Nig” Rosen during the early 1930s.

Joseph Toplinsky – Lived 1879-? Active 1900s-1930s He, along with Jacob

Levinsky and Charles Vitoffsky, led a criminal organization in New York’s

Lower East Side known as the Yiddish Black Hand at the turn of the century.
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Abraham Weinberg – Lived 1897–1935? Active 1920s-1930s Hitman and chief

lieutenant for New York mobster Dutch Schultz during Prohibition.

Disappeared in 1935 and long presumed to have been killed by the mob.

George Weinberg – Lived 1901–1939 Active 1920s-1930s Younger brother of

Schultz’ gunman Abraham Weinberg. After his brother’s disappearance in

1935, he agreed to become a government witness but committed suicide while

in police custody in 1939.

Emanuel Weiss – Lived 1906–1944 Active 1920s-1930s An enforcer for New

York labor racketeer Louis “Lepke” Buchalter during the 1920s. He was also a

member of Murder Inc. up until his arrest in 1940.

Samuel Weiss – Lived 1904-? Active 1920s-1930s Hired gunman associated

with New York labor racketeer Jacob Orgen during the third Labor Slugger

War. Investigated for extortion by District Attorney Thomas E. Dewey during

the late-1930s.

Jack “Big Jack” Zelig – Lived 1882–1912 Active 1890s-1910s Turn of the

century gangster and one-time leader of the Eastman Gang. Killed by Phil

Davidson shortly before his testimony in the Charles Becker murder trial in

1912.

Jack Zuta – Lived 1888–1930 Active 1910s-1920s Mob accountant and political

“fixer” for the Chicago Outfit during Prohibition.

Max “Kid Twist” Zwerbach – Died 1908 Active 1890s-1900s New York

gangster and head of the Eastman Gang after the arrest of Monk Eastman in

1904. Engaging in a feud with the Five Points Gang, he and his bodyguard

were gunned down by Louie the Lump at Coney Island in 1908.

Abner “Longy” Zwillman – Lived 1891–1959 Active 1910s-1950s Prohibition

gangster. Popular known as the “Al Capone of New Jersey”, he was a founding

member of the “Big Seven” Ruling Commission. He was also associated with

Murder Inc.

History Speaks
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Jewish Reporters and Journalists

Morley Safer – 60 Minutes journalist
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Scott Simon – “NPR’s Saturday Weekend Edition, broadcast journalist”

Wolf Blitzer – CNN Journalist

Barbara Walters – “The pretentious, self important and respected host of 20/20

and countless softball pitched celebrity specials”

Barry Farber – Radio Talk Show Host

Dennis Prager – Talk show host

Ed Koch – Radio Talk Show Host and ex Mayor of New York City

A.M. Rosenthal – NY Times columnist

Ann Landers – Advice columnist

Michael Kinsley – “Syndicated columnist, who now works for Slate”

Walter Winchell – Entertainment columnist and pioneer of celebrity journalism

William Safire – NY Times Columnist

Jacobo Zabludovsky – Mexico’s equivalent of Dan Rather

Ted Koppel – ABC News caster

Bill Handel – Popular morning talk show host.

Dr. Laura Schlesinger – Has the US’s 2nd most popular talk show. Broadcast

internationally.

Dan Abrams – MSNBC Anchor

Marv Albert – Sportscaster

Mel Allen – Radio Sportscaster

Chuck Barris – presenter of Dating Game and Gong Show

Kitty Carlisle – panelist on To Tell the Truth, arts advocate

Connie Chung – news anchor (converted)

Liz Claman – host of CNBC Morning Call

Howard Cosell – sportscaster
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Katie Couric – presenter of the Today Show (jewish mother)

Jim Cramer – TV Reporter

Don Francisco – presenter of Sabado Gigante

Allen Funt – presenter of Candid Camera

Ira Glass – presenter of This American Life

Amy Goodman – presenter of Democracy Now

Daryn Kagan – host of CNN Live Today

Larry King – CNN reporter, host of Larry King Live

Ted Koppel – presenter of Nightline

Ricki Lake – presenter of Ricki

Dave Lieberman – presenter of Good Deal with Dave Lieberman

Bill Maher – ex-presenter of Politically Incorrect (Jewish mother, raised

Catholic)

Al Michaels – sportscaster

Bill Nye – presenter of Bill Nye, the Science Guy

Maury Povich – talk-show host

Geraldo Rivera – news reporter (Jewish mother)

Laura Schlessinger – radio talk-show host of Dr. Laura

Daniel Schorr – tv reporter

Dinah Shore – television host, singer

Richard Simmons – fitness guru, host of Lighten Up with Richard Simmons

Herb Stempel – quiz show contestant

Bill Stern – radio sportscaster

Howard Stern – radio shock jock

Jon Stewart – comedian, presenter of The Daily Show
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Carl Bernstein – author and journalist, Watergate reporter

Barbara Ehrenreich – journalist

Charles Flato – American writer, Soviet agent

Pauline & Esther Friedman – advice columnists Dear Abby and Ann Landers

Bernard Goldberg – journalist, author

Jonah Goldberg – commentator (jewish father, raised jewish)

Seymour Hersh – My Lai reporter

Tom Kornheiser – journalist

Samuel Krafsur – TASS journalist, Soviet agent

Paul Krassner – satirist

A. J. Liebling – journalist

Joshua Micah Marshall – political blogger

Shirley Povich – sports columnist

George Seldes – investigative journalist

Gloria Steinem – journalist, feminist activist

I. F. Stone – investigative journalist

Debbie Schlussel – political commentator, talk show host, attorney, NY Post,

Jerusalem Post

History Speaks

“A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot

survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is
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known and carries his banner openly. But the traitor moves amongst those

within the gate freely, his sly whispers rustling through...all the alleys, heard

in the very halls of government itself.

For the traitor appears not a traitor; he speaks in accents familiar to his

victims, and he wears their face and their arguments, he appeals to the

baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation, he

works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of the city,

he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to

fear. The traitor is the plague.” - Marcus Tullius Cicero
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Jewish Social Leaders

Saul Alinsky – social organizer

1



Alexander Berkman – anarchist leader

Daniel De Leon – socialist leader

David Dubinsky – labor leader

Emma Goldman – anarchist leader

Samuel Gompers – labor leader

Sidney Hillman – labor leader

Abbie Hoffman – social activist, Yippie

Jackie Presser – labor leader, racketeer

Jerry Rubin – social activist, Yippie

2



This is a comprehensive list of Jewish surnames (last names). While this list is
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extensive, it is not complete. NOTE- THERE ARE A FEW NAMES WITHIN THIS
LIST THAT ARE ALSO USED BY SOME NON-JEWS. Usually, when enough
Jews take certain Gentile names, more and more non-jews stop using those
names, but there are cases when old family names survive. The original names
were not jewish. There are also exclusively Jewish names such as Levi,

Cohen, Stein; variations, prefixes such as “Eisen,” “Lev” “Rabin,” “Roth,”

suffixes such as “baum, berg, witz, feld, lieb, thal, stein, and middle,
(before the last name)- “Ben” and “Bar,” to cite a few examples. Most of the
names listed below are almost exclusively used by Jews. In addition, many Jews
take Gentile names in order to hide their Jewish identity. Many Jewish names
also have to do with extreme wealth, money, “Gam” (tax collector), “Goveh”

(treasurer), “Gold” “Goldberg” (mountain of gold), Silver, Silverstein

(silver stone), Greenberg, and so forth.

Here are the most common Jewish names likely to be encountered by non-jews:
-Names ending in “-berg” (Goldberg, Weinberg, etc.)
-Names ending in “-man” (Goldman, Lightman, etc.)
-Names ending in “-stein” (Einstein, Perlstein, etc.)
-Names that sound “precious” (Gold, Silver, Diamond, etc.)
-Names ending in “-ler” (Adler, Midler, etc.)
-Names ending in “-ner” (Asner, Lardner, etc.)
-Names ending in “-lin” (Gitlin, Sheindlin, etc.)
-Names ending in “-witz” (Horowitz, Rabinowitz, etc.) or “-itz” (Kravitz, etc.)
-Names ending in “-baum” (Teitelbaum, Metzenbaum, etc.)
-Names ending in “-off” (Chartoff, Berkhoff, etc.)
-Names ending in “-nik” (Resnik, Mitnik, etc.)
-Names ending in “-thal” (Blumenthal, Rosenthal, etc.)
-Names ending in “-ling” (Spelling, Sperling, etc.)
-Names ending in “-sky” (Barshefsky, Linsky, etc.)
-Names ending in “-farb” (Himmelfarb, Goldfarb, etc.)
-Names ending in “-feld” (Seinfeld, Rosenfeld, etc.)
-Names ending in “-stone” (Wellstone, Firestone, etc.)
-Some, but certainly not all, names ending in “-son” (Abelson, Josephson, etc.)
-Surnames that sound “Biblical,” e.g., David, Joseph, Abram or Abraham,
Moses, Benjamin, Isaac, etc.

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter A

Aaron Aaronin Aaronsen
Aaronson Aaronstein
Abba Abel Abelson
Abendana Aberke Aberl
Aberlein Aberlieb
Aberzuss Abil Abrabanel

Akiba Album – variation
of “Weiss” Alcalay
Alembik Alfandari Algus
Aliyah Alizah Alkus
Alper Alpern Alpert
Alpron Alter Alterman

Aronstam Aronstein
Aronthal, variation of
Aaron Aryeh Arzt Asael
Asaf Asch Aschenheim
Aschenheimer Ascher
Aschheim Ash Ashburg
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Abraham Abrahm
Abrahmsohn Abram
Abrami Abramin
Abramov Abramowitz
Abrams Abramsky
Abramsohn Abramson
Abravanel Abravaneln
Absalom Abudraham
Abulafia Abzug
Achselrad Ackerman/n
Acosta Adele Adelman
Adelman/n Adelson
Adelstein – “precious
stone; very expensive”
Ader Adler Adler-
Adonoilom Admon
Adolescenti Africk
Afrom – variation of
“Ephraim” Agosi Agozi
Agranat Agron
Agronsky Ahavah
Ahikam Ahitov Ahl
Ahuvah Akabiah Akashia

Altfeld Altmann Altneu
Altschul Altschuler
Altshule Amdur
Amdursky Amschel
Amsel Amsle Amsler
Amster Anastasios Anav
Ancier Andrussier
Anixter Ansbach
Anschel Antman/n
Anzieher Apel
Apelopwitz Apfelbaum
Appel Apt Apter Aren-
variation of Aaron Arfa
Arkin – variation of
Aaron Arkules Aron,
variation of Aaron Aroni,
variation of Aaron
Aronin, variation of
Aaron Aronoff, variation
of Aaron Aronoff,
variation of Aaron
Aronov, variation of
Aaron Aronow, variation
of Aaron Aronowitch,
variation of Aaron
Aronowitz, variation of
Aaron Aronson,
variation of Aaron

Ashendorf Ashkenazi –
this name used to mean
“German” (Gentile) until
the 17th century when
many European jews
migrated to Asia Minor,
where they were given
this name by Turkish
jews to identify them as
coming from the
German territories.
Ashman/n Ashner
Askush Asner Aspis
Astruc Astruc Atar Atlin
Atzmon Auerbach
Auslander Auspitz
Austern Averik Avigaal
Avigad Avigdor Avil
Avindam Aviram
Avi-Shaul Avraham
Avrech Avril Avrom
Awerbuch Axeldar
Axelrad Axelrod
Axelrood Ayalah Ayelet
Ayzenschtat Azariah
Azria Azzopardi

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter B

Bab Babad Bacharach
Bacher Bacherach
Bachrach Bachrich Bad
Badanes Bader Badt
Baer Bailin Bak Bakst
Balaban Balak Balfur
Balsam Balta Balter
Bamberg Bamberger
Banet Bar Barad Baram
Baratz Barbakoff Barch
Bard Bardach Bardowitz
Barg Bar-Gada Bar-Ilan
Barkan Bar-Kokhba

Ben Bender Bendit
Bendit Bendor
Ben-Gurion Ben-Horin
Benjamin Benowitz
Ben-Shahar Bensheim
Bensinger Ben-Tikvah
Bentwich Benveniste
Ben-Zahav Ben-Zvi Ber
Berakhiah Berg Berger
Bergman/n Berish
Berkal Berkman/n Berko
Berkovits Berkowitz Berl
Berlin (Nothing to do

Boerne Bogatch (Polish-
meaning “wealthy”)
Bogati Bogolub Bogoraz
Bohm Boim Bokser
Bollag Bolotin Bondi
Borer Bornstein
Borodaty Boros
Borowsky Bortnik
Boruchschomer Botbol
Botnick Botstein
Botushansky Botwinnik
Boxerman/n Boyer
Brach Bradt Brady Braf
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Barlas Barmak Barmash
Barmat Bar-Nathan
Baron – variation of
‘Bar-Aaron” (son of
Aaron) Barr Barron
Barrstein Barshay Barth
Baru Baruch Barukh
Barukh Bar-Yehuda
Barza Bas Basch Bashe
Basheva Baskin Baskind
Bass Bassan Bassani
Bassovsky Basyah
Batnick Batusanschi
Batyah Baum Bauman/n
Baumgarten Baxt Bayla
Bechar Becher Bechor
Bechtheim Becker
Beckerman/n Beckman/n
Bedwinek Beederman/n
Behar – variation of
“ben-harav” Behokhmah
Behrman Beifuss Beilin
Beilke Bekher
Bekhorath Belier Belka
Belkin Bellow Belmont
Belmonte Belofsky
Belzer

with the city. The name
means “Son of Berl’)
Berliner Berman
Bernbaum Bernheim
Bernick Bernstein –
derived from “dealings
with amber” Bertinero
Beshanim Beshar Besser
Bethel Bettelheim
Bettsack Betzalel Biback
Biber Bibick Bickel
Biederman/n
Biegeleisen Bildhauer
Bilu Binder Bing
Birnbaum Bistritzky
Bitensky Blacher Black
Blaser Blashki Blaszka
Blau Blaustein Blecher
Blechman/n Bleich
Bleiweiss Blitstein Bloch
Block Bloom Bloomberg
Bloomfeld Bloomfield
Bloomingdale Blowitz
Blozer Bluestein Blum
Bluma Blumenberg
Blumenfeld
Blumengarten
Blumenheim
Blumenkrantz
Blumenkrohn
Blumenreich
Blumenstein
Blumenstock
Blumenthal Blumfeld
Blumkin Blustein
Bobroff Bochner
Bodanis Bodek
Bodenstein Bodner

Bragin Brainin Bram
Bran Brand Brandão
Brandeis Brandelstein
Brander Brandler
Brandwein Brann
Brasch Brat Braude
Braunfeld Braunschild
Braunspan Braunstein
Braunthal Braverman/n
Breger Breindel Breine
Bremel Brender
Brenner Breuer Brewda
Breyer Brickenstein
Brik Brill Brilliant Brim
Brisch Brock
Brockman/n Brod
Broder Brodner Brodsky
Brodt Brody Brog
Broitman/n Bromberg
Bronfman/n Bronfn
Bronstein Brosch
Brostoff Brownstein
Bruck Bruckenstein
Bruckstein Brüll Buber
Buchsbaum Buchwald
Bufman/n Bukspan
Bulka Bunim Burack
Burla Burstein
Buschbaum Buxbaum

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letters C, D, and E

C Cahan- variation of
Cohen Cahen- variation
of Cohen Cahn- variation

D Da Costa Damrosch
Danto- variation of
“David” Daskal

E Eberman/n Ebril
Eckstein Edel
Edelman/n Edelsberg
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of Cohen Calish
Cantarini Cardozo
Carlebach Caro Casdan
Cassirer (Yiddish for
Cash) Castro Casuto
Chabas Chabin Chabner
Chagall Chai Chaikin
Chaim Chait Chalef
Chalfan Chamedes
Chameides Chamides
Chamudes Chanen
Chanin Chankin Chapiro
– variation of Shapiro
Charlap Charmatz
Charness Charnis
Charrik Charry Chasin
Chasins Chason Chatan
Chavkin Chayes Chayim
Chayyah Chazan
Chazzan Cherkasky
Cherniak Chernik
Chernoff Chernoffsky
Chiel Chiger Chiya
Chodes Chodesh
Chodosh Chomsky
Chorney Chubin
Chubinsky Chudnow
Citron Cogan- variation
of “Cohen” Cohan-
variation of Cohen
Cohen -(Exclusively
Jewish name) Cohn-
variation of Cohen
Cohnheim- variation of
Cohen Cohnstein-
variation of Cohen Cole
Colombo Cone– variation
of Cohen Consolina
Cooper (Some Gentiles
also use this name)
Cooperman/n Cornberg
Cornblith Cornblum
Cornfein Cornfeld

Daskelowitz Daube
Dauber David
Davidovitch Davidowitz
Davidson Davis Dayag
Dayan De Haas
Dekovnick Del Medigo
Del Vecchio Dembitz
Dewoskin Diamant Dick
Dickenstein Dickstein
Dienesmann Dieudonné
Diofatto Dissen Ditzah
Dobe Dobkin Dobrin
Dohm Dolinsky
Dorfman/n Doron Drach
Dratwa Drechsler
Dreebin Dreifuss
Dresner Dressler
Drexler Drexsler
Dreyfus Dreyfuss Druck
Drucker Dubin
Dubofsky Dubow
Dubowsky Duchan
Duchen Duchin
Duchovny Dukhen
Dunkelman/n
Durchschlag Dushkin
Duskin Duvdevani
Dvoshke Dym

Edelstein Efer Efroike
Efroikin Eger Egers
Ehmann Ehren (all
names with “Ehren” are
variations of Aaron)
Ehrenberg Ehrenfeld
Ehrenfest Ehrenfreund
Ehrenfried Ehrenfrucht
Ehrenhaft Ehrenhaus
Ehrenkrantz Ehrenpreis
Ehrenreich Ehrenstamm
Ehrenstein Ehrenteil
Ehrenthal Ehrentreu
Ehrenzweig Ehrlich
Ehrman/n Eibenschitz
Eibenschütz Eibeschütz
Eichel Eichhorn Eichler
Eidels Eifer Eiferman/n
Eige Eiger Eiges
Einhorn Einstein
Eisbart Eise Eiseman/n
Eisen Eisenbach
Eisenberg Eisengarten
Eisenheim Eisenhower
Eisenkraft Eisenman/n
Eisenstadt Eisenstam
Eisenstark Eisenstein
Eisinger Eisler Eisman/n
Eisner Eisnick Eissig
Eizik Elath Elazar Elbaz
Elchanan Eleazar
Elhanan Eliakim Elias
Eliasaph Eliezer Elijah
Elimelech Elimelekh
Elishama Elishaphat
Elkan Elkin Ellbogen
Ellenbogen Ellman/n
Elman/n Elnathan Elow
Elowitz Elya Emale
Embden Emden Engel
Engeler Enker Entin
Enzil Enzlin Ephraim
Ephrat Ephron Ephros
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Cornfield Corngreen
Corngut Cornpracht
Cramer Cresca Csillag
Czaczkes

Eppenstein Eppstein
Epsteen Epstein
Erlanger Eshkol
Espérance Esperanza
Esterine Esterman/n
Esterson Estrin Ettinger
Ettlinger Evron Ewig
Ewigkeit Eybeschitz
Ezekiel

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter F

Fagan Fagin Faibisch
Fairchild Falk
Falkenberg Falkenfeld
Falkenheim Falkenstein
Falkenthal Falkheim
Farber Farkas
Fassbinder Fayvel Feder
Federbusch Federman/n
Feibelman/n Feig Feige
Feigel Feigelman/n
Feigelstock Feigenbaum
Feigenblat Feigin
Feigler Feigon
Feilchenfeld Fein
Feinberg Feiner
Feinerman/n Feingold
Feinman/n Feinsilver
Feinstein Feis Feischl
Feitel Feivel Feivis
Feivish Feivus Fekete
Feld Feldbaum
Feldblum Feldhaus
Feldheim Feldinger
Feldleit Feldman/n
Feldscher Feldstein
Feller Fellerman/n
Fellner Felltrager
Felman/n Felsen
Felsenbach Felsenberg

Felsenstein Felsenthal
Felsher Feltenberg
Fenichel Fenster Ferber
Fertel Fetterer
Feuchtwanger Feuer
Feuerstein Fiedler Figel
Figler Figlin Filehne
Filene Filler Fine
Fingerhut Fink Finkdorf
Finke Finkel Finkelstein
(dealing in diamonds)
Finkenfeld Finkerfeld
Finkheim Finkhof Finn
Finzi Firestone Fisch
Fischbein Fischel
Fischer Fischman/n
Fiscl Fishkin Fishkind
Fishman/n Flacksman/n
Flaks Flasch Flaschin
Flax Flaxman/n
Fleischer Fleischhaker
Fleischhauer
Fleischman/n Flesch
Flexner Florscheim
Florsheim Floss Flosser
Fogel Fogelbaum
Fogelman/n Fogelsang
Fogelsdorf Fogelson

Fogelstein Fonseca
Forman Forscheim
Fortel Forti Fradkin
Fraime Fram Frank
Frankel Frankfurter
Frayda Freeman
Freilach Freilich
Frenkel Freud
Freudenberg
Freudenfeld Freudenfels
Freudenheim
Freudenreich
Freudenstein
Freudenthal
Freudman/n Fried
Friedel Friedenheim
Friedenson Friedenstein
Friedenthal Frieder
Friedheim Friedjung
Friedland Friedländ
Friedlich Friedman/n
Friedson Friedwald
Frohlich Froike Froikin
Froikin – variation of
Ephraim Froim Fromel
Fromer Fromkin Fromm
Frommer Frosch Fruma
Fuchs Fudim Fudm
Fudym Fuld Funk
Furrier Fürth Fürther
Futorian Futterman/n
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter G

Gabbai Gabel Gabler
Gad Gaffen Galinsky
Galpern Gam Gamliel
Gamoran Gans Garfinkel
Garfunkel (dealings with
diamonds) Garland
Garmaize Gartenhaus
Gaster Gedaliah Geduld
Geffen Geffner Geiger
Gelbart Gelber
Gelfman/n Geller
Gellman/n Gendel
Gerber Gersh
Gershman/n Gershom
Gershon Gershovitz
Gerson Gerstein
Gerstner Gertz Getz
Getzel Getzl
Gewirtzman/n
Giblichman/n Giesser
Gilah Gilden Gilman/n
Gimbel Gimpel Gingold
Ginsburg Ginzberg
Giora Gittel
Gittelmacher
Gittelman/n Gittelsohn
Gittelson Gitzok Glass
Glassman/n Glatzer
Glazer

Gewirtz Glick Glickberg
Glickin Glickman/n
Glicksberg Glickselig
Glicksman/n Glickstein
Glickstern Gluck
Gluckenspiegel Gnendel
Goetzl Goiten Golan
Gold Goldbart
Goldbaum Goldberg
Goldberger Goldblatt
Goldblitt Goldblum
Goldbrunn Golde
Golden Goldenbaum
Goldenberg Goldenthal
Goldfarb Goldfeder
Goldfish Goldfluss
Goldhaber Goldhammer
Goldheim Goldhirsch
Goldich Goldkorn
Goldkrantz Goldkraut
Goldman/n Goldmann
Goldmark Goldner
Goldreich Goldsand
Goldscheider Goldschild
Goldschlag Goldschmidt
Goldsmith Goldstadt
Goldstaub Goldstein
Goldstern Goldstrand
Goldstrom Goldzweig
Golomb Goltz Goltzer
Goltzman/n Golub

Gompers Gompertz
Goodman/n Gordon (also
used by many Gentiles,
originally a Gentile
name) Goren Gorenstein
Gorfinkel Goronchik
Gorwitz Gottesman/n
Gottinger Gottlieb
Gottstein Gotze
Gougenheim Gould
Goveh Grabber Graiver
Granot Granovsky Gratz
Graubart Green
Greenberg Greene
Greenhut Greenleaf
Greenspan Greenspun
Greenstein Greenstone
Grinberg Grobtuch
Gross Grossbart
Grossinger Grossman/n
Grozovsky Gruenbaum
Guberman/n
Guckenheim
Guggenheim
Guggenheimer
Gumbeiner Gumpel
Gumpertz Gumprecht
Gunzburg Gunzelmann
Gur Gurovitz Gurvich
Gute Gutein Gutfeld
Gutfreund Gutmacher
Gutman/n Gutreich
Gutstein Gutter
Gutterman/n Guttman/n

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letters H, I, and J

Haare Haas Haber
Habib Hadash Hadassah
Haffkin Haganah Hahn
Hait Halafta Halevi
Halevy Halfan Halper

Ibn Ichel Idelson Ifland
Ignatz Imber Ingber
Irving Isaac Isaacsohn
Isaacson Isaakovitch
Isak Ishmael Isidore

Jacob Jacobin Jacobsen
Jacobson Jaffe Jaffin
Jastrow Javitz
Jehoshaphat Jellenik
Jellin Jellinik Jephthah
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Halperin Halprin
Hamashbir Hammerstein
Hananel Hananiah
Handel Handwerger
Handwerker Hankin
Hanoch Hardt Harif
Harpaz Harris (also used
by some Gentiles) Hart
(also used by some
Gentiles) Hartig
Hartman/n (also used by
some Gentiles) Hartog
Hartwick Hartwig Harz
Haspel Hassan Hatzkel
Hauer Havah Havkin
Hayt Hayyah Hayyim
Hazan Hedvah Hefter
Heifetz Heilbron
Heilbronner Heilbrun
Heilpern Heilprin
Heilprun Heiman/n
Heine Helfgott Heller
Hellman/n Helpern
Hendel Henkin Hersch
Herschel Herschfus
Herschson Herschstein
Hersh Hershdorfer
Herskowitz Herstein
Hertzman/n Hertzmark
Herz Herzbach
Herzberg Herzbrunn
Herzfeld Herzl Herzlia
Herzog Heskel Heuer
Heyman/n Hezekiah
Hickman/n Higger
Hildesheim Hillel (Hillel
is also the name for the
Jewish center on college
campuses) Hillman/n
Himmelfarb Hinda
Hindes Hindin Hirsch
Hirschbaum Hirschberg
Hirschberger

Israel Israelin Isril Isser
Isserl Isserles Isserlin
Itkin Itts Itzhaki
Itzhakin Itzig Itzik
Itzkovitz Itzl

Jerusalimsky Jessel
Jesselman/n Jewison
Jochanan Joffin Joske
Judah Judel Julius
Jurnove
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Hirschbruk Hirschburg
Hirschfeld Hirschfield
Hirschhaut Hirschhorn
Hirschkopf Hirschkorn
Hirschler Hirschman/n
Hirschthal Hirschwald
Hirsh Hirz Hirzh
Hirzhman/n Hite
Hittelmacher Hode
Hodel Hodes
Hodesmann Hodi
Hoffman/n (also used by
Gentiles) Hofstadter
Holtz Holtzer Holz
Holzer Holzman/n Hoos
Horn Hornstein
Hornthal Horowitz
Horre Horwitz
Houseman/n
Huberman/n Hudel
Hyman Hymen Hyrcanos

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter K

Kabakoff Kacev Kaciff
Kadar Kadoorie Kadury
Kafka Kagan – variation
of Cohen Kaganoff –
variation of Cohen
Kahane – variation of
Cohen Kahn- variation of
Cohen Kaiserman/n
Kalisch Kalischer
Kalman/n Kalonymos
Kaluzna Kamin
Kaminetzsky Kamins
Kammerstein Kane–
variation of Cohen Kansi
Kantor Kapke Kaplan
Karelitz Karlin Karliner
Karlinsky Karlman
Kartagener Kashdan
Kaskel Kaspi Kassirer
(Yiddish for Cash) Katz

Kempler Kesef
Kestenbaum Kevod
Kibalti Kibaltic Kimchi
Kimmelman/n Kirchen
Kirchstein Kirmeyer
Kirsch Kirschdorf
Kirsche Kirschenbaum
Kirschenberg
Kirschenblatt
Kirschenzweig
Kirschheim Kirschner
Kirstein Kirsten Kirzner
Kisch Kisselevich
Kissinger Kissner Kitay
Kivel Klapholtz Klass
Klausner Kleban Klein
Kleinman/n Kleinsinger
Klinger Klippfisch
Klopman/n Kluger
Klugman Knesset Kobel

Kopel Kopelman/n
Kopeloff Kopelovitch
Kopke Koppel
Koppelman/n
Korentayer Korf Korff
Korn Kornberg Kornfeld
Kornfield Korngold
Kornreich Korshak
Koshes Koslowsky
Kossowsky Kotelschik
Kotlar Kovalsky
Kovarsky Kozin Kraines
Krainin Kramer Krasny
Kratchmer Kraus
Kraushaar Krauskopf
Krauss Kreindel Kreine
Krensky Kretske
Kretskes Krichevsky
Krieger, Kriegman/n
(This name is also used
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Katzenellenbogen
Katzenstein Katzer
Katziff Katzin (rich)
Katzman/n Katzoff
Katzovitz Kaufman/n –
also used by some
Gentiles Kavinoky Kavka
Kavner Kawka Kay Kaye
Kayla Kazan Kazhdan
Kedoshim Kele Kelman/n
– (also used by some
Gentiles) Kelpfish
Kemmelman/n Kemp
Kemper Kempenich

Kobrin Kochabi Kodesh
Koenig Koenigsberg
Kofman/n Kogan Kogen
Kohanim – variation of
Cohen Kohen– variation
of Cohen Kohlberg
Kohn– variation of
Cohen Kohut Kojeteiner
Kolatch Kolben Kolitz
Kolodkin Kolodny
Kompert Kone– variation
of Cohen Konotopsky

by Gentiles) Kripke
Krischer Krochmal
Kronish Krulewitz
Krumbein Krupnick
Kuhn– variation of
Cohen Kulefsky
Kulikowsky Kulp
Kumpert Kupietz
Kuppenheim Kurtz Kus
Kushner Kusiel
Kusmann Kutner Kutoff
Kuznitsky Kwilecki

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter L

Lachman/n Ladany
Laffer Lagover Lakin
Lamdan Lamech Landau
Landman/n Lang
Langsam Lansky
Lanzner Lapidus Lapin
Lapman/n Lasar Lash
Lasker Laskov Laskowitz
Lautenberg LaVine
Lawentman/n Layb
Lazarowitch Lazarus
Leah Leahy Lebeau
Lebedoff Leblang
Lebovitch Lebow
Lebowitz Leder Lederer
Leeser Leff Lehman/n
(money lender) Lehner
Lehrer Leibowitz Lekach
Lekachman/n
Lemberger Leml Lemlin
Lempert Lenchitzky
Leno

Lenoff Leorekh
Lepavsky Lepretre
Lerner Leser Lev
Levandula Levenson
Levey Levi (Exclusively
Jewish, including all
variations- prefix,
middle of the name,
suffix, “Lev”) Levigne
Levin Levine LeVine
Levinsky/i Levinstein
Levinthal Levitan/sky or
ski Levitch Levite Levitt
Levitz Levy Lewin Lewin
Lewis Leyisrael Leyser
Liba Libschitz Licht
Lichtenberg Lichtenfeld
Lichterman/n
Lichtman/n Lichtzer
Lieb Lieberman/n
Liebman/n Liebowitz
Lifschitz Lifshitz
Ligorner Lilienthal
Linetsky Linker Lipa
Lipes Lipis

Lipkin Lipman/n
Lipschitz Lipschuetz
Lipsky Lis Lisagor Liss
Litant Litaur Litman/n
Littauer Littman/n
Litvak Litwack Litwin
Locker Loeb Loetstein
Lome Long Lopata
Lopatnik Lopatnikov
Lopez Lorge Lorig
Lorsch Lotstein Löw
Lowenbraun Lowenstein
Lowitz Luban Lubar
Lubarsky Lubin
Lubowitz Ludwig
Luepschuetz Lugner
Lukatzsky Lunz Luria
Lurie Lurje Lustig Lutz
Luzzati Luzzato
Lysagora

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter M
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Maccabi Macht Magid
Magida Magidson Magit
Magtaz Mahalalel
Mahler Maimon Maites
Maitin Maizlish Malachi
Malawsky Malbim
Malech Malev Malevsky
Malin Malkah Malkes
Malkiel Malkin
Malkinson Malkoff
Malkov Mall Malter
Maltin Manba Mandel
Mandelbaum
Mandelblum
Mandelbrodt
Mandelbrot
Mandelman/n
Mandelstam
Mandelstamm
Mandelsuss Manewith
Manewitz Maniowitz
Manisch Manischewitz
Manishen Mankovsky
Mankuta Mann
Mannheim Mannish
Mannsky Manoah Mapu
Maram Marans Marantz
Marburg Marcuse
Maremont Margalit
Marganit Margolin
Margolioth Margolis
Margolouth Marguiles
Margules Margulies
Margulis Marhuc
Markowitz Marks
Marmelstein Marpurch
Marpurg Marshak Marx
Mashbir Mashbitz-
setter of jewels
Mashgiah

Maslin Mass Matanky
Mattathias Mattis
Mattisoff Mattison
Mattityahu Mattiyahu
Mautner May Mayefsky
Mayer Maymin Maza
Mazal Mazur Meckler
Medinah Meer
Meersand Mehler
Mehlman/n Meir Meisel
Meislish Meisterlin
Meites Meitin Melamed
Melber Melezin Mellitz
Melnick Melnikoff
Meltsner Meltz Meltzer
Melzner Menachem
Menachim Menaheim
Menahem Menaker
Menasche Menba
Menche Menchen
Mendel Mendelberg
Mendelheim
Mendelovitch
Mendelovitz
Mendelsberg
Mendelsohn Mendelson
Mendelssohn Mendheim
Mendthal Menke
Menken Menkin Menlin
Menuchin Menuhah
Menuhin Menz Merman
Merr- variation of
“Meir” Merrick-
variation of “Meir”
Mervitz Meslin
Messenger Metchik
Metz Metzger Metzia
Mevaser Meyer
Meyerfeld

Meyerhardt Meyerheim
Meyeroff – variation of
“Meir” Meyers
Meyersberg Meyersicht
Meyerstein Michel
Mihály Milgrom Milhaud
Miller – (this name is
also used by many
Gentiles) Millman/n
Milstein Milton Minc
Mince Mindel Minkche
Minkovsky Minne
Minowitz Mintz Miriam
Mirman/n Mirsky Mirvis
Mishkin Mishnah Mizera
Mlotok Model Mogilner
Mohel Molotok Monsky
Montagu Montalban
Montefiore
(disambiguation) Morah
Moran Mordecai Moreh
Morenu Morgenstern
Morgenthau Moritz
Morpurgo Mosak –
variation of “Moses”
Moscheles- variation of
“Moses” Moses Moshe-
variation of “Moses”
Moshia- variation of
“Moses” Moskowitz-
variation of “Moses”
Moss- variation of
“Moses” Mosse-
variation of “Moses”
Motche Moteff Motel
Motele Motew Motke
Motlin Motz- variation of
“Moses” Motzkin-
variation of “Moses”
Mozak- variation of
“Moses” Muchnik Mukel
Munves Munz Mytofsky
Mytosky Mytowsky
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter N

Nachman Nachman/n
Nadel Naftalin Naftulin
Naftulis Nagel Nager
Nahman/n Nahum
Naiman/n Naimon
Najmark Namir
Namslau Naparstek
Naphtali Nardi Narkiss

Narudetzki Nasati
Nasatir Nash Nashelka
Nass Natati Nathan
Nathaniel Nathanson
Naymark Neeman/n
Nehamah Nehemiah
Nehunyah Neiger
Nelkin Nemirovsky

Nerenberg Netzky
Neumark Neviaser
Nevler Newmark
Nierenstein Nili Nissan
Nissen Nissenbaum
Nissenfeld Nissenholtz
Nissim Novak Novick
Nuger Nussbaum

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letters O and P

Oberlander Ochakoff
Ochs Ochsenschwantz
Oder Oettinger Ofen
Offen Ohringer Okner
Okun Olshansky Onixt
Oppenheim
Oppenheimer Or
Orbach Ore Oren
Orenstamm Orenstein
Orenthal Orke Orkin-
(descendant of Aaron)
Orlansky Orlik Orlinsky
Ornstein Oron Or-tzion
Orun Oshinsky Osina
Osinsky Osterweil
Ostrow Ostrower
Ottensosser Ovosky
Ozarovsky

Pacifico Packer –
(peddler) Pailet Paiser
Panet Papernick
Papiermeister Papirnyi
Pappenheim Parchi
Parness Pasch
Pasternack Patinka
Patinkin Pauker Pearl
Pearlman/n Pechenik
Peiman/n Peiser
Pekarsky Peled Pelles
Pelofsky Penner
Perachiah Perah
Perelman/n Peres
Pergament Perles Perlin
Perlman/n Perlmutter
Perlow Perlowsky
Perlstein Perlzweig
Persky Pervin Peshe
Peshke Peshkin Pessel
Pevsner Pfaltzer
Pforzheim Pianko Pick
Pikelny

Pilch Pinchofsky
Pinchuk Pines Pinhas
Pinke Pinkhas Pinner
Pinsk Pinsker Pinsky
Piser Pizer Plisken
Plotkin Plotnick Podoloff
Podolov Podolsky Polier
Politzer Polka Pollack
Pollock Polski Polster
Pomis Poneviaser Popp
Popper Poppers Porat
Porath Portnoy Portugal
Posner Potashnik
Poticha Potok Prensky
Prenzlau Presch Presser
Primack Pringsheim
Prinz Pritikin
Prochownik Proskauer
Pruzansky Pugatch

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter R

Rabad Rabak Rabb
Rabbi Rabin
Rabinovitch Rabinowitz
Rackofsky Rackover
Racoosin Racusen

Rele Reles Remba
Rembo Renah Rephun
Resh Resnick Reuben
Reuven Reysel Riback
Ribalow Ribeisen

Rosengarten Rosenhaft
Rosenhain Rosenhaus
Rosenheim Rosenkrantz
Rosenkwit Rosenmann
Rosenschein
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Racusin Radzik Rafael
Rahamin Rakh Rakowsky
Rakusin Ralbag
Rambaum Raphael
Raphan Rappaport
Rashal Rashi Raskin
Rasofsky Rathenau
Ratner Rauchwerker-
furrier Ravidovitch
Rawitz Rayzel Razumny
Rebhuhn Rebhun
Redstone Reese
Regensberg Regensburg
Reich – variation of
“Rachel” Reiche Reichel
Reichelson
Reichenbaum
Reichenheim
Reichenthal Reichman/n
Reichner Reichstein
Reifman/n Reines Reis
Reisen Reiss Reiter
Reitza Reitzes

Ribicoff Ribnick Richter
Ridker Ries Riese Rifkin
Rifkind Rimland Ringel
Ringlet Rise Rivke
Rivkes Rivki Rivkin
Rivkind Rivlin Roback
Rockoff Rödelheim Rofe
Rofeh Rogoff Rogov
Rogover Rogovsky
Rogow Roman/n Rose
Rosen Rosenbach
Rosenbaum Rosenberg
Rosenblatt Rosenblith
Rosenblum Rosenbusch
Rosendorf Rosendorn
Rosenfarb Rosenfeld
Rosenfrucht

Rosenstamm Rosenstein
Rosenstern Rosenstock
Rosenstrauch
Rosenstrauss Rosenthal
Rosenwald Rosenwasser
Rosenwein Rosenzweig
Rosh Roskin Rosmarin
Rosow Rosshaelter Rossi
Rossof Rossovsky
Rostholder Roth
Rothbart Rothberg
Rothenberg Rothman/n
Rothschild Rothstein
Routenstein Rovner
Roytbarg Rubashov
Rubel Rubenchick
Rubenstein Rubenzik
Rubin Rubinfeld
Rubinger Rubinstein
Ruchames Ruffer Rush
Rushnevsky Ruskin
Ruttman/n Rymartz
Rymer Ryter

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter S

Sacerdote Sachs Sahl
Saks Salaman Salander
Salant Salanter Salida
Salinger Salmen Salmon
Salomon Salpeter
Salzman/n Sameth
Samter Samuel Sandak
Sandek Sanditen Sanvil
Saperstein (deals with
sapphire) Saphir (deals
with sapphire) Sapoznik
Saran Sarassohn Sarfatti
Sason Sasportas Sassoon
Satz Saunders Savit
Savitt Savitz Savitzky
Schach Schachtel
Schaffer Schaffner
Schalit Scharf

Seckel Seckl Sedlis
Sefansky Seff Segal
Segalowitch Segalowitz
Segan Seidman/n
Seidner Seigal Seigel
Seiler Seixas Selda
Selde Seldes Seldin
Seldis Selig Seligman/n
Selik Seltzer Senelnick
Sered Sertels Sexton
Shabad Shabbetai
Shaffer Shafran Shaliah
Shalom- Hebrew for
“peace.” Often used as a
greeting, like “hello”
among Jews
Shames Shandalov
Shaphat Shapiro Sharer

Simms Simon Simonsky
Singer Sinilnik Sinykin
Sirkes Sirkin Sirota
Sivitz Sklar Skolnik
Skora Skudin Skurnik
Skyer Sladovsky Slava
Slavin Slepin Sliva
Sloma Slonimsky Slova
Slovin Slutzky Sluva
Smilansky Smoler
Smorgansky Sobol Sofar
Sofer Sokol Sokoloff
Sokolow Sokolowsky
Sokolsky Solarz Solinger
Sollender Solodar
Solomon Soloveichik
Soref Sorke Sorkin
Soroka Sorotzkin
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Scharfman/n Scharfstein
Schatz Schatzmann
Schauer Schayer
Schechter Scheier
Schein Scheinberg
Scheinberger Scheinfeld
Scheinman/n Schemlke
Schen Schenberg
Schenberger Schenfeld
Schenman/n Scher
Scherer Schertzer
Scheuer Schick Schiff
Schimmel Schindler
Schinkel Schlagbaum
Schlamps Schlampps
Schlechter Schleh
Schleifer Schlesinger
Schloss Schlossberg
Schlossman/n Schmaltz
Schmelkin Schmukler
Schmulke Schnaittacher
Schneebalg Schneider
(some Gentiles use this
name) Schnell
Schnitman/n Schochet
Schoenteil Schonbrunn
Schorr Schram
Schramm Schreiber
Schreier Schreiner
Schreter Schrift
Schulhof Schulman/n
Schulsinger Schultz
Schupack
Schupakevitch Schwab
Schwartz Schwartzbart
Schwartzberg
Schwartzchild
Schwartzenberg
Schwartzman/n Schwarz
Schwarzschild Schweid
Schwersensky
Sculsinger Scwartzen
Seagal

Sharett Sharf
Sharfman/n Sharlott
Shatach Shatsky Shatz
Shayna Shayndel Shazar
Shelomo (Solomon)
Shemo Shephatiah
Sherer Shereshefsky
Sherman/n Shertok
Sheva Shevin Shick
Shifra Shifrin Shigon
Shik Shikolnik Shimke
Shimme Shimmel
Shimon Shimshelevich
Shimshon Shimshon
Shkolnik Shlensky
Shlomit Shlomo
(Solomon) Shlonsky
Shmelke Shmuel
Shmulik Shnayer
Shnitke Shoenkind
Shohet Sholk Shor
Shoshan Shprinzel
Shteyn Shtull Shub
Shuldine Shulruf
Shulvass Shulweis
Sickel Sidelko Sidney
Siedenfaden Siegal
Siegbert Siegel
Siegelman/n Siegfried
Sigismund Sigmund
Silber Silberberg
Silberman/n Silver
Silverberg (mountain of
silver) Silverman/n
Silvermintz (name of one
in the money-lending
business) Silvers
Silverstein (jeweler)
Simeon Simhah Simkin
Simmon Simmons

Sourkes Spanier Spear
Spector Speishandler
Spelling Spellman/n
Sperling Spero Spett
Speyer Spiegel Spiegler
Spielberg Spier Spilky
Spira Spire Spiro
Spitalny Spitz Spitzer
Spivak Sprai Springer
Sprinze Spritzer Srol
Srul Srulik Sruloff
Stamm Stampfer Stark
Starkman Stawitsky
Stein (exclusively
Jewish) Steinberg
Steinberger Steinem
Steiner Steinitz
Stellmacher Stendal
Stern Sternberg Sternin
Steuer- (tax collector)
Sticker- (gold worker)
Stier Stoller Stolper
Storch Storm Strahl
Strashun Strauss (used
by some Gentiles)
Strikman/n Strizower
Stroh Sturm Sudnovsky
Sukenik Sulz Sulzbach
Sulzberg Susskind
Sussman/n Svirsky
Swibel Synikin Szpir
Szrift
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Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter T

Tabachnik Tabor Tadlis
Tahlifa Taksen – (the
one who levied taxes on
meat, milk, etc)
Talesnick Talisman/n-
(maker of prayer shawls)
Talisnick Talmach
Talmadge Tamar Tamara
Tamari Tamarkin
Tambor Tandler
Tannenbaum Tanzer
Taradash Targ
Targovetsky Targow
Targownik Tarler Tarr
Tarshish Tartakover
Taub Taube Tauber
Taxin- (the one who
levied taxes on meat,
milk, etc) Tcherikover
Tchernowitz Tehiya
Teibel Teig

Teigman/n Teitelbaum
Teller Temkin Tendler
Tene Tenenbaum
Teomim Teplitz Térine
Tessler Tewel Tewele
Teybel Tibbon Ticktin
Tikvah Tischler Tobias
Tolmach Tomim Toporek
Touro Tov Tovah Tovim
Trachtenberg Trainin
Trana Trandel Trattner
Trefus Treindel Treine
Treinel Treves Trèves
Trevis Tribas

Trilling Trillinger
Tringler Trivash Trock
Trubnick Tuchman/n
Tulman/n Tunik Turbin
Turetz Turetzky Turoff
Turofsky Turov Turover
Turowitz Tuvia Tuviah
Twersky Tygel Tzabok
Tzahal Tzarfat
Tzchernowitz Tzedek
Tzedekah Tzevi Tzibbur
Tzion Tzipor Tzipporah
Tzirel Tziyonah
Tzukerman/n Tzur Tzvah
Tzvi

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letters U and V

Uchitel Udelevsky
Udell Ulman/n Ulrich
Umelitz Ungar Unger
Unna Urbach Urevich
Uri Ushpiz Uziel
Uzziah Uzziel

Valk Vardah Vardimon
Vardina Vardit Varon
Veinberg Veivelman/n
Veivis Velikoff Velikov
Velikovsky Verbin
Vered Vidal Vifs
Vigder Vigdorchik
Vigdorowitz Vigoda Vis
Viscl Vital Vitkin
Vivant Vivanti Vivas
Vivelman/n Vives Vivis
Vivs Vogel Voorsanger
Vromel

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letter W

Wachtel Wahl (This
name is also used by

Weinberg Weinberger
Weiner Weinglass

Wigodney Wilk Windner
Winkler Winnick
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some Gentiles)
Wahrman/n Waldenburg
Walfish Walk Walker
Wallach Wallack
Wallerstein Wallich
Wallik Wank Wapner
Warberg Warburg
Warnik Wartel
Wasserman/n
Wasserstein Waxman/n
Waxstein Weber
Wechsler Weckler Weil
Weile Weiler Weill Wein

Weinlaub Weinles
Weinreb Weinreich
Weinstein Weintraub
Weisbart Weisberg
Weisberger Weisel
Weiss Weissmann Weisz
Weitz Weizman/n Welsch
Werben Werbin Wernik
Wertheim Wertheimer
Westheimer Wetzlar
Wexler Wieder
Wiederman/n Wigodar

Winokur Winternitz Wita
Witkin Wittenberg
Wloch Wolf Wolfberg
Wolfenberg Wolfenfeld
Wolfenstein Wolfenthal
Wolfheim Wolfinger
Wolfish Wolfsfeld
Wolfshaut Wolfsheimer
Wolfsohn Wolfson Wolk
Wollman/n Wolper
Woskoboinik Wygoda

Index of Jewish Surnames/Last Names, beginning with the letters Y and Z

Yaakov (variation of Jacob)
Yablunsky Yafeh Yaffah Yaffe
Yaffin Yakhne Yakir Yakobl
(variation of Jacob) Yakof
(variation of Jacob)
Yakofman/n (variation of
Jacob) Yakov (variation of
Jacob) Yakovman/n (variation
of Jacob) Yale Yamin Yampol
Yampolsky Yankel
Yankelowitz Yarchi Yareah
Yarmak Yatkeman/n Yavetz
Yechiel Yedidya Yedidyah
Yehezkel Yehi-am Yehiel
Yehielchik Yehieli Yehuda
Yekel Yekusiel Yekutiel
Yellen Yellin Yellinik Yente
Yentlin Yerahmiel Yesse
Yishtabach Yisrael Yitkin
Yitzhak Yoelberg Yoelsdorf
Yoelson Yoetz Yokel Yolleck
Yollenberg Yolles Yos Yosef
Yosel Yosi Yoske Yudke
Yudko Yukel

Zackheim Zadok Zadok Zager
Zahav Zaitz Zakai Zakkai
Zaks Zalkin Zalman/n
Zamattison Zangwill Zarchin
Zaret Zaretsky Zarfatti
Zaslavsky Zavill Zechariah
Zeckendorf Zederbaum Zeev
Zeevy Zegman/n Zehavah
Zehavit Zehuva Zeideman/n
Zeidler Zeidner Zeitel Zeitlin
Zeitman/n Zeitz Zekl Zelda
Zelde Zeldes Zeldin
Zeleznikov Zelig Zeliger
Zelighaus Zeligsberg
Zeligsheim Zeligstein Zelik
Zelikovitz Zelinger Zemach
Zerobnick Zertel Zev Zevin
Z’fansky Zfass Zfassman/n
Ziegel Ziegelman/n Ziegler
Ziff Zilber Zimbalist
Zimmerman/n Zimmet
Zimring Zinneman/n
Zipperstein Zipporah
Zirelsohn Zitnik Zlate Zlatkin
Zlotkin Zlotnick Zloty Zmira
Zoe Zohar Zokovsky Zolotar
Zorach Zoref Zucker
Zuckerman/n Zunder Zunz
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Zupnick Zweibel Zweig
Zwibel Zwillenberg Zwirn
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Jews In Business

COMPUTER INDUSTRY JEWS

1



Michael Dell – Dell Computers CEO

Steve Balmer – Microsoft CEO

Paul Allen – Microsoft co-founder with Bill Gates

Larry Ellison – Oracle CEO

Steve Jobs – Apple founder and CEO

Steve Wozniak – Apple co-founder

Andrew Grove – Intel founder and CEO

Terry Semel – Yahoo CEO

Larry Page – Google founder (Google also owns Youtube)

Sergei Brin – Google co-founder (Google also owns Youtube)

Mark Zuckerberg – founder of Facebook

Rupert Murdoch – Bought Myspace for $580 million in 2005

Philippe Kahn – creator of the Camera Phone, Founder of Fullpower, Borland

JEWS IN RETAIL

Kenneth Cole – Founder of Kenneth Cole Productions INC

Diane von Furstenberg – Founder and CEO of Diane von Furstenburg

Calvin Klein – Founder and CEO of Calvin Klein

Ralph Lauren – Founder of Polo Ralph Lauren

Bernard Marcus – co-founder of Home Depot, Inc.

Sol Price – founder of Price Club (merged with Costco)

Julius Rosenwald – President and Chairman of the Board of Sears

Howard Schultz – Founder, Chairman and CEO of Starbucks Coffee

JEWS IN REAL ESTATE

2



Sheldon Adelson, owner of Las Vegas casinos Venetian and Sands Casino

Bugsy Siegel, co-founder of Flamingo casino, co-owner of El Cortez hotel and

casino, famed mobster of the early 1900′s.

Steve Wynn, Las Vegas casino owner

Sam Zell, Chicago real-estate magnate

3



Jews in Government

CABINET MEMBERS AND SENIOR OFFICIALS

1



Judah Benjamin – Confederate States of America: Attorney General (1861),

Secretary of War (1861), Secretary of State (1862–65)

Oscar Straus – Secretary of Commerce and Labor (1906–09)

Henry Morgenthau – Jr., Secretary of the Treasury (1934–45)

Arthur J. Goldberg – Secretary of Labor (1961–1962)

Abraham A. Ribicoff – Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare (1961–62)

Walter W. Rostow – National Security Advisor (1966–69)

Wilbur J. Cohen – Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare (1968–69)

James Schlesinger – CIA Director (1973), Secretary of Defense (1973–75)

(convert to Lutheranism)

Henry Kissinger – National Security Advisor (1969–75); Secretary of State

(1973–77)

Ron Nessen – White House Press Secretary (1974–77)

Edward Levi – Attorney General (1975–1977)

W. Michael Blumenthal – Secretary of the Treasury (1977–79)

Harold Brown – Secretary of Defense (1977–81)

Neil Goldschmidt – Secretary of Transportation (1979–1981)

Philip Morris Klutznick – Secretary of Commerce (1980–1981)

Caspar Weinberger – Secretary of Defense (1981–87) (Episcopalian; paternal

descendant of Czech Jews)

Richard Perle – U.S. Assistant Secretary of Defense (1981–1987),

Kenneth Duberstein – White House Chief of Staff (1988–1989)

Richard Darman – Director of the Office of Management and Budget (1989–93)

Robert Reich – Secretary of Labor (1993–97)

Alice M. Rivlin – Director of Office of Management and Budget (1994–96)

John M. Deutch – Belgian-born CIA director (1995–96)
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Robert Rubin – Secretary of the Treasury (1995–99)

Dan Glickman – Secretary of Agriculture (1995–2001)

Mickey Kantor – Secretary of Commerce (1996–97)

Madeleine Albright – Secretary of State (1997–01) (raised Catholic by adoptive

parents)

William S. Cohen – Secretary of Defense (1997-01) (Jewish father; lists self as

Unitarian Universalist)

Sandy Berger – National Security Advisor (1997–01)

Larry Summers – Secretary of the Treasury (1999–01)

Jacob Lew – Director of Office of Management and Budget (1999–2001)

Leon Fuerth – National Security Advisor to Vice President Al Gore

(1993–2001)

Ari Fleischer – White House Press Secretary (2001–03)

Elliott Abrams – Special Assistant to the President (2001–2005), Deputy

National Security Advisor for Global Democracy Strategy (2005–2008)

Paul Dundes Wolfowitz – U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense (2001–2005)

Douglas J. Feith – Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (2001–2005)

Lewis Libby (Irve Lewis “Scooter” Libby) – Assistant to the former President of

the United States, George W. Bush and Chief of Staff to the former Vice

President, Dick Cheney, and Assistant to the Vice President for National

Security Affairs, serving from 2001 to 2005.

Victoria Nuland – U.S. Permanent Representative to NATO (2005–2008)

Michael Chertoff – Secretary for Homeland Security (2005–2009)

Joshua Bolten – Director of Office of Management and Budget (2003–06);

White House Chief of Staff (2006–2009)

Michael Mukasey – Attorney General (2007–2009)

Rahm Emanuel – White House Chief of Staff (2009-)

CURRENT SENATORS
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Carl Levin – Democrat, Michigan since 1979

Arlen Specter -    Democrat, Pennsylvania since 1981 Formerly a Republican;

switched parties on April 28, 2009.

Frank Lautenberg – Democrat, New Jersey 2003 Previously served 1982–2001

Herb Kohl – Democrat, Wisconsin since 1989

Joe Lieberman -    Independent Democrat, Connecticut since 1989 Formerly a

Democrat, but lost 2006 party primary; reelected on the Connecticut for

Lieberman ticket, he currently serves as an Independent Democrat and

caucuses with

Senate Democrats but endorsed Republican John McCain for president in

2008.

Dianne Feinstein – Democrat, California since 1992

Barbara Boxer -    Democrat, California since 1993

Russ Feingold -    Democrat, Wisconsin since 1993

Ron Wyden – Democrat, Oregon 1996

Charles Schumer – Democrat, New York 1999

Ben Cardin – Democrat, Maryland 2007

Bernie Sanders – Independent, Vermont 2007 Sanders is a self-described

“democratic socialist” and is a member of the Democratic Socialists of America,

but because he does not belong to a formal political party he appears as an

Independent on the ballot. Sanders caucuses with the Democratic Party and is

counted as a Democrat for the purposes of committee assignments.

Ted Kaufman – Democrat, Delaware since 2009 Appointed to take Joe Biden’s

seat in the Senate when Biden became Vice President under Barack Obama.

Jewish father.

Michael Bennet – Democrat, Colorado 2009 Appointed. Jewish mother.

Al Franken – Democrat, Minnesota 2009

FORMER SENATORS

David Levy Yulee – senator (D-FL: 1845–51, 1855–61)

Judah P. Benjamin – senator (Whig-LA: 1853–59; D-LA: 1859–61; resigned to
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become a cabinet official for the Confederacy, 1861–65)

Benjamin F. Jonas – senator (D-LA: 1879–85)

Joseph Simon – senator (R-OR: 1898–03)

Isidor Rayner – senator (D-MD: 1905–12)

Simon Guggenheim – senator (R-CO: 1907–13)

Herbert Lehman – senator (D-NY: 1949–57)

Barry M. Goldwater – senator (R-AZ: 1953–1965, 1969–1987), (Jewish father)

Richard L. Neuberger – senator (D-OR: 1955–60)

Jacob Javits – senator (R-NY: 1957–81)

Ernest Gruening – senator (D-AK: 1959–69)

Abraham Ribicoff – senator (D-CT: 1963–81)

Pierre Salinger – senator (D-CA: 1964)

Howard Metzenbaum – senator (D-OH: 1974, 1976–95)

Richard B. Stone – senator (D-FL: 1975–80)

Edward Zorinsky – senator (D-NE: 1976–87)

Rudy Boschwitz – senator (R-MN: 1978–91)

William Cohen – senator (R-ME: 1979–97) (Jewish father)

Warren Rudman – senator (R-NH: 1980–93)

Jacob Hecht – senator (R-NV: 1983–89)

Paul Wellstone – senator (D-MN: 1991–02)

George Allen – senator (R-VA: 2001–2007) (Allen’s mother is Jewish)

Norm Coleman – senator (R-MN: 2003-2009)

CURRENT REPRESENTATIVES

Henry Waxman
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Barney Frank

Gary Ackerman – Currently heads the International Council of Jewish

Parliamentarians (ICJP)

Howard Berman

Sander M. Levin

Eliot L. Engel

Nita Lowey – First female chairwoman of the Democratic Congressional

Campaign Committee, which she chaired from 1991 to 1992

Bob Filner

Jane Harman – Served 1993–1999 and 2001–Present

Jerrold Nadler

Steve Rothman

Shelley Berkley – First Jewish congresswoman from Nevada

Jan Schakowsky

Brad Sherman

Anthony D. Weiner

Eric Cantor – House Minority Whip

Susan Davis

Steve Israel

Adam Schiff

Allyson Schwartz

Debbie Wasserman Schultz – First Jewish congresswoman from Florida

Steve Cohen – Tennessee’s first Jewish congressman[25]

Gabrielle Giffords – Arizona’s first Jewish congresswoman

Paul Hodes – New Hampshire’s first Jewish Congressman
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Steve Kagen

Ron Klein

John Yarmuth – Kentucky’s first Jewish congressman

Ed Perlmutter – Father was Jewish; Identified as Jewish in official

congressional biography.

John Adler

Alan Grayson

Jared Polis

Ted Deutch

FORMER REPRESENTATIVES

Francis Salvador – first Jewish member of a colonial legislature.

Lewis Charles Levin – first Jewish representative (PA: 1845–51)

David Spangler Kaufman – first Jewish representative from Texas (TX:

1846–1851)

Adolph J. Sabath – (D-IL, 1907–1952)

Victor L. Berger – (Socialist-WI: 1911–13, 1919, 1923–29)

Meyer London – (Socialist-NY: 1915–1919, 1921–23)

Emmanuel Celler – (D-NY, 1923–1973); long-time Judiciary Committee

chairman

Florence P. Kahn – (R-CA, 1925–37); first Jewish woman representative

Jacob K. Javits – (R-NY, 1947–54)

Abraham A. Ribicoff – (D-CT, 1949–53)

Isidore Dollinger – (D-NY, 1949–59)

Sidney Yates – (D-IL, 1949–63, 1965–99)

Samuel Friedel – (D-MD, 1953–71)

Leonard Farbstein – (D-NY, 1957–71)
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Seymour Halpern – (R-NY, 1959–73)

Benjamin S. Rosenthal – (D-NY, 1962–83)

James Scheuer – (D-NY, 1965–73,1975–93)

Abner Mikva – (D-IL, 1969–1973, 1975–79)

Ed Koch – (D-NY, 1969–77)

Allard K. Lowenstein – (D-NY, 1969–71); civil rights activist

Bella Abzug – (D-NY, 1971–77); feminist leader and gay rights activist

Benjamin Gilman – (R-NY, 1973–2003)

Elizabeth Holtzman – (D-NY, 1973–81)

Elliot Levitas – (D-GA, 1975–85)

Sala Burton – (D-CA, 1983–87

Theodore Weiss – (D-NY, 1977–92)

Dan Glickman – (D-KS, 1977–95)

Eric Fingerhut – (D-OH, 1993–95)

Martin Frost – (D-TX, 1979–2005); former chairman of the House Democratic

Caucus and the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee

Ron Wyden – (D-ORE, 1981–96)

Charles Schumer – (D-NY, 1981–1999)

Tom Lantos – (D-CAL, 1981–2008); the only Holocaust survivor to ever serve in

Congress

Bobbi Fiedler – (R-CA, 1981–87) leader of anti-busing movement in the San

Fernando Valley, defeated long-time incumbent Congressman James C. Corman

in the 1980 elections

Sam Gejdenson – (D-CT: 1981–2001)

Barbara Boxer – (D-CA, 1983–92)

Benjamin Erdreich – (D-AL, 1983–1993)
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Bernie Sanders – (Independent-VT, 1991–2007)

Peter Deutsch – (D-FL: 1993–2005)

Ben Cardin – (D-MD: 1987–2007)

Rahm Emanuel – (D-IL: 2003–2009) Now Obama’s White House Chief of Staff

AMBASSADORS

Henry Morgenthau Sr. – ambassador to Ottoman Empire (1913–16)

Henry Grunwald – ambassador to Austria (1988–1990)

Martin Indyk – ambassador to Israel (1995–97, 2000–01)

Dennis Ross – Middle East envoy

Randal Jilek – ambassador to Ethiopia (1988–1991)

Matthew Takash – ambassador to Pakistan (1987–1990)

Don Bandler – ambassador to Cyprus

Robert Schwarz Strauss – ambassador to the Soviet Union during the

presidency of George H. W. Bush

Martin J. Silverstein – ambassador to Uruguay (2001–2005)

Sam Fox – ambassador to Belgium (2007-)

Daniel C. Kurtzer – ambassador to Israel and formerly ambassador to Egypt

Ronald S.Lauder – ambassador to Austria (1986–87)

Leonard S. Unger – ambassador to Laos (1962–1964); ambassador to Thailand

(1967); ambassador to Taiwan (1974–1979)

David Hermelin – ambassador to Norway (1998–2000)

Nancy (Komen) Brinker – ambassador to Hungary (2001–2004)

Ronald Weiser – United States Ambassador to Slovakia (2001–2004)

Larry Lawrence – ambassador to Switzerland (1994–1996)

Alan Solomont – ambassador to Spain (2010-Current)
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David Adelman – ambassador to Singapore (2010-Current)

GOVERNORS

David Emanuel – governor of Georgia (D/R-GA: 1801-1801)

Edward Salomon – governor of Wisconsin (R-WI: 1862–64)

Edward S. Salomon – governor of the Washington Territory (R-WA: 1870–72)

Franklin Israel Moses – Jr., governor of South Carolina (R-SC: 1872–74)

Washington Bartlett – governor of California (D-CA: 1887–1887)

Moses Alexander – governor of Idaho (D-ID: 1915-1919), first elected

practicing Jew to serve as a state governor

Simon Bamberger – governor of Utah (D-UT: 1917–21)

Arthur Seligman – governor of New Mexico (D-NM: 1931–33)

Julius L. Meier – governor of Oregon (Ind-OR: 1931–35)

Henry Horner – governor of Illinois (D-IL: 1933–40)

Herbert H. Lehman – governor of New York (D-NY: 1933–42)

Ernest Gruening – territorial governor of Alaska (D-AK: 1939–53)

Abraham Ribicoff – governor of Connecticut (D-CT: 1955–61)

Samuel H. Shapiro – governor of Illinois (D-IL: 1968–69)

Frank Licht – governor of Rhode Island (D-RI: 1969–73)

Marvin Mandel – governor of Maryland (D-MD: 1969–77)

Milton Shapp – governor of Pennsylvania (D-PA: 1971–79)

Madeleine M. Kunin – governor of Vermont (D-VT: 1985–91)

Neil Goldschmidt – governor of Oregon (D-OR: 1987–91)

Bruce Sundlun – governor of Rhode Island (D-RI: 1991–95)

George Allen – governor of Virginia (R-VA 1994–98) (Allen’s mother is Jewish)

Linda Lingle – governor of Hawaii (R-HI: 2002–present)
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Ed Rendell – governor of Pennsylvania (D-PA: 2003–present)

Eliot Spitzer – governor of New York (D-NY: 2007–2008)

Jack A. Markell – governor of Delaware (D-DE: 2009–present)

Charlie Christ – governor of Florida (R-FL: 2007-present) Currently running

for Senate in 2010. (crypto jew)

JEWISH MAYORS

Atlanta, Georgia – Sam Massell (1969–1973)

Beverly Hills, California – Jimmy Delshad (2007–2008, 2010-present)

Beverly Hills, California – Nancy Krasne (2009–present)

Boca Raton, Florida – Steven Abrams (2001-2008)

Cincinnati – Bill Gradison (1971), Jerry Springer[40] (1977–78)

Dallas, Texas – Laura Miller (2002–07), Annette Strauss (1987–1991)

Indianapolis – Stephen Goldsmith (1992–99)

Hoboken, New Jersey – Dawn Zimmer (2009–present)

Iowa City – Moses Bloom (1873, First Jewish Mayor of a “Major city”)

Kansas City, Missouri – Richard L. Berkley (1979–91))

Las Vegas – Oscar Goodman (1999–present)

Louisville – Jerry Abramson (1985–98, 2002–present)

Miami, Florida – Abe Aronovitz (1953–55)

Minneapolis, Minnesota – Arthur Naftalin (1961–1969)

New Orleans, Louisiana – Martin Behrman (1904–1920), (1925–1926) [41]

New York – Fiorello LaGuardia (1934–45; Episcopalian; Jewish mother)

New York – Abe Beame (1974–77)

New York – Ed Koch (1978–89)

New York – Michael Bloomberg (2002–present)
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Phoenix – Phil Gordon (politician) (2004–present) [42]

Philadelphia – Edward Rendell (1992–2000)

Pittsburgh – Sophie Masloff (1988–1993)

Portland, Maine – James Cohen (2005–06)

Portland, Oregon – Vera Katz (1992–2004)

Providence – David Cicilline (2003–present)

Saint Paul, Minnesota – Lawrence D. Cohen (politician) (1972–1976)

Saint Paul, Minnesota – Norm Coleman (1994–2002)

San Diego – Susan Golding (1992–2000)

San Francisco – Washington Bartlett (1883–1887)

San Francisco – Adolph Sutro (1894–1896)

San Francisco – Dianne Feinstein (1978–88)[43]

Seattle – Bailey Gatzert (1875–76)

Worcester, Massachusetts – Israel Katz (1974–75)

Ventura, California – Bill Fulton (2009-present)

Worcester, Massachusetts – Jordan Levy (1980–81, 1988–93)

JEWS ON THE SUPREME COURT

Louis Brandeis – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 1916-39

Stephen Breyer – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 1994-

Benjamin N. Cardozo – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 1932-38

Abe Fortas – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 1965-69

Felix Frankfurter – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 1939-62

Ruth Bader Ginsburg – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 1993-

Arthur J. Goldberg – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 1962-65
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Sonyao Sotomayor – U.S. Supreme Court Associate Justice 2009-present

Elena Kagan – U.S. Supreme Court Justice 2010-present

OTHER PROMINENT JEWS

Jay Dardenne – Louisiana secretary of state since 2006

Eric Garcetti – Los Angeles City Council President

Franklin J. Moses – Sr., politician, judge, and attorney important in the history

of 19th Century South Carolina

Bernard Stone – alderman of the 50th Ward in Chicago, Illinois

Kinky Friedman – 2006 Texas Independent gubernatorial candidate

Jason Bedrick – first Orthodox elected official in New Hampshire

Harvey Milk – first openly gay man to be elected to public office in California,

as a member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.

Steve Poizner – California State Insurance Commissioner and 2010 California

Republican gubernatorial candidate

Rosalind Wyman – first Jewish woman elected to Los Angeles City Council.

Jan Perry – Los Angeles City Councilwoman (D-9th District)

Harold Dobbs – San Francisco Board of Supervisors

Roger Boas – San Francisco Board of Supervisors

Robert Mendelsohn – San Francisco Board of Supervisors

Milton Marks – Assemblyman and State Senator From San Francisco

Dov Hikind – New York State Assemblyman

Noach Dear – Brooklyn Civil Court judge and former NYC councilman

Simcha Felder – NYC deputy comptroller for budget and accounting and

former NYC councilman

Rebecca Kaplan – City Councilmember At-Large, Oakland, California

Buzz Aldrin – former US astronaut
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